
ALL VERBATIMS for CONSERVATIVEHOME’S JANUARY MEMBERS’
PANEL SURVEY

None of the statements polled are particularly bad in their own right, and I'm sure
many people will agree with them and think it makes good politics to have said
them. This shows the problem with polling - it is a blunt instrument unless carefully
specified. The real problem with Cameron's strategy and approach is the closure of
policy options and the caricatures drawn of past party policy.
This is another indication of a man who knows nothing about nothing and respond
to the latest opinion poll rather than fully believe what he is saying - he has not done
enough or ever lived or worked in the real world to understand the real
implications of his policies - another example of a professional politician - is it any
wonder the voters do not trust politicians.
The A-list of candidates is a very good idea but I would prefer that it did not specify
exact percentages of men and women -it would be better if the commitment were
something like at least 30% men, and at least 30% women. Only serious concern so
far is the apparent abandonment of grammar schools - I hope the Party will
support the campaign to keep these as they are in Northern Ireland
I did not vote for David Cameron although I kept an open mind following his
decisive victory. However, I am increasingly disillusioned with the direction he is
taking the Party, especially over education of liberal economics. I am not
reactionary or a retired Bufton Tufton from the Shires.... I am a 30 something gay
graduate working in a media related industry and living in London. I object to
being referred to as nostalgic and it hurts to see policies which I have worked to
support for 20+ years being discarded in this cavalier manner. If I am nostalgic
then it is a nostalga for a time when we won 100+ parliamentary majorities, not be
fighting Labour for the so called middle ground, but by presenting clear, hopeful,
radical alternatives for our country.
I worry that, in the drive to appeal to the centre, he risks alienating those of us who
have a belief in freedom, self reliance and the power of the market to advance
society, rather than big government. We are unlikely to vote Labour or Lib Dem,
but we might abstain if effectively disenfranchised by all the major parties, or try
UKIP.
David must keep in the public eye with newsworthy initiatives. Blair and Brown
look to have started attacking David, as evidenced in PMQs today. David needs to
attack them - in the most subtle of ways.
I agree with what he is doing and applaud how he is doing it. It simply had to be
done. I am sad that certain things have had to be said and ruled out, but I
understand why he had to do it. He is proving that it is easier to do a U-Turn than it
is to hold a transparently vague line. There will be more uncomfortable times ahead
but we are off and running and regaining credibility with every step.
Thanks for the survey. I think it's early days yet for David Cameron - but he is keen
and is being seen as someone with ideas. He has made bold statements and even our
Labour and Lib Dems Councillors here are worried by his growth in popularity and
his new modernising agenda. I know some members are worried, but I think DC is
making the right moves and noises. Steve.



making the right moves and noises. Steve.

There are members of the front bench team who are not putting themnselves about
and becoming known to the electorate
David Cameron has pointed the party in the right direction by identifying with the
poor. However, he needs to be extremely careful ge does not jetison conservative
policies which will free those in poverty from their current plight. Socialist,
centrallly planned solutions have been proven not to work.
ideas win elections not glitz, street cred and passing fads.
we have to win and Cameron is making this more likely.
It is pleasing that the Conservative Party is conveying a caring and compassionate
image.It should strengthen state services through increasing efficiency and reducing
bureaucracy.It should also encourage responsible individual and corporate
initiative and enterprise.These are the key balancing factors which make the
Conservative Party attractive.State services ultimately depend on wealth being
created to pay for them and the skills and outlook of those who provide them. I am
about to join my local Bridgwater Conservative Association.The Conservative Party
in the West Somerset region of the constituency has a mixed reputation at present
because the Conservative controlled West Somerset District Council is attracting
some strong local opposition re some of its recent decisions and, somewhat unfairly
in my opinion,getting adverse publicity in the local press.Any national campaign to
make the conservatives seem more compassionate, and thus electable, should be
mirrored at local level.The campaign should be both local and national.
The term 'modernise' is a NuLabour one. I do not like it. Anyway, what does it
mean? Moving to the left? If so, say so. If Mr Cameron ditches too many traditional
Conservative policies he could fall between two stools. He wil not win the likes of me
back to the party, and those floating on the left will just think he is being
opportunistic rather than sincere.
If I wanted to vote and support a left of centre party and its leader then I would
vote accordingly for the Lib Dems or the Labour Party. I was a member of the Tory
party and have resigned because of the plonker now in charge.
Cameron is placing the party in the woolly socialist consensus where it has no
business being. Better to say nothing and let Blair/Brown become less popular than
try to win a beauty contest for being the most Middle Ground-ish. Our party has no
reason to jettison sound and principled policy, or rule out radical solutions before
we have even researched them fully.
Disowning Thatcherism is a recipe for disaster. Far too many contentious daily
policy U-turns. If only we were led by Hague, Davis or Fox. Cameron is a media
invention.
I was not a supporter of DC when he first stood as a leadership candidate but he has
made a strong start and I am well on my way to admitting I was mistaken!
More needs to be done to connect the Conservatives with the many who are deeply
concverned about the last 8 years cancelling out 1000 years of liberties won and
defended. More boldness in stating that various Labour laws will be overturned by
the next Cons govt



the next Cons govt

I am sad that the conservatives have failed to take a firm stand on English
devolution, at least having equivalence to Scotland. I regret also their failure to give
a firm direction on Europe.
I think that David Cameron is doing a good job, however i hope that he makes no
more u-turns on his policies, as New Labour has so often done.
It will take every minute of the 18 months he has set to gestate the new policies.
Don't be rushed by the press. Steady as does it. (Fairly) slow and convincing is
better than gesture politics.
David Cameron is doing VERY well
found the options given rather limited.
pleaseeeeeeeeeeee don't take us any further into Europe.
David Cameron is making just the sort of statements needed to challenge the
perceptions of the people who are natural Conservatives but had stopped voting or
even listening to us. These do not change our core principles, they are just restated
in a way that makes people rethink their prejudices against the party.
Without power we are nothing, we need to be pragmatic to win. If we need to
sacrifice some sacred cows so be it - I want to win.
I was apprehensive about Cameron, but voted for him as he remains the most likely
to get the party back in power. However, the extent to which he has betrayed Tory
values, his utter obsession with liberalism, and most of all his attack on grammar
schools is worse than I could ever imagine. I am extremely disappointed and
worried for the future of the party.
I see at the web site promoting the Respect agenda that FOCUSED TOGETHER is
focused on making a difference â€“ whether itâ€™s to a block of flats, a particular
housing estate; a network of streets or a whole town. Why don't the Conservative
leadership demand that the ONS Neighbourhood Statistics web pages include an
index of social and domestic cohesion with statistics for each super output area
relating to ASBO's, truancy, teenage pregnancy, abortion, out of wedlock births,
domestic violence, STI's, marriage, divorce etc.? Until this data is published local
leaders won't be able to measure whether their policies and programmes are having
any beneficial effect.
Candidates should be judged only on their qualities; not a 50% split - could leave
out good men and women!
I'm so far disappointed at the lack of an economically literate approach to taxation
and public sector spending, and at the fact that, despite the movement (rather
slower than was promised) on the EPP, there's not a scintilla of doubt about our
continued membership of the EU.
Is he rushing the pace too fast? There is a series of Reviews taking place, scheduled
to be out in up to 18 months. Surely it is better to wait for these, lest he finds he has
to eat some of his words. Also, what about the old maxim that the Opposition should
not publicise its policies too soon lest the Government pinch them of thenselves.
Still not landing punches well enough in pmq



Cameron is pandering to the political court. He is sounding too much like a clone of
Blair. What about the people that have to live with the mess th politicians make?
I don't believe the impact of any policy on the poor should be 'the' test of that
policy, but 'a' test. Of course, through tortuous argument you can maintain that
just about any policy ultimately effects the poor (hopefully for the better), but is it
really the case that, for example, the success of each and every foreign or defence
policy should be measured against its impact on the poor?
I think DC is ignoring the contribution that competition for patients between
private health & NHS could make to improving NHS standards. It's not just private
suppliers to a state NHS we need, we also need private choice to drive up standards
Time will tell
Very happy with opening weeks of David's leadership.Significant
change(modernisation) is essential if the party is to regain the government of the
country.Carry on challenging the traditionalist wing of the party(I am well in my
sixties)and prepare policies and programmes which are fair to all.
I have an increasing sense of unease about the direction of Tory policy
announcements by Cameron.Big business is to be taken on.Previous policies on the
Health Service,education,asylum seekers,taxes and road improvement plans are to
be revised. Geldof appears to be a flavour of the month(will the F-word be part of
the Tory lexicon ere long?)Is nuclear power a Cameron no-no? Cameron is in
danger of being regarded as a Blair clone in his desie to be universally liked.
my son struggled in a state school until he was 13yrs old. He wanted to learn but
was told to occupy himself whilst the teacher spent time on disruptive boys who did
not want to be in class. He felt so let down as he had hoped that moving from
promary to secondary school (one that was ex grammar) his desire to learn would
be fuelled - instead it was slowly being dampened. Peer pressure connected learning
with being a 'nerd' and during a maths exam he was beaten up and the school had
to call me in (the teacher had left the room to attend to a fight outside). At my wits
end we approached potential candidates for all the main parties for help. It was the
Conservatives who came to the rescue - one who as a young boy had fought and
won, against the closing by Labour of his NW grammar school. He understood that
the belief that it was wrong to hold back bright pupils for the sake of an imagined
equality - this is not elitist but common sense. The academic and bright seek to
express themselves and their aspirations through learning - this does not mean that
all children will evolve into adults through this route, even for the sake of equality.
Other children may have other talents and drives that although disrupt and hold
back in the classroom can lead them to success. My son got the chance to attend a
brilliant school that encourages learning and in his GCSEs achieved 9 A*s and 1 A -
his aim is to read physics at Cambridge. His dad is a manuel worker and we live in
social housing and yet thanks to the Conservatives my son has been given a fantastic
chance to thrive. This makes it all the more disappointing that other children from
working class backgrounds who show an eagerness and a capacity to exceed in
academia are now being condemned by the same party to rot in the corner of a
classroom where even if the teachers wanted they have not the time or resources to
stretch a gifted child. I only hope this will evoke such a backlash that Cameron will
be forced to reconsider!



we should welcome a fresh image and refreshed policies.
I have always voted Conservative in spite of the fact that I have not always agreed
with their policies, However, unless your present Leader can mention the European
Union and works to uphold all British values and OUR Constitution (I have no
desire to change our Constitution for the inferior alien EU one, (Which I believe to
be treason and be absolutely true to the Oath of allegiance to the Queen (Crown)
and this Country, for the very first time I will vote for a Party that will.
All candidate shortlists should be based entirely on ability not gender, race or age.
Every effort should be made to encourage minorities but not to exclude other
capable candidates.
I think Cameron's approach has been excellent to date. He has to be seen to be
reaching out to non-Conservative voters if the Conservatives are going to win next
time and he is doing exactly that.
It is important that the Conservatives chose candidates more carefully and that
means opting for local people to contest local seats as much as possible. Also - the
key to future success is at the local level where more support should be given by the
central party.
Floating voters exist because there is no positive leadership and no vision, there is
no point in voting for consensus. The electorate generally knows that UK
parliament is dominated by EU directives and is largely irrelevant. Ignoring the
traditionalist beliefs and dreams will reap its own reward. Forget the young who
are just not interested in politics now or ever and reconnect with the core voter
Whilst overall I am very satisfied with David Cameron's leadership to date, it must
be appreciated that he is enjoying a honeymoon period and he will not have that
luxury come the next election. He needs to prove himself between now and then.
DC has given the Party a very important lifeline. I agree that we don't need to hang
on to old policies that have no relevance today.
David Cameron is making great progress, but it needs to include the whole shadow
cabinet. Where are they? There are plenty of political stories at the moment. The
government are proving how completely incompetent they are. A bit more in the
media from the opposition might help the general public realise it too!
I will not coment on the effectiveness of 'Shadow Office of Deputy Prime Minister' -
the very idea of such an 'Office' is fatuous and rather ludicrous. There should be a
committment to its outright abolition!
I am pleased to see the enormous progress that has been made in such a short time.
The more the hang 'em and flog em brigade complain the more likely it is those of
us who want to see smaller government, more local power and an end to Blair's
crypto-Leninist government are to get our wish - Go Dave! Anyone who mistakes
Cameron's approach for Heathism, Butskellism or managerialism doesn't
understand the nature of modern politics or the radical outcomes that will be
produced by the policy reviews.
continue the good work, but don't forget about your core supporters
I was a big fan of Cameron during the leadership contest, but now I'm getting a bit
concerned he'll go too far to the left.



Cameron will win votes, of that I have no doubt but he is not a Conservative.
Politics has moved ever more towards the middle ground with little to choose
between the supposed left and right but the various 'characters'. Dr Fox should be
leader of the party, failing that IDS. Bring back honest middle right Conservative
values, Cameron speaks as if we should be ashamed of them.
I am delighted with the way David Cameron is so much in the news, getting positive
comment and with the sustained way he is putting forward Conservative policies. If
he keeps this up, I am certain we can win next time!
I was brought up in a single parent family. My mother worked full time, but we
were very poor and living in rented accomodation. Luckily for me I passed the 11
plus and went to a very good grammar school. Unfortunately, because of succesive
governments neither of my children had the same chance. They had to go to
comprehensive schools. Grammar schools are the best chance that poor children
have of getting a good education, and I am disgusted that David Cameron has seen
fit to ditch the Conservatives support of Grammar schools.
I wish we had demanded his manifesto first I feel that we are ditching some true
Tory values,perhaps nearer the next election we will give him the opportunity to
reign some of his radical ideas,and not sound like BLAIR
It is clear that Cameron will carry out the necessary 'modernizing' policy review to
its full extent, but it is not yet clear to what extent he will pick a fight with the right
of the party.
candidates: i am, as a selection committee member,slightly concerned that 50/50
does not necessarily give 100 best canidates, and as a woman i do not like to be
patronised. i accept that as we were we had been seen in the wrong light however i
hope DC will keep to the conservative principles of freedom, much less government
and in this regard REMOVING regulation not just slowing down it's growth which
is stifling business
As usual; it the EU which is the most important aspect of our government, because
it impacts on all others. It is time that this situation was sorted out once and for all
and it is time we stopped any further integration measures without a clear mandate
from the British people. I personally do not wish to be an EU citizen and I do not
wish this country to remain a member of the union, I would like a political party to
stand on a clear platform of holding an open debate about out membership and
then to hold a referendum and then most importantly to accept the peoples choice
as expressed in that referendum. The other very important point is that we have
been dragged into the Union because politicians have simply ignored our own
constitution, this also needs addressing so that in future the people we elect cannot
overstep their mandate and remove our sovereignty. We seriously need to redress
the balance between the state and the people which this present government has and
is continuing to change in favour of more state control over the people. I will remain
sceptical about the Conservative party, until I begin to see them seriously
promoting measures to correct the misuse of power that our elected governments
have made over the past several years, I would also like to see a clear stand against
this governments inroads into our civil liberties and its attempts to dismantle the
British Constitution.
Thanks for reminding me there exists a shadow cabinet.



The Conservative party must be the party of the strivers, not the shirkers or the
liberal metropolitan elite. DC would do well to keep that in mind.
Thank you for the surveys as I like to take any and every opportunity I can to rant
against that utter bloody idiot and socialist David Cameron. I am proud to say I
voted for David Davis. I will not be renewing my Party membership when it falls
due in March and I shall be voting UKIP at the next General Election (unless
Cameron gets booted out before then).
Very unhappy about proposed a-list of candidates being arbritrarily 50/50.
I think that raising the basic personal allowance & NI starting threshold to say
Â£10,000 P/A and linking it to earnings would be a fine act of one nation Tory
redistribution as it would cut the share paid by the working poor of total tax (
meaning the wealthy would pay a relatively bigger share ) and would set the poor
free from the poverty trap caused by reliance on meanstested benefits . This
invloves less red tape , a smaller welfare state and lower taxes while ending the
poverty trap .
A really good performance so far but with some centrists policies that I would not
have thought the Tories would follow. The no more on grammar schools
particularly seems to pander to current the education establishment. The most
important (to me at least) policy announcement yet to come is how the Tories
propose to change the property and pension investment ratio.
I have been a party activist since 1978 and between Thatcher and now pretty
unhappy - wirh Cameron, we're in with a real chance. As a very successful
businesswoman (recently retired), I don't like positive discrimination towards
women and I don't know anyone who does. We only want to be judged on merit.
Thankyou.
I'm all in favour of modernising the parties social policies on things like civil
partnerships, family values and immigration. However it is foolish to abandon
libertarian policies such as patients passport, grammar schools and attacking big
business. He's not going to out Brown Brown so why not just be a centre right
libertarian party a Thatcher for the 21st Century.
David Cameron is great news for the Conservative Party. Membership is growing
with a larger proportion of young people joining.The future looks good.
While pleasing the media with talk of high taxes may get good headlines, it is not
helping those of us on less than average incomes. I begrudge my money going to
Breast Feeding Co-odinators and Street Furnature Advisors, et, etc.
I feel David Cameron should re visit his ideas about Grammar Schools. In Trafford
we have an excellent education system that includes Grammar and high schools. I
would also like him to think further about the future funding of the Health
service.The time has come for a serious re think on how the funding is provided,
perhaps going back to the origins of the service and look at the possibility of dual
funding from both public and private sources.
Although the Conservative Party has advanced under David Cameron,
Conservatism has retreated. It was a grave mistake to surrender fundamental
points of principle and to close the door forever on policies. They have done a
disservice to the party in an ill considered bid for early results. Far better to have
commited to the principles of state funded education and health, but left the door
open for reform.



open for reform.

the stream of ideas hitting the headlines on almost a daily basis, means that
Conservative policy and ideology is now always up for serious discussion in the
media. at last we have a leader who realises that to gain popularity; you have
remain constantly in the public eye. that's the reality of 2006. people will vote for
someone of whom they're aware.
I voted for Cameron and still believe him to be the best choice as leader. However, I
cannot help feeling uncomfortable that there is not enough emphasis on building on
core beliefs.
members are generally supportive but concerned and seek explanation on; re-
distribution of wealth, taxation, public spending
I'm a member of no party. I used to vote Tory many years ago but I saw the rot set
in. I now find it difficult to differentiate between what Labour and Tories do in
power (as opposed to what they say they'll do!!). I want out of the EU (who cares
about the EEP?!), I want individual freedom and I want less law. Not likely under
Mr Camoron is it?
Keep up the good work David
Difficult to know whether he is saying these things to provoke a reaction, a thing
you can only do in the early stages in order to feel your way.If not then explanation
and consistency needed. I wanted the option to say ' TOO EARLY TO SAY' Not
enough exposure of named members to rate them, also not enough info about EPP
to rate it yet. (for me at any rate)
Wish to become an active member
conservative spokes persons still allow the interviewing media to control the
discussions and demean the strenght of the spokesperson whio tries too hard to be
nice and polite stop allowing the media to put people down
To date I have to say that I am very pleased with the way David Cameron has
settled into the role of Party Leader and the way he has started the difficult task of
modernising the Party. There is still a long way to go and there can be no doubts
that not all members will be pleased with the direction the Party takes, but all credit
to the man - his energy, enthusiasm and vigour show no signs of abating.
I believe that David Cameron is wrong to believe that elections will be won in the
center ground, I agree with Lord Tebbit that it is a mythical place in British Politics
which merely leads to the total loss of identity of each major poltical party. At the
rate things are going we'll only be able to tell the difference between the Nationalist
Parties because at the core of their manifestoes they their own nations interest at
heart.
Without a clear coherent conservative philosophy David Cameron is merely an
empty vessel. He may well win, this being the age of the political opportunist, but he
will quickly become despised by a majority of the adult voters. I personally hope he
does - but only because the alternative is worse.



Would have liked to see Liam Fox take shadow health. Theresa May is still not
warming to the public, she is still coming across as cold and upperclass. If we want
to set an example that we have women in high places then I hope that example is not
Theresa May.
Whilst I am pleased with some of the promises to combat poverty home and abroad,
the modernisation of the party means that once my council term ends in May, I will
not be taking any active part in the Party. I am not an old colonel, I am only 1 year
older than Mr Cameron
as a senior member of the party I am concerned that we are jut following a populist
agenda purely for the publicity, it is not how the majority of members think
I think that camerons biggest mistake has been keeping Liam Fox in Defence, he
would be far more useful as Shadow Home Sec, with Davis moved to a smaller
portfolio more suited to his 'skills'
David Cameron's ideas need to filter through the whole system - down to branch
level where the system is still very stale and out of date and youth is not evident.
I am NOT happy about some the policy changes that Cameron proposes and am
seriously considering leaving the Party
A bold start and dictating the agenda. Very pleased. My only reservation would be
about his comments regarding grammar schools. As someone from a poor-ish
background it was the biggest enabling influence of my school days and I know it
was the same for some of my classmates. Don't allow the class war brigade to
persuade you that there is something unholy about grouping and teaching children
by their abilities.
I am a long time Conservative Party activist and I am getting fed up with being told
we are now changing and becoming compassionate. Just look at the people working
for the charities, running the shops, making door to door collections and you will
see many more Conservatives than the other parties. We have always been
compassionate and have allowed Labour lies to blacken our name. We must fight
back and not change our principles.
I agree that DC had to make bold statements at the commencement of his time in
order to reposition the party to recapture the centre and capture the electorate's
attention. He has. Now he has to articulate policies with good conservative values
with the help of all his colleagues. I hope this will be a corporate, not an individual,
effort.
On questions of modernising, I think the answer highly depends on just what that
process entails. I am all for rebranding the party, representing it as a bold, fresh
group of people with radical ideas (making the shadow cabinet sign up for
renewable energy; signing on Bob Geldof and other heavyweights; spending time
examining policy) - but where we have true beliefs we should make then popular as
Blair has tried to make them unpopular - e.g. grammar schools
I hope that David is just following in Blair's footsteps to get votes and will not
adhere ridgidly to the new policies.Grammar schools allow clever poor children to
escape and fly.Poor old Prescott didn't get his bike-we are not all clever people.I
would have voted for Davis if I had had a vote.

the conservatives must impact on people who work, have no children, and own their
own house. these people are being left behind as are the poor.



own house. these people are being left behind as are the poor.

What ever happened to our real Conservative Principles? Under David Cameron
we indistinguisable from Labour and the Lib Dems.
I believe that David Cameron has a chance of becoming Prime Minister at the next
general election, however, this will be greatly enhanced if Gordon brown becomes
leader of the labour party sooner rather than later in order that there is a direct
comparison of styles.
Cameron needs to learn from Bush's victories. You need to take your conservative
base with you, not denigrate or ignore them. If Cameron is not careful many
thousands of us who are true believers may stay home next time too...
I find David Cameron to be a breath of fresh air. He is exactly what the
Conservatives need. No party ever wins if they're on the extremes. The centre
ground is where the Conservatives should be. As long as DC continues his
progressive modernisation of the Conservatives, I shall continue to support him.
I must qualify my response about pulling out of the EPP. If David Cameron is to be
taken seriously about fighting Europe and those who want to enforce their
constitution on us, he should be a lot quicker to form a recognisable new group that
will act as a cohesive force for this purpose. Also, wealth redistribution is already
achieved through tax and employment, Annoying off businesses, the majority of
which are small businesses in the UK, is a BIG mistake. They generate our wealth
and security financially. Our trade devicits are woefully inadequate, we should be
enabling more business to come to the UK and strengthen our economy. I do not
like this socialist twaddle and many agree with me. A decided lack of differentiation
adds to the confusion of the electorate and will do us no good. Remember we are
supposed to be Conservatives not Neo Liberals. As an activist, I will be unable to
look our voters in the eye if we let them down on immigration too, which already
seems likely. I do not appreciate being made a liar. They will remember and hardly
ever forgive. Trying to be all things to all people may have a short term effect, but
it's a long way to Number 10 and even though you may gain some new support, you
will also lose a lot. Work it out.
pension's are a very important issue and also the additional payments which are
universal must be mentained because those pensioners who are not on any form of
benifit and are only just above the cut off do greatly appreciate this payment
I totally disagree with Cameron's quota for mail-female candidates. Each candidate
should be assessed for their talent, not excluded for fear of not fulfilling this quota.
Can Mr Cameron please stop wearing that lime green tie!
Concerning global warming, builders should be made to install solar panels / wind
units on each new house they build. The cost would be a very small proportion of
the house's total cost.
The Party needs to set out a centrist approach and that is what seems to be
happening. Moving the Party back to the centre right (not abandoning all our
principles) may upset a good few activists (who are, by definition, more to the
extremes than the average voter), & Tebbit & Heffer, but it must be done to defeat
a centre-left Labour Party. It's not 1983 and Thatcherism won't win as it did.



A good start. I worry about the EPP. We should be constuctive in Europe. A list is
good and so is th econsideration of th epopulation as a whole rather than the elite.
I believe it is correct for DC to prioritise the 'modernisation' of the party and he is
doing a good job but he must not forget to restate on occasions his conservative
roots and beliefs. Failing to do so could lead me to beleive he favours The Guardian
and is shopping for sandals!!
As someone who backed Fox, then Davis, I have been more than presently surprised
by the Cameron leadership. The worry that he'll be a blatant social liberal hasn't
actually happened. Bringing in Duncan-Smith's ISJ as part of the policy review
keeps peeps like me really happy. I'm now actually starting to wonder why I didn't
become a Cameroonie in the first place...
I'd like to use this space to say thank-you to ConservativeHome for their very
informative blog during the leadership race.
Cameron is modifying some central Conservative tenet, as Thatcher did, Heath
wishes to, Churchill, Disraeli and Pee. Everything evolves, those who opt for stasis
opt for oblivion.
I am quite concerned about the apparent direction our Party is going in at prsent
but await with interest how things will develop. We can't abandon every traditional
Conservative principle or we will end up as another version of New Labour.
Policy for supporters, activists and Councillors like me needs to be clearer if we are
to be credible on the doorstep. EG I thought we were in favour of selection by
ability as an option under the white paper (as per Cmaeron at PMQs) but now we
have firmly said no to Grammer schools. Contradiction? or do they mean the same
thing? Plenty of time to clarify policy for next GE but not for local elections in May.
I wish David Cameron well and hope he will be succesful in returning a
Conservative Government. Trouble is, he's stealing the clothes of Blair, who stole
the clothes of Thatcher. Much as I want a Conservative Government I do want to
retain Conservative values. I'm not yet confident that David will do that. As for
Punch & Judy, thats what its all about. If you believe in something, you fight for it.
Not indulge in concensus.
I am very concerned that, having voted for Cameron, he is going off on a left wing
agenda trying to ape Tony Blair on the premise of picking up the estranged Tories
voters. If he is not going to pursue issues such as re-instating fox hunting, grammar
schools, a sensible taxation policy and supporting the countryside & farming
community, I shall, for the very first time ever, walk away from the party. We do
not need Nottinghill attitudes towards running the Tory party and that is what
Cameron seems to intent on.
David Cameron has started with a huge fund of goodwill. He seems to be
deliberately testing the party to see how much unwelcome medicine it can endure,
and is perhaps trying to get the worst of it (eg grammar schools) out of the way
early. So far he retains my support on balance.
I believe that the Conservative Party is in danger of moving too far to the left,
leaving a gap on the centre right of politics and a significant number of people
effectively disenfranchised. This can only be bad for British politics.
I hope Cameron is lying.



Keep it up!
DC is doing a great job as leader. He recognises what needs to be done, he
recognises what was wrong with the party, and he recognises that to be successful a
party has to be radical and centre ground. He combines those things well. I am
slightly disappointed that we havent seen or heard much from the shadow cabinet
so far, though.
So far so good, but TB is still winning at PMQ's - he is better prepared / briefed.
Oliver Letwin is a 'nice chap' but doesn't come over as sharp enough when
interviewed or debating on programmes like Newsnight. Those in the media
spotlight generally need to sharpen their response / points of view.
I feel we should remain within the EU as we should be working together in Europe
towards many issues including conservation, common food production issues,global
safety issues, human rights etc. On home political matters I have concerns with too
much agreement with the Labour Party over the Education White Paper and the
impact that will have on children who need specific help with their education.
I am concerned that the party seems to be a one man band at the moment. Perhaps
it was necessary to raise Cameron's profile but have the others taken a break? How
can you comment on how Fox, Osborne etc are doing when you read nothing about
them? Spelman did well to go after Prescott and raise the hypocrisy of people who
spout socialism but then fights shy of paying their contribution towards local
funding. I'm not sure I want this publishing as I don't want to come over all
negative and take a bashing.
Its difficult to decide whether something is good politics or bad politics. It depends
very much on what politics means.
DC must resist commenting on each and every topic, trivial or other. eg daft politics
and dafter logic to comment on WH Smith. There are other examples of trivia
comments. Hague and others must find opps to presnt themselves. DD has been
hidden. Higher profile now required. TEAM TEAM TEAM approach. DC has been
an effective phalanx. BROADEN assault.
We were sold a pup! Cameron woffled in generalities until he was elected. Since
then he has produced policy ideas which are mere clones of NewLabour's. He seems
to be playing patsy with the most disgracewful prime minister of the last 60 years
with all his policies failing. Cameron doesn't seem to mind!
I have not heard enough of what the Shadow Cabinet is doing to make any
judgement as to its performance
I did not vote for David Cameron and was a staunch David Davis supporter,but I
have to say that so far the former has not made any big mistakes. He seems to be
following the same political road as Macmillan in the 1950s And !960s and as a right
wing member of the party I find this acceptable. However I would not want to see
the party have a 50-50 men/women candidates list where any women candidates
were less able than the men and were on the list because they were the best of their
sex available and thereby excluded more able men.
The party modernisation has not gone far enough yet by a long way. The party
must reflect the diverse modern multi-cultural, nternationalist Britain that we live
in today. There is no room for the old traditionalist conservative views any more.



The main issue Cameron has to deal with is the brand of the party. Some of the
policy changes like the position on the NHS etc. are needed, but a good portion of
the party's policies are popular with the public, until they are told they are
Conservative policies. Slowly he is changing that image, and he should keep it up.
Overall a good start. The most important thing is to get elected first! After that the
policies can be finessed, some of these may be unpalatable in the short term but ...
All this modernisation is all very well, but it will leave the country without a
Conservative Party.
Great job David Cameron, keep up the good work.
I believe the appointment of David Cameron was the right thing on the
performance during the leadership contest. I believe the Conservatives have got to
make changes but I believe much of what I have heard so far is not significantly
different to present such an alternative as is perceivable from Labour.
1. Policies which use the poor... as an indication of acceptability to the voters will
give rise to skewed results and potentially alienate those who are not poor... In
general all policies should stand on their own merit for the good of the majority of
the whole electorate. 2. If we stay in the peoples party we stand a chance in altering
the outcomes.If we leave it then we stand no chance.Get fighting and get results.
With regard to the A list of men and women candidates e.g. 50% men / women. I
think this is a good idea. There is clearly a deficit of women being selected as
candidates. However, I would never support short listing women only candidates -
just look at the Labour party to see what happens - yes they have many more
women but they are not there on merit and it shows - even Germaine Greer agrees
with that!!
Mr Cameron is going in the right direction but he needs to remember that he is not
fighting a series of cavalry skirmishes but a war of attrition. Lets hope that he
knows when to keep his head down at the right moments and not to blow it by doing
or saying something stupid.
open our hearts to immigrants ? No! we'll have the immigrants WE want or NEED
- the rest should stay home and improve their own country.
Cameron is doing a good job in presenting the party as electable, but I'm
uncomfortable with some of the policy direction. I'm a younger member and
consider myself a moderate. My test for him is how he handles issues of liberty - ID
cards etc. I do understand how the left felt under Blair.
If the Conservative party is not about getting government spending under control
and deregulation, then there is no point in having a Conservative party. On the
E.U., getting out of the E.P.P. is a nice gesture - but it is only a gesture. Powers must
be returned to Britain.
I think modernising and abandoning traditional Tory policies are not the same
things. I agree that the Tories need to change how it communicates, but I see no
reason for sweeping changes of what it communicates. Standing up to big business
scares me, and so does complaining about chocolate organges close to counters -
does Mr Cameron really want to be the new super-nanny?



Regarding grammar schools which I support, I must assume David Cameron has
his reasons; eg save burden of public expenses in converting to grammar education.
OR strengthen schools already there. University fees no change - I hope he has clear
ideas to help poor students and provide more scholarships. Medical students face
Â£35K loans on graduation. Use NHS scholarships for minimum five years service
on qualifying? Police efficiency does not mean 'tally' of arrests per month? Dr
Adrien Youell MA MD
David Cameron is bent on suicide for all we Conservatives believe in! What is the
point in having YET ANOTHER 'lefty centre' party supporting the 'poor', a lenient
judiciary and liberal thinking. We need a radical right party to put the 'Great' back
in Britain!!! AND WE NEED IT NOW!!!
David Cameron's HONEST approach to politics and this country's politics is VERY
refreshing BUT we need to win the next election and I would not like him to do this
on the back of dishonest promises as our present government has done. Good luck,
we need Prime Ministers who we are proud of.
David Cameron is making steady progress as opinion polls show. Although I
personally do not agree with everything he has said; he has said these things for a
reason. The Conservative party can only ever make a difference when in power, and
David Cameron is going the right way about getting us there.
The Conservative Party is failing the electorate. We needed to reposition ourselves
in the marketplace but with the right policies. Instead we are in many areas
repositioning with the wrong policies especially on health, education and tax. We
need to find the right way to sell the right solutions, and attract the additional
voters we need. Instead, we are simply moving closer to Labour and the Lib Dems.
some of what he says is being distored - didnt say he would abolish grammar
schools just not bring in news ones - well we didnt in 18 yrs before did we so whats
the fuss. we must all support him as our new leader and realise that the world is as
it is and sadly not how it was. without power we cannot do anything.
I am a long-time Labour supporter. However the intrusive, anti-civil-liberties
policies as well as the Government mishandling of issues of great importance to
people (e.g. paedophiles as teachers) will keep their natural support at home next
election. If the Tories can convince the electorate that they can run the economy,
and they aren't the nasty party, I believe they will deserve to win the next election.
We are feeling more cheerful than we have for a long time. David Cameron knows
how to speak in public. An asset which is sadly lacking these days. Really sorry
about Kennedy - he had this asset although not one of us!
The Government should not be railroaded by big business and should be stood up
to if it is in conflict with Party Policy. As far as the EU is concerned it is correct to
leave the EPP as long as the Conservative Party can form a right of centre grouping
within the EU and bring other right of centre groupings along with us. We should
NOT join a group which includes the far right groups in Europe.
I don't believe in positive discrimination for women. We have to be judged on our
ability to do the job. Persuading some Conservatives members that this is the case is
the real challenge.



I like the direction Cameron is taking and support his views on health and schools
which are more practical. The hospital vouchers were gimmicky and divisive.
People just want schools and hospitals they can go to that will do a decent job.
However I am worried about the way Cameron is trying to make a clause 4 moment
over candidates. This is a big mistake and he is ill advised. For many parts of the
country outside the south of England the issues is not getting more women it is
getting haly way decent local candidates. By delaying this and getting stuck on
idealogical theories about lists and test systems he is risking wrecking his progress.
Of course it would be great to have more women and we must but many do not
want to stand and we must not lose people off the list that suit areas in the North,
Wales and Scotland just because of theories at CCO.
Keep up the good work Mr Cameron! However I am extremely disappointed on
your stance over grammar schools, despite knowing it has nullified the threat of
Labour using selection to beat us over the head with. Possibly an example of
strategy taken so far, we should not be ashamed of grammar schools and I wish I
could have gone to one instead of a comprehensive.
Maybe there is to be no return to grammar schools; but you better have something
as good to put in their place. Soon you will need to explain what exactly IS the
Conservative philosphy for education. The socialist state is slowly choking
education whilst bankrupting the taxpayer; emulating it will not win you votes.
To abandon Thatherism is a mistake. I still meet very many people on the doorstep
who say that they used to vote for Maggie, but that they have since then switched to
other parties or do no longer vote.
I think it is wrong that the Party is suggesting aboutÂ£5 should go to the Party
funds from subscriptions.Is this a way of merging Associations by the back door?
I did not take a view on any issue where I was not sure. The omissions will prompt
me to be more aware of those issues. On balance, I think David Cameron is doing a
stunning job.
It is important for the Party in Westminster to make mmore effort to consult with
Elected members in Local Government, particularly those in top tier Local
Authorities who are responsible for delivering the majority of the services that are
provided to the electorate.
David Cameron is on the right lines. He has to change the direction and appearance
of the party. This may not be to the taste of right-wing Tories but it is necessary.
I am pleased to see the party leader in the news as an odinary family man. We have
a profile of being the party for the rich and middle and upper classes. Coming from
a marginal seat in Yorkshire the voters want to see someone who is prepared to
work hard and be straight talking. David Cameron has the vision, the appeal to
younger voters to win the next election.
I went to a grammar school and I realised even then how unfair segregation was
when you were only 10 years old on the strength of one examination. I belive it was
even more unfair on boys as they develop so much later.
What this country wants is teachers that teach, police force that polices, nurses that
nurse NOT ten minutes work followed by 3 hours paperwork.



Party is doing well to attract wider support. Still not comfortable with the implied
support of the Blairite neocon foreign policy. This has made the islamics extremists
much more dangerous. Back to a National Interest foreign policy please. And we
should introduce industrial vocational training into schools rather then just
hankering after grammar schools for the brightest. There is more to life than
education education education whatever that means.
DC is making a good job of communicating with the public and garnering affinity
with them - this is more important than the message as without the affinity the
message is not heard. At the same time I am concerned that Conservative principles
are being whittled away and socialism substituted. The negative policies on the NHS
and Grammer schools are examples.
I am only concerned about the candidates A list as I am not sure how this will effect
local candidates in some marginals. For example Romsey where we almost won last
election with a local candidate but did so badly when we parachuted in candidates.
Cameron continues to set the agenda nationally. Very impressed with the way the
David Willetts has begun the education brief and how George Osborne continues to
perform as Shadow Chancellor. I have an ideological instance that the Grammar
Schools system should be expanded and thus I am not best pleased with his stance
on them.
The Conservatives should stand up to small business as well as big business -
particularly landlords. Tied in with a campaign for civic pride, landlords should be
bullied, cajoled or shamed into taking responsibility for their properties. In cities
like Oxford, where HMOs dominate, the front gardens are rubbish tips, and back
gardens an eyesore. And the buildings are poorly maintained, never refurbished
and even a few such properties can make a decent area look down at heel. Anti-
social behaviour - littering, graffiti, street crime - soon follows.
I applaud Dave's performance at PMQs. As an unshakeable Conservative, I am
uneasy at some of the things he says - but am keeping my powder dry until I see
what he actually does.
THE FOOTBALL FANS UNDERSTAND THE PREMIER LEAGUE, AND ARE
QUITE HAPPY TO ACCEPT THAT THEIR FOOTBALLING HEROES EARN
HUGE SUMS OF MONEY RELATED TO THEIR ABILITY AS
FOOTBALLERS. WHY CAN'T WE HAVE A PREMIER LEAGUE IN
EDUCATION I.E. GRAMMER SCHOOLS?
I totally disagree with the statement on education and Grammar Schools. In
Trafford we have an excellent secondary school system based on Grammar and
High Schools. We aim to improve every pupils academic ability and have been very
successful. At GCSE, 2nd nationally and at A level 1st nationally. Thats across the
board, Grammar and High Schools.
Grass root voters in our area are concerned about crime and yob behaviour. Our
Party's stance against ID cards is a negative move, but the policy to look at Police
performance is positive. The wish to attract more women/ethnic minorities should
always be qualified by the requirement that they must be capable of doing the job.
Be warned by the experiences of Estelle Morris and Ruth Kelly, both female
failures.



I would like all shadow ministers to be MORE noticeable in attacking the
scandalous waste of taxpayers/public money particularly in areas of
defence,funding of local govt,IT projects etc but not sacred cows of health &
education! Drip Drip approach.
David Cameron has undermined everything that the Conservative party was
supposed to stand for. At previous elections I would have been far happier for the
Conservatives to win than Labour, but now neither of them really stand for
anything, or at least anything positive. What's the point in winning if you have to
betray all your principles; everything that you know is right, to do it?
Try not to go too far left - there are plenty of people who want a moral ethical fair
country.
There's a honeymoon period where every statement cameron makes is appraised
and analysed by the print media. Generally his showing the party to be more
caring, is good.
Cameron is embracing New Labour statism at just the moment people are realising
that it's tax-spend-and-pray strategy simply isn't working. Bob Geldof and Zac
Goldsmith got headlines but are ticking timebombs. Cameron may well win
election, but for what? To government as New Labour?
Tax reform is one of the main reasons I have given thousands of hours and
thousands of pounds to the Conservative Party. Cameron's soft stance on tax leaves
me cold. Perhaps another party will better serve my interests.
We can all agree that helping the poorest in society is not only politically the right
thing to do, it is must always be a central theme of our complete political
philosophy. As a party preparing for Government, we must have an alternative
policy concerning the COUNCIL TAX. This is a tax which is actually taxing those
will fixes low incomes into poverty.If as a party we stand for social justice, then this
one tax that must be abolished
I found the questions difficult to answer as I would like to know where David
Cameron is taking the party. Also, difficult to rate shadow cabinet as it is still early
days. They need to prove themselves.
I think David Cameron is stating policies too soon, e.g. on the Health Service,
without waiting to see and discuss what the various resdearch groups come up with,
or apparently the opinions of his Shadow Cabinet.
I voted for DC and am broadly happy with his leadership thus far but am
unimpressed with the overall composition of his shadow cabinet, with several
newbies getting or keeping senior posts with no proven successful track-record
(mostly for PC/PR reasons in my view) whilst people with experience who are
popular in the party seem to have been either overlooked or demoted.
Too early to tell for most shadow cabinet members. Probably also too early to tell
whether the positions staked out by DC are smart politics or bad politics.
The tendency to rule out radical proposals which aim towards better delivery of
services and enchancement of choice is very worrying. It is not enough to promise
the same socio ecomomic model as New Labour with the proviso that the
Conservative will simply run things better.What sort of chooice is that?

The failure to say that where Grammar Schools they will be retained was a big
mistake as they have been the biggest factor in producing social mobility in the UK
Shadow Ministers have been hadly visible so far



mistake as they have been the biggest factor in producing social mobility in the UK
Shadow Ministers have been hadly visible so far
I still think the Conservative Party should be about freedom from the State.
Freedom to succeed as well as fail. Freedom to decide one's own priorities re.
education and healthy. Grammar schools and the Assisted Places scheme helped my
family's social mobility - I wish the same opportunities were now open to others.
If David Cameron is against Punch and Judy politcs as he claims then why does he
spend so much effort attacking Gordon Brown?
Mr Cameron's comments regarding his commitment to the NHS and
comprehensives were disappointing. How long will we have to accept poor
performance in the areas of education and health before it's accepted that it's a
systemic failure? It should be the Conservative Party who are shaping public
opinion in this area. Voters may be more willing to listen to these truths than
politicians give them credit for.
Church or Spiritual life & Country are not included properly in policies. This is
silly! There are ways to put forward both so they are on everybody's agenda. Blair
has taken the iniciative again on that.
The issue of 'standing up to big business' is complicated. I don't believe that
globalisation is good for Britain as we cannot compete against China, India, Eastern
Europe, etc. on wages. We will lose work for the masses if we pursue this route (and
Europe) any more. We need a more isolationist approach to protect British
markets. Grammar schools are the one chance that the academically able pupils
from less affluent backgrounds have of receiving an appropriate level of education.
Tories should be enhancing these opportunities, not denying them. I like David
Cameron publically aligning himself with Ray Mallon. Mr Mallon is a hero !!!
DC has the advantages of being young and having no 'baggage to contend with. He
seems determined to win the young people of Britain to the Conservative cause - I
think that given the support of those already in the Party he will succeed in this
objective, however I am convinced this will lead to a struggle with the 'old guard' of
whatever age in the Associations.
Education: Surviving Grammer Schools should continue as part of an education
system that offers a wide choice for pupils and thier parents. Saying there's no
going back to the Grammer School system, should be qualified by adding that
existing Grammer Schools would not be phased out under a Conservative
Government. The Poor. Should always be supported and encouraged by those of us
who are more more. fortunate. The Conservative Party should be seen to consider
and formulate policies to help the poor to no lesser or greater degree than it's core
supporters, the middle classes. (You know, the ones who pay for all the present
Government's mismanagement and maladminstration and waste) Mental Health.
Here is a much neglected group of people. A Government that takes care of it's
mentally ill will always have my support. One that neglects this group of largely
brave and vulnerable people is morally bankrupt! I refer to (New Labour).
I was a former activist and supporter...I think Cameron's treatment of the
candidates list is appalling. His policies are idiotic (baring his EPP stance) and he
will lead the Tory Party to its doom.



Stop apologising and listening. It grates. There has never been a successful socialist
Government in the history of the world. Remind people of this. Britain is going bust
as it did in 1979. Say it, for heavens sake!!
Law & Order on our streets is one of the bigest issues today. The lack of local
medical cover outside of hours of local GP practices for the over 60's will cost lives.
Local services is better than regional control centres for Fire,Medical and Police
services in all areas.
The first 100 days of Camerons leadership has maintained the momentum of the
Leadership campaign to get us noticed by the media for the right reasons, and get
us back in the Centre ground - well done! Kennedy's resignation was a direct effect
of Cameron's election, and shows how much we have shaken the Lib-Dems -
another well done!
Grave concerns about Zac Goldsmith's anti nuclear commitment. Conservative
Party must continue to oppose large scale wind farms which are destroying our
countryside and produce so little electricity (when the wind blows) that they make
little difference to the fight against global warming. Nuclear power is our future.
For most of my working life I struggled to get a decent salary and promotions, I
finally got promoted in 1996 and moved into the 40% tax bracket. Then THEY got
in and have taken all of my money and married benefits, taxed my company car,
taken away by political correctness the management perks I worked for 30 years to
achieve. I am seriously worried; I have always supported the Conservatives since
my first vote, now we seem to be turning towards this same insipid, big brother, tax
you-to-death state that Labour promote. Donâ€™t even mention the intrusion of
the unwanted ID cards. â€¢ The country is overburdened with Health & safety at
work â€¢ Ridiculous claims by injured workers should be thrown out of court, and
there should be a penalty for bring silly claims that waste the courts time â€¢ There
should be NO European courts, parliaments, etc, just trading agreements. â€¢ TAX
should rise on a linear scale not just jump to 40% â€¢ Wives should not have to
work, if they donâ€™t, the husband should get some tax relief â€¢ Private
medicine payments by the employer should not be taxed. ( this is outrageous) â€¢
Private medicine payments by the employee should attract a modest NI discount.
(itâ€™s only fair if you are using your own money to lessen your burden on the
state) â€¢ Company car drivers who have to drive long distances should not be
extra penalised by company car tax as they are now, (you cant drive 30,000 miles in
a small car to be tax efficient, itâ€™s not safe and certainly not healthy and its not
as environmentally clean as a big car actually, because those drivers have to
hammer them to get anywhere, and when you go fast in a small car it is less
environmentally friendly then a much bigger car. For company car tax to be fair
and not just another way of getting money, drivers should pay tax on their private
miles, Itâ€™s obvious isnâ€™t it? Those are the benefit miles not the business
miles which the drive has no control over. Well you did ask !!
Having voted for David Cameron I am now beginning to wonder whether we are
turning into a MkII Lib Dem Party, or MkII New Labour.



A radical rethinking of our failing education and health systems is required and not
any pledges to maintain the status quo. The only way forward for schools is to make
them all independent trusts and fully responsible for themselves and to give parents
vouchers--ones that can be topped up. Ditto hospitals, with patients partlyfunded
and partly insured, as in many Continental schemes.
Please, no return to the infighting and backstabbing that's so damaged our Party in
the past. Cameron may have a radical take on Conservative principles, but he's
completely right about the need to modernise. And of course he's hugely popular
with the electorate; rally round him and the next election could be ours.
With the marked exception of the 50-50 candidate lists which are a terrible
misjudgement, David Cameron has made and excellent start to his term as leader.
The new style is good. But the education and EU policies are a huge
disappointment. Grammar schools were a successful part of the system. Remedial
action should be aimed at the other parts of the system. Euroscepticism may be
popular in the short term, but will look foolish in the longer term, as the EU
becomes an increasingly normal part of all our lives.
I am broadly happy with Cameron and his Shadow cabinet even if I am sceptical
about some reforms. I am, however, extremely unhappy indeed with Francis Maude
and while he has kept a low profile of late I do not think we should forget what he
wants to do to our party. I also think in a future survey we should be asked about
non cabinet members e.g Goldsmith,Geldof,Gove,Portillo etc
It's become increasingly clear that the Conservative party has left a gap in the
centre right voter base. Can the Conservatives risk the creation of a fourth party?
there are conflicting emotions: delight at the party's resurgence but extremely
uneasy at DC's public rejection of Thatcherism and intention to move the party
tothe centre. I'd feel happier if the arguments showed some inclination to move the
centre in our direction. Going 'green' is sensible and dovetails nicely with 'standing
up to big business'. As far as multiculturalism is concerned, nobody has given a
better appreciation of it and its problems than Mark Steyn in The Spectator last
month: it's a warning for us.
Whilst David Cameron has a lot to do to make the party electable, he must avoid
doing what Blair did and disenfranchise the core membership, by stealing the
policies of the opposite party. We must avoid becoming the Tories in Labour
clothes. Transvestite politics may make us electable in the short term but will
alienate the life-blood of the party. I voted for DC. Don't let us down.
I've just come back from the Social Justice launch where people were queueing
around the block to get into a Conservative Party event. For the first time in years I
feel optimism and hope in Conservative policies. This is the agenda that will appeal
to - and change lives in - our inner cities and poverty ghettos.
I applaud the tough stance taken on the EU & the decision to leave the EPP - that
was why I voted for David Cameron. I will put up with quite a lot of touchy-feely
stuff so long as he remains committed to genuinely eurosceptic policies.I also
applaud his strong environmental stance and his concerns about world poverty. He
just needs to keep true to our core Conservative values.



I understand the aim to get underneath some of the knee jerk hostility to Tories
amongst some floating voters and to try and do it without alienating core support.
But the apparent ditching of some core values - control of immigration - low tax -
self reliance rather than dependency ,will leave us weaker when the inevitable
recession comes.
The question on the performance of the Shadow Cabinet should have included a
'too soon to tell' option. I found it really difficult to answer because of the Cameron-
centric media coverage of the Conservatives since December 6th (if not before).
Aquestion that should have been asked is who do we think would be a good
chancellor defense secretary etc
Whatever one may feel about the decision to leave the EPP-ED Group, what is most
worrying is that there was no consultation with the leader of the Conservative
MEPs and advice was only sought from one 'side. That smacks of lack of judgement
- that is the worrying aspect.
The candidates should be the best available and not on the list just because they are
black,white,female,male,short or tall. To insist on a minority not being represented
by anybody other than a member of that minority is very short sighted. If taken to
its logical conclusion this policy will result in much greater divisions in politics.
GET THIS LABOUR LOT OUT AS SOON AS POSSIBLE BROWN WON'T
STAND A CHANCE AT THE NEXT ELECTION
i think the A list is the main policy that I fundamentally disagree with. The best
most appropriate local candidate should be chosen regardless of what sex etc they
are
I am very afraid of further diminishing the role of local politics by further
centralisation of decision making. Why not allow counties to decide whether to keep
or re-introduce grammer schools? Why not move to locally elected heads of police
boards? If we then get wide disparities in performance then we can make informed
choices about the best way froward.
I do not want us to get close to the lib/dem as they are untrustworthy and a thorn in
our sides
I put don't next to most of the Shadow Cabinet because they have in the main made
no impact on me,
LETS TALK ABOUT NHS DENTISTS. NO PARTY EVER MENTIONS THAT.
AND GET BACK TO ACTUAL TORY BELIEFS - NOT JUST WHAT THE
MODRNISERS WANT TO HEAR. THE CORE SUPPORT IS WANING. THIS
PARTY IS GOING TO FAIR EVEN WORSE THAN BEFORE.
The most important issue is re-involving the majority of people in politics. This will
only be done by proportional representation (using the single transferrable vote
system) and the widescale use of referenda to give people a say on issues - not just
on voting for parties.
There should be a lot more hitting at the Blair Government at every turn. Spell it
out!
I am rather worried by the nature of the proposed changes but am prepared to give
Cameron the benefit of the doubt for the time being.



Although I believe the impact of a policy on the poor is an important consideration,
it is not the only consideration. While it should not adversely affect the genuine poor
[excluding benefit cheats] its impact on society as a whole is also important.
Conservatives must appeal more to young people under 30 we are still tagged with
the Blue Rinse Brigade. Must also work hard and extinguish the apathy in many
voters with clear divisions from Labour
WELL DONE DAVID CAMERON
David Cameron is a breath of fresh air but it will soon be time for others in the
parliamentary party to become known figures also.
I think David Cameron misunderstands what the centre ground really is. It doesn't
mean appeasing the Guardian and the BBC. There was no need to go so far to the
left, alienating traditional Conservative supporters. He was already ahead in the
polls before he did this.
The question of immigration was not raised but I believe it should have been. There
should be a quota system which would only allow people to enter the country if they
could prove they had employment to come to. We are now seeing a rise in
unemployment.
Great news that the links with EPP are to be broken.
I am concerned about the policy on Grammar Schools,living in a Borough that still
has the selection system, our Borough thrives due to the selection system. It offers
opportunity to children who cannot afford private education. I have two daughters
who both attended Grammar School and they have both gone into professions
which would have been impossible without the opportunities offered by an excellent
Grammar School, which is still exceeding itself.
There is no point in the Conservative Party gaining support from New Labour
voters at the expense of alienating our core vote and middle england. The party has
to re-engage those who didn't vote at all at the GE.
Cameron should NOT have gone back on the immigration policy
The jury is very much out on David Cameron's leadership, especially amongst
Conservative Party members.
To change the Conservative Party is not to change the core values of the Party. The
issues have changed and those that haven't have to be dealt with in a new way. The
only Clause 4 for any party is to recognise that the way in which old or new
problems (issues) are to be solved or addressed is with new thinking. David
Cameron and his team, I'm sure, are aware of this. It is not a matter of alienating
the Right or lurching to the Left. Please, these are outdated and unhelpful terms!
David Cameron has taken on the unpalatable task of modernisation, but is in
danger of throwing out the better aspects of what we do and who we are as well as
the bad aspects. The A list increasingly sounds like an attempt to place a body of
cameron rather than conservative loyalists at the heart of the party. There are
many good candidates who will be ruled out by the blanket ban. Questions about
candidates lists are not even answered right now, and the suspicion must be of
fixing local party preference, which, in the long run is counter productive.



DC has made a number of clear committments, on education and health, which, in
my view, run counter to the basic principles of conservatism. Some say that this is
good politics but unless he is manifestly dishonest, the party is now committed to
what he has said while he remains leader. If I had wanted to be a member of a
Social Democratic Party, I would have joined the LibDems - the real thing.
Cameron to my mind is just what we needed. He is not afraid to dissociate himself
from the outdated Thatcherite old guard. I do feel for David Davis. When Thatcher
invited him (and not Cameron) to her birthday bash I knew it was the 'Kiss of
Death' for Davis. Poor chap he didn't deserve that. We, as Conservatives, have been
hanging on to dead dreams by deifying that woman and have been in the political
wilderness as a result. Cameron has a great chance of success. Speaking with people
who are not of our pursuasion (until now) I get the feeling that Gordon Brown is
fast becoming a goner. Cameron's chances are infinitely better against Brown than
Blair whose departure has made Cameron's potential success quite probable now.
For the first time in ages, I feel optimistic to be a Tory. But more importantly, my
teenagers have signed up to the party, and they and their friends are talking politics
- unprompted by us. Whatever your politics, that has to be a good thing. Grandad's
not so happy, but as my son said,'He wants to go backwards and that's not going to
happen.'
I agree with nearly everything that David Cameron has done - except for his
suggestion that we all sign up to Green Energy. Many small Davids all over Britain
are battling against these Goliath Wind Power Companies that threaten our
unspoilt countryside. Can we sign up to a Green Energy provider that promises No
Wind turbines except small roof-sized ones?
Would like the Conservative party to take a stance in support of Christianity
Would be helpful to have space for other comments after each secion, to get a more
accurate view of members
I don't like the style of the questions in this survey. To ask whether a position taken
by DC is 'good politics' demonstrates a level of cynicism spreading through the
party - suggesting that the only thing that matters is regaining power. Well, what
good is power without principle? I have a simple message for my party, you don't
tell me what I think. You change your beliefs if you wish, mine remain constant.
If things continue as they are there is an increasing risk of the 'radical right'
becoming disenfranchised. I don't like the way that some of David Cameron's
pronouncements seem to have already closed off certain options for his policy
groups. The Priority List concept is fraught with danger and could be a nightmare
to implement. We need much more information about how it will work in practice.
We seem to be more like the New Labour party every day. I resigned from the
Conservative party over policy issues and the tactless way they oust and re-elect a
new leader. So far I have seen nothing to make me want to rejoin.
Aping Tony and his corrupt cronies means the next election is LOST !!!!
Conservatives should stand up to what we agree on.
I'm a little worried about DC's background - we don't want a return to rich,
pampered aristocrat running the party! Easy to oppose grammer schs when you
went to a private one!



Cameron is positioning himself well to wrong foot New Labour,There is some
unease from the grassroots ,upon whom he will rely,we do not want to turn into
sandle hairsuit semi Lid-Dems.I feel Cameron has the support of the branches,but
there is a sense of reserving final judgement.
Tuition fees-not centrist, not a good idea and surrenders to the V_C empire builders
with no limit on student numbers. It wont save money because lots of bursaries will
be needed plus the VCs will always demand more money. It is also a vote loser. It is
no longer true that a degree (unless medical/law) is financially advantageous + we
are encouraging debt.
Don't lose sight of core Conservative beliefs.
Cameron and all other Tories can not do enough to re-position their Party towards
the centre ground of UK politics. There is a huge distance yet to travel before the
public even begin to grudgingly LISTEN to whatever may be being said by you.
People are very ulikely to ever forgive you for privatising the railways and you
should tackle that one head on and soon. You should also GET RID of ANY name
which is associated with the Tory past, and Thatcher. They should NEVER appear
in the media again. Every time they do, you step backwards. Send them all to the
Lords? Or Bermuda.
A potential Prime minister should tell people what he believes they need not say
what he thinks will be well recieved. Conservatives need to demonstyrate that they
believe in small government and return power to the people if they are to win
Government.
David Cameron has dramatically changed the tone of our discourse for the better.
In many policy areas he is making good changes. However, his moves to close off
debate in health and education are deeply regrettable and risk undermining the
stated position of testing each policy on its effect on the poorest.
For my taste, there is too much self-conscious 'modernisation' and jumping on
fashionable bandwagons. Too many options also appear to have been closed off
before the various policy committees have properly begun their work.
Although I voted for the other David . On balance we made the right choice. We are
now in with a chance of succeeding at the next General Election.I am still unsure
about where we might get taken in the pursuit of victory but at least victory is a
possibility now.I am sure DD would have taken us politically where I want to be but
he would not necessarily have taken the rest of the country with him and therefore
it could have been a pointless journey.I want a Conservative Government not an
effective scrutinising team.
Re performance of shadow cabinet members. Unfortunately, they have been (maybe
for good reasons) largely invisible recently. Hence my don't knows about their
performance.
If I sood as an MP I would want to be selected because I was the best person for the
job, not because the pary wanted more women MPs on the benches.Blares babes
were not a success why would Camerons cuties be any better



Some questions are too simplistic. For example in the question about modernisation
of the Party, I think the modernisation measures regarding the party organisation
have gone too far, notably in control over candidate selection, whereas the
modernisation of the policies still has some way to go. I'm against the reintroduction
of the Grammar schools in the old style, but am supportive of specialisation of
education according to aptitudes in the final years of schooling. My Don't knows
about some of the leading figures is because I have barely heard of any of their
activities yet.
Please become the party of fair taxation
David Cameron, whether you like him or not, IS the best chance The Conservative
Party have of getting back into power and making Britain Great again. Back him or
lose him, it's our choice. He needs our 101% support. Game on, let's do it!!
someone has to do something about asylum seakers urgently very urgently
Don't forget about legalising Ecstacy for adults: it's a lot safer than booze & fags.
David Cameron is going too far too quickly. No communication with voluntary
Party by the Party Chairman.
He's still a little callow, but he's growing
I am delighted with the progress already made by David Cameron. Although 77
myself, I sincerely hope that the older right wing diehards do not attempt to disrail
his programme. We need vibrant policies which support those less fortunate whilst
adherreing to the traditions of the Conservative Party - particularly self reliance
and 'smaller' central control. The huge waste in the Health service must be
controlled.
Cameron needs to marginalise the old stupid right epitomised by Cash/Heathcote-
Amory etc. He should reverse on his rash and wrong pledge to leave the EPP and
tell the old right to start making space for a new intake of MPs.
It is important to get the policies right before rushing out to be interviewed. The
next election is a long way off - keep the study groups going until policies are
securely based. I strongly agree that British politics has been stuck in the past and
needs radical overhaul even if it means agreeing with Blair on occasions. Why not
take the line I not only agree but it was our policy anyway Too often Cpnservative
spokesmen seem to need to oppose just because the other lot said it.
I have been pleased with DC's leadership, even if he has challenged some of my core
beliefs. However I think we have a lot of work to do in trying to establish a credible
economic strategy and it is something he will need to address very soon. I would
also like a focus on human rights abroad, particularly in countries like Burma and
China.
Francis Maude has NOT sorted out the position in Central office - there is not
enough delegation and use of good people
The balancing act of saying we need to spend virtually the same amount as Labour
on Public Services and at the same time share the proceeds of growth is getting
difficult to sustain. What happened to the studies showing the vaste amount of
waste going on in the Public Services and Government?
I think DC is moving ahead too quickly with policy change - particularly some
which were in the manifesto . He should leave some room for real apen discussion
for the policy groups that report in 18 months



for the policy groups that report in 18 months

There is no constructive benefit by becoming yet another party that batters the
middle classes. We are sick of it and need someone to stand up for at least some
'traditional' values. (P.S. I'm not an old fogey!)
While opinion polls and the press seem to be giving us an easy ride at present I
think David Cameron is removing all sorts of basic Conservative policies without
replacing them with alternative policies. This will leave normal Conservative voters
who have voted for these policies in the past with no clear blue water policies to vote
for. This is not a good move.
I just hope David Cameron does not depart from the moral high ground.
New Labour's inept government has run it's course. Now is the time to attack it on
the grounds of broken election promises, profligate spending on extra civil servants,
dire failure in health, transport, education, crime, drugs and the structure of
society.
We should be pushing greener issues, fuels etc and forcing through a more dynamic
housing stratagy. 11% of the country is built on, thats all.
Over all, I think David Cameron is good for the party and the electorate,especially
the younger and 'middle-Britain' voters and potential new voters. Many more
younger members have joined since he won the Leadership and I, personally, have
achieved a number of more interested younger people to join.
Cameron is everything I thought he'd be and worse.
We do not want a clone of Tony BLiar! David Cameron must not aim for spin and
soundbites and must instead retain certain principles which are still at the heart of
Conservatism. Lets return to Grammar schools, selective immigration, and cuts in
taxation. 50-50 woman and men MPs? The best candidate gets to stand; regardless
of gender, race, creed or religion. Caring Conservatism is now the way forward for
us.
The Party is heading the wrong way in trying to cosy up to the mollycoddled Public
Sector. They will NEVER vote Conservative, as most of them were recruited by
Labour at National and Local levels. The most important groups of workers in this
Country are the people who build things, make things, mend things, and deliver
things. Without them, there is no Country. And, by the way, most of them THINK
Conservative.
David Cameron, must not lead us down the Blair Road, Immigration must be
controlled and seeing the way he has gone on Grammer Schools and one or two
other things like the NHS he should not box himself in. he has to have his core vote
with him.
politics should be about our policy but we have yet to fill the void saying is one thing
doing is another walk the talk!
David Cameron is the man to lead our party forward. I am delighted he's now at
the helm.
I feel that Cameron's 50% male 50% women House of Commons is not desirable.
Surely the goal should be for the most compitant people rather than a program of
social enginering. Apart from that he has been very impressive in his House of
Commons preformances.



David Cameron was compared to a christmas present by some; beautifully
packaged, but containing a surprise. His pragmatic positioning to date is obscuring
political principle. Modernisation seems to be about winning without exploration of
Conservatism. To some this will be utterly pragmatic, to others looking for ideology
it will be confusing. Still others will be appalled.
1) The survey seeks responses to a few words uttered by David Cameron since his
election. What for? If one purpose is to gauge reaction to David's performance, then
his policies in key areas should be set out and our views sought. 2) Wait six months
before conducting a survey. There is no time to reflect on and observe the extent to
which David produces policies that reflect his publicised words.
I think that Cameron is on the right lines and must wrest the centre ground from
New Labour. He is making real impact and has got rid of Kennedy.Blair is a much
harder nut to crack!!
We were sold a pup! Cameron woffled in generalities until he was elected. Since
then he has produced policy ideas which are mere clones of NewLabour's. He seems
to be playing patsy with the most disgracewful prime minister of the last 60 years
with all his policies failing. Cameron doesn't seem to mind!
I am unable to decide of the Tory Party are going to be the New Liberals, or New
Tories - hence many of my 'don't knows' - as a Grammar School boy from a
working class area of Liverpool, and an ex-teacher, I know that selection on ability
HELPS the poor, it is the current system that helps the wealthy.
It's an excellent start from Cameron. We may not all like what we've got to do - I
wish we didn't have to do it. Nevertheless this repositioning is vital so that the
conservative arguments we put in the run-up to the next election gain the traction to
persuade people to back us.
Please please please be a conservative first. Nation, family and social justice. This
party will split if true conservatives are not listened to we should not seek to do
socialism better than labour!!
We needed a new young leader and our local association has a very good response
todate for new and lapsed members returning except on the Grammar school point
of view, Romsey Hants where Iam chairman has a lady candidate and is top target
seat But we are having great difficulty in getting a VIP -MP to visit for our big
fundraising event HELP PLEASE WOULD BE APPRECIATED Alex G Briggs -
Chairman Romsey Conservative Association
I think the decision to retain tuition fees for Universities is wrong. Education and
Health should be free to all if this country is to have a solid foundation. We should
not be afraid to be more radical in our proposed solutions to this country's
problems.
David Cameron HAS to deliver on the EPP or he will lose all credibility. Forming
our own grouping will be a fresh start for us in Europe and will be very positive.
Cllr.Trafford M.B.C/Chairman Educ Scrutiny. Had selective system since 1974, still
in existence 31 years later. Results in top ten in country many years. Some
Grammar schools consistently achieve 100% pass rate GCSE's.Disappointed David
says he is not bringing back 11+. Sec.schools achieve best results in
Gt.Manchester,even afterselection (approx 35%)Plus several hundred chldren each
yr.outside Trafford take part in our ll+



Early days yet but the dye has been cast.
In the last election Labour MPs could be attacked who went to Grammar school - as
they had the opportunity that they denied to others. What do we say now? We are
allowed to have senior politicians who can go to private school (selection on the size
of your wallet) but we don't believe in selection on ability for the rest of the
population? If the party is anything its policies need to espouse meritocracy.
Mr Cameron seems to making an appalling mistake. He seems to be saying that
those of us who fought for Conservative principles in the very dark days 1997 - 2003
were completely wrong, and nothing we fought for was right. Although he may
succeed in winning back power, without principles he will be no more successful at
holding it than Ted Heath.
The survey was a bit anti-Cameron. I am the most right-wing and radical of Tories,
and I don't think your multiple-choices really reflect nuance. For example, I am
very dissatisfied with Hague as Shadow Foreign Secretary because we are not out of
the EPP yet, not because I have any great ideological disagreement with him.
David Cameron is unbelievable.
I am concerned that David Cameron has recently said that he would NEVER
consider Social Insurance to Fund the National Health Service, when we are the
only country still using the present system - which is plainly unsuccessful!
Its good that we are talking about the issues, keep it up! Can we have feedback from
this and other surveys please.
We are witnessing the final death throes of Conservatism---grim!
Coming over as a cleaner, greener kind of social democratic party may pull the
youth vote, but what will it do for the over-fifties? If there is no distinctively
Conservative set of policies won't they just stay home?
I would like to know what he is going to do about asylum seekers .In 2001 i wrote to
the Labour party telling them to listen to the people at grass roots not spin
doctors.its cost millons since then and its a lot worse. the vast amount of people have
had are just fed up with it,we will wait and see what the new Leader has to say
about it.
Add hyperlinks at the end of each question to get background info - e.g.
background to Grammar school policy
It is vital that David Cameron does not fall into the trap of trying to make the
Conservatives simply some New Labour Lite party.We cannot win any elections at
all if our activists desert us because we are no longer a conservative party with a
small c.
For any British political party to have a real chance of implementing its policies, it
must promise to withdraw from the EU first as EU membership will not allow any
UK government to go againsts its treaties, directives and regulations.
I do not think Mr Cameron should have attacked the police force
I am reassured by our performance so far under Cameron. The other spokesmen
also sound fresh and convincing. I suspect that Labour are rattled.I hope you can
maintain the current equilibrium and not get blown off course down older well
trodden policy paths



David Cameron as made a good start, but the test will be if he can keep the party
moving forward and the members involved.
Cameron is NOT a Conservative and therefore has no claim to my vote. I will either
vote tactically against him at the next opportunity, or, simply abstain.
A bit of a mixture of excellent and confident bravura with some real opportunistic
moves. Whilst he is showing strong leadership, there are signs is is leadership to
follow opinion rather than leadership to lead opinion.
On the plus side he has certainly put us in the news. On the minus side, he has
rushed into statements on what have been basic Conservative principles without
really conferring with the Party or the MPs. How do we explain on the doorstep
that nearly all our policies - which he supported - in the last few decades and in the
last Election were wrong and are now abandoned. Could he spare a bit of his
compassion for his footsoldiers?
I am concerned that the Westminster Village has taken over the party and that the
many decent Conservatives outside London are going to be marginalised and
derided. There is more than a whiff of Blairism about the current Leadership. It
could work but DC must be careful not to marginalise the backbone of the party.
I disagree with his education policy. To get the best out of the young one needs to
stream subject by subject (as in the private sector)and year by year so that those
that improve in the year can go up into a higher stream. The old O and A levels
need to return because a 5 year old can do the present exams. Further there should
only be 15 in a class not 30, and the present allocations system is appauling. We also
need to bring back capital punishment for rapists paediophiles murder
(premeditated and serial)and for policement.
With reference to the question on an 'A' list of candidates 50% men and 50%
Women. I do agree with the premise that the Conservative party need to encourage
and involve women more. However, i do not believe that selection just on gender is
sending the right signal to the voting public. Instead the Conservatives should be
shown to select on merit...irrespective of gender, colour, culture etc. Only then can
they be seen as a true party of the people.
An a retired teacher I feel very strongly that David Cameron will alienate vast
numbers of grammar-school-educated middle class voters if he attacks the system
which has enabled thousands of children to gain a first-class academic education
without having to pay exorbitant school fees. I went to Blackpool and admire his
energy and enthusiasm but he MUST NOT imitate Blair by appearing to pull up the
ladder after he has been well-educated himself.
I am very excited by David Cameron's leadership.I am a former staunch
Thathcherite but we have moved on and i think we have a real chance of winning at
last
I have no idea what David Cameron is up to. Just have to wait and see. want to
know what he is going to do about the hard pressed middle income people who have
been robbed by this government. We don't seem to be worth mentioning.
David Cameron is great news for the Conservative Party. The turning point was his
address to Conference in October - from that moment the fire in the belly of the
party re-alighted - you could sense it in the room.



I thought modernization is a very vague conept the party needs to get a lot more
professional and relevent a lot of what is called modernization eg quotas is not
needed
DC is the sort of man that attracts opposition - not neccessarily a bad thing. Just
flushes the unreconstructed members out of the woods, from whence, hopefully,
they may progress towards the 21st century. Personally, I think he is on track.
Always look at the people doing the criticizing before you panic. Some criticisms are
actually high praise!
Overall, DC has got off to a fantastic start. Much of what he's done has been
absolutely essential, but i have concerns about accepting so much of the NuLab
policy settlement. While I agree with focusing on issues such as the environment,
health and social justice, I would rather a 'common ground' approach to a 'centre
ground' one.
Very dissappointed by DC's ruling out social insurance, scrapping school voucher
policy and embracing tomato environmentalism. The point of changing the party's
image is to allow us to promote conservative policies more successfully, not to
become a social democrat party. We already have the real Blair, why should we
want a carbon-copy?
Too much abandonment of some sound Conservative principles too quickly in an
effort to win the liberal vote. DC will go far but will be replaced before the next
election, which we will go on to win, simply because the people are totally fed up
with this incompetent rabble.
The Conservative Party made a grave mistake choosing David Cameron on the
basis of his public speaking skills. They will live to regret choosing a Tony Blair
clone, whose only hope of getting into Downing Street is based upon attracting
disenchanted Liberals, with whom the Party could do well without. The only good
thing he has done is to recognise that Margaret Thatcher ruined the country, and to
state it in public.
You give no opportunity to judge the way in which we are modernising. It is
assumed that there is only one way to modernise, i.e. cosmetic shift. So when one is
asked whether we have modernised enough, the question of whether we have
modernised in the right way is by-passed.
I am a former Consrative member and candidate. Under David Cameron the party
has lurched from bad to worse. He pretends is knows what people are thinking - too
much talk and not enough fact. Posing with a few people for a few minutes does
constitute knowing what is really happening in this country.
If it can be contrived that the government can only achieve its modernisation
programme with the aid of the conservative party, and against the wishes of a
major element in the labour parliamentary party and the national membership, it
will have a devastating effect - and provoke the fall of the prime-minister.
I'm concerned that David Cameron is becoming another Blair. I'm concerned that
he has abandoned Education reform, that there will be no return to Grammar
schools, refused meaningful reform of the NHS. And for all this, David Cameron
may not get in. Blair stays in power because It's the economy stupid. If the economy
tanks, the Tory's will be seen as an alternative. If not, then Labour may stay in
power.



The BBC will do everything to stop the Conservatives from winning the next
election. The are so pro Labour that they will not allow any positive reporting. I will
never watch them again if I can help it.
Get stuck in and win.
APPALLED AT THE NON-BACKING OF GRAMMAR SCHOOLS MY
GRANDDAUGHTER IS GIFTED BUT BELOW POVERTY LINE I DON'T
BEGRUDGE THE 'ETON MAFIA' SO CALLED THEIR EDUCATION BUT
GRAMMAR WAS GEORGIA'S BEST CHANCE OF AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY 11+ IS ABOUT ABILITY NOT POVERTY! AND UNLIKE
BLAIR AND CAMERON WE CAN'T AFFORD TO SEND HER PRIVATE WHY
GIVE ME ONLY 10 LINES WHEMN I HAVE TO TOLERATE THE
BALDERDASH AND PIFFLE PUT OUT BY MY PARTY RECENTLY READ ON
AND LEARN WHAT PEOPLE LIKE ME PARTY MEMBERS REALLY FEEL
APPALLED WE'RE NOT DISTANCING OURSELVES FROM THE VERBAL
ATTACKS ON IRAN THE USA ARE THE ONLY NATION ON EARTH TO
HAVE USED ATOMIC BOMBS TWICE AND ISRAEL IMPRISONED ONE OF
ITS OWN MORDECAI VANUNU FOR YEARS FOR TELLING OF THEIRS DO
WE REALLY SUPPORT A POSSIBLE WW3 LIKE BLAIR? WHY AREN'T WE
BACKING LORD BAKER'S EFFORTS TO GET THE SCOTTISH VOES OUT
OF ENGLISH AFFAIRS? I'LL VOTE RESPECT OR UKIP LIKE THE REST OF
MY FAMILY IF WE DON'T START STANDING UP FOR ENGLISHNESS I
WANT THE MILITARY TRAINING PRACTICED AT ETON INTRODUCED
TO ALL SCHOOLS IN BRITAIN TO GIVE TRAINING IN FITNESS SELF-
SUFFICIENCY AND SELF-DISCIPLINE AND STUDENTS MADE TO STAND
WHEN A TEACHER ENTERS THE CLASS I WANT TO SEE FEWER FORMS
OF PLASTIC PACKAGING TO MAKE SORTING FOR RECYCLING EASIER I
WANT TO SEE SOLAR INTRODUCED TO ALL NEW BUILDINGS AND
MORE OLD DISUSED PROPERTIES REFURBISHED I WANT TO SEE
AMERICAN AND AUSTRALIAN CRITERIA ON HEALTH AND JOBS AND
ACCOMMODATION APPLIED TO BRITISH IMMIGRATION WAS QUITE
APPALLED LETWIN DOESN'T THINK IMMIGRATION PLAYS LARGE
WITH THE POPULATION IT'Seven BECOME A QUITE HUGE TALKING
POINT AMONGST GOOD PEOPLE WITH NOT A RACIST BONE IN THEIR
BODIES RIGHT HERE IN VERWOOD IN HIS VERY OWN DORSET WHAT
PLANET IS HE ON? WHY CAN'T WE DISTANCE OURSELVES FROM
BUSH'S FOREIGN 'POLICY IT PROBABLY COST US THE LAST ELECTION
WE LOST ALL THE GROUND BY SUPPORTING REGIME CHANGE IN IRAQ
WE GAINED ON HONESTY ABOUT IMMIGRATION I WANT TO SEE ALL
HANDOUTS TO NEW PARENTS STOPPED SINCE THEY ARE SPENDING
MORE MONEY REMINDING THEM TO BANK IT FAMILY ALLOWANCE
FOR THE FIRST CHILD ONLY AND MEANS TESTED, WHY DO ALL THE
EXTRAS FOR PENSIONERS BEGIN AT 75 WHEN MY HUSBAND OF 67 GETS
THE SAME BASIC RATE? HAS THE AGE LIMIT ALREADY GONE UP?
WHERE IS OSBORNE? NOT A PEEP!! WHY ARE DOCTORS IN MERTHYR
TYDFELL BEING THREATENED IF THEY DON'T KEEP PATIENTS ON
INCAPACITY? WILL STOP NOW SINCE I'M SURE NONE OF THIS WILL BE
NOTED BUT IF YOU WANT ME IN YOUR 'THINK TANK' I'D BE A GREAT
ASSET AND YOU WOULDN'T HAVE TO PAY ME AS I'M ON DLA AFTER
BEING LEFT LEFT UNDIAGNOSED AND UNTREATED AND PARTIALLY
DISABLED BY A DOCTOR WITH A Â£10 MEDICAL CERTIFICATE FROM
KARACHI!! AND NOW SOUTHAMPTON PATIENTS ARE LOSING OUT IN
TREATMENT BECAUSE OF TWO MORE POORLY QUALIFIED FOREIGN
DOCTORS GETTING THEM FINED GOVERNMENT LET THEM IN



NOTED BUT IF YOU WANT ME IN YOUR 'THINK TANK' I'D BE A GREAT
ASSET AND YOU WOULDN'T HAVE TO PAY ME AS I'M ON DLA AFTER
BEING LEFT LEFT UNDIAGNOSED AND UNTREATED AND PARTIALLY
DISABLED BY A DOCTOR WITH A Â£10 MEDICAL CERTIFICATE FROM
KARACHI!! AND NOW SOUTHAMPTON PATIENTS ARE LOSING OUT IN
TREATMENT BECAUSE OF TWO MORE POORLY QUALIFIED FOREIGN
DOCTORS GETTING THEM FINED GOVERNMENT LET THEM IN
GOVERNMENT SHOULD PAY!! WHERE IS LANSLEY NOT A 'PEEP'!! FFOR
GOD'S SAKE LET US DISTANCE OURSELVES FROM BUSH AND IRAN
BLAIR AND THE TARTAN MAFIA WERE ON EVERY PEACE AND LOVE
MARCH IN THEIR YOUTH IF IRAN WANTS A BOMB FOR DEFENCE WELL
SO WOULD I WITH WAR MONGERING ISRAEL ON MY DOORSTEP!!
Cameron is making the Tories electable, and so deserves the full support of all
Conservative Party members. You may not agree with all he says, but a Cameron-
led Conservative Party in government is better than a hard-right one in opposition.
This Politically Correct attitude should be curbed with regard to the attitudes of the
Police, Judiciary and Social Departments in Local authorities. Quit spending money
on endless inquiries that conclude the obvious to most sensible people. Have more
democratic referendum consultations on cross party issues.
Cameron is a good politician, but not a conservative. Why elect a Blair clone, when
we already have Blair?
I think D.C has made a giant leap of faith, leading with courage, and with a very
well balanced team behind him. I do hope the old party faithful embrace him. The
media coverage that he has been exposed to show that he has substance. Party
policy still needs some more spring cleaning though.
we have to attract more front bench spokesmen and women who have good TV
presentational skills. The Tory front bench still consists of too many members who
are either invisible to the general public or come across either as uninspiring and/or
unattractive
Although I did not support Cameron for the leadership, I do believe that he has
kept his word on modernising the party. He is pushing the right buttons, but we still
have much to do in reclaiming the centre ground where we were so dominant for so
long. I'm glad to see we are no longer lurching to the right. Electoral success means
getting the policies thought out, the people singing from the same hymn sheet and
unity!
We need to hang in there for a bit - we can't expect the party to change perceptions
with the general public without losing some ballasts. Once the policy groups are
underway we will see the platitudes fleshed out with the truly Conservative
approaches to things like poverty and the environment.
It seems to me that DCameron is: 1.saying he wants lots of people involved in
making policy and then he decides to crash ahead in many areas without a by your
leave; 2.likely leaving many of the old guard in his wake which is likely dangerous;
and 3. sounding just like Blair and therefore not giving any real alternative to the
country
I would like to see the results of this survey as it progresses



It is appreciated that David Cameron is laying out policies for the future but I will
reserve judgement on his performance until a later date.
Cameron is doing very well so far. I do hope that he can control idiots like Forth
with a view to getting rid of them.
No comment for the present need more time
Make poverty history was a state run scam and it sickens me that Geldolf was
drawn in by Cameron... that is probably the one thing that has switched me off
Dave. I care less about starving Africans than poorly educated British kids and
pensioners in poverty... surely the UN is charged to deal with the former and the
British Govt. with the latter? Show some more stomach PLEASE! I cannot forget
that the Con's got more votes in England at the election, in that respect we have
popular support.. appeasing the Guardians thick square rimmed glasses set is not
the way forwards...
The biggest thing about Cameron is that he seems a nice bloke who you could go the
pub with. I know this sounds superficial but all the reforms and moving to the
centre would be nothing if we had another one- dimensional spod running the
party.
It is vital that the Tory Party now fights New Labour's authoritarian populism,
before there is no civil liberty left. But this is a greater strategic challenge than
remoulding our public image.
Those I have marked 'don't know' to is because they don't seem to have been doing
anything eye-catching but are probably soldiering on to some purpose, just not been
in the news. In sum it is wonderful to be proud of being a Conservative again.
Modernisation has yet to reach down to 'conservative' middle Britain. In the leafy
shires, the old guard still rules - firmly.
As a former candidate (twice) I am very pleased with the way Cameron is turning
our fortunes round - it may take 2 elections but he will certainly be PM! Martyn
Cleasby
Of all his inane wannabe leftie stunts, cosying up to the Lib Dems has to be the most
nauseating.
I think that Mr.Camerone has the right ideas for making the party re-electable as
the government,but he must be careful not to aloenate the old grass roots who do a
great deal of work for the party-don't let them feel left out.Not everyone can see
that our main aim MUST be to tak e power from this bunch of hypocrites.
I found that there was no accurate response option for some of the questions. I
think modernisation is inaccurate, implying that those who feel uncomfortable with
what the modernisers are doing are political dinosaurs - not necessarily the case. I'd
like to see more consultation before ditching policies which were pefectly acceptable
to Mr C and his team only 8 months ago!
Place greater emphasis on family values
A good start but Cameron must be careful not to say or do things just for the sake
of a quick headline which could backfire on him later, such as William Hague and
his appearance at Notting Hill Carnival.
I think it a mistake to have abandoned vouchers for schools and patient passports



Immediate requirement to update the organisation, structure and workings of the
voluntary sector. Is that being addressed ?
Women candidates Positive discrimination should be limited if it is not to cause a
backlash from those more able dominated by the incompetent. Only benefit of the
doubt level of positive discrimination should be adopted. Schools Select by ability
and behaviour but get away from different labels of Grammar and comprehensive.
I find most of the policies raised apart from the 'impact on the poor' - pure
tokenism. This makeover is both superficial and it looks like the conservative party
has lost both its heart and soul. It looks as though the party has given up on its
'liberating' radical agenda which could have 'enfranchised' the electorate rather
than just fiddle with the failing status quo. Persuasion and beliefs are key, not just a
political version of a reality tv show.
Personally, I joined the Conservative Party because I'm a conservative. If I'd
wanted to be a liberal, I could have joined the Lib-Dems.
I fear David Cameron is beginning to creep towards the left and abandoning
Conservative principles of self sufficiency and discipline. There was no need to
publicly denounce Thatcher policies, even if he feels that way, it offends many of us
old enough to remember her saving our country from financial disaster.
Dont like the watered down conservative policy. Becoming almost socialist
As long as the Conservative Party remains ahead of Labour in the polls and there
are no own goals or stupidities in terms of policy or presentation that cause us
embarassment or upset the backbenchers, we're on the right track. So far as Party
modernisation is concerned however, let's stick to reform of the selection process
and scrap this 21st Century nonsense which amounts to modernising Archie
Norman's modernisations.
DC has done an excellent job at softening the Party's image, and we have an instant
poll lead. But British voters now have an echo not a choice.
Hard to answer the one about policy impacting on the poor. Relevancy of all policy
to the poor is not the case so an answer to this should be broken down, some policy
should be seen to have an effect but not all will be of immediate consequence.
I have concerns over the candidate selection process which I have raised with David
Camerons team by email when invited to do so but to date have received no reply. I
can't help but now feel that if you don't agree then they don't want to know. On the
whole I think things are going well but I don't want to end up in a position where
the only right opinion is David Camerons and there is no room for discussion.
Finally we have a leader who is actually leading the party not following the lowest
instincts of its radical factions.
The Shadow Cabinet is not very noticeable as yet.
Well done David Cameron, keep up the good work. Please stay with a previous
comitment to Less Government I get the feeling that we are over governed and that
the tax system has become so overcomplicated that it must be costing the country in
huge professional fees.
I am unhappy about recent statements on Environment policy under Gummer and
Goldsmith. Nuclear power is the only likely source of energy and can be made safe.
Waste remains a challenge. GM crops promise cleaner farming, higher yields and
cheap food world wide.



cheap food world wide.

Reference Defence: Navy declared by First Sea Lord to be too small. Army recruit
training now softened by PC. Quote the late Lord Fieldhouse:Our armed forces
make a very large contribution to that most important of all social services: the
maintenance of peace. Without peace the other social services are largely devalued.
When are we going to hear positive defence strength noises from Cameron and
Fox?
As a governor of a highly rated infant school I would like to see David Willets
challenge the gouvernment on educational spend per child, and take to task
conservative county councils such as Lincolnshire who are merging and closing
schools in Lincoln with the threat of mixed age classes and families with children in
deprived areas having to travel greater distances with no financial assistance.
He's doing well apart from the issue of candidates. The 'A' list is making us look
stupid as a party at local level and discouraging membership.
It's not 'modernisation', it's abdication. I am an ex-conservative activist - in other
words a 'nasty' person. When we were in charge we won! You poor losers
Why abolish the Conference?
He needs to be careful not to have too many 'eye-catching initiatives'. He has
succeeded in rehabilitating the Party in the eyes of the media - some consolidation is
probably needed some time soon...
I do not want D C to be a clone of Tony Blair, all charm and no substance. As for no
going back to Grammar Schools, smacks of being two faced!
There are still Shadow Cabinet members not punching their weight. The main issue
is that under Cameron the full time party is becoming more dismissive of the
volunteer party and is solely focussed on telling and not listening We should put as
much effort into smoozing volunteers as we are into the elctorate
Not anti any of the Shadow Cabinet but too soon to judge their performance. David
Willetts has been effective against Ruth Kelly.
David Cameron must work hard at striking the right balance between on the one
hand saying that he has set in chain an eighteen month policy review and, on the
other hand, coming up with a series of attention grabbing headline statements. If
you review policy you don't close down options in advance.
NOT SURE IT WAS GOOD MOVE TO MAJOR ONWE WILL SACK
UNDERPERFORMING POLICEMEN,WHEN WHAT MOST WANT TO HEAR
IS HOW AND WHEN tHE cONSERVATIVES WILL STRIVE TO GET BACK
pOLICE INTO OUR STREETS AND COMMUNITIES.....AND STILL NOTHING
CONCRETE ABOUT THE BIG INJUSTICE OF OUR AGE---THE
POLLTAX!!!!tIME TO GET MORE SPECIFIC i FEEL!!!
I am really pleased with how things are going. I don't agree with everything but
think it's brilliant to have a leader that is optimistic for the party and the nation
and who is receptive to new ideas. Linda



All MPs should have to stand for selection by local parties every general election. By
being a current MP you get a place in the shortlist. This would prevent career
politicians and keep all MPs loyal to the party and local consitutency if there had to
fight for their seat and show what they've done, even in very safe seats.
It would appear at present the conservative party is all window dressing and no
substance, and I personally would not like to go from New Labour 1 to New
Labour2 I would like to see less crime better hospitals and proper teaching and
discipline in our schools, the end of this Yob culture a country you can be proud of.
I cannot see that happenning the way the conservatives are going at present. It will
be New Labour in different wrapping paper and as soon as it is unwrapped you
have the same?
What are the party doing about the elderly and those people concered about
pensions and rising council tax ? We should not forget them.
100 per cent behind modernisation. But it has to be the right type of modernisation!
There are those within the party that are worried that we will not lose votes to
UKIP and the like. But there is a larger pool of voters in the centre and that is
where we have to go. If we start to seriously look like removing Labour, those right-
wingers will vote for us in the end just to get Labour out.
Cameron is obviously trying to do a Blair on the public - moving very much to the
left in order to con instinctive lefties among the voting public to vote for new Tories
disguised as New Labour. Is it not enough simply to try to get all those mittel
Engeland votes lost to New Labour in the last 3 elections back to voting for a proper
right-wing Tory Agenda led by pwetty boy Cameron ? The strategy is obviously
based upon the disappearance of Blair by plotting to pit cuddly Cammie against
'orrible Gordon. Cammie seems to come across as a charming glamour boy in the
Blair mould alright, but will the Blair-clone factor might be enough sufficiently to
overcome the effect of the delimination of UK constituency boundaries which
exaggerates Labour support to an astonishing extent? I doubt it.
If anything, Cameron has probably been a bit too touchy-feely ... now he needs to
show he's got brains as well as a heart
I found Davis Cameron's performance on the AM show with Andrew Marr to be
wishy-washy. If AM had been of a mind he could have wiped the floor with
Cameron over his answers on Grammar schools and streaming.
Since the leadership election with the exception the profile of the shadow cabinet
has been very low, in Mrs T's time the members of the cabinet were high
profile.Presenting a team is very important.
Whilst it's very desirable to see more women and cultural sub-groups in
Parliament, the democratic selection process should be sacrosanct. If they get there
by means of a fix their effectiveness will be undermined before they start. (Witness
the Blair Babes.)
When someone goes onto the disability list (unable to work) of which there are
2.7m, they are removed from the unemployment list which is now 1.5m. Therefore
there are over 4m people out of work. Will the present government stop trying to
kid us. We are not stupid! Also Brown should never be able to forget that his raid
on pension funds has not only damaged peoples investments for the future but the
UK economy!



As local Councillor in contact with many residents,I find that most consider that the
State:- should interfere less with local issues; should help those that try to help
themselves; not be oversupportive to those that don't(teenage pregnancies etc);
encourage marriage; and provide a strong defence of the country.
Grammar schools ARE needed. Very bright children have special needs and the
country needs them to be educated to the highest level
Cameron is taking us the way the Canadian 'red' Tories went - captive to the
agenda of the other parties, which means that if and when we win an election we
won't accomplish anything
We must commit to retain the existing grammar schools. If we don't we risk
alienating the majority of members in those areas where they remain. It is still an
excellent system and gives those from disadvantaged backgrounds and those
without money who cannot go private a chance.
While I agree that we need to attract the great undecided we should not do so at the
expense of our traditional values and committed supporters. We may gain new
members but we could also lose many long time members and workers.
The Americans have an acronym that sums Cameron up - CINO: Conservative In
Name Only.
Why appoint a number of commissions and then make pronouncements and
decisions before they have a chance to begin? This seems to pre-empt.
Not at all happy about Goldsmith. I don't see what a this spoilt young man brings to
the party. Mega-rich environmentalists such as he will always be insulated by their
wealth from the consequences of their actions. The large price rises in household
items ranging from food to utility bills are a mere bagatelle to the likes of he, but
are of major impact to real folk. If he has even a scintilla of his late Father's
arrogance and contempt for ordinary people. Allowing this rich boy to play at
politics is a very risky strategy -he could do the party a great deal of damage.
We have made moves in the right direction. This started the moment the leadership
contest got underway. David Davies deserves some credit for this for the way he
conducted himself. Cameron should continue to keep himself in the public
concuousness. The shadow cabinet will also have to work hard to make themselves
appear a cabinet in waiting.
I don't like the way that Mr Cameron has reversed policies he advocated before he
was selected leader. He is becoming like Mr Blair, the breaker of Britain, who
changes his policies to suit himself. Stick to core principles - support of the natural
family, honesty & integrity, work ethic, accountability etc. Equal opportunities for
all according to ability, diligence and integrity, not race, creed, gender etc. Human
rights should apply to the victims of crime rather than the perpetrators. We are a
free people and should remain free to voice our opinions and beliefs and not be
criminalized for doing so.
It was a great mistake to set ourselves against grammar schools. They are the one
way that remains to the child of poor parents to raise himself, his future chidren
and perhaps his parents out of poverty. They should be quietly encouraged.
David must stay on his present course.



I don't think that Cameron has justified his position on secondary schooling. It
appears that he supports some degree of, but not total, selection. This is a
reasonable view, although the government proposal of 10% selection which he
supports seems low. It suggests that he thinks selection is a bad thing. Conservative
polices should encourage people to take charge of their own lives and reducing
selection works against this idea.
I would like to see a pledge from the conservative party to review the threshold for
inheritance tax at it is woefully outdated and potentially a big vote winner and the
majority of people are only interest in politics when it affects their own pocket.
Please can the Shadow Cabinet and especially David Cameron consider more seats
in the North of England which we need to take to form the next Govt - we need
policies for the whole of the UK not just London!
The largest recent public meeting in Halifax was due to a threat to our 2 Grammar
schools through a change in the admissions policy. Those present were the parents
of children due to sit the enterence exam.In my ward this was the largest topic on
the doorstep in the elections of 2004.Please reconsider this area. Otherwise the
polices I favour lost us the last 3 elections-keep up the good work.
We appear to be on our way with David as our leader. It is hard work here in
Scotland to make any impact on the culture of state will provide buiult up over
years of Labour rule. But I feel we have our best chance yet to make an impact!
Cameron is a bigger opportunist than Howard and visibly so. If the Lib Dems split
North and South the Conservatives will never form a government alone again.
There is nothing Cameron will not say or do to win coverage - he is a PR man with
too many lightweights. I cannot vote Conservative any longer - I shall only vote for
local candidates
Although I do not agree with all David is doing , on balance a Conservative
Governmant led by him is infinitely preferable to the other options.
1. The Parties MP are only interested in issues which hit the head lines and not the
concern of the individuals. 2.Party need to go to the grassroots end of the
communities and not work superficially which does not filter down to ordinary
prople. 3.Nothing is being done to address many issues relaing to diverse population
and there is even more reasons to take this on board and on equal footing to other
policies being concocted. 4.The Chairman of Party should involve activists from all
walks of background at his board level to have first hand input to the formulation
of policies and stratgies and thus fulfil the objectives.
Very much hope that it will not be a victory of style over substance
The Conservative Party has the best opportunity to beat the Labour Party on its
weakest planks: the economy, public services and trust. Yet the Party appears
dazzled by the Prime Minister and unwilling to hold the Government properly to
account. As the Party moves closer to Labour on its weakest policies - public
spending, education, health and tax - the electorate is left with little alternative to
the status quo, however they vote at the next general election. The Conservatives in
Canada are winning because they have an unremittingly Tory agenda of smaller
state, lower taxes and pride in the value of individuals and nationhood. It is a
formula that works: we should apply it or else we will fail.



I am concerned that, in an attempt to grab the centre ground, David Cameron may
be abandoning more traditional policies and therefore alienating the core vote.
The team as a whole seem to be doing well, and in most areas as Chairman I think
Maude is doing well BUT I do think the desire to reform has overtaken the issue of
where it is needed. We were assured that strong Associations would be left alone but
we have been clearly lied to. So how do we trust the rest of it - or anything else we
are told?
Bit concerned about apparent U turns - education/selection etc, not a lot of
substance/details in policy pronouncements, yet.
It is slightly too early to find it easy to answer the above questions
Doing well, making the right statements to change basic public perception and
laying the media groundwork to enter the national deabte on an equal footing with
the liberal establishment. Announcement/policy on poverty exactly what is
required.
I am happy with the direction of the Party, with the exception of DC's moves to
close down the options of the Policy Groups. By all means set directions - for
example a broad commitment to decentralisation - but why have a policy review if
it's not a full examination of ALL the options.
I think the way Cameron is going there will not be a very clear difference between
the two parties and the voter might just decide to stick with what they have got at
the next election.
I am still very FED UP with the way in which Society is being criminalised by the
HRights & anti Gay legislation, by the huge negative impact of EU Legislation and
the way in which the DPM is getting away with non payment of due taxes and
interference with the reorganisation of the Shire Counties and Planning Decisions.
Thanks. CHRIS WATKIN
I think DC is on the right track. Only traditional conservative thinking can deliver a
truly effective set of modern policies for this country and Blair has been hamstrung
by the Labour party's underlying traditional dogma which has prevented him from
following the proper agenda for this country.
Am getting sick of reading predictable rants from monotheistic far right anti-
Cameron libertarians.
I am a big supporter of D.C's but I do believe he must be careful not to come across
as an opportunist and ditch everything that the Coinservatives stand for.
David Cameron is alienating many traditional grass root members, Police pay 11%
+ superanuation due to their profession-do not meddle with their pensions. Many
Tory families use Grammar schools-do not attack selection. Many use medical
insurance-do not attack private medical policies.
We must bring in Education vouchers to avoid destroying another generation's
future



I completely disagree with most of Mr Camerons policies for education. I beleive
that the poorer people who need help to get a good education (currently through
Grammer schools) will get less benefit. Also to support top up fees for university -
does this not introduce a class system? - I couldn't afford it and i'm sure that i'm
not alone in this. I alsoo disagree with the idea of having an A list for candidates
that are particularly female or of ethnic minority - surely this is both sexist and
racist against the average white male that is striving to become a politician. I find it
offencive as a woman to be given preferrential treatment purely because I am
female.
I believe that DC is following populist policy and is not in the best intersests of the
UK or the majority of mainstream conservative. However having said that it may
well lead to a Conservative Government. But I do hope by following these policies
he does not lose sight that he belongs to the Consrvative Party and those policies are
the ones I believe we should stick to. We did not change our leader just so we can
have a Blaire mark II
I am concerned about a 50% A list of male and female candidates as believe that it
is the best person for the job and it doesn't matter if they are male, female, black
white etc.
On education, we should advocate abolition of meaningless degree courses by
cutting back on funding for such courses(if it means downgrading some of the new
Universities so be it) and increase funding towards Science & Engineering courses.
Also increase the minimum tax threshold to say Â£7500. and abolish tax credits.
I think Cameron has really grasped a very difficult nettle and hope that he has the
courage and determination to keep going in the same direction. He gives me cause
to be optimistic.
The issue of Grammer schools is too sensitive, I never got into Grammer school but
had the chance to be selceted and every parent should have an academic goal for
their children who show themselves to be more academic. Academies ( centres of
excellenece for other subjects) should be concenetrated on for other children who
have strengths in other fields. How will we decide whre to place children if the 11+
is scrapped
Cameron's predecessors showed that you can't sidle onto the middle ground. You
have to bulldoze through to it. Cameron has established a favourable first
impression which is as good as he could have done by now.
This is not just the David Cameron show. Raise the profile of other members of the
shadow cabinet and party to demonstate that it is a team of some substance.
Rome was not built in a day!! and we have not the relavant information to make a
true decision on the inportant issues raised. In 30+ days even David has not agrasp
of the major issues though thinks he has. He must think it through and then come
on line with well thougt through policies .
Selection as candidates should be by ability not by accident of gender
I'm really quite angry about DC's making policy on the hoof regarding education.
His policy is a step backwards for the people he's trying to help.
I strongly object to our renaging on our commitment to students. Many voted for us
in the last election on this policy alone.



We need to make sure that good women are coming through the ranks - given the
current membership a 50 / 50 split is unworkable if we want to maintain quality.
We must return to grammar schools We must remove the ban on hunting we must
promote the idea of small government
no questions about NHS policy?
We should be the party that combines sound fiscal policy with liberal social values.
The alternative answers are a bit crudely set, and the occasional opportunity to
answer more open ended questions would be welcome.
I'm in the CCF I think that Cameron is a breath of fresh air but I also think that he
may alienate the right of the party (including the grass roots supporters ie his army
of leaflet droppers and campaigners) if he continues to 'over-modernise'. The
ratings, however, speak for themselves. His focus on the poor is great.
I am worried to about the overemphasis on equal numbers of men and women
candidates. Men and women have different priorities because of the natural
differences in personality. If there was no bias in male/female behaviour why are
most nurses female?
As a student in a Grammar School I personally disagree with the leader of the
Conservative Party not supporting them. As a ex public school student David
Cameron is not in the position to argue against Grammar schools which are, in my
experience, the best way to give opportunity for children to pull themselves away
from poverty.
A lot of the Shadow Cabinet are still anonymous and need more exposure,
especially Andrew Lansley who had a hugely important brief but making no
impact. On the issue of the CSA on the BBC News last night why was there
comment from the Lib-Dems and nothing from us? Why? This needs addressing!
We need more visibility!
I am distraught about Mr Cameron making a U-Turn on our selective education
policy. He made very clear commitments to retain selection in his campaign, and
has clearly not been truthful in his intention. Selection on ability is a core value of
Conservatism, Mr Cameron in moving to the middle ground is prostituting our
values in favour of Liberalism
I think that David Cameron is our best chance of being elected for years and the
labour party is worried.
Why no question about Cameron's equation of capitalism with extremism? If he
believes it, then he shouldn't be leader of the Conservative Party. If he doesn't
believe it, then he shouldn't have said it.
It is a good start but ducking hard issues on selection is not good. Selection by
ability has to be better than selection by house price - even Diana Abbott agrees that
!
keep to the policy of 'in Europe, but not run by Europe'.
The web-site has too much negativity and not enough constructive comment.
The shadow cabinet members should be doing more to formulate creative and
imaginative policies - reaching out to professionals/volunteers etc... who are not
normally part of the Westminster bubble.



You should have selection at schools and graded sets in classes. Above all it helps
with the childrens' learning.
David Cameron has made a good start. However we have a long way to go yet. We
need to insure that the messages coming across are consistent and honest. We have
enough dishonesty from the present PM and Chancellor.
So far its been very much all Cameron. would like our most telegenic front bench
members to make more of an appearance - but well prepared, having thought
through the responses to the typical questions (ie. so you will cut X? So what would
you do differently? )
The modernisation question is, in particular, disingenuous. That means and
methods be modernised is one thing and is good and helpful. However
modernisation, to the extent that it is a euphemism for co-opting the left's agenda,
outlook and deeply dishonest post-modern narrative, is positively destructive to our
party and to our country.
Cameron is doing far too much to fit in with the Guardian/BBC Political
Correctness consensus, which is the principal legacy of the Blair years. He should
not be fitting in with this consensus. He should be attacking it. Not taking the
mythical centre ground, but moving it.
I have been considering joining the Conservative Party for a few years. Cameron's
style has finally provided me with the incentive to join at last. He is finally adding
key issues such as the environment to the agenda and providing an intelligent form
of opposition that has clearly rattled Labour.
The recent proposal for police accountability should be extended to include senior
officers of local government
Very Happy so far
I strongly support David Cameron's approach even in areas where I do not feel we
yet have a thought through policy. Essentially, we have to be willing to move on
from the policies that right for the 1980's. We must stop trying to tell the public that
we are right and they are wrong. Our beliefs are unchanged, but our policies have
to be relevant to people today and tomorrow.
Cameron's policy ideas are electrifying - it should be stressed that they are part of
the process of evolution of Policy Commitments leading to a National Debate in 18
months time. I hope that both the Conservative local Councillors and the Party
activists can reflect the excitment which all these ideas generate in the press.
The candidates committee is dominated by supporters of positive discrimination -
Theresa May, Shireen Ritchie, Fiona Hodgeson and Bernard Jenkin (whose wife
founded Women2Win). They are effectively a faction and are not accountable to
MPs or the membership. The Chairman of the Candidates Committee should be
elected by the National Convention. All nominated memembers of the Candidates
Committee should be approved by the 1922 Committee.
WHAT ABOUT KEN CLARKE?
As has been stated by others I am starting to become a little worried about the
invisibility of most members of the Shadow Cabinet with David Cameron leading
EVERY policy initative. We have good people we should use them and not try to
imitate Blairs presidential style of government.



David Cameron talks about moving to capture the centre ground of politics but
knows little about the middle ground of working class people who suffer in areas of
high immigration. It looks as though they can't look to him for support, whilst he is
so obsessed with chasing the 'ethnic' and other minority votes. He will lose the
support of the working class Tory voters upon whom he so depends.
A good headline slogan would be The State Is Not Your Friend (stolen from
samizdata.net/blog). For the last 50 years there has been a ratchet effect where
Labour has made lots of radical changes and the Tories have merely tidied them up
ready for the next Labour government to continue the process. David Cameron
needs to be ready to actively roll back these changes where they are shown to be
harmful. We need a moderated version of this:
http://www.seangabb.co.uk/flcomm/flc047.htm
david must seek to modernise and reach new voters, at the same time as re-assuring
existing ones of his strategy.
If getting elected is the Party's only aim, then I suppose the new leader may have a
point. However, in moving ever closer to the centre ground there comes a point
when one asks why bother to vote for any party, as there is no real difference
between them!
I do not like the idea of an A & B list of candidates.All those on the B list will be
treated as second class & not eligible to stand for the target seats.Surely if one is on
the candidate's it should be a level playing field.A better idea would be to have one
woman on each constituency's shortlist as it would give all candidates a possibility
of being selected & give the association the opportunity to select a good local
candidate who might only be on the B list.The best idea would be to encourage more
women to consider standing as a candidate.
Health: prevention is cheaper than the cure. We should be made to have regular
check ups , suited to our age and sex before we are entitled to NHS service. Regular
MOT for health.
Policing / Anti Social Behaviour needs more attention
It is time to find some way to allow able pupils to put forward their best work
without derision or ani pressure from the disruptive children. Peer pressure often
results in able pupils deliberately holding back to avoid 'swat' jeers.
Cameron has been slaughtering our perceived sacred cows in an attempt to distance
the party from its history. I am proud of what we accomplished, but Labour has
done a very good job of distorting our achievements and tarnishing our brand. In
distancing the party from its past he has created a clean sheet and given voters an
excuse to listen to us again. Once we have grabbed their attention it is essential that
we have clear, well thought through, compassionate, Conservative policies to
present to them.
Too fast,extemporaneous.Has DC adopted(yes adopted)apposite policies etc.JUST 7
WEEKS ON!? Must be dynamic/energetic and certainly modern but in so doing,
still carefully think and then campaign on values astutely
advocated,strategically/inclusively. Maude,May,Spelman-who are they? Oh, and 4
years to go.Time to be excellent,and win. Also, with the 'wimper' of opposition, the
Government must think it's a lucky fish?



I think it is too early to say that we will form the next government. The UK
economy will be a key determinant factor, as last time , people always vote with
their wallets.A good start by David,that is what has happened.it's the start of the
begining etc.
The party needs a more detailed emphasis on the economy, not just the usual
cliches.
Having set up policy review groups I believe it has been an error to seem to have
closed off certain lines of thought (grammar schools, NHS in particular) Are we
sure that the NHS, as it now is, cwill be affordable in 10 years time? I see the
dangers of there appearing to be a policy vacuum now, but it would be foolish to
paint ourselves into a corner unnecessarily. I only offer this thought as I very much
want us to win next time (sooner perhaps rather than later!) and I foresee
difficulties if too much has to be changed in the light of reality when we are
returned to office.
We should retain the conceot of gramer schools but with a modern approach re
learning style. We need schools that will educate and taring practical individual,
whose learning style is practical. We needs schools who are more acedemic who
teach in that way. (note I failed my 11+, yet later achieved a 1st in Engineering)
Mark Oaten said David Cameron is a Liberal and as each week goes by I am
inclined to agree with him. I was hoping we'd get a good Conservative leader with
good Conservative policies, principles and values instead we seem to be getting a
wishy washy socialist leader. I want Punch & Judy politics - insist Prescott and
Blunkett answer to their Council Tax fiasco.
In order to judge their abilities, other members of the shadow team need to make
more of a public impact. However it may be too early for this to have happened yet.
Generally happy with David Cameron - though he needs to realise that he has to
keep his own party on board when it comes to creating more radical centrist/leftist
policies. Not pleased with the grammar school policy, I think there should be more
of them as part of a greater shake-up of the education system. I'm optimistic though
for the party and believe that we will win the next general election.
My main concern at the moment is that we are not seeing enough of the Shadow
Cabinet. I think Cameron is doing very well and we are now leading the political
debate again, but we need a strong team beside him and there's no evidence of that
at the moment.
DC appears to be judging the rate of change just right - the electorate will have
enough time to get used to the new Party before the next election
Perhaps the slogan should be fight crime and antisocial behaviour, fight crime and
antisocial behaviour, fight crime and antisocial behaviour. This should underpin
every policy because every policy will be undermined by waste generated by
criminal activity. Fear of crime is the main factor that effects quality of life -
particularly so for the poor who have to live in deprived areas.
The Conservative Party is in roughly the same position politically as it was when
Margaret Thatcher took over in 1976. I believe with relevant policies for the
twentyfirst century we can win the next General Election.
I do not want this party to become 'new new labour' remember our own principles
and dont loose them.



and dont loose them.
David Cameron is making big leaps in the right direction. He needs to be careful
not to toss aside many good values we had held for a long time because they are
deemed to be slightly unpopular. Politicians need to make unpopular decisions
sometimes. Am confident we can win the next election!
Whilst Cameron appears to be going after Lib-Dem and Labour voters, he is doing
nothing at all to attract the 4million or so conservatives who have just stayed at
home or drifted off to smaller parties.
I am all in favour of Cameron regianging the centre ground. But, it seems to me
that he may have over shot slightly and landed us to the left of New Labour. The
Grammar schools debacle is what really annoyed me.I am a One Nation Tory and
therefore failry liberal but this policy has been one of the perennial favourites of the
grassroots and the electorate. It is, I belive, also, fairly centrist. We shouldn't
abandon all our principles to take the centre-ground as most of them are centrist
already.
Grammar Schools have always created the best opportunity for bright children of
poor parents. If he is to help with the appaling education offered today then he must
keep these schools in place as this is the only way to help the poor in this country. As
an employer, lack of education is the road-block to employment as most candidates
cannot fill in an application!
An excellent start to revitalising the Conservative Party. Very important that all
MP's sxtick with the new party stance and if they have any doubts they express
them only internally
I am in favour of more women in Parliament, but only if they are there on merit. I
disagree with so many Scots voting on purely English issues when English MPs have
no say in Scottish affairs.
Not raised above but the one area where DC seems to have made an error is in
coming to early to bold policy statements on the NHS. I don't think its true that
everyone loves the NHS. Nor is it true that we can radically reform the NHS while
continuing with an entirely state-directed, tax-funded approach.
I am very pleased to see the conservative party at last being noticed and getting air
time with the policies it is now proposing. The most important issue on all areas
raised is that the general public are aware that these matters are being discussed.
Wilson, HEATH and Callaghan dug the pit from which Margaret Thatcher
extracted us. I fear we are on the verge of letting Brown, CAMERON and AN
Other dig another pit. I fear I might not see the day when another leader emerges to
help us out of that one.
David has started an in-depth review in the Party of real root causes of issues in this
country. We should give him our unstinting support even if we don't instinctively
agree with his position on every issue. One of the perceived problems with the
Conservative Party in recent years is superficiality. We talk about not wanting to be
ruled by Brussells loving our country (as if everyone else doesnt) being overrun with
immigrants and going back to Matrons and Bobbies on the beat These are
soundbites which don't address the fact that we are where we are and we have to
move forward in the context of a more complex social and global environment in
the 21st Century.



Grammar schools are a superb social mobility tool. Our new policy on grammar
schools is wrong. Please rethink.
Please concentrate on getting taxes down, get the state small. Also, when poeple like
Jon Snow or Humpries say stuff to do with cutting spending compared to Labour
when the economy grows, make the point that the economy will cease to grow under
Labour with their level of spending. They wont have any grown to spend!
I feel the Conservative are listening and taking notice of grass root conservatives
The councillors are the people on the ground that get the flack when you do
something wrong.
If we ever want to enter government again ALL Conservatives have an overriding
duty to support our new Leader. No ifs, no buts - he's the leader; we must give him
the overwhelming support we showed him in the leadership contest. He has set up a
number of policy stratgey groups, those are the forum for informed and
constructive debate.
I believe that we should substitute the word inequality with the word incentive, re-
read any speeches and then examine if we are really stating what we intend to do.
I have alsways felt I was a natural supporter of the Conservative Party, but have
despaired over the choices in leader, and lurches to the right, since '97. Now with
David Cameron, and the changes in policy and feeling to the party that he has
brought, I have confidence in the conservatives again.
When his pact with Stalin and Soviet Russia was questioned Churchill is believed to
have said I would form a pact with the Devil if it would help me defeat Hitler
Following the same logic, but obviously not on the same scale, we probably have to
support David Cameron even if we do not agree with a lot of what he says.
The key for the Conservatives is to be the true liberal party: socially and
economically. The Liberal Democrats do not understand economic liberalism and
do not believe in it. Almost all tories are economic liberals, if the 50% who aren't
social liberals have to swallow some social liberalism to get rid of Blair/Brown, so be
it, a price worth paying.
David Cameron is doing very well. He has Blair on the defensive at PMQs and it's
his impact that has toppled Charles Kennedy. On the other hand, is he going too far
to the left. Stand up to big business meaning don't let the CBI run the country is
fine but it's been interpreted as I'm anti big business. If part of it is I won't be
Murdoch's poodle then excellent.
I support David Cameron. But he is very inexperienced and has a lot to learn. He
needs a tough and experienced Party Chairman - which he has not got.
These are my own views. I do not know how our candidate would reply. I am
particularly concerned at the prospect of quitting the EPP - it is Cameron's only
opportunity to influence other sensible right thinking European leaders and achieve
what this country wants.
I am concerned that David Cameron may be throwing out too many traditional
conservative policies and going too far to woo the so-called centre of politics.



David C is making a mistake if he thinks we will succeed by emulating Tony Blair's
strategy of stealing the others' clothes. Grasp the issues and speak them plainly!
They are almost the same as they were when Margaret Thatcher came to power,
and it was addressing them that brought her into No. 10. 1) There is too much
government, everywhere, in everything. We need to put power back where it
belongs - at local level. 2) Government is going with the agenda of those at the
bottom of society, instead of lifting them up out of it. 3) Cameron is an utter idiot if
he truly believes that abolishing Grammar schools will win him votes. 4) The NHS
needs to be decentralised and we need someone with the guts to do it. There's more.
But although he's a clever bloke and good in debate, DC's going down the wrong
road in policy terms. L. Morse
I think David Cameron is doing well. However, I am concerned about his
equivocation on drugs policy and we need tax incentives to support the family.
The Conservatives should be preparing the strategy for extricating our country
from the EU, which in any case, as a political construct has no basis or mandate for
federal unity, and will eventually implode.
I am fairly pleased with Cameron's leadership so far. However, I consider myself to
be on the right of the Conservative Party (i.e. actually a Conservative) and I need
more red meat! Conservative members, around three-quaters of which are
Eurosceptic, were promised a withdrawal from the EPP. Cameron seems to be
rolling back on this, presumably as the likes of Bowis, Tannock and, Mr EU
himself, Kirkhope lean on him. If he wimps out of this I will never vote
Conservative again. Paul Kingston
I will support Mr cammeron simply because I detest labour so much. The question I
would ask all Conservatives Are you a member because you want to win an election
or Because you believe in the Conservative Philosopy? Martin Clarke
I am in favour of more women in Parliament, but only if they are there on merit. I
disagree with so many Scots voting on purely English issues when English MPs have
no say in Scottish affairs.
GB must leave EU and join EEC asap.
'Modernisation'is all very well and needed in some areas but the basic Tory beliefs
still hold good with many people what has been lacking is the ability of a leadership
to put them across with real passion and conviction.
Cameron is a good leader but he really needs to sort out his stance on certain
policies. He really doesn't know where he stands on important issues.
David is transforming the political landscape for the better!Please pass on my best
wishes for his continuing success Neville Cheek
Modernisation was long overdue, poor William Hague tried but had some awful
right wingers to contend with. Need to bring on radical reforms regarding
selerction of Parliamentary candidates if we truly want to serve BRitain as it is
today, diverse.Hopefully Europe won't bog us down, David Cameron is 110%
correct to focus on social issue type of policies BUT it will take time for the 'real
world' to believe we mean what we say!!! No quick fix



Mr Cameron comes across as someone lacking conviction and seen to be aping Blair
and cronies. The conservative party is a broad church, a party of simple, workable
and pragmatic policies which is what he should sell instead of trying to just connect
with the young like Mr Galloway for the sake of the media. More grown up politics,
although he has made a very good start. The shadow team and our MP's need to
sing from the hymn sheet and work as a team. They need to be media savvy but not
live for the media -but live and work for all the people of this great nation of ours.
The party should only promote candidates who have good motives, have a history
within the party, those who have shown dedication to the cause, not because they
are Asian, women or some other minorities. Thatâ€™s silly politics.
David Cameron is definitely on the right track and I do not think he could have
done it any other way but being socially concious - the first sign of madness is doing
the same thing over and over again and expecting different results. He has had no
option but to say many of the things he has said, even if this upsets the right wing of
the party(I consider myself to be on the right within the party)
As a member of Conservative Future and, thus, a relative new addition to the
Conservative Party it seems obvious to me that the 'modernisation' process has a
long way to go yet. There are still far too many people at the constituency level that
act as though we are a luncheon club for rich old people! They need to realise that
this party MUST represent Britain - not just the readership of Country Landowner
(fine publication that it is)... I would encourage DC to be brave - although I'm sure
he doesn't need my encouragement!
Cameron is right to believe that the Conservative brand is tarnished. But he wrong
about the reasons. The policies in which we fought the last two elections are
popular. So there is nothing to be gained by junking them. Our recent history - the
recession of the early 90s, sleaze, lack of charismatic leadership infighting, and the
Blair phenomenon - explains our failure. Cameron has the personality to be the
change. But he will get nowhere unless he fights for Conservative beliefs.
David Cameron is on the right track and we must all help keep up the momentum,
his practically daily announcements on policy stance is really grabbing people's
attention. As a member of local government I would like to hear more views on this
topic from David reflecting the services provided.
We'll see the real Cameron once Blair is out of the picture and the centre ground
becomes less crowded
Hopefully the Party will realise that to win they need to capture the disenfranchised
who do not think Europe,Immigration and Hunting are the key areas to bang on
about and only reinforces the stereotypical image. If only at grass roots level they
concentrated on corporate support rather than endless coffee mornings it would
give the financial base to fight the next election!( apsolutely nothing to do with the
issues above, but enjoyed getting it out of my system)
For the first time since 1992, we're looking like a credible party of government
again.
I feel the party should push forward united to ensure a Conservative Government
with a working majority is returned at the next election



Conservative MEPs should remain members of the EPP / ED group in the
European Parliament, it is in both our Party's and the national interest to work
with, not in isolation from, the main centre right parties in Europe. Credible
alternative options do not exist. Why on earth did David re-open this issue, it will be
divisive and will undermine his attempts to reposition the Party in the eyes of the
public.
The modernisation process is necessary for a Conservative revival; policy initiatives
such as on the environment and social justice are long over due. However, we must
not in the process lose our convictions. The surrender to Labour health service
direction and Labour's increasing dominance in the field of law and order will in
time serve to disenfranchise as many of our supporters as we gain through
'modernisation'.
Policy-making is a shambles. Cameron put the manifesto together before the last
election and then tears up virtually everything in it - which means nobody can trust
him to keep to anything he writes ir says. Setting up policy groups was a good idea -
but then Cameron makes a lot of speeches which pre-empt their work. So no one
can take the groups - or, when they emerge, their proposals, seriously. A Party
whose policies are based on spin and PR may gain in the short term but not long
term.
While I agree that it's good Cameron is moving us to the centre it is also healthy for
there to be opposition, occasionally successful, from the right. We don't want to be
ignored as Blair has ignored the Labour Party for 10 years.
Your questions are-necessarily I suppose-too limiting. Is it right to stand up to Big
Business? The only answe is -when necessary. EG the march of Tesco
Conservative policies should be about helping everyone. I am particularly
concerned about the elderly and think that Labour has let them down badly. I
would like to see Dave's Conservatives not just want to help poor people get richer,
but also be committed to those who circumstances might not alter that much - like
the elderly and mentally ill- but who we could really do good by.
My only worry would be if in order to get more women MPs they were given
preferential treatment I believe they should only get the job if they are the best
person for the job. I wouldn't ever have wanted to get a job just because I was a
woman and it filled a quota.
I'm not happy with Cameron's U turns on grammar schools, the NHS and women
candidate's on the Tory election list.
Education policy should not be driven by a choce between system A and system B.
A genuinely liberal/conservative policy should allow any type of school to be set up
and succeed of fail depending on parents' decisions to send their children there or
not.
I hope Cameron's tactics are just tactics!
It is so refreshing to hear DC ask sensible questions on PMQs and not just score
points.It means Tony Blair hasto give answers not just clever retorts.Long may it
continue!



It is importnat to build up a good momentum and profile right from the start, to
build up a reserve of goodwill if you like and put the others on the back foot. Get
this right and it puts us in a good position when things start to get a bit tougher as
we head towards an election. I will not agree with everything DC says or proposes -
I already have a problem with the grammar school stance for instance - but we
must all remember we are a team with collective responsibility to promote the
complete package. I am genuinely excited again.
I think David Cameron is turning out to be an excellent leader and what this party
needs. I look forward to the next General Election and him becoming Prime
Minister.
When stating that we would not return to grammar schools we should have made
more of the success of streaming and grant maintained status schools. All the media
concentrated on was ''the Tories are doing away with G'schools!
Theresa May is No assest to David Cameron and No assest to the Conservative
Party. Every time she appears on radio or television the urge to switch her off is
overwhelming.
Decision to leave the EPP/ED very bad, naive and illinformed decision. Shows a
fundamental misunderstanding of politics in the EU. No need to take this stance,
DC could easily have reviewed rather than take such a rigid & inflexible stance -
totally and completely at odds with other policy development working with others. I
do not want to be associated with European Fascists. Has handed Blair a great
weapon. Why do that?
David Cameron's emphasis on the end of knock-about politics is spot on and could
be one of our biggest vote-winners. I don't feel comfortable with all of his
announcements and policies but for me the ultimate yardstick is that if they do not
fly in the face of sound economic management I'll continue my support for him
I have friends that are both doctors who have always been very sceptical about
conservative policies. They made a point recently of congratulating the proposals
made within the new shadow cabinet for change within the NHS. I have also been
inundated with friends who are non-members giving praise to David Cameron's
campaign to modernise the party. Well done. Keep it up.
Cameron seems muddled in his actions, stating there will be no policy statements
and then making them, such as with grammer schools policy, we should champion
selection
CAmeron must resign,is only a source of shame.
The change of direction and tone are right and will capture the public mood. Care
needs to be taken in going to extreems 50% male/female candidates. What we need
is good candidates, people who do rather than who are. Forceing second rate female
candidates on to local parties will produce the same backlash as forceing second
rate male candidates. It may also brass off male voters who may see it as yet
another wave of discrimination. Mrs T got their on her own and Mrs Clinton may
do the same.
The results from areas that have grammar schools (unfortunately not my own area)
speak for themselves - overall better. However grammar schools could be renamed
as it is such an immotive word. I think for more than the old 25% too, maybe 40%
should go there.



The leadership has changed and the public have changed but the conduits (regional
and constituency associations) have not. They are stuffed with freemasons, old
people and self agrandisers who tread a fine line between fund raising and blatent
corruption. They are the worst models of bureacratic 'freedom' I have ever
witnessed. Mine is a lost cause.
Mr Cameron is relying on the 33% of the electorate, who always vote Conservative,
to blindly vote for him again, whilst he pursues the middle ground. He should play a
tune more fitting for their ears on occasion.
I'm very worried about the anti-European tone of Cameron & Co.'s recent
pronouncements. It seems that he is being prompted by Daniel Hannan MEP, with
whom he worked at Michael Howard's office when the latter was Home Secretary
Cameron has grasped the fact that spending years in ideologically pristine
opposition serves no purpose. The Conservative party must never lose it's appetite
for power. Half a loaf is better than no bread.
DC needsd to be careful to consider more of the implications of some of the ideas
which are coming out very rapidly. ie the proposed A list of canidates could be open
to legal challenges.
David the Conservative Terrier - snapping at Labours heels at every opportunity.
Stay off the Yah-boo and stick to facts and substantiate them. Labour are so
divorced from reality they they cannot see that the public know they are being
hoodwinked and bitterly resent it. Cash in on that. Do not regard that as a
Honeymoon period. You are a Government-in-waiting.
Some of the MPs mentioned seem ineffective. List of candidates should be on merit
not gender.
I very much enjoyed listening to David Cameron on Radio One, being interviewed
by Colin and Edith. He came across as being in touch with young people without
trying too hard to appear 'with it.'It was a far better choice than going on Big
Brother! Lots of younger voters think 'Conservative Pary' is synonomous with
'uncool,' which is tough to change. David is doing a great job but the whole party
needs to come with him!
So far so good on Cameron's campaign to rehabilitate the Tory Party. However,
becoming a little worried as to where some of his policies are taking us. Education
and the question of selection by whatever measure is one I am watching carefully. I
do not like New Labour's one size fits all ideology and am concerned that this will
become a no go area for Cameron. Asylum - he must put forward strong proposals
on its control and the safety of UK's borders. The West Lothian question
preoccupies me more than most issues in light of the education bill which will not
affect schools in Scotland. Yet, once again, Scottish MPs with Scottish constituencies
will be called upon to decide the fate of this bill although it only affects England,
Wales and NI.
Surprised there isn't mention of environmental issues as that seems to be an
important new focus.
I have resigned from membership of the Party because of frustration with the local
Association attitudes and apathy. I also recently e-mailed David Cameron without
achnowledgemt.



I think Cameron is doing an excellent job as leader its great to have William Hague
in the cabinet In my local association membership is growing fast since his
leadership -the first time since William Hague was leader
To belong to the European Union has not held any problems for me, but to delegate
more powers to Brussels would not be desired or changing our currency. We
appear to be putting more effort and money in for very little return.
We appear to be leaning to the left.
Somehow we must not lose sight of our traditional values. EU membership,
immigration, law and order and effective and efficient use of taxpayers money.
I believe absolutley in the direction that DC is taking the party. The short term
strategy has to be about mending the poisoned Conservative brand. The trick will
be finding a long term strategy that appeals to social liberals but has a small state
flavour. A tough trick to pull but I believe he can do it.
I am increasingly unclear what David Cameron believes on anything. His u-turn on
selection in education is one example. It smacks of We will keep good independent
schools for those of us who are better off and can afford them, and sacrifice the rest
of you to what I think is politically expedient. I hope I am wrong
As a former senior police officer I am concerned about an issue NOT on your
survey - Mr. Cameron's recent statemnets on Conservative views for the future of
policing. I believe his pronouncements were not well thought out, rushed, populist
and not practical.
Radical rethinking is needed re choice on health and education.I commend
Reform's papers on infrastructure and local government.Policy statements on I.D
cards and the police have been great.
Although I did not vote for David Cameron I believe that he has made a good start.
The Conservative Party needs to be fully together and support him.
Are these surveys designed to provoke stories of unrest amongst the membership?
I think that the most important tning is for allMPs to work as a tem. internal
bickering will undo all the improvements that have been made recently.
I think DC has shown a complete disregard for the police force in his recent
comments and this saddens me greatly.
We've never had a better chance to kick out the Labour government. We need to
keep modernising - and preferably get rid of the racist/sexist old timers who are out
of touch with the country, there are too many in the party. David Cameron is a
winner - he just needs to avoid the Blair mistake of being all things to all people.
The country will see through that. Roll on the next election!
Odd to rule out at the start of the education policy review the introduction of more
grammar schools. Not clear why other parts of the country cannot have a mix of
generally good grammar and other schools as in eg the London Borough of Sutton.
The Party needs to appeal to a younger generation; they need to have policies that
are relevant and of importance to them so gaining their interest and support.



By poor in earlier question I refer only to the working poor who are taxed into a
state of dependence by Gordon Brown - I could never support an increase in
benefits and the dependency culture that goes with it. Also, I concede that politically
correct candidate selection may be good politics in the short term, but in the long
term will only add to the sense of disillusionment the electorate have with politicians
in general; for that reason it is bad politics. If the Conservative Party isn't prepared
to pick the best candidate regardless of their sex (or indeed regardless of any
quality other that their ability or perceived ability), then who is? Or, to put it
anither way, I am more interested in what I believe is good for the country than
whether David Cameron achieves his ambition to become prime-minister - would
that he was too.
No comments
I hope David Cameron is in PR mode with many of his declared policies. I will
reserve judgement on him as leader until I see what actions follow.
We are essentially asking: Does the Conservative Party know where it's coming
from anymore, and where it is going to? If not, then it needs to make up its mind
what its raison dâ€™etre is - and if it's not Conservativism, then get out of the way
and let someone or something else take up the banner.
At last! We are in the 21st century. But we will need to show there is some meat in
the sandwich.
The leader is the leader but the other members of the front bench should be more
visible than at present
Has William Hague disappeared?
We have make sure that we garner the support of women and the business people
It's one thing to 'have no policies' while a review is in progress ... quite another to be
ruling out options on the way.
A quota for female candidates is exactly the sort of PC nonsense Conservatives
traditionally abor. Cameron is running the party well, but in a Tony Blair 'it's all
about me' style, we've seen nothing of the other shadow cabinet, and all his quotes
are along the lines of I believe, not we.
Local Goernment finance needs a thorough overhaul.
Under no circumstances should we abandon most of our previous policies, just to
meet the aspirations of our new leader,without reference to our membership. In
doing so there is a great risk that a very large number of our membership will
quickly become disallusioned, in that many of our policies which we all previously
supported (Europe & Immigration for example)are now suddenly abandoned out of
hand just for political convenience.
I am extremely concerned that having said he will set up a number of review groups
to review all the policy options, he seems to be closing off options before these
groups have have had a chance even to begin work. Furthermore the options he is
closing off, are those which would bring great benefits to the British people if
implemented.

DC's commitment to supporting Blair's school reform legislation is worrying. that
TB is likely to throw a bone to his backbenchers in the form of a more prescriptive
Code of Practice on Admissions, possibly with the force of law. I don't think DC has
shown any awareness of the disastrous impact of this on voluntary aided schools,
particularly faith schools, nor can I see any evidence that he would care very much.
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I don't think we should close the door on the 'grammar school' issue. They are a
good way for poor but academically gifted chrn to get up the ladder. I don't want us
to close any grammar schools, but hold on to those we already have.
DC has to understand that the reforming the EU is simply not possible; there is no
institutional mechanism to do so when many countries remain fundamentally and
enduingly opposed to Britain's vision. He must give the country the chance to vote
on a proposal for a new relationship with the EU which involves free trade,
fullnational democracy and friendly co-operation with European countries, but in
which we are outside the EU itself.
I am worried that Mr Cameron is turning away from Conservative policies,
particularly on immigration. I'm sure that when our MP, David Burrowes, was
elected, immigration was important. Someone should stand up for the hard-
working, law-abiding members of society. I thought that was what the
Conservatives did.
Not really hearing enough from other members of the shadow cabinet, except for
David Cameron.
I think David is doing well but am worried that he will run out of proposals.
I don't think this is particularly helpful to anyone! I did not vote for Mr Cameron
(my first choice was Liam Fox.) I admire his handling of himself at PMQT, but I am
worried that he is too much like Tony Blair and less like a Conservative. There is a
serious risk of civil unrest through Islamic terrorism, lawlessness on the streets,
increase of violent crime. The covering over of Southern England with housing
estates, Council Tax money being shifted from South to North, the politicisation of
the Police Force, the surrender of independence to the EU and so on and so on. I am
prepared to accept that Mr Cameron may be playing a very clever game, but if the
price of geting the Conservatives reelected is to throw out all our distinctive values;
what is the point? Might as well vote for Tony or Ming-because at the moment Mr
Cameron could be mistaken for either of them!! John Winlow Town Councillor
I'm very pleased with how David Cameron is doing. But I think his advisors on
policy need to be sure of what they are saying and what he is saying. Especially for
Prime Ministers Questions. Since this week Blair seemed to wrongfoot Cameron on
policy issues. So I think that more homework needs to be done before Questions
because Blair will try to mislead, and point score.
Time alone will tell whether the initial momentum established by David Cameron
will be maintained. I fear him moving too far to the centre and becoming a
politically correct Blair clone. He should continue his forensic examination of, and
attack on Chancellor Brown, but also watch his back for disloyal conservative back
benchers who are quite comfortable with sitting on the opposition benches.
Mr Cameron must not abandon our core vote.UKIP could pick votes up from us.
We should be committed to abolishing the Welsh assembly



I do not like us to be too copying the New Labour. We are better than they are.
Even the NHS was first conceived by Winston Churchill! We have to prove we can
and will do it all better, with STRICT FINANCIAL CONTROLS/REDUCTION on
civil service costs.expansion, and
David has given clear leadership and direction to the Party. We needed to move
away from what were perceived as elitish policies on Grammer Schools, Private
Health Care issues. However there needs to be more consultatioin with local
government groups for their views on policy developemnt.
Make a commitment to take away the managerspeak culture that is infecting our
hospitals & other services like a disease. Spend these waste of time management
consultant salaries on more nurses, doctors, teachers, police, instead.
I have on a number of occasions brought to your attention the word disabled but do
not see it mentioned here. As I am semi disabled it does matter to me.
We should stand up for what is right in education. Grammars provide an
irreplaceable ladder for talented disadvantaged children to climb, and needn't be
discriminatory if we have a flexible, choice-filled school system with specialist
schools, vocational schools, academies providing individualised education. This
requires schools controlling their own admissions.
THERE IS NO SURER WAY TO RAISE UP THE GIFTED CHILDREN OF THE
POOR THAN TO EXPAND GRAMMAR SCHOOLS. AS ONE WHO WENT TO
A GRAMMAR SCHOOL BUT WOULD NOW BE AT A 'BOG STANDARD'
COMPREHENSIVE , I AM VERY ANGRY THAT MR. CAMERON CAN'T SEE
THIS - OR ,WORSE, CAN SEE IT BUT IS TOO FRIGHTENED TO SAY SO.
We still have miles to go before we regain the 30 - 45 age group. David has made a
great start, but after 20 years of sledging from the left on the line of Tories don't
care, it's going to take time.
As to whether they are on the right course, it depends on their intended destination.
If they want to win the next election, they are on the right track. If they want
ideologically sound politics, then they are not.
My one regret was DC's pre-Election commitment to force his MEPs to leave the
EPP. I think this was an ill thought out sop to the mindless anti European element
at large. I have been assured by my local MP, Anne Milton, that DC's declaration of
affection to the NHS et al will not mean a return to the quizzling one nation
socialism of the pre 1981 Tory party. I hope that this is so! Otherwise a more than
promising start. Roll on 2009!!
When asking about performance of, say, the Shadow Cabinet please try to be more
speific in your questions. It will not be the opinion of Party members which will
make the difference at the next Gen. Election but the reaction of the general public.
I answered the question based on my level of awareness of the job-holder, other
respondents will have taken a different tack.
What is wrong with sticking to at least some of our principles? We cannot be all
things to all men. I do not agree with Conservative MPs saving Blair's Education
White Paper - it is a mess & we should produce our own school policy. Europe is
still deeply unpopular, please reflect this when developing policies/speeches.

One of David Cameron's first concrete announcements was that Conservative
MEPs would leave the EPP. It is disappointing that this has not yet happened and
makes one wonder if and when it will happen.



MEPs would leave the EPP. It is disappointing that this has not yet happened and
makes one wonder if and when it will happen.
The 50% man and women ratio is ridiculous! Everyone should be taken on their
individual merits not their sex, gender, religion or race. I am extremely unhappy as
to his policy on grammar schools, they are not for the elite as new labour would
have us believe it has definitely made me question my allegiance to the party.
I think that David Cameron is showing true mettle and changing the party for the
good. I wish him well in his task of changing the old party dinasaurs and look
forward to him becoming Prime Minister
I personally believe that by the current trend of Cameron's 'modernisation' we are
losing the fundamental core of what it is to be the Conservative Party. He may be
bringing us closer to a general election victory, but I'd rather not be in power at all
than be in power and not ourselves anymore.
I believe all women should go on the Candidates list on merit. Encourage them to
come forward but not do a 50/50 list. This is just as bad as Labour not allowing men
to stand in certain Constituencies. It is an insult to women to think they have to
have preferential treatment like this. If we are good enough, constituencies will
choose us.
I know of bright children who have been betrayed by the lack of proper, selective
grammar schools in their area, and feel very strongly that dumbing down to
Labour's policy of an equal lack of opportunity for all is not only wrong, it is
immoral.
I am delighted that David Cameron has decided to highlight issues such as global
poverty and the environment, but he needs to deepen his own knowledge in these
areas to carry conviction. I am disappointed that he has ruled out debate on areas
such as academic selection, health service funding and patients passports and I
think that he is unwise to attack big business - there are quite enough people
already doing that and he will need their support if he wants to succeed.
I agree with David Cameron's comment about judging Conservative Policies by
their effect on the poor in so far as I think that this is one important criterion, I
don't think it's the only important criterion. It was a relatively good sound bite,
though. I was very unhappy about Oliver Letwin's comments about the
redistribution of wealth.
I read the Telegraph and watch the news but the only time I have been conscious of
David Cameron is at PM's Question
I live in Jersey which is not part of the UK but until the next elections in London
remain a Conservative Councillor. I was first elected in 1966.
Mr Cameron is easing himself in and taking his time to adjust. He is fortunate that
the socialists are scoring a series of own goals, but must look towards taking the
duties of the Opposition back from the media.
Not convinced that it is essential to have a 50 /50 split in parliamentary (men
/women) candidates A list. i think its more important to select the best candidates
available whichever sex.

We need to say something about the unfairness of Council Tax. Gordon Brown is
using it to put taxes up while allowing Blair to say that he has kept his promise of no
increase in tax. There is silence on the matter of the government's stealth cuts to
local authorities social service budgets.
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local authorities social service budgets.

There was nothing wrong with grammar schools. They gave an outstanding
education to poorer children.
David Cameron must keep the momentum going and be forceful when dealing with
Tony Blair on all issues. The country needs good principles and determination and
the Conservatives must put this into practise. We need the old Churchillian way, to
be a united coutry again.
I am trusting David Cameron and his team to create up to date policies, which will
achieve the positive results of previous sound Conservative Government policies. eg
Grammar Schools, smaller government, less taxation and a more efficient health
service.
The suggestion that 50% of candidates should be women is not treating candidates
on merit and that has always been Conservative policy after all we had a woman
Prime Minister and she won on merit. I do not see Francis Maude or any other men
on the Sahdow cabinet giving up their seat to allow a woman to take their place. I
reamin firmly of the belief that people should be chosen simply on merit and not for
any other reason.
I particularly dislike David Cameron's policies on the environment. I think it is an
error to follow advice from the environmentalists in this area.
David Cameron is throwing the baby out with the bath water and trying to be all
things to all men, this is wrong. We do not wan't (or need) another Tony Blair but
we should remain true to our principles. We must remember that we won more
votes overall in the last general election but Labour have Scotland and Wales plus
skewed electoral boundaries in their favour. That's where the change is needed!
Private Eye points out that DC's speech to the CPS on 8/11/05 said in short we need
to campaign for capitalism. On 1/1/06 in the MoS he said I don't believe in 'isms'.
Words like communism, socialism, capitalism and republicanism all conjure up one
image in my mind: extremism. Let's be kind and say a little consistency would be
nice. Does he still subscribe to the CWF values he signed up to when seeking our
votes?
Under David there is genuine hope of extending the support for the party, not just
bolstering up the support of that core 30% In the 1997 election Labour had the
slogan of 'opportunity for the many not privilege for the few'. Until we persuade
people that we are not just out for privilege for the few we will not win.
I very much approve David Cameron's move away from yahoo politics.
As a director of a primary care trust I can tell you that the NHS is in serious
financial trouble and the situation can only get worse. In the circumstances I think
it was extremely unwise of D.C. to rule out any funding of the NHS in the long term
from sources other than general taxation.
David Cameron is not the right person to lead the party at any time, He will not be
the next prime minister. I strongly object to his comments about multui culturism. I
cannot think of one thing which has been improved by immigration. Michael
Howard was right on immigration ( and many other issues such as Grammar
Schools ) David Cameron is SO wrong. Im seriously thinking of leaving the party



David Cameron is playing the game and has just created a cheap replica of new
labour. He has simply dropped longstanding conservative commitments
Do not forget the pensioners!
I no longer agree with party policy. This is a good sign as it shows the party at last
has a chance of being elected.
I think education should be for everyone whatever your background. David brings
a fresh outlook on a number of issues. There are exciting times ahead so Mr Blair
and Mr Brown are in for tough time
We have to be careful in moving to the centre ground. I know of several people now
who are saying that the Conservative party is NO LONGER their party and as a
result have resigned their membership or have refused to continue being one of our
workhorses(Ie A leaflet deliverer) You must bring in some policies on immigration
and Tax( Such as abolishing CGT ot raising the threshold of Inheritance tax to Â£1
Million) to appeal to the old right of centre brigade.We cannot afford to lose their
support and votes.
In my view Cameron would have done well to try to destroy the consensus that
education is a social issue, best discussed in terms of impact on class, economic
mobility etc. At the same time he could have squashed suggestions that education is
about preparing people for employment. That would then give him a platform for
saying that current academic education is the modern equivalent of woodwork.
While recognising that we need to attract younger people to support us it must be
recognised that the current volunteer force is largely over 60. Too many of the
statements being made are denigrating the past, especially Thatcher, and risk
alienating this very important group of workers. Without the current volunteers we
won't have the messengers to deliver the local messages and bring in new people.
Think a good start is being made but it is clear that DC and team will need to be
much more specific about their vision and policies in the near future - not
something that can wait 18 months. Politics remains unengaging for many people
who only seem energised by elections/ disputes/arguments.
The Conservative party is largely irrelevant in Scotland because of its anglocentric
stance on matters concerning Scotland like Fishing. Why was there little or no
support for pulling out of the CFP?
Just at the very moment when even Blair (plus a few others in the Labour party)
seems to be moving at least in the general direction of common sense on education
and health (voucher-system-by-any-other-name; autonomy for hospitals, with
bigger role for private sector), Cameron chooses to sell the pass in order to get the
technocrats and press luvvies who control our national institutions onside! This is
VERY disappointing....
Cameron is a Liberal Socialist not a Tory.
The Conservatives have far to go to be credible
im proud of david cameron saying he wants the conservatives in europe to leave the
epp as the are led by overpowering germans only interested in lineing their pockets.

It was sharp practice for David Cameron to dodge all questions about his policies
during the hustings and then to come out with a steady stream of policy
announcements once elected. One suspects that he knew that his policies would not
win him support from the members at large. A number of our local members have
threatened to switch their allegiance to a more right wing party - the Liberals!



win him support from the members at large. A number of our local members have
threatened to switch their allegiance to a more right wing party - the Liberals!

Some extremely difficult decisions need to be taken internally within our great
party, and DC has only just begin. We certainly must unite behind him, but also
unite behind each other. Since 1997 we have been at each others throats: we need to
set out a clear, thought-provoking agenda which enthuses the nation. Finally we
have the potential for victory and not before time!
David Cameron has made a very good start but we need to see more input from the
rest of the Shadow Cabinate.
Candidates lists should be decided on merit not on sex, colour or any other issue in
order to change the demongraphics. The party should embrace a culture that is a
true meritocracy. If there is seen to be a bias in any direction, those individual
decisions should be challenged rather than a forced balance imposed. God forbid
that we should create Cameron's chicks (a la Blair's babes). We need the best
people and we mustn't risk anything less than that just to be PC.
I was a disatisfied that during David Cameron's campaign he was not more honest
and up front about his past experiences. I also believe he needs to work hard to be a
good leader with so little political experience.
I just hope that david cameron does not surround himself with only young
advisors,he also needs some older more experienced people around him. its no good
claiming the centre ground voters only to lose all those who voted conservative in
the past
Big Business. Some care is needed with sweeping statements such as 'standing up to
Big Business'. There are some big businesses which care only about profits but not
all big businesses deserve to be tarred with the the same brush. Some contribute to
the community and deserve praise. Lets hear it for the good guys.
As a eurorealist, I agree with the policies on the Euro and the Constitution and no
other party that is likely to gain power at Westminster, will bring about these
issues. I believe voters are aware of the Regulations and Decisions that eminate
from Brussels and are enacted into our law without any imput form Westminster. I
would therefore like to see the Party campaigning for an amendment to S.2 of the
EECAct1972 that would stop Regs. and Decisions passing into UK law UNLESS
approved by debate and vote in Westminster as being good for the UK.
Our new leader has given our party a new breath of fresh air which it needed. We
need to look forward not back.
The Conservative party will remain largely unelectable until it looses the blue rinse
brigade image the public has of its supporters. We must get more supporters and
candidates we are not of central office mode. But all candidates should be selected
by their constituences and not forced on or by off icers of the associations and
should be chosen strictly on merit. Otherwise we will end up with the dimwits Tony
Blair has to put up with and the country will suffer.
I would like to see more women in parliament but do not agree with positive
discrimination.



It is foolish for the Conservative Party to seek to appear a pale imitiation of Labour.
Where is the clear blue water that will encourage the electorate to desert the
meretricious New Labour ?
I think that to rule out the creation of any more grammar schools sends a signal
that the Conservative party is echoing the Govt's policy of ruling out any selection
in education. Not only does this deny parents a choice but denies voters the choice of
an alternative to the present disaster in education.
I went to a large Public School in 1931/35 and it had five streams in the fourth and
Remove forms in all major subjects..I was in the topstream in most, but when
dropped down (as happened) even now I remember the urge to work to go up !
The Conservative Party is on the wrong track and is now collaborating with many
of the policies that are destroying freedom and the very soul of Britain.
Cameron's focus on helping the poor is a must. This has to become the litmus test
for all new Conservative proposals. The Tories will always be on the right, but
Cameron knows that in order to become popular they have to appeal to people in
the 'centre'. This is essential if we are going to win back my generation which was
brought up to believe that the Tories were evil.
There is still a LONG way to go, but at last there is SOMEONE leading the
Conservative Party who makes me inclined to get involved in politics again. I
haven't felt like doing ANYTHING to help the Conservatives since leaving
university in 1997 but want to do all I can to make sure David Cameron is living at
No 10 Downing Steet and NOT Gordon Brown after the next election.
Cameron was a good choice for us; I preferred Davis' policies, but I do believe
Cameron will get us into power in 2009. Regards, Alex Hudson
(kent.boy@gmail.com)
Looks Cameron is looking to dismantle almost everything Maggie has done to put
the UK on the right track.
I think that David Cameron must reverse his stated policy on MEPs leaving the
EPP/ED Group in the European Parliament, as that would be disastrous for our
MEPs
Yes we do need to modernise the party but we do not need to mimick new labour.
Future candidates for selection to represent the party should be selected on their
merits and not to fulfil a perceived quota in competition to the other parties. U turn
on policy if we must but only on sound principles and reasoning.
lesson to the voters & what they won,t the party to do when in power / no. 10. As no
X on voting paper for the conservtive MPS MEANS NO POWER
David Cameron was elected to lead the Conservative Party, but now he seems to be
running for the Liberal Democrat leadership. If he wins that election, will he resign
as leader of the Conservative Party, or does he intend to merge the two posts?
On Aid to the Third World beware of the errors of Bob Geldorf and his ilke for the
policy review
It is very important that the Conservative Party always considers the impact of
policies on the poor, but that should not necessarily always be the main
consideration. Candidates should be selected solely on the basis of merit - not
gender, ethnicity or any human characteristic over which the individual has no
control. So-called positive discrimination is morally indefensible and will ultimately
be seen as such; leave that to parties who do not respect the individual.



control. So-called positive discrimination is morally indefensible and will ultimately
be seen as such; leave that to parties who do not respect the individual.

This blog is great for its independent thought and analysis, and I'd hate to see it
degenerate into a puppet-like voice for the party, no matter its leader
We must not lose sight of our roots in a race to modernise for modernisation's sake.
I read of the possibility of bringing back conscription to the armed forces for young
offenders. A very good idea that is long overdue. Why was it not in the survey?
After all it is David Cameron`s idea. A good on too.
The Conservative party has to be more clear as to why the working class should
vote for them. Alot of people still see politics as left and right and poor versus rich.
It is absolutely vital that the MEPs remain within the EPP-ED Group, otherwise
they will forfeit not only their influence (chairmanships etc)and funding, but also
their relatively high standing in the Parliament, especially if they are drawn into
any form of alliance with the extreme Right members in any way. This will at a
stroke lose them respect, power to change policies, and international goodwill, all of
which are necessary if the UK is to exert any influence on decision-making in the
EU.
David Cameron has the right instincts, but he needs to realise being more focused
on issues like public sector reform, helping those on low incomes, and the
environment require a distinctive Conservative approach rather than always
adopting New Labour's reasoning. That said, it is better to be politically too close to
the centre and win with some useless mushy policies in the manifesto, (such as being
flaky on school choice), than be politically too far out to the right and lose on the
basis of right wing policies which aren too extreme and are poorly thought out in
any case (i.e. the patient's passport).
The list of 50% men and women it depends who is the best candidate in each
constituency and its not always possible to divide that equally. So a good man or
good woman could be turned away becuase you had already filled the quota for that
gender
Secondary Schools should be free of LA control and free to set their own admissions
policy.
Grammar schools produce the best results and therefore we should have more. He
is wrong on ID cards and needs to be tough on immigration (there are over 1m
illegals here who should be removed) immigrants should sign a contract with
Britain and if they commit crime must be removed. Our island must not be a haven
for criminals, we need laws like USA who will not allow criminals to enter e.g Mark
Thatcher!!!
I think David Cameron made a huge mistake in saying that he would draw up short
lists favouring women. We want to get jobs, etc, not because we are women but
because we have the ability to do the job properly. I think he says what he thinks
people want to hear!
Times change. He is being too emphatic.



David cameron is I believe the best thing to happen to the party since 1975. He is
fresh, energetic, enthusiastic, can more than hold his own in the despatch box and
can certainly drag the party into the 21st century without sacrificing core ideals
which make the party what it is. I would like him to go much further tackling the
mire of PC we find the UK to be in.
I regret David Cameron's rejection of Thatcherism esp. after subscribing to its
principles via Conservative Way Forward during the leadership election. He lacks
passion at PMQs and although rejecting Punch & Judy should remember there is
no show without Punch (or punch. There is more to winning an election than taking
his tie off.
I believe The U.K. smells a change. No More words, no more lies. Ladies and
Gentlemen. The Conservatives - have arrived. Let us rebuild our United Nation.
David Cameron is on the right track. Labour stole our ground in 1997, we take it
back as well as being prepared to look after the needs of those less
fortunate.Conservatives must be synonymous with being compassionate!
Good progress but the right wing should not be forgotten
Selection of candidates by gender/race is discriminatory in any form .Select by
ability;or we may end up like my constituancy(held by Labour)with a lame duck M
P WHO IN THE LAST 8 YEARS HAS ASKED ONE QUESTION.Forcing
candidates on constituancy associations will cause the death of the same .
Considering recent policy statements are we in danger of veering too much to the
centre?
The questions are a little tightly drawn. For example, I was unable to say on the
Candidates List issue that I think we need a special list but I do not think the
proportions are right and I think we need a list that takes into account social
backgrounds. Therefore, my answer to that question is not the full picture.
Could have asked about Camerons shadow cabinted appointments as well.
I strongly disagree with pushing for more women MP's just for the sake of it. It
must be the best person for the job. I was recently on the selection panel for our
new MP where a woman was eventually selected. Despite her promises otherwise,
she is unreliable and does not live or spend enough time in the constituency due to
family committments. This would not have happened with a man.
It is vogue to be Tory again. People are secretly conservative, but they are just
simply afraid to admit it. Now we have a team and leader to make the public openly
admit it. Good Luck, not that you will need it.
I feel it is somewhat too early to pass an opinion on Shadow Cabinet members
I am very impressed with DC and am very excited about our prospects of getting
into power
Since the tory party is now in favour of positive discrimination, perhaps it should
consider drawing up a list of white working class candidates for the next election.
As David Cameron himself said Most people in the conservative party are white
middle class men. Then he said we need more black and women candidates(fair
enough), but surprise surprise no working class ones. It's enough to give you a
complex guvnor!



In the last 2 months, Tony Blair has virtually guaranteed to lose the next election.
Why ? Reorganisations threaten peoples' jobs - who won't then vote for you.
Education, the NHS, Police, Local Government employing millions of people are to
be reorganised. The job blight in Local Government is literally tangible - I know - I
am a senior Conservative Councillor.
Grammar schools gave a different type of education suitable to different abilities. I
do not think that we should go back but should establish something similar to the
old bi-lateral schools. All pupils went to the same school but had a curriculum
suited to their ability and needs.
Think you need to think very seriously about your education policy. As portfolio
holder for childrens services I am very worried that the LA is very likely to lose
what little control it has now with schools and standards in schools would fall
dramatically. The L.A. is there for schools at the moment when they get a bad
ofsted report and to support schools in providing improvements in curriculum
standards. At the moment your policy does not support the Local Authority but this
could be very detrimental in letting a few good schools thrive but many schools
continue to fail pupils.
Absolutely essential to get out of the EU but in the meantime let's get out of EPP AT
ONCE.
it was fine.
I feel advertising an A list might be devisive in that candidates who have already
fought a seat unsuccessfully might decide not to fight another seat if they cannot get
onto the A list.
A splendid start - quite right to stress the need to help the poor. Like Disraeli. I
disagree about ID cards. My French friends who have them wonder what the fuss is
about. Are their liberties infringed or ours by holding driving licences. It would
help to stop the 100,000 foreign health tourists. I don't want him to go soft on
immigration - we don't have the space. Also he should attack the PC culture.
Grammar schools produce some of the best results in the country both for grammar
and high schools it was an opportunity missed to go back on his support for them
He needs to look again at the organisation of the party, ie the grass roots bit, which
began before his election.
I agree that leader should consult to grass root members before any announcement.
I am dissapointed with where politics is currently heading. This shift to the centre
by all parties is unhealthy. We should not be ashamed of, or deny the party's
traditional roots and beliefs. We may be closer to a conservative victory now but it
is not a conservative party I would be proud to be a member of.
Mr Cameron must be careful not to disown all the Conservative Party philosophy
and not to copy much of the disastrous and corrupt behaviour of the present
government.
Glad to see David Cameron leaving behind the hand 'em and flog 'em rhetoric and
returning to the commitment to social justice championed by Iain Duncan Smith.
Hope he doesn't follow the last 3 leaders in returning to strengthening the core vote.
I have resigned from the party...operative from February 1st 2006. Apart from a
short lapse when we had a disloyal local representative,I have been a member since
the 1950's!



the 1950's!

I am much opposed to any weakening of the rights and powers of constituency
associations caused by positive strengthening of the Party Centre. The failed
attempt to strip Party members of their voting rights in the election of Party leader
was,in my view, very misguided.All attempts to strengthen the Centre at the
expense of weakening local associations should be fiercely resisted. Peter Baker
I have NEVER witnessed such a well orgaised shadow cabinet. They are on the
radio all the time TALKING SENSE...Forcibly! I am 64 B U T people of like age
should adopt MY forward thinking positive support for DAVID ~ Who has got IT!
They must change their thinking, their image~ GET REAL! Let DAVID loose on
them. We need THEIR vote in all weathers!!
There is only so much mileage in the Conservative Party sucking up to 'Guardian'
readers. Present a fresh image by all means. However, jettisoning the timeless
truths about small government and low taxes is a sure way of confusing voters and
saddling ourselves with 'Heathite' policies that will only confuse voters and do as
much damage now as they did in the 1970s.
Apparently ruling out reform on education and health and supporting the failing
status quo is disappointing. Radical reform is needed in these areas.
I think that David Cameron is just what we need as a leader. We need to get away
from the idea that you have to be old and wrinkly to be a Conservative. I am 56 and
probably one of the youngest people in our associatin. I hope to improve on that as
the Chairman.
1. I believe that cameron should support Nuclear Power 2. I am a big fan of
Cameron's support of a small buisness - competitive economy 3. I am in favour of
selection is schools, but to be honest the grammar school argument is redundant.
Streaming and setting is just as good.
Until the issue of leaving the EU and imigration is addressed I will not vote for the
Concervative Party. I was a life long supporter. Brin Jenkins
another biased survey
How many political parties can fit on to a pin-head? Where is the 'clear blue water'.
Keep heads down and work out policies. Hide your clothes until general election
time then produce the WOW factor which should contain A commitment to flat tax
/ Council tax not based on property values / Abolish income tax for those on State
Pension.
At present David Cameron has the ear of the public media which are attentive to
what he says. It is rash to make quick policy pronouncements before the intended
Conservative policy commisions have studied the problems in depth. These
statements will be remembered and may restrict his freedom of action when
eventually the commision reports are submitted.
Hoping for 50/50 men & womwen is a pipe dream and if it is enforced will be
counterproductive
william haigh should be talking of all the waste in europe, david willets should be
reminding prescott that times have changed since he took the 11 plus, that if pupils
fail one exam it is not the end of everything there is further education, open
university etc



I think it's a dreadful shame that Conservative principles are being replaced by spin
and piffle. The problem is not with traditional Conservative principles, it's with
how they've been presented. Sadly, under Cameron, both the principles and the
presentation are being compromised. Change how it's said, but don't change the
message.
I am glad that David Cameron has started off running. I think it important to make
any big changes in policy now so that the electorate can get used to the new ideas
well ahead of the next General Election.
listen to the people, they have been saying for years that the uk should leave the EU
the two parties that have been in power have nearly broke the country. If you were
in power you would be no more than clerks passing on the message from Brussels.
I don't know anymore if the Conservative party is my natural home - I've voted for
them since 1983 (when 18). I am a social conservative.
I am worried that Mr. Cameron is a little too far to the left and abandoning some
good right wing policies.
It is early days to comment on most of the shadow cabinet in their current roles.
Most of those I have said dont know have not featured significantly in any news
stories since Cameron's victory.
David Cameron is setting an agenda for the Conservatives to govern the future
from the here and now and not from the past. We are in the 21st century and have
to look and think like a party fit for the 21st century. The fundamental principles
are not being changed or eroded. Conservatives look towards personal autonomy,
where this does not interfere with other individuals rights to self direct, next best is
local autonomy with the decisions over how we live our lives, taken as close to the
people that they directly affect as possible. Central control should seek to hold on to
the minimum, being present only where national co-ordination truly is a must.This
is a fundamental principle, trusting and respecting individuals and communities to
self-direct, while providing a safety net for the vulnerable. Dr Bruce Pollington
Although I sympathise with the necessity to recruit more women candidates, I don't
think it can be as arbitrary to have 50%men/50% women - the most important
factor is the individual's ability to be a good MP.
Re candidates I think the best should be chosen regardless of gender. I am not keen
on being too green - it's usually over-expensive and may not be based on a really
informed point of view, namely nuclear power is the way to go and windfarms are a
blot on many landscapes. Too many would be needed to make a real difference
anyway.
We have anotherleader who forgets that all the best ideas come from the
membership and the biggest mistakes from the center being out of touch.
I have two problems with David Camerons approach. First he is trying to fight the
next war like the last one ie froth and spin. Secondly he is prepared to say anything
or adopt any policythat he feels will appeal to the floating voter with scant regard
for the core conservative vote which he will take for granted.We need some
powerful people to manage this man or I fear we will soon not recognise our party.
Re selection 0f Candidates, The best should be chosen irrespective of sex.



I think it is vitally important that the Conservatives do NOT publicize any new
policies that are practical and innovative, because if they do the policy/idea will
instantly be pinched by the present party in power! Waffle, and unspecific ideas are
fine if not very satisfying, because there is nothing that T Tony can pinch.
Sometimes I think that Mr. Cameron is aware of this problem, hence his slightly
bland, ameliorating ideas, which are probably designed to trawl the broadest
groups of voters. Even though this is undoubtedly very necessary, he mustn't forget
his core voters. I am glad I don't have his task!
Our policies and presentation of them must appeal to ordinary people.We must lose
the snobby attitude that prevails in some associations, often these same individuals
are doing damage to our public image by constantly acting publicly in this
manner.Lose this image and we will prevail.
I think David Cameron is leading by example when he says his child might go to a
state school. Segregation at an early age is one of the curses of the British education
system. Until the cabinet (at least) use state schools they will always be making it
good enough for them but that's all. Similarly, if we have an NHS at all, it should be
good enough for everybody and allowing health insurance as tax deductible must
ultimately be pulling resources away from the NHS.
I thing we should test our policies against how they will affect residents of the UK. I
think there should be as wide a choice of education provision as it is possible to
provide.
I believe that by the time of the next election, when/if the full enormity of the cost to
us has become apparent, we could win by proposing actual withdrawal from
Europe altogether.
David Cameron has started very well but it will take time and consistency to win
voters.
Whilst I agree that a move to the centre ground of British politics is the way the
party should be going, I would hate to see a total abandonment of core Conservative
values. The centre ground is certainly where elections are won, but the danger of
appearing too Liberal will not, in my opinion, win support amongst grassroots Tory
party members such as myself. I have been a supporter of the party for nearly 20
years now, and will remain Conservative through and through, but I am slightly
concerned as to the language the party is currently talking and hope that we do not
stray too far from where we have come from. The direction is correct, it is the
distance of travel that we should be cautious about.
Politics is partly about winning ideas with good argument, even if they are initially
unpopular. I get the impression Dave C isn't brave enough to do what he thinks is
the right decision for the country and perhaps not the party.
David Cameron is doing a fantastic job tactically, but I am increasingly concerned
by his right-on, unConservative sound bites.
We are at last seeing the Conservative party making the government be accountable
and making news headlines in the papers. Keep on going - a lot of hard work to do
but with the right people in the key positions we can win



Infrastructure wise, we need to talk about getting hubs (I.E. A Headquarters) for
every town and cities were supporters/activists can meet and help organise
deliveries of 'In Touches' ETC. and coordinate with agents. This certainly needs to
be done in Brighton for the 3 constituencies - I Know this from personal experience
from the last general election because the conservatives sold their HQ for approx
Â£150,000 to help pay for the campaign. Very unfortunately Nick Boles the PPC for
Hove lost by about 400 votes. This is what I mean by structural problems - what are
they going to do next time around? Also If Mr Cameron is going to win in the next
general election, we need to WIN and HOLD council seats especially in towns like
Manchester, Liverpool and the midlands areas to help spread our 'Compassionate
Conservatism'
Cameron seems willing to betray any conservative principle in order to win a
general election. It may work but the victory will be pointless.
How can you answer questions such as: What best describes your response to David
Cameronâ€™s suggestion that the Conservative Party should stand up to big
businessâ€_? with the multiple choice given? Big Business is generally a result of
statist monopoly. Is Cameron going to fight Big Government with even bigger
Government? I suspect so..... God help us all.
I think David Cameron is doing an excellent job, and I am really seeing a difference
in my friends' perception of the party as a result. I know a number of traditional
left wingers who have voted Labour for the last 3/4 elections who have volunteered
that they will vote conservative next time. This is a huge achievement and shows
what a breath of fresh air Cameron's approach has been.
It would be a good idea to have some of the shadow cabinet making the policy
pronouncements not solely David Cameron. We do not know if what he is saying
has the full support of his colleagues.
The creation of a selection process for candidates that does not positively select the
best candidate regardless of sex, race, education at Oxford or Cambridge, wealth,
fame and other made up criteria is desperately depressing for those who have voted
Conservative because they believed them to be the party of opportunity for all.
David Cameron has not thought about keeping his tried and faithful in his quest for
new voters.
David Cameron is doing exactly what he said he would do in his leadership
camapign. Nobody should be surprised. He is controlling the news agenda now is a
way not seen for many years. The shadow ministers actually seem to be speaking
with passion and actually believe in the new direction
An energetic charismatic but serious minded leader at last! He now needs to use his
team as a team to the full, to LEAD and get amongst all his activists and strike
terror into the hearts of the government.
The 'A' list of Candidates for selection should be made on ability, regardless of sex,
ethnic origin, age etc. The young who apply should be given reasons for refusal and
encouragement to try again.
Go Cameron.
Basically, I think David Cameron and team have made a good start towards
showing the way towards better government for all in our country through
Conservative ideals of empowering people over central bureaucracy.



We MUST have more young people involved actively at grassroots.
Modernising does not mean pandering to wishy washy politically correct ideology.
There are certain truths which remain truth whatever time we are in and although
it may get votes and be trendy to follow them we must be careful to stick to
principles that have a very long term outlook. One issue, the list of 50% male and
female candidates for me is a very negative way to modernise. In much the same
way we have seen the government try to artificially bring about social reform.
However, surely any form of positive discrimination holds back the true progress of
genuine social development of our society. I think that we have seen that forced
change brings about resentment and disorder. However, I do feel that David
Cameron is selling the idea of a modern thinking and acceptible Conservative Party
in a way which no other leader has managed to do before. Please do remember
though that while we need to get more votes in order to win we must not alienate
our present suporters, many of whom are too old (with respect) to be able to take on
board some modern ideas very easily.
Education is very sensative. We have 1 very good Grammar School in our area, the
other schools offer no real future for the children - not enough subjects and not
enough teachers so selection is necessary, the unlucky ones fail. We bus hordes of
kids around the county at great expense, if only theu could stay in their home towns
and the teachers and opportunities taken to the children!
One of the main things that I want to hear David Cameron commit to, is repeal of
the European Communities Act 1972 and return of this nation's sovereignty, so that
we may make our own rules and laws, and govern our own borders. Also I wish to
see a move away from 'Free Market Economic Policy', because it's aims are the
same as Marxist doctrine, and the ordinary people will suffer greatly from it. Get
rid of the 'Golden Straitjacket', stop sending Â£billions to the corrupt EU, and
restore our privatised utilities, railways, and Health Service. Take them away from
the greedy bureaucrats and private companies.
I think that my own experience of grammar school was a major factor in my social
mobility and the fact that such mobility has declined with their reduction in number
is a good example of how progressive ideas routinely make the liberal wealthy feel
good whilst actually having the effect of disadvantaging the less well off.
Conservatism and its values can be promoted in terms of positive and pragmatic
support for the less well off, and selective education falls in this categary
I BROADLY AGREE WITH DAVIS'S APPROACH. MY MAIN FEAR IS AFTER
18 MONTHS OF POLICY REVIEWS HE WILL MAKE THE MISTAKE OF
ONLY DOING POPULAR THINGS RATHER THAN PASSIONATELY
PERSUADE THE PEOPLE THAT HARD DECISIONS NEED MAKING.
Grammar schools: I am very pro-grammar but if the idea is to create a sort of
grammar school within the comprehensive via full streaming; promoting academic
competition but with proper vocational options for the less academic; allowing
flexibility in the middle for late developers; and avoiding the stigma of secondary
moderns - good!



We are doing well, but I think we must be wary of the LD's. We need to draw out of
their current thinking on a 'local tax' and a wealth tax. With Oaten withdrawing
from the 'race', we need to watch Hughes especially. As one heavily involved in
Health Scrutiny, we need to pound Hewitt and Blair as much as we can.
A decision to leave the EPP-ED would be most unwise. ALthough we disagree with
the EPP on Constitutional affairs the vast majority of the Parliament's work deals
with economic matters where we have a great deal in common. The EPP voting
advice is not a binding whip and can be ignored on major points of difference. We
are better influencing the EPP from within than joining a band of misfits on the
margins.
I do NOT believe in all this modernisation business.We are losing our principles, of
the long standing Conservatism.Most of what is happening is Labour Party
principles.
Any policies must be for the right reasons and not because they sound good. The
public is fed up with sound bites and spin and want honesty from their political
leaders, even if it is something they dont like.
I would scrap the NHS in favour of a continental-style insurance-based system and
introduce a voucher system for education, but doubt whether the electorate are
ready to listen at present.
David Cameron must not forget that Mrs T saved this Country from the horrors of
Socialism/Communism, which has now emerged again in a more insidious Big
Brother form under the Prescott/Blair governance. Of course he knows this; to
reverse the trend seems almost impossible but do not compromise what Mrs T
achieved.
To return to goverment the Conservative party must convince a large part of the
media and the electorate that it has rejoined the human race. Mr Cameron's
statements are a necessary part of that process. If he does win power he will have to
govern as he has preached or he will lose the trust of the voters. My biggest concern
is he does not box himself in on policy. He still has to make a positive difference.
I believe that David Cameron is doing an excellent job so far. In particular he has
chosen an excellent team with William Hague, George Osborne, Theresa May and
Liam Fox. I also agree that the party needs to improve its image and move to the
left, but i do worry that we may lose too many of our core principles.
Having set up groups to come up with policy, David Cameron should give them time
to complete their work before announcing policy ahead of the tasks he set.
Though it would not seem of importance to non-members, withdrawing our MEPs
from the EPP had an enormous influence on why I and many others voted for
David Cameron. (It was the only issue in the election on which I sought clarification
from my MP.) It is therefore essential that this commitment is upheld.
I am concerned that David Cameron - both personally and in policy terms - while
seemingly attractive to the party, will not play well to the wider population.
Not too happy about the options in the final set of questions
I think that it is much too early to be commenting on individuals who have only just
taken up appointments.



I believe that David Cameron had a great opportunity on becoming leader, with a
large mandate, to put in place excellent centre-right policies which would hav made
the next Conservative government a thing worth having. Instead his 'policy-light'
campaign was a mask for the repudiation of Thatcherism, something that is
regrettable to say the least. He could have changed the style, the way we come
across, and yes some of the policies, however a complete reversal of some of the
most important reforms that this country needs is a desperate shame and a serious
disincentive to work hard for the party.
I just wonder whether enough thought, discussion with M.Ps and research has been
given to these new policies. Is it a personal or collective view?
I think that David Cameron is moving the party forward on social justice and the
rich business elite image of the party, which is what made them so unpopular for a
while. He also adds a good youthful and competent image to the party. I would
caution however that the conservatives have always been strong on family issues
and personal morality and do not need to change on this front. If they seek to
provide a genuine alternative in this area aswell then the embracing of traditional
christian morality should not be shied away from.
I am amazed, and delighted, as each new policy is announced how close they are to
my own thinking. I am amazed, and delighted, as each new policy is announced,
how close they are to my own thinking. The exception is the policy on Grammar
Schools. Living in a county which has retained many of its Grammar Schools, and
being part of a large family most of whom were educated in Grammar Schools may
well have coloured my opinion.
DC needs to be consistent. During his campaign he backed away from stating
specific policies, as the next election was too far away to be specific,and he referred
to the policy reviews he would instigate. Now we seem to hear a new policy almost
daily.
David Cameron presented one face when before the electorate of Conservative
Party members. He has conspicuously changed his position and policies since. Wise
observers outside the party (including the media) will expect that he will not lead
the country if elected, merely continue with the same downward spiral of political
correctness and pandering to the chatterati. They will draw attention to his volte
face just before the next election.
I believe it is a lost opportunity for those members that pay for private medical
cover do not receive tax relief and would like the Conservative Party to re-instate
this benefit, particularly for those that are elderly that choose to pay for this service.
'Modernisation' of the Conservative Party is, in my view, rubbish. If you think
back, the Party mirrors that old adage about Riley cars (of blessed memory) - 'As
old as the industry, as modern as the hour'.
A great team who should stand strong and deliver the conservative message
through commom sense policies. David Cameron is a breath of fresh air.
David Cameron and his team are the only hope for the Conservative Party to return
to Government. The Mainstream is the way to electoral victory!
There will always be a tension between the time-scale of a policy review process and
the calls on political leaders to come up with 'eye-catching initiatives'. The only way
round this is for those involved in the policy reviews to welcome David Cameron's
comments as significant contributions to the review process......



comments as significant contributions to the review process......

I agree with David Cameron on most issues and I am very happy with the way that
the party is going. Allthough I feel there is a lot more to do, we are now on our way
to winning the next election. I am not too concerned about the issues on which I do
not agree as it would be unhealthy to agree with anyone on all issues all the time.
With regards to the issue of 50/50 men and women, as a woman Councillor and
Cabinet member, I do not agree in positive discrimination. I have got where I am
through hard work and determination and would not like to think I got my position
just because I am a woman.
Make sure we get the best candidate for each Constituency regardless of whether it
is men or women even though we still need more women condidates.
Good positive ideas from David Cameron. They don't suit all Conservatives but we
do have to attract people in the centre of the spectrum who have not been voting
Conservative for some time.
Cameron's politics is strange. I'm unable to decide if he's leading in the wrong
direction, or some interesting and totally unexplored direction 90 degrees to any
regular politics. I'm willing to wait and watch.
A very lame survey as no room to put real thoughts. I am not into people and
names, I do have ideas on how to govern. Leaving Europe would mean we have no
influence, being part of a federal Europe would be suicide and disaster. It is already
breaking up, see French/German reactions, as I predicted in 1999. Ditto simple
Education / Health policies - too trite.
I have not heard or read enough in the media about some Shadow Cabinet
Members to judge their performance! 'Modernisation' still has a little way to go
because the huge impact transport has on the environment is yet to be addressed.
Cars have a role, but it must be sound environmental policy to expand and electrify
the railway system - when will Mr Cameron commit to this?
David Cameron and his team are doing an outstanding job in Westminster. To win
we must back him up with local campaigns on the ground. Local party members
roll up your sleeves and start working on your issues. CCHQ give us the support we
need locally. DC keep us invigorated and inspired. Then we can deliver the vision!
This is a new email to me, but I did an identical one yesterday if that is important.I
continue to think he is doing OK. You cannot make an omlette without breaking a
few eggs. Re Grammar schools, IF we can use setting so all kids get an education
they can actually use, from embryo plumbers and electricians and brickies to yer
actual brain surgeons and rocket scientists, then it can work. We MUST stop
educating kids to the level of a mickey mouse degree, or degree-ising subjects that
are better off without it, like nursing, too posh to wash?? I spent 45 years in the
NHS and I do know of what I speak.
The abandoning of Grammar Schools is good politics, especially as lots of people
recent them. But, personally they provide academic selection regardless of
background, currently its on how much you are willing to pay. Abandoning the
policy I believe sends the wrong message, especially to Grassroots supporters



DC SEEMS TO BE IN A RUSH TO REJECT THE POLICIES THAT THE
PARTY TOOK TO THE COUNTRY ONLY A SHORT WHILE AGO BUT HE
PLAYED A HUGE PART IN THE DRAFTING OF THOSE POLICIES. BLAIR IS
OFTEN CALLED A LEFT-WING CONSERVATIVE BUT IN THE LABOUR
PARTY--IS DC A RIGHT-WING SOCIALIST BUT IN THE CONSERVATIVE
PARTY?
Please do not leave 'traditional'/fundamental Conservative ideology entirely out in
the cold for the sake of snuggling too close to the central/mediocre ground. You will
lose/antagonise your standard (often elderly!) voter - the younger/modern view is
OK but it is not always the best option in the best interests of a Great Britain
wishing to be great again!
I was unable to answer the question about modernisation, I think it was badly
phrased. It's not so much a question of how much or how little modernisation is
needed, rather what kind of policies are adopted.
To put forward a policy of 50% female candidates is positive sex discrimnation, it
should always be the best person for the job, which may well be a female, to make a
choice just because it is a female is wrong and bad policy.
I worry every time I pick up my newspaper in case there is another Conservative
policy that David Cameron has ditched. His leadership so far is summed up by the
Matt cartoon in the Daily Telegraph which showed the 2005 manifesto being set
alight by the Conservative torch.
It is hiighly probable that David Cameron will win the next election. But will the
Conservative Party?
Cameron's doing a great job. He has a great team and we are pulling together well
as a party. It's been a long time coming, but now we're on our way to power again.
Is that too long a comment for you?!
David Cameron et al are wrong to commit themselves to the NHS. It is a failed
model of healthcare provision just like most of the post-war socialist policy. He risks
comitting himslef to the new labour ideals just when new labour is showing itself to
be a fatally flawed political ethos.
True Conservatism is about the poor and giving them the opportunity. It is about
equality of opportunity for all. Cameron is starting the process but there is too far
to go in one jump. Camerons impact on the other parties has been immense and he
has done well. Some of his team have been very good in tackling the govt - Grieve,
Hammond etc but some have been anonymous.
At long last we are starting to see the blossoming of fresh ideas and attitude to what
needs to happen to help bring the 'great' back into Great Britain. We need to
remember these words: Be humble and gentle. Be patient with each other, making
allowance for each other's faults because of your love. Eph 4:2 (NLT)
.
It was hard to answer the shadow cabinet questions. I think they all all exactly the
right people in the right jobs, but I haven't heard much from them so had to answer
'Don't Know' about their performance. Also - Some of Cameron's policies may not
be wholly traditional as conservative policies (ie grammar schools) but so far I have
agreed with all his policies (ie I think there are some fantastic comprehensives and
there is no reason they shouldn't all be good). What I think Cameron shows in all
his policies is LEADERSHIP - and that quality is rare. It is also fantastic that our
party leader has it!
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David Cameron either does not understand politics and the purpose of the
Conservative Party or is one of the Left-Wing politicians whose purpose is to
neutralise any attempt by the Party to check the steady drift towards world
Socialism. This is not Reds under the beds hysteria; look at what is happening in
most of the Western world.
It is still too early to make an accurate judgement on his leadership. However, it is
clear that Cameron is rightly addressing the top priority first - the perception of the
Conservative Party.
People want to earn a living, have a secure family life and feel safe. Personal
security in large cities needs to be improved. Pupils must have the skills to earn a
living. Refugees to be returned to their own countries when war ends. Benefit fraud
to be reduced and criteria tightened. Skill shortage registers reviewed
(www.pcg.org.uk) and the employment of home grown talent encouraged.
I think it's a pity that we've abandoned the idea of more grammar schools because I
don't see why parents should not have the choice of a new one if they want it. But I
agree that the priority is to improve the appalling standards in many mainstream
state schools, and like the proposal of setting.
I am all for a sensible grown-up debate and indeed cautious co-operation with other
parties where we are in agreement with a particular policy. However, Mr Cameron
must not appear to be emulating Mr Blair. We must have genuine Tory core values.
The electorate are becoming truly sick of New Labour's phoney, shallow image and
will want a real change in 2009 to a party they can trust. Let us be that party.
There needs to be a concerted effort to abolish Regionalisation and return planning
democracy to local parish councils. There must be wide efforts to withdraw the UK
from the failing burden of the Soviet European Union and replace it with free trade
as we originally voted and NO MORE. There should be a clear referendum on the
matter immediately and the Government of the day should honour the outcome
steadfastly.
David Cameron has freed his own mind from the paradigms that have driven
Conservative policy making in recent decades. He is approaching policy making in
an open minded and fair minded way. He has brought a breath of freshh air into
the Conservative Party. Frank Tomlin.
You ask black & white questions which cannot be answered by one word answers.
Re lady MPS we want the best whether or not they are male or female. You ask for
comments about the Shadow Cabinet. I personally would like their comments to be
expressed in the papers backing up what David says so that we know the policies
have been fully discussed and are agreed by the Shadow cabinet.

Get ALL to look at the Patriotic POll on www.patrioticpoll.co.uk This will tell you
what the Brits want AND are still able to put together!! NO MORE EU - in it's
present format - reshape to suit (trade, environment, cultural exchange)and SCRAP
THE REST!!This is the title of the entire 'book'. Forget windfarms, gold-plated
tree-huggers et al!
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The three major problems in the UK are mass immigration the EU and people
think and feel that we are now into a police state. What ever happend to the
England my farther gave to me? With this new leader of the Conservative Party I
was hopeful of direct action and that we could see that if elected England could be
returned to us. But should I hold my breath? I do not know.
Until Britain leaves the EU I don't believe this country can progress much further.
Lets have a little less flowery,philosophical language and a bit more plain
speaking.Give it to people straight.Let's keep away from the Blair style,because we
cannot win aping him.Keep up the good work.Like the education policy tactics of
backing the govt in some areas:his left wing won't like that.
Brown's economy will be so bad that Mickey Mouse could win next time. Hope DC
et al will ensure a 'liberal' quantity of warfarin is to hand.
Difficult to comment on performance of some Shadow Cabinet members if they
have not had an opportunity to shine because the Party has been focussing on policy
announcements in other portfolios, and thay have been working in the background.
Defence is a case in point. Am dissatisfied with Hague because he has done nothing
to take a lead on the EPP issue.
I am amazed, and delighted, as each new policy is announced, how close they are to
my own thinking. The exception is the policy on Grammar Schools. I am part of a
large family, most of whom benefitted from a Grammar School education, and I
now live in a county which has retained many of its Grammar Schools - both of
which will have coloured my opinion.
Cameron is going too far to the left. He is abandoning Conservative values. We have
been sold a pup.
If we are to now be against any 11+ selection for grammar schools , where does that
leave Cllrs in Trafford (who may have voted for Cameron and where Grammar
Schools are popular) and Governors of independent Grammar School ? Do not
blame me - I voted Davis and most of what has happened since has justified my
decision
All the members of the conservative party should be behind David Cameron for the
next four years to make sure we have the best chance winning the next election. The
leader should introduce his shaddow cabinate into the policy statements more, at
the moment he is doing everything himself.
Letwin completely failed to tackle Brown & is too insulated from reality to
understand the effect of his theoretical mind dumps on party members & general
public. Selwyn Gummer must never be allowed a role in party agricultural or
environmental policy - responsible for major previous failures. He alienates rural
votors.
David Cameron has not addressed key issues such as lawlessness and poor
discipline in schools.



The gerrymandering of the candidates list might produce candidates who DC can
boast about on TV but it will be pretty disasterous when the chosen ones actually
face an election. Compared to all Conservative candidates in the past gay men are
much more likely to depress rather than enhance the Conservative vote. Likewise
women candidates who have never won a council election. However, it is good news
that Mark Oaten is out of the LD leadership race.
Education system must include selection so pupil's talents can be developed -
academic or artisan - we need both encouraged. Too many trendy university
courses! More support for our farmers and fishermen; reclaim our fishing grounds
for our fishermen ONLY. Retrieve control from Europe to ourselves. Why has John
Redwood not been given a job?
Cameron is making a huge mistake to emulate Blair, just as Blairism is going out of
fashion in the country at large.
No attempt has been made by the party to find out members views on the subjects
above?
I'd like to see some more 'hard' policy being formed! In otherwords the broad
outline of policy that would frame the legislative agenda of a Conservative
government under David Cameron.
I do think that the leader should slow down the talking about changes to policy. It
looks as if he is shooting from the hip. I am getting comments along the line of well
he is grasping at straws I think he should not confuse changing the Image in the
press with our Policy. I am in need of policy details to talk about when asked, now I
have no idea what to tell people. We members need info quickly!!
i think mr cameron should make more of the case that mr blair has lied
continuouley to mr brown and the labour party about when he is going the vast
majority of british people do not like somebody doing the dirty on thier (friend
/colleague) or even telling lies .
Having gone through the 'honeymoon' period the trick will be to maintain the
momentum & continue building the case for change of government through the
next four years
I support the move to 'centre ground' as an essential part of the re-validation and
subsequent re-election of the party. There are several issues on which a brave
compromise with 'right-wingers' such as myself, must be reached.
I believe David Cameron should be wary of ruling out options at this early stage
pending the reports from his study groups. The best example of thos is his ruling
out any form of selection for secondary schools.
DC is far too Liberal to be a Tory leader. I don't see why it should be thought that
we need to lean to the liberal left to be thought of as modernising. I am sick of being
lectured on how we need to change. The Tories won a huge amount of votes in the
last election under right wing policies & they were the most popular.This will no
longer be the Conservative Party under DC.New Tories would be more appropriate.
To engineer lists and shoehorn 'A List' candidates into contituencies such as North
Norfolk would be as futile for the next election as it was for the last.
Please keep up the good work the future of the country depends on it



I think David is good for the party he is young and ready to fight Labour, you have
to be that much ahead of labour, they have away of useing your idea's and coming
up with saying it was them that thought of it first. you have to be able to talk down
to blair, make him look like he is a con.
As a conservatively minded person, i think the tory party is finished and we need
someone new. David Cameron is no conservative, and francis maude obviously
hates the membership. So i have moved to a new party now and urge all proper
tories to do the same.
Very worried that the Blairclone tag is coming true. Will have to keep Party
membership under review. Must NOT shed legacy of Maragaret Thatcher. Must
NOT be a nanny Party. Individual choice whether to buy chocolate!
Cameron was Hobson's choice and a very poor one. He is not a Tory, can we have a
new Margaret Thatcher or churchill, not a Heath/Eden cross. Cameron has
excellent followship skills but no leadership. Recent Tory Leadership history, In
Notting Hill speeak is four flops and a Judas.
Having just returned from South Africa I am concerned with the apparent belief
that Bob Geldorf has anything to offer in terms of his largely wasted but self
gloryfying solution to the problems of really dealing with the long term problems of
Sudan etc. I would rather see real capable people on Think Tanks than so-called
celebraties!
I am concerned where, redundant farm buildings are rightly put to another use to
diversify a farm, then the farmland is sold off to another person or business, who
then applies for planning permission to put up another range of farm buildings for
the housing of livestock and equipment, often using the 28 day rule planning rule of
prior approval. Cllr Matthew Riddle
The Passport for patients was a real hope that decisions about treatment could once
again be made between patients and their physician rather than some rationing
process behind the closed door of a comissioner or procurement officer. The
patients want more personal say in such decisions. I regret the abandonment of
passports
I think the modernising of the party is going very well, but naturally there is a long
way to go. I was sorry to see David Davis get such a senior position, but I can
understand why he did. Cameron has gone for a good range of shadow ministers,
and hopefully he will get over the problem of the EPP.
i hope david realises that i am a member of the conservative party and not the
liberal democrats
Re previous question of 50-50% ratio male/female candidates:- Prefer Candidates
be chosen on merit rather than gender, race, or creed.
I think we need to add a strong initiative to remind people that we are the party of
ambition and that this is totally inclusive. We don't need a policy just a reminder
that everybody has the opportunity to succeed. All that is required is hard work and
commitment.

If the grammar school system works then keep it.Europe needs sorting,our greatest
weapon is A817to threaten to leave. Selection of candidates should be on
merit.Conservative policy should be for the good of the country not for one section
of it. The priority should be to make the C party modern and eficient and ready to
run the country
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I do not agree with pushing percentages of anyone .Anyone who any good at
anything should get there on their own merrit
we have a new leader now lets support him and stop internal arguing.this is our
chance to be rid of these parasite blairites.good luck David.
As is not unusual in surveys, The choices of answer for several questions did not
give what I would wish to say, but don`t know as the other option is totally
incorrect.
I was happy to get the chance to have my say. We are in danger of throwing away
our chance of winning if we continue to sound more left wing than the left wingers.
People need a choice and I am a conservative because of values we have always
held. We must remember that 30k more voited for us in England than the Labour
party. We had the right message but voiced it wrongly. We do not need to change
ALL of it. Just some of it. I am seriously concerned.
Cameron is doing a great job and will be an outstanding Leader and PM. I don't
think leaving the EPP will play well with non Conservative voters and will confirm
the impression that we are obsessed by our Euro-scepticism
Whilst I can understand what David Cameron is trying to do he should be careful
not to alienate traditional Conservatives - they can always vote UKIP or abstain!
Cameron must be bold, if he is criticised by Tebbit he must be doing something
right. Kennedy has gone Blair is very vunerable and Brown is very worried
david cameron has done a fantastic job in raising the morale of the party, giving us
direction and leadership. we now believe that we can win. Mel Stride, Twickenham
Constituency
Good start. essential Keep going and don't lose nerve
D Cameron is making too many promises too soon, looking too much like T Blair
was. Promising to cure everything which is virtually what he appears to be doing
will lead to disaster
D C has made a good start but must be careful to think through the entire impact of
policies on all supporter groups.Must also keep up pressure on Lib
Dems.Conservative MP's must start championing local causes - they are too remote
rectify low morale in the NHS
We should not in any way be in the pocket of big business. I do not understand an
aversion to Grammar Shools which, in the past, have been excellent in educational
terms. The EPP is no place for us.
It is great that the Conservatives finally have a member of the New Establishment
at their head: that is the only route back to power. But the New Establishment is
hugely self-involved and socially libertarian. I worry that DC will end up the
servant of license for the well-to-do at the expense of the One Nation policies Britain
needs.
Modernisation is one thing but removal of the esssence of Conservatism is quite
another. I am worrying that in chasing the panacea of middle ground we lose sight
of where we started. No grammar schools for example. They were the best part of
our education system once - for good reason.
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I have a lot of respect for Cameron and the work that he's doing in modernising the
party, especially in the way it appears to the public which has been negative for so
long. However, he seems very left wing of traditional conservatism and, whilst that
is good for modernisation, I can't help feeling that he is ending up making a clone
party of the one we already have in Government, and what use is that? There is no
choice anymore.
On the issue of the EU, Cameron should take up the Davis stance and offer
referenda on the issue, for too long we have allowed ourselves to be controlled from
and by the EU, the time has come to change this.
Cameron will lose core Conservative vote by becoming a Blairite. Not heard him
mention Pensioners, (many Conservatives)- they too will be lost. Time for a
Conservative PM but Cameron should remember Blair will be defeated because the
electorate dislike him and his policies - they won't want a carbon copy.
a splended frontbench team - wont be long before it they form the next government
David Cameron has made a excellent start as party leader. I understand the
concerns of those in the party who believe he is deviating from core values.
However, there is no point in him preaching to the converted; new policies on the
environment and global poverty will help us to appeal to those who have never
voted conservative before. Inspiring a new generation is the only way to win the
next election!
I am very angry that David Cameron has taken it upon himself to distance the
Conservative party from the proven policies of past administrations. He must
remember that more people in England voted for the Conservatives than Labour,
and he would be better putting his efforts into changing the electoral system so that
Government represents the wishes of the people. After all if we wanted Tony Blair's
policies, we would vote for Tony Blair.
I don't think there is any rush to declare views until they have been thought
through. There is not going to an election for a few years yet.
At last true conservatives have rgained the Party. We are sheding the policies which
made us appear out of touch and unatractive. For evrey out of touch bigot we lose
we will gain 10 reasonable people.
It is important that David Cameron utilises David Davis's great skills and coimmon-
sense.
I think it would now be good tactics to ease up on generalised polivy statements and
begin focusing on obtaining views on the detailed changes recommended by
membership and targeted non membership groups
Cameron is pathetic.He stands for nothing of importance beyond vote winning.
John Major gained our votes then squandered our confidence in himself, his party,
and the country's standing. I will not vote for such meretricious claptrap again.



Why do the police not check all licenced premises and why are not the licences
taken away from licencees who allow drunkeness and selling to under age on their
premises? When I was in the police force in 1948 and beyond this was a required
and regular procedure. If one licencee in each of the major cities lost their licence
the binge drinking would largely cease to be the problem it now is within a short
period of time. Answer please?
We have heard little and seen virtually nothing of the shadow cabinet since
Cameron has become leader.Whilst appreciating that his field of expertise is in
Public Relations!! 'call me dave' is not a one man band, we already have one of
those in number 10.Nothing wrong in spin as long as its 'spin with substance'.Its
early days,we 'watch this space' with interest
I am very satisfied with David Cameron, but leadership isn't and shouln't be about
any one person. Why did he not offer the Shadow Chancellorship to Kenneth
Clarke, who has more experience than George Osborne?
We need a Conservative English parliament.
I think its about time England had equality with Scotland - there should be an
English Parliament-the Barnett Formula should be scrapped-the English taxpayer
should not have to subsidise the Scots at the expense of their own public services.
Polling shows that on the key issues that matter voters still don't trust the
Conservative Party. On health, education and economic trust, the party is miles
behind Labour. Above all the Party is not liked or respected and as such people fear
our motives and don't give us the benefit of the doubt when we set out policy. We
should not stop changing until we've changed these negative indicators.
I am disgusted that the Conservatives think that people in England should pay 3%
MORE tax than people in Scotland. It is the absolute duty of the oppositon to point
out the moral bankruptcy of the government for using Scottish and Welsh MPs to
vote on ANY English matters. David Cameron is starting to look weak and watery.
Perhaps he should not have been elected until his spine had had some time to
develop? Disappointed with the Conservatives for allowing England to be governed
this way, without so much as a single comment in PMQ's and will not vote again for
the not-the-Conservative Party. The Conservatives, like Labour, are now irrelevant,
post devolution. It will be a huge issue in the next GE.
Modernisation is all very well , but it is not clear what we trying to achieve with it.
The government should be opposed on virtually everything, make them justify what
they are doing in public, most of the time they can't. Especially on id cards and
restrictions on freedom. Our policies must mee the hopes and aspirations of all,
most of us want the same things.
I'm finding it harder to support you as each day goes by. You are moving closer and
closer to the Labour party and seem to be trying to appease everyone to get votes.
85% of the UK's citizens live in England. It is high time that they had a national
Parliament in England. Merely having 'English votes on English matters' is not
sufficient. A separate English Parliament will enable English bills to be drafted
separately, as they are in Scotland & Wales.
David C is doing a good job. It is important that we have something to say and
something to contribute on environmental issues and global poverty. Many people
on dorrstep at last election expected something from us on these topics but
previously we appeared to be silent on these issues.
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Minorities have too much sway. WHat about policies for the majority for a change.
We are importing poverty, hundreds of thousands of poverty striken people have
been imported to this country - should we always take 2nd place to them? Cameron
is foresaking self reliance for the welfare state - a big mistake, we are already in
financial trouble. Immigration is a big issue and the Conservatives should have the
courage to address it.
Good luck - keep doing what you're doing - you've pleasantly surprised friend and
foe!
All candidates should be selected purely on merit, and sex is not relevant. Good
female candidates will get through anyway. Why not an AB list with 50% white,
20% black, 15% mixed, 15% Asian or whatever? The new policy is one to make me
abandon the party. There is too little democracy in the party. The Leader may steer
policy, but should not just announce it. It is wrong to just discard numerous policies
a few months after an election. Where are the new policies, different from
Labour's?
I voted Conservative in the 2005 general election, but the party is utterly neglecting
its core supporters in England. For the sake of the Union it chooses to neglect
England preferring to concentrate on Scotland (as if the Scots do not already have
an overbearing influence on England). I want equality with the Scots in the form of
an English Parliament. The Conservatives will not even put this option before the
English electorate in a referendum (which is all we ask). It has distanced itself from
the English people. When David Cameron chose to take on detested New Labour's
policies I joined the English Democrats in December 2005. I care about my country
even if you Conservatives don't.
I believe that the Party is talking too much at the present time with headings for
policies and without having the substance to back them up
I don't agree with most of what he is saying, in my own view he is moving too far to
the left centre. Having said that, if that gets the Tories back in, so be it. A left wing
Tory PM is better than a right wing Tory opposition. If it were me I would
mimmick as far as possible the economic/spending/tax policies of the current govt
but would have strong right of centre policies on immigrations, crime, Europe,
Education, all of which are popular with most people. Also I would promote the
new stance on English voted for English MPs. There is a growing English
resentment to subsidising Scotland and Wales and the unfairness of the half baked
one sided devolution. This would also highlight Browns Scottishness and highlight
the craziness of him being the PM. He currently can vote on things that has no
impact whatsoever on his own constituents. Crazy Hope this helps and good luck
I understand what Cameron is trying to do but he should remember the middle
classes who pay for it all
I am age 20 and know many others my age who have voted Conservative in past
elections but won't be doing so again until the Party regains some common sense. I
feel the same. In Cameron's Tories there is no conviction, only shameless leaning to
the left. When my membership runs out I will not be renewing and won't vote
Conservative until the Party gets a grip.
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There has been much said about modernising the Party, yet the local party of which
I am a member does not need modernisation because we have always done the very
things DC talks about. It is not the Party on the ground that needs modernising but
the leadership and CCO. There is a perception on the ground that the party is being
run by a Notting Hill Mafia who are privileged and sheltered and who know
nothing of everyday life. IN terms of candidates it would be better to seek a wider
range of demographics rather than a sexual balance
Keep up the good work. It's so refreshing to hear truth for once!
I believe in an English Parliament and the abolision of the Barnett Formuler, the
Conservative party used to kown as the English party i'd like you to proove it.
The constitutional position of England is a very important issue. While the
Conservative Party uses its MP's from non English constituencies to vote on English
only Laws during this Parliament, it will be difficult for the public to trust
Conservative Party Policies on this matter.
The stalinist purge of the Candidates' List has effectively told many hardworking
and ambitious Conservatives that they are no longer wanted by the Party. Many
have resigned. Others have just given up and are waiting to see how it turns out.
How can the Party continue as a viable grassroots force if it discards a large chunk
of its workers?
Disapointed that no policy on health and education only mirror New Labour!
Still can't get over Bob Geldof! Good move!!
David Cameron is a breath of fresh air to a Party that has drifted further and
further away from the British people. The lack of direction and appeal has enabled
Blair to press ahead and sneak in his nanny state policies. At last we have a chance
for good sensible government of this country once again. Let's help it work!
I think Cameron is making all the right moves but I do feel very disappointed by
the Education policy - we can and should embrace selection, choice and diversity.
Instead, we seem to have accepted mediocrity and a return to Comprehensives. I
live in Kent with 33 Grammar schools and I can tell you they are the most popular
schools with Parents. We need more not less Grammar schools.
Generally, I'm quite happy with David Cameron's performance as our new leader.
However, he should be cautious not to irritate loyal party members. It may be easy
to come up with with headline grabbing ideas but they must be backed up with
reassurances not to abandon fundamental party ideals. Promising to leave the EPP
will only placate people for a short time!
The need for disabled candidates should not be forgotten.
I believe the party should abandon it's 'Unionist' position and concentrate upon
England, the UK being a dying animal. It should support an English Parliament,
and forget the EVOEL fudge. It should also rapidly reintroduce a tough
immigration policy, it lost much credence by abandoning that.



I think Conservative support for B. Liars education proposals is appalling. You are
there to oppose Labour not prop them up. I will leave the party if the bill goes
through with Conservative support. The Conservative administration I support
holds the council by one vote - mine in this case.
I do not think the comments on Grammar Schools was the right thing to say nor the
right time to say it now.
If we are to have real political influence in Europe this can only be done with the
EPPED group.
We are on a long path back to victory. It will be tough and demanding. But as a
united front we shall prevail.
I was very disapointed in his health care proposal to discourage the use of private
health care. In my opinion this takes pressure of the N.H.S as people have already
paid for it with general tax They have the freedom of choice to use private health
care and a tax efficient incentive is only good. What has happened to the Flat Tax
idea it should be evaluated at least.!!! Youes Peter.R.Snadden
The more this goverment is discreted the more I believe the Tory party do not need
to take on left wing policies,The Tory party can not tear up all that they believe
in,some of David Cameron's points are good but you or rather he can go to far.
I disapprove of anything which hints that the Conservative Party now thinks that
political correctness is now OK. I also deplore the shadow education spokesman's
jumping on the bandwagon of the recent media hysteria re List 99.We need to be
very careful to balance fairness, protection and calm deliberation on difficult
matters and not just do as the tabloids want in order to get popularity.
David is turning out to be a breath of fresh air. But he should be tough on crime.
This is a major issue with many I speak to it is suprising how many would like that
the death penalty be reintroduced to scare some of the worst elements of our
society. It need not be mandatory but available. Beware over modernisation. The
iron fist in the velvet glove can be very effective.
Trying to outblair blair is ok to cause dissent within the labour party but the tories
need a separate & positive message if they are going to look like winners let alone
win an election.
I believe that business has a large part to play in the life of this country, but it must
not be able to dictate to the government or any political party. As conservatives our
first priority must be the welfare of the people of this country and the environment
we ALL live in. We should continue to apply our Conservative principles of small
state, individual liberty and enterprise, to sorting our the mess made by Blair's
dithering.
I think David Cameron's u-turn on university fees is an absolute disgrace and
makes a mockery of his rule of only having policies that will not adversely effect the
poor.
Very little seen/heard to date of David cameron's 'team' - Letwin,Davis, Fox,
Spelman etc



Above all Mr. Cameron must reconnect with and regain the votes of the 5,000,000
Conservatives lost since the Maastricht Treaty was forced through on a spurious
vote of no confidence, against all these voters' wishes. What has happened to the
promise to renegotiate the return of our competence over fisheries, overseas aid and
the rest? Of course for our renegotiation to have any force we must make it clear
that we are prepared to repeal ECA72. This would be a start.
Whilst I am fortunate enough to have had a good steady middle-class upbringing
and employment, so allowing me to benefit in this democratic society; I am aware
that those at the bottom end of the scale who may have not been able to attain good
academic qualifications but who are good members of society are finding it
increasingly difficult to find good jobs; earn less than Â£10,00 a year and are still
hit with tax.
Dont know reply in the survey covers a lack of real information on the question.
I consider that a stonger attack should have made about Blair's surrender on EU
rebate.
I would vote Conservative IF YOU RECOGNISED THE ENGLISH FACTOR.
I suppose I will get used to David Cameron but I wish he would stop coming out
with non Conservative twaddle
I would like to see a place for Alan Duncan MP on the front bench.
I think we must be very careful about how eagerly we endourse TB's policies. We
must be distinctive at a time when people are saying that all the parties are the same
and as corrupt and sleasy as each other.
At present the Conservative party appears to be an exercise in marketing ie we
promise you everything and will give you nothing .Like the Labour party you will
be found wanting.
David Carmeron is on the right lines, however he should be stronger in resisting EU
legislation that puts UK at a disadvantage.Get out of CAP. From an organic dairy
farmer.
the leader of the conservative party must keep on with the reforms of the party
I am particularly disappointed at Cameron's policy on Grammar
Schools.Comprehensive Schools have been (as many of us predicted) a disaster for
this country.I want a leader of the Conservative Party who will argue again and
again for selection in education and make the case for Grammar Schools,not
abandon them. I didn't want Cameron and so far most of his comments have
reinforced my negative opinion of him.
With regards to the performance of David and his team, it is generally too early to
comment, however, we do need to attack the Government more on key issues. Their
plundering of the Lottery for instance. Also the Chancellors indecision on the
changes in rules to SIP pension funds. Pensions are effecting many peoples lives and
how can we plan for the future if the chancellor will not confirm the ground rules.
There have been too many fundamental changes from DC's original leadership
manifesto to engender confidence in his future direction, IMHO. He should make
firm decisions based on true Conservative values and stay with them. Some of his
choices for cabinet ministers are also suspect v-a-v Dr. Liam Fox in particular.



I think David Cameron is the best thing thats happened to this party in the last
decade! He's in touch with modern Britain and is willing to change the Conservative
Party to suit accordingly! Those from his own party who constantly critisise him,
should put up or shut up! It's because of these people the Conservatives have
struggled to win government!
some of the statements should have more background research as to long term
effects, presently they can sound like sound bites for effect waiting for a reaction, or
because they are opposite to what had been policy. I do not think that is the case but
it could be appearing that way.
am concerned at the constant referral to young people when we have an aging
population who DO vote. Of course we must woo the young but not at the expense
of the older generation. It is the older generation who have put him in his present
position.
If David carries on in the way he is going, what is the difference between him and
Tony Blair, none and I don't trust Tony how am I supposed to trust David, I am
considering Leaving
There is no chance of gaining a foothold in Scotland or Wales. Each time a policy
comes up that effects only England this should be pointed out. As it effectively pulls
the rug from under the Scottish and Welsh labour MP's. EVOEM will not
work!!.Promote an English parliament.It's the English that will win power for the
Conservatives
We need to have clear blue water between us and our opposition. People already
think all politicans are the same and DC is proving them right. DC doesnt live in the
real world and his stage managed visits to deprived areas arent going to fool
anyone. Stick to true Conservative values or risk isolating many of our traditional
supporters. You need to realise some people will never vote for us whatever we do!!
I believe that David Cameron's policies are too left wing, but I accept (barely) that
they are the right things to say. If he carries them out I will leave the party.
David Cameron's 'modernising' policies probably are good politics in the sense that
they accept and celebrate the Blairite consensus, but they are also extremely bad
policy. We're just aping Labour now, and not introducing any really reforming
radical policies. The voters have no real choice - just left, or softer left - and because
of that, politics is likely to become very boring for the next decade or so.
I believe that not returning to a figure of 20% or so grammar schools would mean a
considerable risk that intelligent pupils that were retiring,not forceful personalities
would run the risk of bullying by those less intelligent. That could well mean that
they might not reach their potential in schools that were not well-disciplined.
We should ensure that the current schooling system stretches the individual abilities
of ALL children and should strive to get all schools performing at the levels of the
better schools. This means dealing with parents who allow pupils to disrupt classes
or play truant on a regular basis.
I do think it was wrong not to increase grammar schools.We should not be afraid to
selection of abilities, is the right way forward, for children of poor families like
myself to excel themselves,and achieve the leaders of today instead of giving up
hope believe choice is the best way forward,andthepast has proved. To abandon
patient passports is wrongalsoFinally I think central office should look at the agents
who have failed to general election to be replaced for example North Norfolk.. to be
liberal is a disgace
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As of now Cameron has not taken us out of the EPP. I want to live in an
independent, self governing, democratic nation. I believe most British people want
the same. In May 2004 nearly 3 million voted for parties seeking to leave the EU.
The Conservative Party will not get back into government until they pick up those
votes.
I'm pleased that DC is doing well in the poles. I have a reservation about trying to
out-Blair Blair, just when the electrate is tiring of him. The situation was well
summed up in the line that said The country doesn't need a shadow, it needs a
choice I feel we should tell the truth about our policies and not play games, if that is
what we are doing.
Concerned that party is not aggessively opposing the government's divsive
education policy. Tony Blair is counting on Tory support to defeat his own rebels -
we wil lose credibility if we help him save face.
Too many changes too quickly. Better to take a little more time and get it right
DC's doing very well Education policy's still a mishmash!! On the NHS the policy
too vague!! Still early days yet.
It's difficult to see much difference between Labour and Conservative. Moving to
the left is stupid. We need tough decisions on law and order and the HR Act. We are
just going to end up with another soft government if DC is elected.
It should have been explained clearly that there would be no expansion of the
grammar school but those in existence would remain. The issue of 50%men and
50%women list should make it clear that this is on ability. I personally have been
disappointed with the calibre of those applying to my constituency association for
selection in the past.
I thought that this survey was rather more helpful than the last few (if I might be so
bold as to say so). Thank you to all who made it.
Simon Heffer described David Cameron as the social democrat who now leads the
Conservatives. Where does David Cameron suggest that true Conservatives caste
their vote at the next election? Will there be anyone to represent those of us who
still have faith in the old values so successfully followed by Lady Thatcher the only
truly great post war Prime Minister
Donâ€™t be deceived by Cameronâ€™s lead over labour in the polls. Labour are
such a discredited political party right now, that a even a party led by a Duncan
Smith would inevitably start make inroads into their prolonged popularity.
Cameronâ€™s early policy statements and priorities: continuation of excessive and
wasteful public expenditure (no prospect of tax cuts) - surrender to the loony
environmental lobby - world poverty! - an apparently anti business and anti
grammar school mentality - embracing unrepresentative minorities and ignoring
the conservative (with a small c ) majority in our country - one wonders by what
right he imagines, that by winning a few votes in an election contest - he can turn
tradition conservative polices on their head.



Several members of the shadow cabinet do not appear to have made an impact on
the public's consciousness. I would hope that they try to be more visible and pro
active in the next few months. We do not want to be seen as a party with only one
spokesman !
I strongly support David Cameron's policy on the importance of setting and
streaming in schools. As a former language teacher I believe that mixed ability
teaching does not help any child. I think there is room for some selection by ability
or aptitude which comes to the same thing.
David Cameron has had a reasonably good start to his leadership but he needs to
formulate a strategy to capture and maintain the imagination of the electorate.
Nobody will be interested in the Conservative's air-time if they are always talking
about mights and may-do's as this will only confuse or even alienate the undecideds
come election time. David needs to be clear, concise and visionary - after all people
never get on to a ship without first knowing its route, final destination and time-
taken to get there. He needs to maintain the image of energy and enthusiasm as this
did Tony Blair no harm at all in his early years - especially if as expected Cameron
will be fighting Brown at the next general election. David Cameron must be always
ready to think the unthinkable that Tony Blair could surprise us all and stand for a
fourth election!
We should not be talking about tuition fees. It does not affect me, but I know a lot of
parents who will vote Lib Dem if we publicise that we are keeping tuition fees. They
say - education was free for them (MPs) so it should be for us. It particularly affects
students on longer courses, i.e. teachers - 4 years, doctors - 5 years, vets - 5 years (6
at Cambridge), dentists and other professionals we need.
I'm still identifying myself as 'supporter of some other party' (Greens and Labour)
but I'm very very impressed with David Cameron and am slowly coming round to
the Tories....
I understand DC's attempts to produce politically attractive policies but the
membership need to be reassured on basics like controlled immigration and
liberating GB from the EU.
I hope Cameron is concentrating on image for initial impact only. Policies are not
just important but essential. Re. education and grammar schools: this country
NEEDS elite schools if we are to realise the talent of our young people. That is NOT
to say we can or should neglect the less bright ones. For them we must provide with
the best opportun- ities to achieve the best of which they're capable. Europe? Do a
Norway!
Very pleased about the direction that the Conservative Party is now taking
The last thing that David Cameron should do is abandon Thatcherism. She rescued
the country from rampant and extreme Socialism but was let down by supposed
supporters with their own agendas.
David Cameron's reforms are necessary for the party to move foward and win in
the future, but we must avoid going too far into the nondescript 'centre' lest we
become another follower of Blair's foggy 'third way'.
We, as a party, need to work harder to dispel the ugly misconceptions of us and our
policies within the general media.



[Admin note - please add a 'all responses to these surveys are treated with total
confidence' etc rider] Its easy for we who are committed Conservatives to miss just
how disliked our party still is, and so how clearly we have to communicate the
message 'WE HAVE CHANGED' if we're serious about returning to power. DC
lead off by being the big CHANGE candidate and has both the mandate and vision
to deliver.
Having got more votes in England than Labour in the last election, promoting most
of the traditional Tory policies though not enough 'lower taxes and less
government', I think Blair speak Cameron and his New Labour policies is a
distaster for the country. He might be trying to out New Labour New Labour but
that is not what the country needs.
The impact on the poor should be A test of conservative policies, not THE test.
By setting up the policy groups, David Cameron bought himself perhaps 18 months
freedom from having to make a firm commitment on many issues.
Cameron and co. may be unsettling some traditional Tory supporters, but, as a 23-
year-old, I can vouch for just how much needed/needs to be done to shed the party's
negative image.
The refusal to contemplate going back to Grammar Schools, as well as talk about
relaxation on immigration means that my subscription due this month has gone in
the bin!Call me Dave needn't bother calling me!
David Cameron is doing a good job. However, he must not limit his options by using
language such as 'never', but instead, 'I doubt'. This way he communicates the same
thing but does not rule out options. What was the point of setting up those policy
groups if he rules out options now?!
David Cameron is simply copying New Labour in much of his policy development.
There is little point in the Conservative Party entering Government if it does not
introduce positive change to the New Labour era. Mr. Cameron does not seem set to
do so.
When is David Cameron going to call for abolition of all Common Agricultural
Policy subsidies and tariff walls that hurt the poor in this country, the developing
world, and transfers huge amounts of money to corporate farming interests (0.5%
of recipients in UK get 79% of the total UK subsidies)? Or do we continue to kow-
tow to the farming lobby whose support for CAP is continuing to hurt the poor,
taxpayers and the UK at large?
ALL VERBATIMS for CH Poll4

None of the statements polled are particularly bad in their own right, and I'm sure
many people will agree with them and think it makes good politics to have said
them. This shows the problem with polling - it is a blunt instrument unless carefully
specified. The real problem with Cameron's strategy and approach is the closure of
policy options and the caricatures drawn of past party policy.
This is another indication of a man who knows nothing about nothing and respond
to the latest opinion poll rather than fully believe what he is saying - he has not done
enough or ever lived or worked in the real world to understand the real
implications of his policies - another example of a professional politician - is it any
wonder the voters do not trust politicians.
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The A-list of candidates is a very good idea but I would prefer that it did not specify
exact percentages of men and women -it would be better if the commitment were
something like at least 30% men, and at least 30% women. Only serious concern so
far is the apparent abandonment of grammar schools - I hope the Party will
support the campaign to keep these as they are in Northern Ireland
I did not vote for David Cameron although I kept an open mind following his
decisive victory. However, I am increasingly disillusioned with the direction he is
taking the Party, especially over education of liberal economics. I am not
reactionary or a retired Bufton Tufton from the Shires.... I am a 30 something gay
graduate working in a media related industry and living in London. I object to
being referred to as nostalgic and it hurts to see policies which I have worked to
support for 20+ years being discarded in this cavalier manner. If I am nostalgic
then it is a nostalga for a time when we won 100+ parliamentary majorities, not be
fighting Labour for the so called middle ground, but by presenting clear, hopeful,
radical alternatives for our country.
I worry that, in the drive to appeal to the centre, he risks alienating those of us who
have a belief in freedom, self reliance and the power of the market to advance
society, rather than big government. We are unlikely to vote Labour or Lib Dem,
but we might abstain if effectively disenfranchised by all the major parties, or try
UKIP.
David must keep in the public eye with newsworthy initiatives. Blair and Brown
look to have started attacking David, as evidenced in PMQs today. David needs to
attack them - in the most subtle of ways.
I agree with what he is doing and applaud how he is doing it. It simply had to be
done. I am sad that certain things have had to be said and ruled out, but I
understand why he had to do it. He is proving that it is easier to do a U-Turn than it
is to hold a transparently vague line. There will be more uncomfortable times ahead
but we are off and running and regaining credibility with every step.
Thanks for the survey. I think it's early days yet for David Cameron - but he is keen
and is being seen as someone with ideas. He has made bold statements and even our
Labour and Lib Dems Councillors here are worried by his growth in popularity
and his new modernising agenda. I know some members are worried, but I think
DC is making the right moves and noises. Steve.
There are members of the front bench team who are not putting themnselves about
and becoming known to the electorate
David Cameron has pointed the party in the right direction by identifying with the
poor. However, he needs to be extremely careful ge does not jetison conservative
policies which will free those in poverty from their current plight. Socialist,
centrallly planned solutions have been proven not to work.
ideas win elections not glitz, street cred and passing fads.
we have to win and Cameron is making this more likely.



It is pleasing that the Conservative Party is conveying a caring and compassionate
image.It should strengthen state services through increasing efficiency and reducing
bureaucracy.It should also encourage responsible individual and corporate
initiative and enterprise.These are the key balancing factors which make the
Conservative Party attractive.State services ultimately depend on wealth being
created to pay for them and the skills and outlook of those who provide them. I am
about to join my local Bridgwater Conservative Association.The Conservative Party
in the West Somerset region of the constituency has a mixed reputation at present
because the Conservative controlled West Somerset District Council is attracting
some strong local opposition re some of its recent decisions and, somewhat unfairly
in my opinion,getting adverse publicity in the local press.Any national campaign to
make the conservatives seem more compassionate, and thus electable, should be
mirrored at local level.The campaign should be both local and national.
The term 'modernise' is a NuLabour one. I do not like it. Anyway, what does it
mean? Moving to the left? If so, say so. If Mr Cameron ditches too many traditional
Conservative policies he could fall between two stools. He wil not win the likes of me
back to the party, and those floating on the left will just think he is being
opportunistic rather than sincere.
If I wanted to vote and support a left of centre party and its leader then I would
vote accordingly for the Lib Dems or the Labour Party. I was a member of the Tory
party and have resigned because of the plonker now in charge.
Cameron is placing the party in the woolly socialist consensus where it has no
business being. Better to say nothing and let Blair/Brown become less popular than
try to win a beauty contest for being the most Middle Ground-ish. Our party has no
reason to jettison sound and principled policy, or rule out radical solutions before
we have even researched them fully.
Disowning Thatcherism is a recipe for disaster. Far too many contentious daily
policy U-turns. If only we were led by Hague, Davis or Fox. Cameron is a media
invention.
I was not a supporter of DC when he first stood as a leadership candidate but he
has made a strong start and I am well on my way to admitting I was mistaken!
More needs to be done to connect the Conservatives with the many who are deeply
concverned about the last 8 years cancelling out 1000 years of liberties won and
defended. More boldness in stating that various Labour laws will be overturned by
the next Cons govt
I am sad that the conservatives have failed to take a firm stand on English
devolution, at least having equivalence to Scotland. I regret also their failure to give
a firm direction on Europe.
I think that David Cameron is doing a good job, however i hope that he makes no
more u-turns on his policies, as New Labour has so often done.
It will take every minute of the 18 months he has set to gestate the new policies.
Don't be rushed by the press. Steady as does it. (Fairly) slow and convincing is
better than gesture politics.
David Cameron is doing VERY well
found the options given rather limited.



pleaseeeeeeeeeeee don't take us any further into Europe.
David Cameron is making just the sort of statements needed to challenge the
perceptions of the people who are natural Conservatives but had stopped voting or
even listening to us. These do not change our core principles, they are just restated
in a way that makes people rethink their prejudices against the party.
Without power we are nothing, we need to be pragmatic to win. If we need to
sacrifice some sacred cows so be it - I want to win.
I was apprehensive about Cameron, but voted for him as he remains the most likely
to get the party back in power. However, the extent to which he has betrayed Tory
values, his utter obsession with liberalism, and most of all his attack on grammar
schools is worse than I could ever imagine. I am extremely disappointed and
worried for the future of the party.
I see at the web site promoting the Respect agenda that FOCUSED TOGETHER is
focused on making a difference â€“ whether itâ€™s to a block of flats, a particular
housing estate; a network of streets or a whole town. Why don't the Conservative
leadership demand that the ONS Neighbourhood Statistics web pages include an
index of social and domestic cohesion with statistics for each super output area
relating to ASBO's, truancy, teenage pregnancy, abortion, out of wedlock births,
domestic violence, STI's, marriage, divorce etc.? Until this data is published local
leaders won't be able to measure whether their policies and programmes are having
any beneficial effect.
Candidates should be judged only on their qualities; not a 50% split - could leave
out good men and women!
I'm so far disappointed at the lack of an economically literate approach to taxation
and public sector spending, and at the fact that, despite the movement (rather
slower than was promised) on the EPP, there's not a scintilla of doubt about our
continued membership of the EU.
Is he rushing the pace too fast? There is a series of Reviews taking place, scheduled
to be out in up to 18 months. Surely it is better to wait for these, lest he finds he has
to eat some of his words. Also, what about the old maxim that the Opposition
should not publicise its policies too soon lest the Government pinch them of
thenselves.
Still not landing punches well enough in pmq
Cameron is pandering to the political court. He is sounding too much like a clone of
Blair. What about the people that have to live with the mess th politicians make?
I don't believe the impact of any policy on the poor should be 'the' test of that
policy, but 'a' test. Of course, through tortuous argument you can maintain that
just about any policy ultimately effects the poor (hopefully for the better), but is it
really the case that, for example, the success of each and every foreign or defence
policy should be measured against its impact on the poor?
I think DC is ignoring the contribution that competition for patients between
private health & NHS could make to improving NHS standards. It's not just private
suppliers to a state NHS we need, we also need private choice to drive up standards
Time will tell



Very happy with opening weeks of David's leadership.Significant
change(modernisation) is essential if the party is to regain the government of the
country.Carry on challenging the traditionalist wing of the party(I am well in my
sixties)and prepare policies and programmes which are fair to all.
I have an increasing sense of unease about the direction of Tory policy
announcements by Cameron.Big business is to be taken on.Previous policies on the
Health Service,education,asylum seekers,taxes and road improvement plans are to
be revised. Geldof appears to be a flavour of the month(will the F-word be part of
the Tory lexicon ere long?)Is nuclear power a Cameron no-no? Cameron is in
danger of being regarded as a Blair clone in his desie to be universally liked.
my son struggled in a state school until he was 13yrs old. He wanted to learn but
was told to occupy himself whilst the teacher spent time on disruptive boys who did
not want to be in class. He felt so let down as he had hoped that moving from
promary to secondary school (one that was ex grammar) his desire to learn would
be fuelled - instead it was slowly being dampened. Peer pressure connected learning
with being a 'nerd' and during a maths exam he was beaten up and the school had
to call me in (the teacher had left the room to attend to a fight outside). At my wits
end we approached potential candidates for all the main parties for help. It was the
Conservatives who came to the rescue - one who as a young boy had fought and
won, against the closing by Labour of his NW grammar school. He understood that
the belief that it was wrong to hold back bright pupils for the sake of an imagined
equality - this is not elitist but common sense. The academic and bright seek to
express themselves and their aspirations through learning - this does not mean that
all children will evolve into adults through this route, even for the sake of equality.
Other children may have other talents and drives that although disrupt and hold
back in the classroom can lead them to success. My son got the chance to attend a
brilliant school that encourages learning and in his GCSEs achieved 9 A*s and 1 A -
his aim is to read physics at Cambridge. His dad is a manuel worker and we live in
social housing and yet thanks to the Conservatives my son has been given a fantastic
chance to thrive. This makes it all the more disappointing that other children from
working class backgrounds who show an eagerness and a capacity to exceed in
academia are now being condemned by the same party to rot in the corner of a
classroom where even if the teachers wanted they have not the time or resources to
stretch a gifted child. I only hope this will evoke such a backlash that Cameron will
be forced to reconsider!
we should welcome a fresh image and refreshed policies.
I have always voted Conservative in spite of the fact that I have not always agreed
with their policies, However, unless your present Leader can mention the European
Union and works to uphold all British values and OUR Constitution (I have no
desire to change our Constitution for the inferior alien EU one, (Which I believe to
be treason and be absolutely true to the Oath of allegiance to the Queen (Crown)
and this Country, for the very first time I will vote for a Party that will.
All candidate shortlists should be based entirely on ability not gender, race or age.
Every effort should be made to encourage minorities but not to exclude other
capable candidates.



I think Cameron's approach has been excellent to date. He has to be seen to be
reaching out to non-Conservative voters if the Conservatives are going to win next
time and he is doing exactly that.
It is important that the Conservatives chose candidates more carefully and that
means opting for local people to contest local seats as much as possible. Also - the
key to future success is at the local level where more support should be given by the
central party.
Floating voters exist because there is no positive leadership and no vision, there is
no point in voting for consensus. The electorate generally knows that UK
parliament is dominated by EU directives and is largely irrelevant. Ignoring the
traditionalist beliefs and dreams will reap its own reward. Forget the young who
are just not interested in politics now or ever and reconnect with the core voter
Whilst overall I am very satisfied with David Cameron's leadership to date, it must
be appreciated that he is enjoying a honeymoon period and he will not have that
luxury come the next election. He needs to prove himself between now and then.
DC has given the Party a very important lifeline. I agree that we don't need to hang
on to old policies that have no relevance today.
David Cameron is making great progress, but it needs to include the whole shadow
cabinet. Where are they? There are plenty of political stories at the moment. The
government are proving how completely incompetent they are. A bit more in the
media from the opposition might help the general public realise it too!
I will not coment on the effectiveness of 'Shadow Office of Deputy Prime Minister' -
the very idea of such an 'Office' is fatuous and rather ludicrous. There should be a
committment to its outright abolition!
I am pleased to see the enormous progress that has been made in such a short time.
The more the hang 'em and flog em brigade complain the more likely it is those of
us who want to see smaller government, more local power and an end to Blair's
crypto-Leninist government are to get our wish - Go Dave! Anyone who mistakes
Cameron's approach for Heathism, Butskellism or managerialism doesn't
understand the nature of modern politics or the radical outcomes that will be
produced by the policy reviews.
continue the good work, but don't forget about your core supporters
I was a big fan of Cameron during the leadership contest, but now I'm getting a bit
concerned he'll go too far to the left.
Cameron will win votes, of that I have no doubt but he is not a Conservative.
Politics has moved ever more towards the middle ground with little to choose
between the supposed left and right but the various 'characters'. Dr Fox should be
leader of the party, failing that IDS. Bring back honest middle right Conservative
values, Cameron speaks as if we should be ashamed of them.
I am delighted with the way David Cameron is so much in the news, getting positive
comment and with the sustained way he is putting forward Conservative policies. If
he keeps this up, I am certain we can win next time!



I was brought up in a single parent family. My mother worked full time, but we
were very poor and living in rented accomodation. Luckily for me I passed the 11
plus and went to a very good grammar school. Unfortunately, because of succesive
governments neither of my children had the same chance. They had to go to
comprehensive schools. Grammar schools are the best chance that poor children
have of getting a good education, and I am disgusted that David Cameron has seen
fit to ditch the Conservatives support of Grammar schools.
I wish we had demanded his manifesto first I feel that we are ditching some true
Tory values,perhaps nearer the next election we will give him the opportunity to
reign some of his radical ideas,and not sound like BLAIR
It is clear that Cameron will carry out the necessary 'modernizing' policy review to
its full extent, but it is not yet clear to what extent he will pick a fight with the right
of the party.
candidates: i am, as a selection committee member,slightly concerned that 50/50
does not necessarily give 100 best canidates, and as a woman i do not like to be
patronised. i accept that as we were we had been seen in the wrong light however i
hope DC will keep to the conservative principles of freedom, much less government
and in this regard REMOVING regulation not just slowing down it's growth which
is stifling business
As usual; it the EU which is the most important aspect of our government, because
it impacts on all others. It is time that this situation was sorted out once and for all
and it is time we stopped any further integration measures without a clear mandate
from the British people. I personally do not wish to be an EU citizen and I do not
wish this country to remain a member of the union, I would like a political party to
stand on a clear platform of holding an open debate about out membership and
then to hold a referendum and then most importantly to accept the peoples choice
as expressed in that referendum. The other very important point is that we have
been dragged into the Union because politicians have simply ignored our own
constitution, this also needs addressing so that in future the people we elect cannot
overstep their mandate and remove our sovereignty. We seriously need to redress
the balance between the state and the people which this present government has
and is continuing to change in favour of more state control over the people. I will
remain sceptical about the Conservative party, until I begin to see them seriously
promoting measures to correct the misuse of power that our elected governments
have made over the past several years, I would also like to see a clear stand against
this governments inroads into our civil liberties and its attempts to dismantle the
British Constitution.
Thanks for reminding me there exists a shadow cabinet.
The Conservative party must be the party of the strivers, not the shirkers or the
liberal metropolitan elite. DC would do well to keep that in mind.
Thank you for the surveys as I like to take any and every opportunity I can to rant
against that utter bloody idiot and socialist David Cameron. I am proud to say I
voted for David Davis. I will not be renewing my Party membership when it falls
due in March and I shall be voting UKIP at the next General Election (unless
Cameron gets booted out before then).
Very unhappy about proposed a-list of candidates being arbritrarily 50/50.



I think that raising the basic personal allowance & NI starting threshold to say
Â£10,000 P/A and linking it to earnings would be a fine act of one nation Tory
redistribution as it would cut the share paid by the working poor of total tax (
meaning the wealthy would pay a relatively bigger share ) and would set the poor
free from the poverty trap caused by reliance on meanstested benefits . This
invloves less red tape , a smaller welfare state and lower taxes while ending the
poverty trap .
A really good performance so far but with some centrists policies that I would not
have thought the Tories would follow. The no more on grammar schools
particularly seems to pander to current the education establishment. The most
important (to me at least) policy announcement yet to come is how the Tories
propose to change the property and pension investment ratio.
I have been a party activist since 1978 and between Thatcher and now pretty
unhappy - wirh Cameron, we're in with a real chance. As a very successful
businesswoman (recently retired), I don't like positive discrimination towards
women and I don't know anyone who does. We only want to be judged on merit.
Thankyou.
I'm all in favour of modernising the parties social policies on things like civil
partnerships, family values and immigration. However it is foolish to abandon
libertarian policies such as patients passport, grammar schools and attacking big
business. He's not going to out Brown Brown so why not just be a centre right
libertarian party a Thatcher for the 21st Century.
David Cameron is great news for the Conservative Party. Membership is growing
with a larger proportion of young people joining.The future looks good.
While pleasing the media with talk of high taxes may get good headlines, it is not
helping those of us on less than average incomes. I begrudge my money going to
Breast Feeding Co-odinators and Street Furnature Advisors, et, etc.
I feel David Cameron should re visit his ideas about Grammar Schools. In Trafford
we have an excellent education system that includes Grammar and high schools. I
would also like him to think further about the future funding of the Health
service.The time has come for a serious re think on how the funding is provided,
perhaps going back to the origins of the service and look at the possibility of dual
funding from both public and private sources.
Although the Conservative Party has advanced under David Cameron,
Conservatism has retreated. It was a grave mistake to surrender fundamental
points of principle and to close the door forever on policies. They have done a
disservice to the party in an ill considered bid for early results. Far better to have
commited to the principles of state funded education and health, but left the door
open for reform.
the stream of ideas hitting the headlines on almost a daily basis, means that
Conservative policy and ideology is now always up for serious discussion in the
media. at last we have a leader who realises that to gain popularity; you have
remain constantly in the public eye. that's the reality of 2006. people will vote for
someone of whom they're aware.

I voted for Cameron and still believe him to be the best choice as leader. However, I
cannot help feeling uncomfortable that there is not enough emphasis on building on
core beliefs.



cannot help feeling uncomfortable that there is not enough emphasis on building on
core beliefs.
members are generally supportive but concerned and seek explanation on; re-
distribution of wealth, taxation, public spending
I'm a member of no party. I used to vote Tory many years ago but I saw the rot set
in. I now find it difficult to differentiate between what Labour and Tories do in
power (as opposed to what they say they'll do!!). I want out of the EU (who cares
about the EEP?!), I want individual freedom and I want less law. Not likely under
Mr Camoron is it?
Keep up the good work David
Difficult to know whether he is saying these things to provoke a reaction, a thing
you can only do in the early stages in order to feel your way.If not then explanation
and consistency needed. I wanted the option to say ' TOO EARLY TO SAY' Not
enough exposure of named members to rate them, also not enough info about EPP
to rate it yet. (for me at any rate)
Wish to become an active member
conservative spokes persons still allow the interviewing media to control the
discussions and demean the strenght of the spokesperson whio tries too hard to be
nice and polite stop allowing the media to put people down
To date I have to say that I am very pleased with the way David Cameron has
settled into the role of Party Leader and the way he has started the difficult task of
modernising the Party. There is still a long way to go and there can be no doubts
that not all members will be pleased with the direction the Party takes, but all credit
to the man - his energy, enthusiasm and vigour show no signs of abating.
I believe that David Cameron is wrong to believe that elections will be won in the
center ground, I agree with Lord Tebbit that it is a mythical place in British Politics
which merely leads to the total loss of identity of each major poltical party. At the
rate things are going we'll only be able to tell the difference between the Nationalist
Parties because at the core of their manifestoes they their own nations interest at
heart.
Without a clear coherent conservative philosophy David Cameron is merely an
empty vessel. He may well win, this being the age of the political opportunist, but he
will quickly become despised by a majority of the adult voters. I personally hope he
does - but only because the alternative is worse.
Would have liked to see Liam Fox take shadow health. Theresa May is still not
warming to the public, she is still coming across as cold and upperclass. If we want
to set an example that we have women in high places then I hope that example is not
Theresa May.
Whilst I am pleased with some of the promises to combat poverty home and abroad,
the modernisation of the party means that once my council term ends in May, I will
not be taking any active part in the Party. I am not an old colonel, I am only 1 year
older than Mr Cameron
as a senior member of the party I am concerned that we are jut following a populist
agenda purely for the publicity, it is not how the majority of members think



I think that camerons biggest mistake has been keeping Liam Fox in Defence, he
would be far more useful as Shadow Home Sec, with Davis moved to a smaller
portfolio more suited to his 'skills'
David Cameron's ideas need to filter through the whole system - down to branch
level where the system is still very stale and out of date and youth is not evident.
I am NOT happy about some the policy changes that Cameron proposes and am
seriously considering leaving the Party
A bold start and dictating the agenda. Very pleased. My only reservation would be
about his comments regarding grammar schools. As someone from a poor-ish
background it was the biggest enabling influence of my school days and I know it
was the same for some of my classmates. Don't allow the class war brigade to
persuade you that there is something unholy about grouping and teaching children
by their abilities.
I am a long time Conservative Party activist and I am getting fed up with being told
we are now changing and becoming compassionate. Just look at the people working
for the charities, running the shops, making door to door collections and you will
see many more Conservatives than the other parties. We have always been
compassionate and have allowed Labour lies to blacken our name. We must fight
back and not change our principles.
I agree that DC had to make bold statements at the commencement of his time in
order to reposition the party to recapture the centre and capture the electorate's
attention. He has. Now he has to articulate policies with good conservative values
with the help of all his colleagues. I hope this will be a corporate, not an individual,
effort.
On questions of modernising, I think the answer highly depends on just what that
process entails. I am all for rebranding the party, representing it as a bold, fresh
group of people with radical ideas (making the shadow cabinet sign up for
renewable energy; signing on Bob Geldof and other heavyweights; spending time
examining policy) - but where we have true beliefs we should make then popular as
Blair has tried to make them unpopular - e.g. grammar schools
I hope that David is just following in Blair's footsteps to get votes and will not
adhere ridgidly to the new policies.Grammar schools allow clever poor children to
escape and fly.Poor old Prescott didn't get his bike-we are not all clever people.I
would have voted for Davis if I had had a vote.
the conservatives must impact on people who work, have no children, and own their
own house. these people are being left behind as are the poor.
What ever happened to our real Conservative Principles? Under David Cameron
we indistinguisable from Labour and the Lib Dems.
I believe that David Cameron has a chance of becoming Prime Minister at the next
general election, however, this will be greatly enhanced if Gordon brown becomes
leader of the labour party sooner rather than later in order that there is a direct
comparison of styles.
Cameron needs to learn from Bush's victories. You need to take your conservative
base with you, not denigrate or ignore them. If Cameron is not careful many
thousands of us who are true believers may stay home next time too...



I find David Cameron to be a breath of fresh air. He is exactly what the
Conservatives need. No party ever wins if they're on the extremes. The centre
ground is where the Conservatives should be. As long as DC continues his
progressive modernisation of the Conservatives, I shall continue to support him.
I must qualify my response about pulling out of the EPP. If David Cameron is to be
taken seriously about fighting Europe and those who want to enforce their
constitution on us, he should be a lot quicker to form a recognisable new group that
will act as a cohesive force for this purpose. Also, wealth redistribution is already
achieved through tax and employment, Annoying off businesses, the majority of
which are small businesses in the UK, is a BIG mistake. They generate our wealth
and security financially. Our trade devicits are woefully inadequate, we should be
enabling more business to come to the UK and strengthen our economy. I do not
like this socialist twaddle and many agree with me. A decided lack of differentiation
adds to the confusion of the electorate and will do us no good. Remember we are
supposed to be Conservatives not Neo Liberals. As an activist, I will be unable to
look our voters in the eye if we let them down on immigration too, which already
seems likely. I do not appreciate being made a liar. They will remember and hardly
ever forgive. Trying to be all things to all people may have a short term effect, but
it's a long way to Number 10 and even though you may gain some new support, you
will also lose a lot. Work it out.
pension's are a very important issue and also the additional payments which are
universal must be mentained because those pensioners who are not on any form of
benifit and are only just above the cut off do greatly appreciate this payment
I totally disagree with Cameron's quota for mail-female candidates. Each candidate
should be assessed for their talent, not excluded for fear of not fulfilling this quota.
Can Mr Cameron please stop wearing that lime green tie!
Concerning global warming, builders should be made to install solar panels / wind
units on each new house they build. The cost would be a very small proportion of
the house's total cost.
The Party needs to set out a centrist approach and that is what seems to be
happening. Moving the Party back to the centre right (not abandoning all our
principles) may upset a good few activists (who are, by definition, more to the
extremes than the average voter), & Tebbit & Heffer, but it must be done to defeat
a centre-left Labour Party. It's not 1983 and Thatcherism won't win as it did.
A good start. I worry about the EPP. We should be constuctive in Europe. A list is
good and so is th econsideration of th epopulation as a whole rather than the elite.
I believe it is correct for DC to prioritise the 'modernisation' of the party and he is
doing a good job but he must not forget to restate on occasions his conservative
roots and beliefs. Failing to do so could lead me to beleive he favours The Guardian
and is shopping for sandals!!
As someone who backed Fox, then Davis, I have been more than presently surprised
by the Cameron leadership. The worry that he'll be a blatant social liberal hasn't
actually happened. Bringing in Duncan-Smith's ISJ as part of the policy review
keeps peeps like me really happy. I'm now actually starting to wonder why I didn't
become a Cameroonie in the first place...



I'd like to use this space to say thank-you to ConservativeHome for their very
informative blog during the leadership race.
Cameron is modifying some central Conservative tenet, as Thatcher did, Heath
wishes to, Churchill, Disraeli and Pee. Everything evolves, those who opt for stasis
opt for oblivion.
I am quite concerned about the apparent direction our Party is going in at prsent
but await with interest how things will develop. We can't abandon every traditional
Conservative principle or we will end up as another version of New Labour.
Policy for supporters, activists and Councillors like me needs to be clearer if we are
to be credible on the doorstep. EG I thought we were in favour of selection by
ability as an option under the white paper (as per Cmaeron at PMQs) but now we
have firmly said no to Grammer schools. Contradiction? or do they mean the same
thing? Plenty of time to clarify policy for next GE but not for local elections in May.
I wish David Cameron well and hope he will be succesful in returning a
Conservative Government. Trouble is, he's stealing the clothes of Blair, who stole
the clothes of Thatcher. Much as I want a Conservative Government I do want to
retain Conservative values. I'm not yet confident that David will do that. As for
Punch & Judy, thats what its all about. If you believe in something, you fight for it.
Not indulge in concensus.
I am very concerned that, having voted for Cameron, he is going off on a left wing
agenda trying to ape Tony Blair on the premise of picking up the estranged Tories
voters. If he is not going to pursue issues such as re-instating fox hunting, grammar
schools, a sensible taxation policy and supporting the countryside & farming
community, I shall, for the very first time ever, walk away from the party. We do
not need Nottinghill attitudes towards running the Tory party and that is what
Cameron seems to intent on.
David Cameron has started with a huge fund of goodwill. He seems to be
deliberately testing the party to see how much unwelcome medicine it can endure,
and is perhaps trying to get the worst of it (eg grammar schools) out of the way
early. So far he retains my support on balance.
I believe that the Conservative Party is in danger of moving too far to the left,
leaving a gap on the centre right of politics and a significant number of people
effectively disenfranchised. This can only be bad for British politics.
I hope Cameron is lying.
Keep it up!
DC is doing a great job as leader. He recognises what needs to be done, he
recognises what was wrong with the party, and he recognises that to be successful a
party has to be radical and centre ground. He combines those things well. I am
slightly disappointed that we havent seen or heard much from the shadow cabinet
so far, though.
So far so good, but TB is still winning at PMQ's - he is better prepared / briefed.
Oliver Letwin is a 'nice chap' but doesn't come over as sharp enough when
interviewed or debating on programmes like Newsnight. Those in the media
spotlight generally need to sharpen their response / points of view.



I feel we should remain within the EU as we should be working together in Europe
towards many issues including conservation, common food production issues,global
safety issues, human rights etc. On home political matters I have concerns with too
much agreement with the Labour Party over the Education White Paper and the
impact that will have on children who need specific help with their education.
I am concerned that the party seems to be a one man band at the moment. Perhaps
it was necessary to raise Cameron's profile but have the others taken a break? How
can you comment on how Fox, Osborne etc are doing when you read nothing about
them? Spelman did well to go after Prescott and raise the hypocrisy of people who
spout socialism but then fights shy of paying their contribution towards local
funding. I'm not sure I want this publishing as I don't want to come over all
negative and take a bashing.
Its difficult to decide whether something is good politics or bad politics. It depends
very much on what politics means.
DC must resist commenting on each and every topic, trivial or other. eg daft politics
and dafter logic to comment on WH Smith. There are other examples of trivia
comments. Hague and others must find opps to presnt themselves. DD has been
hidden. Higher profile now required. TEAM TEAM TEAM approach. DC has been
an effective phalanx. BROADEN assault.
We were sold a pup! Cameron woffled in generalities until he was elected. Since
then he has produced policy ideas which are mere clones of NewLabour's. He seems
to be playing patsy with the most disgracewful prime minister of the last 60 years
with all his policies failing. Cameron doesn't seem to mind!
I have not heard enough of what the Shadow Cabinet is doing to make any
judgement as to its performance
I did not vote for David Cameron and was a staunch David Davis supporter,but I
have to say that so far the former has not made any big mistakes. He seems to be
following the same political road as Macmillan in the 1950s And !960s and as a
right wing member of the party I find this acceptable. However I would not want to
see the party have a 50-50 men/women candidates list where any women candidates
were less able than the men and were on the list because they were the best of their
sex available and thereby excluded more able men.
The party modernisation has not gone far enough yet by a long way. The party
must reflect the diverse modern multi-cultural, nternationalist Britain that we live
in today. There is no room for the old traditionalist conservative views any more.
The main issue Cameron has to deal with is the brand of the party. Some of the
policy changes like the position on the NHS etc. are needed, but a good portion of
the party's policies are popular with the public, until they are told they are
Conservative policies. Slowly he is changing that image, and he should keep it up.
Overall a good start. The most important thing is to get elected first! After that the
policies can be finessed, some of these may be unpalatable in the short term but ...
All this modernisation is all very well, but it will leave the country without a
Conservative Party.
Great job David Cameron, keep up the good work.



I believe the appointment of David Cameron was the right thing on the
performance during the leadership contest. I believe the Conservatives have got to
make changes but I believe much of what I have heard so far is not significantly
different to present such an alternative as is perceivable from Labour.
1. Policies which use the poor... as an indication of acceptability to the voters will
give rise to skewed results and potentially alienate those who are not poor... In
general all policies should stand on their own merit for the good of the majority of
the whole electorate. 2. If we stay in the peoples party we stand a chance in altering
the outcomes.If we leave it then we stand no chance.Get fighting and get results.
With regard to the A list of men and women candidates e.g. 50% men / women. I
think this is a good idea. There is clearly a deficit of women being selected as
candidates. However, I would never support short listing women only candidates -
just look at the Labour party to see what happens - yes they have many more
women but they are not there on merit and it shows - even Germaine Greer agrees
with that!!
Mr Cameron is going in the right direction but he needs to remember that he is not
fighting a series of cavalry skirmishes but a war of attrition. Lets hope that he
knows when to keep his head down at the right moments and not to blow it by doing
or saying something stupid.
open our hearts to immigrants ? No! we'll have the immigrants WE want or NEED
- the rest should stay home and improve their own country.
Cameron is doing a good job in presenting the party as electable, but I'm
uncomfortable with some of the policy direction. I'm a younger member and
consider myself a moderate. My test for him is how he handles issues of liberty - ID
cards etc. I do understand how the left felt under Blair.
If the Conservative party is not about getting government spending under control
and deregulation, then there is no point in having a Conservative party. On the
E.U., getting out of the E.P.P. is a nice gesture - but it is only a gesture. Powers must
be returned to Britain.
I think modernising and abandoning traditional Tory policies are not the same
things. I agree that the Tories need to change how it communicates, but I see no
reason for sweeping changes of what it communicates. Standing up to big business
scares me, and so does complaining about chocolate organges close to counters -
does Mr Cameron really want to be the new super-nanny?
Regarding grammar schools which I support, I must assume David Cameron has
his reasons; eg save burden of public expenses in converting to grammar education.
OR strengthen schools already there. University fees no change - I hope he has clear
ideas to help poor students and provide more scholarships. Medical students face
Â£35K loans on graduation. Use NHS scholarships for minimum five years service
on qualifying? Police efficiency does not mean 'tally' of arrests per month? Dr
Adrien Youell MA MD
David Cameron is bent on suicide for all we Conservatives believe in! What is the
point in having YET ANOTHER 'lefty centre' party supporting the 'poor', a lenient
judiciary and liberal thinking. We need a radical right party to put the 'Great' back
in Britain!!! AND WE NEED IT NOW!!!



David Cameron's HONEST approach to politics and this country's politics is VERY
refreshing BUT we need to win the next election and I would not like him to do this
on the back of dishonest promises as our present government has done. Good luck,
we need Prime Ministers who we are proud of.
David Cameron is making steady progress as opinion polls show. Although I
personally do not agree with everything he has said; he has said these things for a
reason. The Conservative party can only ever make a difference when in power,
and David Cameron is going the right way about getting us there.
The Conservative Party is failing the electorate. We needed to reposition ourselves
in the marketplace but with the right policies. Instead we are in many areas
repositioning with the wrong policies especially on health, education and tax. We
need to find the right way to sell the right solutions, and attract the additional
voters we need. Instead, we are simply moving closer to Labour and the Lib Dems.
some of what he says is being distored - didnt say he would abolish grammar
schools just not bring in news ones - well we didnt in 18 yrs before did we so whats
the fuss. we must all support him as our new leader and realise that the world is as
it is and sadly not how it was. without power we cannot do anything.
I am a long-time Labour supporter. However the intrusive, anti-civil-liberties
policies as well as the Government mishandling of issues of great importance to
people (e.g. paedophiles as teachers) will keep their natural support at home next
election. If the Tories can convince the electorate that they can run the economy,
and they aren't the nasty party, I believe they will deserve to win the next election.
We are feeling more cheerful than we have for a long time. David Cameron knows
how to speak in public. An asset which is sadly lacking these days. Really sorry
about Kennedy - he had this asset although not one of us!
The Government should not be railroaded by big business and should be stood up
to if it is in conflict with Party Policy. As far as the EU is concerned it is correct to
leave the EPP as long as the Conservative Party can form a right of centre grouping
within the EU and bring other right of centre groupings along with us. We should
NOT join a group which includes the far right groups in Europe.
I don't believe in positive discrimination for women. We have to be judged on our
ability to do the job. Persuading some Conservatives members that this is the case is
the real challenge.
I like the direction Cameron is taking and support his views on health and schools
which are more practical. The hospital vouchers were gimmicky and divisive.
People just want schools and hospitals they can go to that will do a decent job.
However I am worried about the way Cameron is trying to make a clause 4 moment
over candidates. This is a big mistake and he is ill advised. For many parts of the
country outside the south of England the issues is not getting more women it is
getting haly way decent local candidates. By delaying this and getting stuck on
idealogical theories about lists and test systems he is risking wrecking his progress.
Of course it would be great to have more women and we must but many do not
want to stand and we must not lose people off the list that suit areas in the North,
Wales and Scotland just because of theories at CCO.



Keep up the good work Mr Cameron! However I am extremely disappointed on
your stance over grammar schools, despite knowing it has nullified the threat of
Labour using selection to beat us over the head with. Possibly an example of
strategy taken so far, we should not be ashamed of grammar schools and I wish I
could have gone to one instead of a comprehensive.
Maybe there is to be no return to grammar schools; but you better have something
as good to put in their place. Soon you will need to explain what exactly IS the
Conservative philosphy for education. The socialist state is slowly choking
education whilst bankrupting the taxpayer; emulating it will not win you votes.
To abandon Thatherism is a mistake. I still meet very many people on the doorstep
who say that they used to vote for Maggie, but that they have since then switched to
other parties or do no longer vote.
I think it is wrong that the Party is suggesting aboutÂ£5 should go to the Party
funds from subscriptions.Is this a way of merging Associations by the back door?
I did not take a view on any issue where I was not sure. The omissions will prompt
me to be more aware of those issues. On balance, I think David Cameron is doing a
stunning job.
It is important for the Party in Westminster to make mmore effort to consult with
Elected members in Local Government, particularly those in top tier Local
Authorities who are responsible for delivering the majority of the services that are
provided to the electorate.
David Cameron is on the right lines. He has to change the direction and appearance
of the party. This may not be to the taste of right-wing Tories but it is necessary.
I am pleased to see the party leader in the news as an odinary family man. We have
a profile of being the party for the rich and middle and upper classes. Coming from
a marginal seat in Yorkshire the voters want to see someone who is prepared to
work hard and be straight talking. David Cameron has the vision, the appeal to
younger voters to win the next election.
I went to a grammar school and I realised even then how unfair segregation was
when you were only 10 years old on the strength of one examination. I belive it was
even more unfair on boys as they develop so much later.
What this country wants is teachers that teach, police force that polices, nurses that
nurse NOT ten minutes work followed by 3 hours paperwork.
Party is doing well to attract wider support. Still not comfortable with the implied
support of the Blairite neocon foreign policy. This has made the islamics extremists
much more dangerous. Back to a National Interest foreign policy please. And we
should introduce industrial vocational training into schools rather then just
hankering after grammar schools for the brightest. There is more to life than
education education education whatever that means.
DC is making a good job of communicating with the public and garnering affinity
with them - this is more important than the message as without the affinity the
message is not heard. At the same time I am concerned that Conservative principles
are being whittled away and socialism substituted. The negative policies on the NHS
and Grammer schools are examples.



I am only concerned about the candidates A list as I am not sure how this will effect
local candidates in some marginals. For example Romsey where we almost won last
election with a local candidate but did so badly when we parachuted in candidates.
Cameron continues to set the agenda nationally. Very impressed with the way the
David Willetts has begun the education brief and how George Osborne continues to
perform as Shadow Chancellor. I have an ideological instance that the Grammar
Schools system should be expanded and thus I am not best pleased with his stance
on them.
The Conservatives should stand up to small business as well as big business -
particularly landlords. Tied in with a campaign for civic pride, landlords should be
bullied, cajoled or shamed into taking responsibility for their properties. In cities
like Oxford, where HMOs dominate, the front gardens are rubbish tips, and back
gardens an eyesore. And the buildings are poorly maintained, never refurbished
and even a few such properties can make a decent area look down at heel. Anti-
social behaviour - littering, graffiti, street crime - soon follows.
I applaud Dave's performance at PMQs. As an unshakeable Conservative, I am
uneasy at some of the things he says - but am keeping my powder dry until I see
what he actually does.
THE FOOTBALL FANS UNDERSTAND THE PREMIER LEAGUE, AND ARE
QUITE HAPPY TO ACCEPT THAT THEIR FOOTBALLING HEROES EARN
HUGE SUMS OF MONEY RELATED TO THEIR ABILITY AS
FOOTBALLERS. WHY CAN'T WE HAVE A PREMIER LEAGUE IN
EDUCATION I.E. GRAMMER SCHOOLS?
I totally disagree with the statement on education and Grammar Schools. In
Trafford we have an excellent secondary school system based on Grammar and
High Schools. We aim to improve every pupils academic ability and have been very
successful. At GCSE, 2nd nationally and at A level 1st nationally. Thats across the
board, Grammar and High Schools.
Grass root voters in our area are concerned about crime and yob behaviour. Our
Party's stance against ID cards is a negative move, but the policy to look at Police
performance is positive. The wish to attract more women/ethnic minorities should
always be qualified by the requirement that they must be capable of doing the job.
Be warned by the experiences of Estelle Morris and Ruth Kelly, both female
failures.
I would like all shadow ministers to be MORE noticeable in attacking the
scandalous waste of taxpayers/public money particularly in areas of
defence,funding of local govt,IT projects etc but not sacred cows of health &
education! Drip Drip approach.
David Cameron has undermined everything that the Conservative party was
supposed to stand for. At previous elections I would have been far happier for the
Conservatives to win than Labour, but now neither of them really stand for
anything, or at least anything positive. What's the point in winning if you have to
betray all your principles; everything that you know is right, to do it?
Try not to go too far left - there are plenty of people who want a moral ethical fair
country.



There's a honeymoon period where every statement cameron makes is appraised
and analysed by the print media. Generally his showing the party to be more
caring, is good.
Cameron is embracing New Labour statism at just the moment people are realising
that it's tax-spend-and-pray strategy simply isn't working. Bob Geldof and Zac
Goldsmith got headlines but are ticking timebombs. Cameron may well win
election, but for what? To government as New Labour?
Tax reform is one of the main reasons I have given thousands of hours and
thousands of pounds to the Conservative Party. Cameron's soft stance on tax leaves
me cold. Perhaps another party will better serve my interests.
We can all agree that helping the poorest in society is not only politically the right
thing to do, it is must always be a central theme of our complete political
philosophy. As a party preparing for Government, we must have an alternative
policy concerning the COUNCIL TAX. This is a tax which is actually taxing those
will fixes low incomes into poverty.If as a party we stand for social justice, then this
one tax that must be abolished
I found the questions difficult to answer as I would like to know where David
Cameron is taking the party. Also, difficult to rate shadow cabinet as it is still early
days. They need to prove themselves.
I think David Cameron is stating policies too soon, e.g. on the Health Service,
without waiting to see and discuss what the various resdearch groups come up with,
or apparently the opinions of his Shadow Cabinet.
I voted for DC and am broadly happy with his leadership thus far but am
unimpressed with the overall composition of his shadow cabinet, with several
newbies getting or keeping senior posts with no proven successful track-record
(mostly for PC/PR reasons in my view) whilst people with experience who are
popular in the party seem to have been either overlooked or demoted.
Too early to tell for most shadow cabinet members. Probably also too early to tell
whether the positions staked out by DC are smart politics or bad politics.
The tendency to rule out radical proposals which aim towards better delivery of
services and enchancement of choice is very worrying. It is not enough to promise
the same socio ecomomic model as New Labour with the proviso that the
Conservative will simply run things better.What sort of chooice is that?
The failure to say that where Grammar Schools they will be retained was a big
mistake as they have been the biggest factor in producing social mobility in the UK
Shadow Ministers have been hadly visible so far
I still think the Conservative Party should be about freedom from the State.
Freedom to succeed as well as fail. Freedom to decide one's own priorities re.
education and healthy. Grammar schools and the Assisted Places scheme helped my
family's social mobility - I wish the same opportunities were now open to others.
If David Cameron is against Punch and Judy politcs as he claims then why does he
spend so much effort attacking Gordon Brown?

Mr Cameron's comments regarding his commitment to the NHS and
comprehensives were disappointing. How long will we have to accept poor
performance in the areas of education and health before it's accepted that it's a
systemic failure? It should be the Conservative Party who are shaping public
opinion in this area. Voters may be more willing to listen to these truths than
politicians give them credit for.
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Church or Spiritual life & Country are not included properly in policies. This is
silly! There are ways to put forward both so they are on everybody's agenda. Blair
has taken the iniciative again on that.
The issue of 'standing up to big business' is complicated. I don't believe that
globalisation is good for Britain as we cannot compete against China, India, Eastern
Europe, etc. on wages. We will lose work for the masses if we pursue this route (and
Europe) any more. We need a more isolationist approach to protect British
markets. Grammar schools are the one chance that the academically able pupils
from less affluent backgrounds have of receiving an appropriate level of education.
Tories should be enhancing these opportunities, not denying them. I like David
Cameron publically aligning himself with Ray Mallon. Mr Mallon is a hero !!!
DC has the advantages of being young and having no 'baggage to contend with. He
seems determined to win the young people of Britain to the Conservative cause - I
think that given the support of those already in the Party he will succeed in this
objective, however I am convinced this will lead to a struggle with the 'old guard' of
whatever age in the Associations.
Education: Surviving Grammer Schools should continue as part of an education
system that offers a wide choice for pupils and thier parents. Saying there's no
going back to the Grammer School system, should be qualified by adding that
existing Grammer Schools would not be phased out under a Conservative
Government. The Poor. Should always be supported and encouraged by those of us
who are more more. fortunate. The Conservative Party should be seen to consider
and formulate policies to help the poor to no lesser or greater degree than it's core
supporters, the middle classes. (You know, the ones who pay for all the present
Government's mismanagement and maladminstration and waste) Mental Health.
Here is a much neglected group of people. A Government that takes care of it's
mentally ill will always have my support. One that neglects this group of largely
brave and vulnerable people is morally bankrupt! I refer to (New Labour).
I was a former activist and supporter...I think Cameron's treatment of the
candidates list is appalling. His policies are idiotic (baring his EPP stance) and he
will lead the Tory Party to its doom.
Stop apologising and listening. It grates. There has never been a successful socialist
Government in the history of the world. Remind people of this. Britain is going bust
as it did in 1979. Say it, for heavens sake!!
Law & Order on our streets is one of the bigest issues today. The lack of local
medical cover outside of hours of local GP practices for the over 60's will cost lives.
Local services is better than regional control centres for Fire,Medical and Police
services in all areas.
The first 100 days of Camerons leadership has maintained the momentum of the
Leadership campaign to get us noticed by the media for the right reasons, and get
us back in the Centre ground - well done! Kennedy's resignation was a direct effect
of Cameron's election, and shows how much we have shaken the Lib-Dems -
another well done!



another well done!

Grave concerns about Zac Goldsmith's anti nuclear commitment. Conservative
Party must continue to oppose large scale wind farms which are destroying our
countryside and produce so little electricity (when the wind blows) that they make
little difference to the fight against global warming. Nuclear power is our future.
For most of my working life I struggled to get a decent salary and promotions, I
finally got promoted in 1996 and moved into the 40% tax bracket. Then THEY got
in and have taken all of my money and married benefits, taxed my company car,
taken away by political correctness the management perks I worked for 30 years to
achieve. I am seriously worried; I have always supported the Conservatives since
my first vote, now we seem to be turning towards this same insipid, big brother, tax
you-to-death state that Labour promote. Donâ€™t even mention the intrusion of
the unwanted ID cards. â€¢ The country is overburdened with Health & safety at
work â€¢ Ridiculous claims by injured workers should be thrown out of court, and
there should be a penalty for bring silly claims that waste the courts time â€¢ There
should be NO European courts, parliaments, etc, just trading agreements. â€¢ TAX
should rise on a linear scale not just jump to 40% â€¢ Wives should not have to
work, if they donâ€™t, the husband should get some tax relief â€¢ Private
medicine payments by the employer should not be taxed. ( this is outrageous) â€¢
Private medicine payments by the employee should attract a modest NI discount.
(itâ€™s only fair if you are using your own money to lessen your burden on the
state) â€¢ Company car drivers who have to drive long distances should not be
extra penalised by company car tax as they are now, (you cant drive 30,000 miles in
a small car to be tax efficient, itâ€™s not safe and certainly not healthy and its not
as environmentally clean as a big car actually, because those drivers have to
hammer them to get anywhere, and when you go fast in a small car it is less
environmentally friendly then a much bigger car. For company car tax to be fair
and not just another way of getting money, drivers should pay tax on their private
miles, Itâ€™s obvious isnâ€™t it? Those are the benefit miles not the business
miles which the drive has no control over. Well you did ask !!
Having voted for David Cameron I am now beginning to wonder whether we are
turning into a MkII Lib Dem Party, or MkII New Labour.
A radical rethinking of our failing education and health systems is required and not
any pledges to maintain the status quo. The only way forward for schools is to make
them all independent trusts and fully responsible for themselves and to give parents
vouchers--ones that can be topped up. Ditto hospitals, with patients partlyfunded
and partly insured, as in many Continental schemes.
Please, no return to the infighting and backstabbing that's so damaged our Party in
the past. Cameron may have a radical take on Conservative principles, but he's
completely right about the need to modernise. And of course he's hugely popular
with the electorate; rally round him and the next election could be ours.
With the marked exception of the 50-50 candidate lists which are a terrible
misjudgement, David Cameron has made and excellent start to his term as leader.



The new style is good. But the education and EU policies are a huge
disappointment. Grammar schools were a successful part of the system. Remedial
action should be aimed at the other parts of the system. Euroscepticism may be
popular in the short term, but will look foolish in the longer term, as the EU
becomes an increasingly normal part of all our lives.
I am broadly happy with Cameron and his Shadow cabinet even if I am sceptical
about some reforms. I am, however, extremely unhappy indeed with Francis Maude
and while he has kept a low profile of late I do not think we should forget what he
wants to do to our party. I also think in a future survey we should be asked about
non cabinet members e.g Goldsmith,Geldof,Gove,Portillo etc
It's become increasingly clear that the Conservative party has left a gap in the
centre right voter base. Can the Conservatives risk the creation of a fourth party?
there are conflicting emotions: delight at the party's resurgence but extremely
uneasy at DC's public rejection of Thatcherism and intention to move the party
tothe centre. I'd feel happier if the arguments showed some inclination to move the
centre in our direction. Going 'green' is sensible and dovetails nicely with 'standing
up to big business'. As far as multiculturalism is concerned, nobody has given a
better appreciation of it and its problems than Mark Steyn in The Spectator last
month: it's a warning for us.
Whilst David Cameron has a lot to do to make the party electable, he must avoid
doing what Blair did and disenfranchise the core membership, by stealing the
policies of the opposite party. We must avoid becoming the Tories in Labour
clothes. Transvestite politics may make us electable in the short term but will
alienate the life-blood of the party. I voted for DC. Don't let us down.
I've just come back from the Social Justice launch where people were queueing
around the block to get into a Conservative Party event. For the first time in years I
feel optimism and hope in Conservative policies. This is the agenda that will appeal
to - and change lives in - our inner cities and poverty ghettos.
I applaud the tough stance taken on the EU & the decision to leave the EPP - that
was why I voted for David Cameron. I will put up with quite a lot of touchy-feely
stuff so long as he remains committed to genuinely eurosceptic policies.I also
applaud his strong environmental stance and his concerns about world poverty. He
just needs to keep true to our core Conservative values.
I understand the aim to get underneath some of the knee jerk hostility to Tories
amongst some floating voters and to try and do it without alienating core support.
But the apparent ditching of some core values - control of immigration - low tax -
self reliance rather than dependency ,will leave us weaker when the inevitable
recession comes.
The question on the performance of the Shadow Cabinet should have included a
'too soon to tell' option. I found it really difficult to answer because of the Cameron-
centric media coverage of the Conservatives since December 6th (if not before).
Aquestion that should have been asked is who do we think would be a good
chancellor defense secretary etc

Whatever one may feel about the decision to leave the EPP-ED Group, what is most
worrying is that there was no consultation with the leader of the Conservative
MEPs and advice was only sought from one 'side. That smacks of lack of judgement
- that is the worrying aspect.
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The candidates should be the best available and not on the list just because they are
black,white,female,male,short or tall. To insist on a minority not being represented
by anybody other than a member of that minority is very short sighted. If taken to
its logical conclusion this policy will result in much greater divisions in politics.
GET THIS LABOUR LOT OUT AS SOON AS POSSIBLE BROWN WON'T
STAND A CHANCE AT THE NEXT ELECTION
i think the A list is the main policy that I fundamentally disagree with. The best
most appropriate local candidate should be chosen regardless of what sex etc they
are
I am very afraid of further diminishing the role of local politics by further
centralisation of decision making. Why not allow counties to decide whether to keep
or re-introduce grammer schools? Why not move to locally elected heads of police
boards? If we then get wide disparities in performance then we can make informed
choices about the best way froward.
I do not want us to get close to the lib/dem as they are untrustworthy and a thorn in
our sides
I put don't next to most of the Shadow Cabinet because they have in the main made
no impact on me,
LETS TALK ABOUT NHS DENTISTS. NO PARTY EVER MENTIONS THAT.
AND GET BACK TO ACTUAL TORY BELIEFS - NOT JUST WHAT THE
MODRNISERS WANT TO HEAR. THE CORE SUPPORT IS WANING. THIS
PARTY IS GOING TO FAIR EVEN WORSE THAN BEFORE.
The most important issue is re-involving the majority of people in politics. This will
only be done by proportional representation (using the single transferrable vote
system) and the widescale use of referenda to give people a say on issues - not just
on voting for parties.
There should be a lot more hitting at the Blair Government at every turn. Spell it
out!
I am rather worried by the nature of the proposed changes but am prepared to give
Cameron the benefit of the doubt for the time being.
Although I believe the impact of a policy on the poor is an important consideration,
it is not the only consideration. While it should not adversely affect the genuine
poor [excluding benefit cheats] its impact on society as a whole is also important.
Conservatives must appeal more to young people under 30 we are still tagged with
the Blue Rinse Brigade. Must also work hard and extinguish the apathy in many
voters with clear divisions from Labour
WELL DONE DAVID CAMERON
David Cameron is a breath of fresh air but it will soon be time for others in the
parliamentary party to become known figures also.
I think David Cameron misunderstands what the centre ground really is. It doesn't
mean appeasing the Guardian and the BBC. There was no need to go so far to the
left, alienating traditional Conservative supporters. He was already ahead in the
polls before he did this.
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The question of immigration was not raised but I believe it should have been. There
should be a quota system which would only allow people to enter the country if they
could prove they had employment to come to. We are now seeing a rise in
unemployment.
Great news that the links with EPP are to be broken.
I am concerned about the policy on Grammar Schools,living in a Borough that still
has the selection system, our Borough thrives due to the selection system. It offers
opportunity to children who cannot afford private education. I have two daughters
who both attended Grammar School and they have both gone into professions
which would have been impossible without the opportunities offered by an excellent
Grammar School, which is still exceeding itself.
There is no point in the Conservative Party gaining support from New Labour
voters at the expense of alienating our core vote and middle england. The party has
to re-engage those who didn't vote at all at the GE.
Cameron should NOT have gone back on the immigration policy
The jury is very much out on David Cameron's leadership, especially amongst
Conservative Party members.
To change the Conservative Party is not to change the core values of the Party. The
issues have changed and those that haven't have to be dealt with in a new way. The
only Clause 4 for any party is to recognise that the way in which old or new
problems (issues) are to be solved or addressed is with new thinking. David
Cameron and his team, I'm sure, are aware of this. It is not a matter of alienating
the Right or lurching to the Left. Please, these are outdated and unhelpful terms!
David Cameron has taken on the unpalatable task of modernisation, but is in
danger of throwing out the better aspects of what we do and who we are as well as
the bad aspects. The A list increasingly sounds like an attempt to place a body of
cameron rather than conservative loyalists at the heart of the party. There are
many good candidates who will be ruled out by the blanket ban. Questions about
candidates lists are not even answered right now, and the suspicion must be of
fixing local party preference, which, in the long run is counter productive.
DC has made a number of clear committments, on education and health, which, in
my view, run counter to the basic principles of conservatism. Some say that this is
good politics but unless he is manifestly dishonest, the party is now committed to
what he has said while he remains leader. If I had wanted to be a member of a
Social Democratic Party, I would have joined the LibDems - the real thing.
Cameron to my mind is just what we needed. He is not afraid to dissociate himself
from the outdated Thatcherite old guard. I do feel for David Davis. When Thatcher
invited him (and not Cameron) to her birthday bash I knew it was the 'Kiss of
Death' for Davis. Poor chap he didn't deserve that. We, as Conservatives, have been
hanging on to dead dreams by deifying that woman and have been in the political
wilderness as a result. Cameron has a great chance of success. Speaking with people
who are not of our pursuasion (until now) I get the feeling that Gordon Brown is
fast becoming a goner. Cameron's chances are infinitely better against Brown than
Blair whose departure has made Cameron's potential success quite probable now.
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For the first time in ages, I feel optimistic to be a Tory. But more importantly, my
teenagers have signed up to the party, and they and their friends are talking politics
- unprompted by us. Whatever your politics, that has to be a good thing. Grandad's
not so happy, but as my son said,'He wants to go backwards and that's not going to
happen.'
I agree with nearly everything that David Cameron has done - except for his
suggestion that we all sign up to Green Energy. Many small Davids all over Britain
are battling against these Goliath Wind Power Companies that threaten our
unspoilt countryside. Can we sign up to a Green Energy provider that promises No
Wind turbines except small roof-sized ones?
Would like the Conservative party to take a stance in support of Christianity
Would be helpful to have space for other comments after each secion, to get a more
accurate view of members
I don't like the style of the questions in this survey. To ask whether a position taken
by DC is 'good politics' demonstrates a level of cynicism spreading through the
party - suggesting that the only thing that matters is regaining power. Well, what
good is power without principle? I have a simple message for my party, you don't
tell me what I think. You change your beliefs if you wish, mine remain constant.
If things continue as they are there is an increasing risk of the 'radical right'
becoming disenfranchised. I don't like the way that some of David Cameron's
pronouncements seem to have already closed off certain options for his policy
groups. The Priority List concept is fraught with danger and could be a nightmare
to implement. We need much more information about how it will work in practice.
We seem to be more like the New Labour party every day. I resigned from the
Conservative party over policy issues and the tactless way they oust and re-elect a
new leader. So far I have seen nothing to make me want to rejoin.
Aping Tony and his corrupt cronies means the next election is LOST !!!!
Conservatives should stand up to what we agree on.
I'm a little worried about DC's background - we don't want a return to rich,
pampered aristocrat running the party! Easy to oppose grammer schs when you
went to a private one!
Cameron is positioning himself well to wrong foot New Labour,There is some
unease from the grassroots ,upon whom he will rely,we do not want to turn into
sandle hairsuit semi Lid-Dems.I feel Cameron has the support of the branches,but
there is a sense of reserving final judgement.

Tuition fees-not centrist, not a good idea and surrenders to the V_C empire builders
with no limit on student numbers. It wont save money because lots of bursaries will
be needed plus the VCs will always demand more money. It is also a vote loser. It is
no longer true that a degree (unless medical/law) is financially advantageous + we
are encouraging debt.
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Don't lose sight of core Conservative beliefs.
Cameron and all other Tories can not do enough to re-position their Party towards
the centre ground of UK politics. There is a huge distance yet to travel before the
public even begin to grudgingly LISTEN to whatever may be being said by you.
People are very ulikely to ever forgive you for privatising the railways and you
should tackle that one head on and soon. You should also GET RID of ANY name
which is associated with the Tory past, and Thatcher. They should NEVER appear
in the media again. Every time they do, you step backwards. Send them all to the
Lords? Or Bermuda.
A potential Prime minister should tell people what he believes they need not say
what he thinks will be well recieved. Conservatives need to demonstyrate that they
believe in small government and return power to the people if they are to win
Government.
David Cameron has dramatically changed the tone of our discourse for the better.
In many policy areas he is making good changes. However, his moves to close off
debate in health and education are deeply regrettable and risk undermining the
stated position of testing each policy on its effect on the poorest.
For my taste, there is too much self-conscious 'modernisation' and jumping on
fashionable bandwagons. Too many options also appear to have been closed off
before the various policy committees have properly begun their work.
Although I voted for the other David . On balance we made the right choice. We are
now in with a chance of succeeding at the next General Election.I am still unsure
about where we might get taken in the pursuit of victory but at least victory is a
possibility now.I am sure DD would have taken us politically where I want to be but
he would not necessarily have taken the rest of the country with him and therefore
it could have been a pointless journey.I want a Conservative Government not an
effective scrutinising team.
Re performance of shadow cabinet members. Unfortunately, they have been (maybe
for good reasons) largely invisible recently. Hence my don't knows about their
performance.
If I sood as an MP I would want to be selected because I was the best person for the
job, not because the pary wanted more women MPs on the benches.Blares babes
were not a success why would Camerons cuties be any better
Some questions are too simplistic. For example in the question about modernisation
of the Party, I think the modernisation measures regarding the party organisation
have gone too far, notably in control over candidate selection, whereas the
modernisation of the policies still has some way to go. I'm against the reintroduction
of the Grammar schools in the old style, but am supportive of specialisation of
education according to aptitudes in the final years of schooling. My Don't knows
about some of the leading figures is because I have barely heard of any of their
activities yet.
Please become the party of fair taxation



David Cameron, whether you like him or not, IS the best chance The Conservative
Party have of getting back into power and making Britain Great again. Back him or
lose him, it's our choice. He needs our 101% support. Game on, let's do it!!
someone has to do something about asylum seakers urgently very urgently
Don't forget about legalising Ecstacy for adults: it's a lot safer than booze & fags.
David Cameron is going too far too quickly. No communication with voluntary
Party by the Party Chairman.
He's still a little callow, but he's growing
I am delighted with the progress already made by David Cameron. Although 77
myself, I sincerely hope that the older right wing diehards do not attempt to disrail
his programme. We need vibrant policies which support those less fortunate whilst
adherreing to the traditions of the Conservative Party - particularly self reliance
and 'smaller' central control. The huge waste in the Health service must be
controlled.
Cameron needs to marginalise the old stupid right epitomised by Cash/Heathcote-
Amory etc. He should reverse on his rash and wrong pledge to leave the EPP and
tell the old right to start making space for a new intake of MPs.
It is important to get the policies right before rushing out to be interviewed. The
next election is a long way off - keep the study groups going until policies are
securely based. I strongly agree that British politics has been stuck in the past and
needs radical overhaul even if it means agreeing with Blair on occasions. Why not
take the line I not only agree but it was our policy anyway Too often Cpnservative
spokesmen seem to need to oppose just because the other lot said it.
I have been pleased with DC's leadership, even if he has challenged some of my core
beliefs. However I think we have a lot of work to do in trying to establish a credible
economic strategy and it is something he will need to address very soon. I would
also like a focus on human rights abroad, particularly in countries like Burma and
China.
Francis Maude has NOT sorted out the position in Central office - there is not
enough delegation and use of good people
The balancing act of saying we need to spend virtually the same amount as Labour
on Public Services and at the same time share the proceeds of growth is getting
difficult to sustain. What happened to the studies showing the vaste amount of
waste going on in the Public Services and Government?
I think DC is moving ahead too quickly with policy change - particularly some
which were in the manifesto . He should leave some room for real apen discussion
for the policy groups that report in 18 months
There is no constructive benefit by becoming yet another party that batters the
middle classes. We are sick of it and need someone to stand up for at least some
'traditional' values. (P.S. I'm not an old fogey!)
While opinion polls and the press seem to be giving us an easy ride at present I
think David Cameron is removing all sorts of basic Conservative policies without
replacing them with alternative policies. This will leave normal Conservative voters
who have voted for these policies in the past with no clear blue water policies to vote
for. This is not a good move.



I just hope David Cameron does not depart from the moral high ground.
New Labour's inept government has run it's course. Now is the time to attack it on
the grounds of broken election promises, profligate spending on extra civil servants,
dire failure in health, transport, education, crime, drugs and the structure of
society.
We should be pushing greener issues, fuels etc and forcing through a more dynamic
housing stratagy. 11% of the country is built on, thats all.
Over all, I think David Cameron is good for the party and the electorate,especially
the younger and 'middle-Britain' voters and potential new voters. Many more
younger members have joined since he won the Leadership and I, personally, have
achieved a number of more interested younger people to join.
Cameron is everything I thought he'd be and worse.
We do not want a clone of Tony BLiar! David Cameron must not aim for spin and
soundbites and must instead retain certain principles which are still at the heart of
Conservatism. Lets return to Grammar schools, selective immigration, and cuts in
taxation. 50-50 woman and men MPs? The best candidate gets to stand; regardless
of gender, race, creed or religion. Caring Conservatism is now the way forward for
us.
The Party is heading the wrong way in trying to cosy up to the mollycoddled Public
Sector. They will NEVER vote Conservative, as most of them were recruited by
Labour at National and Local levels. The most important groups of workers in this
Country are the people who build things, make things, mend things, and deliver
things. Without them, there is no Country. And, by the way, most of them THINK
Conservative.
David Cameron, must not lead us down the Blair Road, Immigration must be
controlled and seeing the way he has gone on Grammer Schools and one or two
other things like the NHS he should not box himself in. he has to have his core vote
with him.
politics should be about our policy but we have yet to fill the void saying is one thing
doing is another walk the talk!
David Cameron is the man to lead our party forward. I am delighted he's now at
the helm.
I feel that Cameron's 50% male 50% women House of Commons is not desirable.
Surely the goal should be for the most compitant people rather than a program of
social enginering. Apart from that he has been very impressive in his House of
Commons preformances.
David Cameron was compared to a christmas present by some; beautifully
packaged, but containing a surprise. His pragmatic positioning to date is obscuring
political principle. Modernisation seems to be about winning without exploration of
Conservatism. To some this will be utterly pragmatic, to others looking for ideology
it will be confusing. Still others will be appalled.
1) The survey seeks responses to a few words uttered by David Cameron since his
election. What for? If one purpose is to gauge reaction to David's performance, then
his policies in key areas should be set out and our views sought. 2) Wait six months
before conducting a survey. There is no time to reflect on and observe the extent to
which David produces policies that reflect his publicised words.
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I think that Cameron is on the right lines and must wrest the centre ground from
New Labour. He is making real impact and has got rid of Kennedy.Blair is a much
harder nut to crack!!
We were sold a pup! Cameron woffled in generalities until he was elected. Since
then he has produced policy ideas which are mere clones of NewLabour's. He seems
to be playing patsy with the most disgracewful prime minister of the last 60 years
with all his policies failing. Cameron doesn't seem to mind!
I am unable to decide of the Tory Party are going to be the New Liberals, or New
Tories - hence many of my 'don't knows' - as a Grammar School boy from a
working class area of Liverpool, and an ex-teacher, I know that selection on ability
HELPS the poor, it is the current system that helps the wealthy.
It's an excellent start from Cameron. We may not all like what we've got to do - I
wish we didn't have to do it. Nevertheless this repositioning is vital so that the
conservative arguments we put in the run-up to the next election gain the traction to
persuade people to back us.
Please please please be a conservative first. Nation, family and social justice. This
party will split if true conservatives are not listened to we should not seek to do
socialism better than labour!!
We needed a new young leader and our local association has a very good response
todate for new and lapsed members returning except on the Grammar school point
of view, Romsey Hants where Iam chairman has a lady candidate and is top target
seat But we are having great difficulty in getting a VIP -MP to visit for our big
fundraising event HELP PLEASE WOULD BE APPRECIATED Alex G Briggs -
Chairman Romsey Conservative Association
I think the decision to retain tuition fees for Universities is wrong. Education and
Health should be free to all if this country is to have a solid foundation. We should
not be afraid to be more radical in our proposed solutions to this country's
problems.
David Cameron HAS to deliver on the EPP or he will lose all credibility. Forming
our own grouping will be a fresh start for us in Europe and will be very positive.
Cllr.Trafford M.B.C/Chairman Educ Scrutiny. Had selective system since 1974, still
in existence 31 years later. Results in top ten in country many years. Some
Grammar schools consistently achieve 100% pass rate GCSE's.Disappointed David
says he is not bringing back 11+. Sec.schools achieve best results in
Gt.Manchester,even afterselection (approx 35%)Plus several hundred chldren each
yr.outside Trafford take part in our ll+
Early days yet but the dye has been cast.
In the last election Labour MPs could be attacked who went to Grammar school -
as they had the opportunity that they denied to others. What do we say now? We
are allowed to have senior politicians who can go to private school (selection on the
size of your wallet) but we don't believe in selection on ability for the rest of the
population? If the party is anything its policies need to espouse meritocracy.



Mr Cameron seems to making an appalling mistake. He seems to be saying that
those of us who fought for Conservative principles in the very dark days 1997 - 2003
were completely wrong, and nothing we fought for was right. Although he may
succeed in winning back power, without principles he will be no more successful at
holding it than Ted Heath.
The survey was a bit anti-Cameron. I am the most right-wing and radical of Tories,
and I don't think your multiple-choices really reflect nuance. For example, I am
very dissatisfied with Hague as Shadow Foreign Secretary because we are not out of
the EPP yet, not because I have any great ideological disagreement with him.
David Cameron is unbelievable.
I am concerned that David Cameron has recently said that he would NEVER
consider Social Insurance to Fund the National Health Service, when we are the
only country still using the present system - which is plainly unsuccessful!
Its good that we are talking about the issues, keep it up! Can we have feedback
from this and other surveys please.
We are witnessing the final death throes of Conservatism---grim!
Coming over as a cleaner, greener kind of social democratic party may pull the
youth vote, but what will it do for the over-fifties? If there is no distinctively
Conservative set of policies won't they just stay home?
I would like to know what he is going to do about asylum seekers .In 2001 i wrote to
the Labour party telling them to listen to the people at grass roots not spin
doctors.its cost millons since then and its a lot worse. the vast amount of people
have had are just fed up with it,we will wait and see what the new Leader has to say
about it.
Add hyperlinks at the end of each question to get background info - e.g.
background to Grammar school policy
It is vital that David Cameron does not fall into the trap of trying to make the
Conservatives simply some New Labour Lite party.We cannot win any elections at
all if our activists desert us because we are no longer a conservative party with a
small c.
For any British political party to have a real chance of implementing its policies, it
must promise to withdraw from the EU first as EU membership will not allow any
UK government to go againsts its treaties, directives and regulations.
I do not think Mr Cameron should have attacked the police force
I am reassured by our performance so far under Cameron. The other spokesmen
also sound fresh and convincing. I suspect that Labour are rattled.I hope you can
maintain the current equilibrium and not get blown off course down older well
trodden policy paths
David Cameron as made a good start, but the test will be if he can keep the party
moving forward and the members involved.
Cameron is NOT a Conservative and therefore has no claim to my vote. I will either
vote tactically against him at the next opportunity, or, simply abstain.
A bit of a mixture of excellent and confident bravura with some real opportunistic
moves. Whilst he is showing strong leadership, there are signs is is leadership to
follow opinion rather than leadership to lead opinion.



On the plus side he has certainly put us in the news. On the minus side, he has
rushed into statements on what have been basic Conservative principles without
really conferring with the Party or the MPs. How do we explain on the doorstep
that nearly all our policies - which he supported - in the last few decades and in the
last Election were wrong and are now abandoned. Could he spare a bit of his
compassion for his footsoldiers?
I am concerned that the Westminster Village has taken over the party and that the
many decent Conservatives outside London are going to be marginalised and
derided. There is more than a whiff of Blairism about the current Leadership. It
could work but DC must be careful not to marginalise the backbone of the party.
I disagree with his education policy. To get the best out of the young one needs to
stream subject by subject (as in the private sector)and year by year so that those
that improve in the year can go up into a higher stream. The old O and A levels
need to return because a 5 year old can do the present exams. Further there should
only be 15 in a class not 30, and the present allocations system is appauling. We also
need to bring back capital punishment for rapists paediophiles murder
(premeditated and serial)and for policement.
With reference to the question on an 'A' list of candidates 50% men and 50%
Women. I do agree with the premise that the Conservative party need to encourage
and involve women more. However, i do not believe that selection just on gender is
sending the right signal to the voting public. Instead the Conservatives should be
shown to select on merit...irrespective of gender, colour, culture etc. Only then can
they be seen as a true party of the people.
An a retired teacher I feel very strongly that David Cameron will alienate vast
numbers of grammar-school-educated middle class voters if he attacks the system
which has enabled thousands of children to gain a first-class academic education
without having to pay exorbitant school fees. I went to Blackpool and admire his
energy and enthusiasm but he MUST NOT imitate Blair by appearing to pull up the
ladder after he has been well-educated himself.
I am very excited by David Cameron's leadership.I am a former staunch
Thathcherite but we have moved on and i think we have a real chance of winning at
last
I have no idea what David Cameron is up to. Just have to wait and see. want to
know what he is going to do about the hard pressed middle income people who have
been robbed by this government. We don't seem to be worth mentioning.
David Cameron is great news for the Conservative Party. The turning point was his
address to Conference in October - from that moment the fire in the belly of the
party re-alighted - you could sense it in the room.
I thought modernization is a very vague conept the party needs to get a lot more
professional and relevent a lot of what is called modernization eg quotas is not
needed
DC is the sort of man that attracts opposition - not neccessarily a bad thing. Just
flushes the unreconstructed members out of the woods, from whence, hopefully,
they may progress towards the 21st century. Personally, I think he is on track.
Always look at the people doing the criticizing before you panic. Some criticisms are
actually high praise!
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Overall, DC has got off to a fantastic start. Much of what he's done has been
absolutely essential, but i have concerns about accepting so much of the NuLab
policy settlement. While I agree with focusing on issues such as the environment,
health and social justice, I would rather a 'common ground' approach to a 'centre
ground' one.
Very dissappointed by DC's ruling out social insurance, scrapping school voucher
policy and embracing tomato environmentalism. The point of changing the party's
image is to allow us to promote conservative policies more successfully, not to
become a social democrat party. We already have the real Blair, why should we
want a carbon-copy?
Too much abandonment of some sound Conservative principles too quickly in an
effort to win the liberal vote. DC will go far but will be replaced before the next
election, which we will go on to win, simply because the people are totally fed up
with this incompetent rabble.
The Conservative Party made a grave mistake choosing David Cameron on the
basis of his public speaking skills. They will live to regret choosing a Tony Blair
clone, whose only hope of getting into Downing Street is based upon attracting
disenchanted Liberals, with whom the Party could do well without. The only good
thing he has done is to recognise that Margaret Thatcher ruined the country, and to
state it in public.
You give no opportunity to judge the way in which we are modernising. It is
assumed that there is only one way to modernise, i.e. cosmetic shift. So when one is
asked whether we have modernised enough, the question of whether we have
modernised in the right way is by-passed.
I am a former Consrative member and candidate. Under David Cameron the party
has lurched from bad to worse. He pretends is knows what people are thinking - too
much talk and not enough fact. Posing with a few people for a few minutes does
constitute knowing what is really happening in this country.
If it can be contrived that the government can only achieve its modernisation
programme with the aid of the conservative party, and against the wishes of a
major element in the labour parliamentary party and the national membership, it
will have a devastating effect - and provoke the fall of the prime-minister.
I'm concerned that David Cameron is becoming another Blair. I'm concerned that
he has abandoned Education reform, that there will be no return to Grammar
schools, refused meaningful reform of the NHS. And for all this, David Cameron
may not get in. Blair stays in power because It's the economy stupid. If the economy
tanks, the Tory's will be seen as an alternative. If not, then Labour may stay in
power.
The BBC will do everything to stop the Conservatives from winning the next
election. The are so pro Labour that they will not allow any positive reporting. I will
never watch them again if I can help it.
Get stuck in and win.



APPALLED AT THE NON-BACKING OF GRAMMAR SCHOOLS MY
GRANDDAUGHTER IS GIFTED BUT BELOW POVERTY LINE I DON'T
BEGRUDGE THE 'ETON MAFIA' SO CALLED THEIR EDUCATION BUT
GRAMMAR WAS GEORGIA'S BEST CHANCE OF AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY 11+ IS ABOUT ABILITY NOT POVERTY! AND UNLIKE
BLAIR AND CAMERON WE CAN'T AFFORD TO SEND HER PRIVATE WHY
GIVE ME ONLY 10 LINES WHEMN I HAVE TO TOLERATE THE
BALDERDASH AND PIFFLE PUT OUT BY MY PARTY RECENTLY READ ON
AND LEARN WHAT PEOPLE LIKE ME PARTY MEMBERS REALLY FEEL
APPALLED WE'RE NOT DISTANCING OURSELVES FROM THE VERBAL
ATTACKS ON IRAN THE USA ARE THE ONLY NATION ON EARTH TO
HAVE USED ATOMIC BOMBS TWICE AND ISRAEL IMPRISONED ONE OF
ITS OWN MORDECAI VANUNU FOR YEARS FOR TELLING OF THEIRS DO
WE REALLY SUPPORT A POSSIBLE WW3 LIKE BLAIR? WHY AREN'T WE
BACKING LORD BAKER'S EFFORTS TO GET THE SCOTTISH VOES OUT
OF ENGLISH AFFAIRS? I'LL VOTE RESPECT OR UKIP LIKE THE REST OF
MY FAMILY IF WE DON'T START STANDING UP FOR ENGLISHNESS I
WANT THE MILITARY TRAINING PRACTICED AT ETON INTRODUCED
TO ALL SCHOOLS IN BRITAIN TO GIVE TRAINING IN FITNESS SELF-
SUFFICIENCY AND SELF-DISCIPLINE AND STUDENTS MADE TO STAND
WHEN A TEACHER ENTERS THE CLASS I WANT TO SEE FEWER FORMS
OF PLASTIC PACKAGING TO MAKE SORTING FOR RECYCLING EASIER I
WANT TO SEE SOLAR INTRODUCED TO ALL NEW BUILDINGS AND
MORE OLD DISUSED PROPERTIES REFURBISHED I WANT TO SEE
AMERICAN AND AUSTRALIAN CRITERIA ON HEALTH AND JOBS AND
ACCOMMODATION APPLIED TO BRITISH IMMIGRATION WAS QUITE
APPALLED LETWIN DOESN'T THINK IMMIGRATION PLAYS LARGE
WITH THE POPULATION IT'Seven BECOME A QUITE HUGE TALKING
POINT AMONGST GOOD PEOPLE WITH NOT A RACIST BONE IN THEIR
BODIES RIGHT HERE IN VERWOOD IN HIS VERY OWN DORSET WHAT
PLANET IS HE ON? WHY CAN'T WE DISTANCE OURSELVES FROM
BUSH'S FOREIGN 'POLICY IT PROBABLY COST US THE LAST ELECTION
WE LOST ALL THE GROUND BY SUPPORTING REGIME CHANGE IN IRAQ
WE GAINED ON HONESTY ABOUT IMMIGRATION I WANT TO SEE ALL
HANDOUTS TO NEW PARENTS STOPPED SINCE THEY ARE SPENDING
MORE MONEY REMINDING THEM TO BANK IT FAMILY ALLOWANCE
FOR THE FIRST CHILD ONLY AND MEANS TESTED, WHY DO ALL THE
EXTRAS FOR PENSIONERS BEGIN AT 75 WHEN MY HUSBAND OF 67 GETS
THE SAME BASIC RATE? HAS THE AGE LIMIT ALREADY GONE UP?
WHERE IS OSBORNE? NOT A PEEP!! WHY ARE DOCTORS IN MERTHYR
TYDFELL BEING THREATENED IF THEY DON'T KEEP PATIENTS ON
INCAPACITY? WILL STOP NOW SINCE I'M SURE NONE OF THIS WILL BE
NOTED BUT IF YOU WANT ME IN YOUR 'THINK TANK' I'D BE A GREAT
ASSET AND YOU WOULDN'T HAVE TO PAY ME AS I'M ON DLA AFTER
BEING LEFT LEFT UNDIAGNOSED AND UNTREATED AND PARTIALLY
DISABLED BY A DOCTOR WITH A Â£10 MEDICAL CERTIFICATE FROM
KARACHI!! AND NOW SOUTHAMPTON PATIENTS ARE LOSING OUT IN
TREATMENT BECAUSE OF TWO MORE POORLY QUALIFIED FOREIGN
DOCTORS GETTING THEM FINED GOVERNMENT LET THEM IN
GOVERNMENT SHOULD PAY!! WHERE IS LANSLEY NOT A 'PEEP'!! FFOR
GOD'S SAKE LET US DISTANCE OURSELVES FROM BUSH AND IRAN
BLAIR AND THE TARTAN MAFIA WERE ON EVERY PEACE AND LOVE
MARCH IN THEIR YOUTH IF IRAN WANTS A BOMB FOR DEFENCE WELL



KARACHI!! AND NOW SOUTHAMPTON PATIENTS ARE LOSING OUT IN
TREATMENT BECAUSE OF TWO MORE POORLY QUALIFIED FOREIGN
DOCTORS GETTING THEM FINED GOVERNMENT LET THEM IN
GOVERNMENT SHOULD PAY!! WHERE IS LANSLEY NOT A 'PEEP'!! FFOR
GOD'S SAKE LET US DISTANCE OURSELVES FROM BUSH AND IRAN
BLAIR AND THE TARTAN MAFIA WERE ON EVERY PEACE AND LOVE
MARCH IN THEIR YOUTH IF IRAN WANTS A BOMB FOR DEFENCE WELL
SO WOULD I WITH WAR MONGERING ISRAEL ON MY DOORSTEP!!

Cameron is making the Tories electable, and so deserves the full support of all
Conservative Party members. You may not agree with all he says, but a Cameron-
led Conservative Party in government is better than a hard-right one in opposition.
This Politically Correct attitude should be curbed with regard to the attitudes of the
Police, Judiciary and Social Departments in Local authorities. Quit spending money
on endless inquiries that conclude the obvious to most sensible people. Have more
democratic referendum consultations on cross party issues.
Cameron is a good politician, but not a conservative. Why elect a Blair clone, when
we already have Blair?
I think D.C has made a giant leap of faith, leading with courage, and with a very
well balanced team behind him. I do hope the old party faithful embrace him. The
media coverage that he has been exposed to show that he has substance. Party
policy still needs some more spring cleaning though.
we have to attract more front bench spokesmen and women who have good TV
presentational skills. The Tory front bench still consists of too many members who
are either invisible to the general public or come across either as uninspiring and/or
unattractive
Although I did not support Cameron for the leadership, I do believe that he has
kept his word on modernising the party. He is pushing the right buttons, but we still
have much to do in reclaiming the centre ground where we were so dominant for so
long. I'm glad to see we are no longer lurching to the right. Electoral success means
getting the policies thought out, the people singing from the same hymn sheet and
unity!
We need to hang in there for a bit - we can't expect the party to change perceptions
with the general public without losing some ballasts. Once the policy groups are
underway we will see the platitudes fleshed out with the truly Conservative
approaches to things like poverty and the environment.
It seems to me that DCameron is: 1.saying he wants lots of people involved in
making policy and then he decides to crash ahead in many areas without a by your
leave; 2.likely leaving many of the old guard in his wake which is likely dangerous;
and 3. sounding just like Blair and therefore not giving any real alternative to the
country
I would like to see the results of this survey as it progresses
It is appreciated that David Cameron is laying out policies for the future but I will
reserve judgement on his performance until a later date.



Cameron is doing very well so far. I do hope that he can control idiots like Forth
with a view to getting rid of them.
No comment for the present need more time
Make poverty history was a state run scam and it sickens me that Geldolf was
drawn in by Cameron... that is probably the one thing that has switched me off
Dave. I care less about starving Africans than poorly educated British kids and
pensioners in poverty... surely the UN is charged to deal with the former and the
British Govt. with the latter? Show some more stomach PLEASE! I cannot forget
that the Con's got more votes in England at the election, in that respect we have
popular support.. appeasing the Guardians thick square rimmed glasses set is not
the way forwards...
The biggest thing about Cameron is that he seems a nice bloke who you could go the
pub with. I know this sounds superficial but all the reforms and moving to the
centre would be nothing if we had another one- dimensional spod running the
party.
It is vital that the Tory Party now fights New Labour's authoritarian populism,
before there is no civil liberty left. But this is a greater strategic challenge than
remoulding our public image.
Those I have marked 'don't know' to is because they don't seem to have been doing
anything eye-catching but are probably soldiering on to some purpose, just not been
in the news. In sum it is wonderful to be proud of being a Conservative again.
Modernisation has yet to reach down to 'conservative' middle Britain. In the leafy
shires, the old guard still rules - firmly.
As a former candidate (twice) I am very pleased with the way Cameron is turning
our fortunes round - it may take 2 elections but he will certainly be PM! Martyn
Cleasby
Of all his inane wannabe leftie stunts, cosying up to the Lib Dems has to be the most
nauseating.
I think that Mr.Camerone has the right ideas for making the party re-electable as
the government,but he must be careful not to aloenate the old grass roots who do a
great deal of work for the party-don't let them feel left out.Not everyone can see
that our main aim MUST be to tak e power from this bunch of hypocrites.
I found that there was no accurate response option for some of the questions. I
think modernisation is inaccurate, implying that those who feel uncomfortable with
what the modernisers are doing are political dinosaurs - not necessarily the case. I'd
like to see more consultation before ditching policies which were pefectly acceptable
to Mr C and his team only 8 months ago!
Place greater emphasis on family values
A good start but Cameron must be careful not to say or do things just for the sake
of a quick headline which could backfire on him later, such as William Hague and
his appearance at Notting Hill Carnival.
I think it a mistake to have abandoned vouchers for schools and patient passports
Immediate requirement to update the organisation, structure and workings of the
voluntary sector. Is that being addressed ?



Women candidates Positive discrimination should be limited if it is not to cause a
backlash from those more able dominated by the incompetent. Only benefit of the
doubt level of positive discrimination should be adopted. Schools Select by ability
and behaviour but get away from different labels of Grammar and comprehensive.
I find most of the policies raised apart from the 'impact on the poor' - pure
tokenism. This makeover is both superficial and it looks like the conservative party
has lost both its heart and soul. It looks as though the party has given up on its
'liberating' radical agenda which could have 'enfranchised' the electorate rather
than just fiddle with the failing status quo. Persuasion and beliefs are key, not just a
political version of a reality tv show.
Personally, I joined the Conservative Party because I'm a conservative. If I'd
wanted to be a liberal, I could have joined the Lib-Dems.
I fear David Cameron is beginning to creep towards the left and abandoning
Conservative principles of self sufficiency and discipline. There was no need to
publicly denounce Thatcher policies, even if he feels that way, it offends many of us
old enough to remember her saving our country from financial disaster.
Dont like the watered down conservative policy. Becoming almost socialist
As long as the Conservative Party remains ahead of Labour in the polls and there
are no own goals or stupidities in terms of policy or presentation that cause us
embarassment or upset the backbenchers, we're on the right track. So far as Party
modernisation is concerned however, let's stick to reform of the selection process
and scrap this 21st Century nonsense which amounts to modernising Archie
Norman's modernisations.
DC has done an excellent job at softening the Party's image, and we have an instant
poll lead. But British voters now have an echo not a choice.
Hard to answer the one about policy impacting on the poor. Relevancy of all policy
to the poor is not the case so an answer to this should be broken down, some policy
should be seen to have an effect but not all will be of immediate consequence.
I have concerns over the candidate selection process which I have raised with David
Camerons team by email when invited to do so but to date have received no reply. I
can't help but now feel that if you don't agree then they don't want to know. On the
whole I think things are going well but I don't want to end up in a position where
the only right opinion is David Camerons and there is no room for discussion.
Finally we have a leader who is actually leading the party not following the lowest
instincts of its radical factions.
The Shadow Cabinet is not very noticeable as yet.
Well done David Cameron, keep up the good work. Please stay with a previous
comitment to Less Government I get the feeling that we are over governed and that
the tax system has become so overcomplicated that it must be costing the country in
huge professional fees.
I am unhappy about recent statements on Environment policy under Gummer and
Goldsmith. Nuclear power is the only likely source of energy and can be made safe.
Waste remains a challenge. GM crops promise cleaner farming, higher yields and
cheap food world wide.



Reference Defence: Navy declared by First Sea Lord to be too small. Army recruit
training now softened by PC. Quote the late Lord Fieldhouse:Our armed forces
make a very large contribution to that most important of all social services: the
maintenance of peace. Without peace the other social services are largely devalued.
When are we going to hear positive defence strength noises from Cameron and
Fox?
As a governor of a highly rated infant school I would like to see David Willets
challenge the gouvernment on educational spend per child, and take to task
conservative county councils such as Lincolnshire who are merging and closing
schools in Lincoln with the threat of mixed age classes and families with children in
deprived areas having to travel greater distances with no financial assistance.
He's doing well apart from the issue of candidates. The 'A' list is making us look
stupid as a party at local level and discouraging membership.
It's not 'modernisation', it's abdication. I am an ex-conservative activist - in other
words a 'nasty' person. When we were in charge we won! You poor losers
Why abolish the Conference?
He needs to be careful not to have too many 'eye-catching initiatives'. He has
succeeded in rehabilitating the Party in the eyes of the media - some consolidation is
probably needed some time soon...
I do not want D C to be a clone of Tony Blair, all charm and no substance. As for no
going back to Grammar Schools, smacks of being two faced!
There are still Shadow Cabinet members not punching their weight. The main issue
is that under Cameron the full time party is becoming more dismissive of the
volunteer party and is solely focussed on telling and not listening We should put as
much effort into smoozing volunteers as we are into the elctorate
Not anti any of the Shadow Cabinet but too soon to judge their performance. David
Willetts has been effective against Ruth Kelly.
David Cameron must work hard at striking the right balance between on the one
hand saying that he has set in chain an eighteen month policy review and, on the
other hand, coming up with a series of attention grabbing headline statements. If
you review policy you don't close down options in advance.
NOT SURE IT WAS GOOD MOVE TO MAJOR ONWE WILL SACK
UNDERPERFORMING POLICEMEN,WHEN WHAT MOST WANT TO HEAR
IS HOW AND WHEN tHE cONSERVATIVES WILL STRIVE TO GET BACK
pOLICE INTO OUR STREETS AND COMMUNITIES.....AND STILL NOTHING
CONCRETE ABOUT THE BIG INJUSTICE OF OUR AGE---THE
POLLTAX!!!!tIME TO GET MORE SPECIFIC i FEEL!!!
I am really pleased with how things are going. I don't agree with everything but
think it's brilliant to have a leader that is optimistic for the party and the nation
and who is receptive to new ideas. Linda
All MPs should have to stand for selection by local parties every general election.
By being a current MP you get a place in the shortlist. This would prevent career
politicians and keep all MPs loyal to the party and local consitutency if there had to
fight for their seat and show what they've done, even in very safe seats.



It would appear at present the conservative party is all window dressing and no
substance, and I personally would not like to go from New Labour 1 to New
Labour2 I would like to see less crime better hospitals and proper teaching and
discipline in our schools, the end of this Yob culture a country you can be proud of.
I cannot see that happenning the way the conservatives are going at present. It will
be New Labour in different wrapping paper and as soon as it is unwrapped you
have the same?
What are the party doing about the elderly and those people concered about
pensions and rising council tax ? We should not forget them.
100 per cent behind modernisation. But it has to be the right type of modernisation!
There are those within the party that are worried that we will not lose votes to
UKIP and the like. But there is a larger pool of voters in the centre and that is
where we have to go. If we start to seriously look like removing Labour, those right-
wingers will vote for us in the end just to get Labour out.
Cameron is obviously trying to do a Blair on the public - moving very much to the
left in order to con instinctive lefties among the voting public to vote for new Tories
disguised as New Labour. Is it not enough simply to try to get all those mittel
Engeland votes lost to New Labour in the last 3 elections back to voting for a proper
right-wing Tory Agenda led by pwetty boy Cameron ? The strategy is obviously
based upon the disappearance of Blair by plotting to pit cuddly Cammie against
'orrible Gordon. Cammie seems to come across as a charming glamour boy in the
Blair mould alright, but will the Blair-clone factor might be enough sufficiently to
overcome the effect of the delimination of UK constituency boundaries which
exaggerates Labour support to an astonishing extent? I doubt it.
If anything, Cameron has probably been a bit too touchy-feely ... now he needs to
show he's got brains as well as a heart
I found Davis Cameron's performance on the AM show with Andrew Marr to be
wishy-washy. If AM had been of a mind he could have wiped the floor with
Cameron over his answers on Grammar schools and streaming.
Since the leadership election with the exception the profile of the shadow cabinet
has been very low, in Mrs T's time the members of the cabinet were high
profile.Presenting a team is very important.
Whilst it's very desirable to see more women and cultural sub-groups in
Parliament, the democratic selection process should be sacrosanct. If they get there
by means of a fix their effectiveness will be undermined before they start. (Witness
the Blair Babes.)
When someone goes onto the disability list (unable to work) of which there are
2.7m, they are removed from the unemployment list which is now 1.5m. Therefore
there are over 4m people out of work. Will the present government stop trying to
kid us. We are not stupid! Also Brown should never be able to forget that his raid
on pension funds has not only damaged peoples investments for the future but the
UK economy!
As local Councillor in contact with many residents,I find that most consider that the
State:- should interfere less with local issues; should help those that try to help
themselves; not be oversupportive to those that don't(teenage pregnancies etc);
encourage marriage; and provide a strong defence of the country.



encourage marriage; and provide a strong defence of the country.

Grammar schools ARE needed. Very bright children have special needs and the
country needs them to be educated to the highest level
Cameron is taking us the way the Canadian 'red' Tories went - captive to the
agenda of the other parties, which means that if and when we win an election we
won't accomplish anything
We must commit to retain the existing grammar schools. If we don't we risk
alienating the majority of members in those areas where they remain. It is still an
excellent system and gives those from disadvantaged backgrounds and those
without money who cannot go private a chance.
While I agree that we need to attract the great undecided we should not do so at the
expense of our traditional values and committed supporters. We may gain new
members but we could also lose many long time members and workers.
The Americans have an acronym that sums Cameron up - CINO: Conservative In
Name Only.
Why appoint a number of commissions and then make pronouncements and
decisions before they have a chance to begin? This seems to pre-empt.
Not at all happy about Goldsmith. I don't see what a this spoilt young man brings to
the party. Mega-rich environmentalists such as he will always be insulated by their
wealth from the consequences of their actions. The large price rises in household
items ranging from food to utility bills are a mere bagatelle to the likes of he, but
are of major impact to real folk. If he has even a scintilla of his late Father's
arrogance and contempt for ordinary people. Allowing this rich boy to play at
politics is a very risky strategy -he could do the party a great deal of damage.
We have made moves in the right direction. This started the moment the leadership
contest got underway. David Davies deserves some credit for this for the way he
conducted himself. Cameron should continue to keep himself in the public
concuousness. The shadow cabinet will also have to work hard to make themselves
appear a cabinet in waiting.
I don't like the way that Mr Cameron has reversed policies he advocated before he
was selected leader. He is becoming like Mr Blair, the breaker of Britain, who
changes his policies to suit himself. Stick to core principles - support of the natural
family, honesty & integrity, work ethic, accountability etc. Equal opportunities for
all according to ability, diligence and integrity, not race, creed, gender etc. Human
rights should apply to the victims of crime rather than the perpetrators. We are a
free people and should remain free to voice our opinions and beliefs and not be
criminalized for doing so.
It was a great mistake to set ourselves against grammar schools. They are the one
way that remains to the child of poor parents to raise himself, his future chidren
and perhaps his parents out of poverty. They should be quietly encouraged.
David must stay on his present course.



I don't think that Cameron has justified his position on secondary schooling. It
appears that he supports some degree of, but not total, selection. This is a
reasonable view, although the government proposal of 10% selection which he
supports seems low. It suggests that he thinks selection is a bad thing. Conservative
polices should encourage people to take charge of their own lives and reducing
selection works against this idea.
I would like to see a pledge from the conservative party to review the threshold for
inheritance tax at it is woefully outdated and potentially a big vote winner and the
majority of people are only interest in politics when it affects their own pocket.
Please can the Shadow Cabinet and especially David Cameron consider more seats
in the North of England which we need to take to form the next Govt - we need
policies for the whole of the UK not just London!
The largest recent public meeting in Halifax was due to a threat to our 2 Grammar
schools through a change in the admissions policy. Those present were the parents
of children due to sit the enterence exam.In my ward this was the largest topic on
the doorstep in the elections of 2004.Please reconsider this area. Otherwise the
polices I favour lost us the last 3 elections-keep up the good work.
We appear to be on our way with David as our leader. It is hard work here in
Scotland to make any impact on the culture of state will provide buiult up over
years of Labour rule. But I feel we have our best chance yet to make an impact!
Cameron is a bigger opportunist than Howard and visibly so. If the Lib Dems split
North and South the Conservatives will never form a government alone again.
There is nothing Cameron will not say or do to win coverage - he is a PR man with
too many lightweights. I cannot vote Conservative any longer - I shall only vote for
local candidates
Although I do not agree with all David is doing , on balance a Conservative
Governmant led by him is infinitely preferable to the other options.
1. The Parties MP are only interested in issues which hit the head lines and not the
concern of the individuals. 2.Party need to go to the grassroots end of the
communities and not work superficially which does not filter down to ordinary
prople. 3.Nothing is being done to address many issues relaing to diverse population
and there is even more reasons to take this on board and on equal footing to other
policies being concocted. 4.The Chairman of Party should involve activists from all
walks of background at his board level to have first hand input to the formulation
of policies and stratgies and thus fulfil the objectives.
Very much hope that it will not be a victory of style over substance
The Conservative Party has the best opportunity to beat the Labour Party on its
weakest planks: the economy, public services and trust. Yet the Party appears
dazzled by the Prime Minister and unwilling to hold the Government properly to
account. As the Party moves closer to Labour on its weakest policies - public
spending, education, health and tax - the electorate is left with little alternative to
the status quo, however they vote at the next general election. The Conservatives in
Canada are winning because they have an unremittingly Tory agenda of smaller
state, lower taxes and pride in the value of individuals and nationhood. It is a
formula that works: we should apply it or else we will fail.



I am concerned that, in an attempt to grab the centre ground, David Cameron may
be abandoning more traditional policies and therefore alienating the core vote.
The team as a whole seem to be doing well, and in most areas as Chairman I think
Maude is doing well BUT I do think the desire to reform has overtaken the issue of
where it is needed. We were assured that strong Associations would be left alone
but we have been clearly lied to. So how do we trust the rest of it - or anything else
we are told?
Bit concerned about apparent U turns - education/selection etc, not a lot of
substance/details in policy pronouncements, yet.
It is slightly too early to find it easy to answer the above questions
Doing well, making the right statements to change basic public perception and
laying the media groundwork to enter the national deabte on an equal footing with
the liberal establishment. Announcement/policy on poverty exactly what is
required.
I am happy with the direction of the Party, with the exception of DC's moves to
close down the options of the Policy Groups. By all means set directions - for
example a broad commitment to decentralisation - but why have a policy review if
it's not a full examination of ALL the options.
I think the way Cameron is going there will not be a very clear difference between
the two parties and the voter might just decide to stick with what they have got at
the next election.
I am still very FED UP with the way in which Society is being criminalised by the
HRights & anti Gay legislation, by the huge negative impact of EU Legislation and
the way in which the DPM is getting away with non payment of due taxes and
interference with the reorganisation of the Shire Counties and Planning Decisions.
Thanks. CHRIS WATKIN
I think DC is on the right track. Only traditional conservative thinking can deliver
a truly effective set of modern policies for this country and Blair has been
hamstrung by the Labour party's underlying traditional dogma which has
prevented him from following the proper agenda for this country.
Am getting sick of reading predictable rants from monotheistic far right anti-
Cameron libertarians.
I am a big supporter of D.C's but I do believe he must be careful not to come across
as an opportunist and ditch everything that the Coinservatives stand for.
David Cameron is alienating many traditional grass root members, Police pay 11%
+ superanuation due to their profession-do not meddle with their pensions. Many
Tory families use Grammar schools-do not attack selection. Many use medical
insurance-do not attack private medical policies.
We must bring in Education vouchers to avoid destroying another generation's
future



I completely disagree with most of Mr Camerons policies for education. I beleive
that the poorer people who need help to get a good education (currently through
Grammer schools) will get less benefit. Also to support top up fees for university -
does this not introduce a class system? - I couldn't afford it and i'm sure that i'm
not alone in this. I alsoo disagree with the idea of having an A list for candidates
that are particularly female or of ethnic minority - surely this is both sexist and
racist against the average white male that is striving to become a politician. I find it
offencive as a woman to be given preferrential treatment purely because I am
female.
I believe that DC is following populist policy and is not in the best intersests of the
UK or the majority of mainstream conservative. However having said that it may
well lead to a Conservative Government. But I do hope by following these policies
he does not lose sight that he belongs to the Consrvative Party and those policies are
the ones I believe we should stick to. We did not change our leader just so we can
have a Blaire mark II
I am concerned about a 50% A list of male and female candidates as believe that it
is the best person for the job and it doesn't matter if they are male, female, black
white etc.
On education, we should advocate abolition of meaningless degree courses by
cutting back on funding for such courses(if it means downgrading some of the new
Universities so be it) and increase funding towards Science & Engineering courses.
Also increase the minimum tax threshold to say Â£7500. and abolish tax credits.
I think Cameron has really grasped a very difficult nettle and hope that he has the
courage and determination to keep going in the same direction. He gives me cause
to be optimistic.
The issue of Grammer schools is too sensitive, I never got into Grammer school but
had the chance to be selceted and every parent should have an academic goal for
their children who show themselves to be more academic. Academies ( centres of
excellenece for other subjects) should be concenetrated on for other children who
have strengths in other fields. How will we decide whre to place children if the 11+
is scrapped
Cameron's predecessors showed that you can't sidle onto the middle ground. You
have to bulldoze through to it. Cameron has established a favourable first
impression which is as good as he could have done by now.
This is not just the David Cameron show. Raise the profile of other members of the
shadow cabinet and party to demonstate that it is a team of some substance.
Rome was not built in a day!! and we have not the relavant information to make a
true decision on the inportant issues raised. In 30+ days even David has not agrasp
of the major issues though thinks he has. He must think it through and then come
on line with well thougt through policies .
Selection as candidates should be by ability not by accident of gender
I'm really quite angry about DC's making policy on the hoof regarding education.
His policy is a step backwards for the people he's trying to help.
I strongly object to our renaging on our commitment to students. Many voted for us
in the last election on this policy alone.



We need to make sure that good women are coming through the ranks - given the
current membership a 50 / 50 split is unworkable if we want to maintain quality.
We must return to grammar schools We must remove the ban on hunting we must
promote the idea of small government
no questions about NHS policy?
We should be the party that combines sound fiscal policy with liberal social values.
The alternative answers are a bit crudely set, and the occasional opportunity to
answer more open ended questions would be welcome.
I'm in the CCF I think that Cameron is a breath of fresh air but I also think that he
may alienate the right of the party (including the grass roots supporters ie his army
of leaflet droppers and campaigners) if he continues to 'over-modernise'. The
ratings, however, speak for themselves. His focus on the poor is great.
I am worried to about the overemphasis on equal numbers of men and women
candidates. Men and women have different priorities because of the natural
differences in personality. If there was no bias in male/female behaviour why are
most nurses female?
As a student in a Grammar School I personally disagree with the leader of the
Conservative Party not supporting them. As a ex public school student David
Cameron is not in the position to argue against Grammar schools which are, in my
experience, the best way to give opportunity for children to pull themselves away
from poverty.
A lot of the Shadow Cabinet are still anonymous and need more exposure,
especially Andrew Lansley who had a hugely important brief but making no
impact. On the issue of the CSA on the BBC News last night why was there
comment from the Lib-Dems and nothing from us? Why? This needs addressing!
We need more visibility!
I am distraught about Mr Cameron making a U-Turn on our selective education
policy. He made very clear commitments to retain selection in his campaign, and
has clearly not been truthful in his intention. Selection on ability is a core value of
Conservatism, Mr Cameron in moving to the middle ground is prostituting our
values in favour of Liberalism
I think that David Cameron is our best chance of being elected for years and the
labour party is worried.
Why no question about Cameron's equation of capitalism with extremism? If he
believes it, then he shouldn't be leader of the Conservative Party. If he doesn't
believe it, then he shouldn't have said it.
It is a good start but ducking hard issues on selection is not good. Selection by
ability has to be better than selection by house price - even Diana Abbott agrees
that !
keep to the policy of 'in Europe, but not run by Europe'.
The web-site has too much negativity and not enough constructive comment.
The shadow cabinet members should be doing more to formulate creative and
imaginative policies - reaching out to professionals/volunteers etc... who are not
normally part of the Westminster bubble.



You should have selection at schools and graded sets in classes. Above all it helps
with the childrens' learning.
David Cameron has made a good start. However we have a long way to go yet. We
need to insure that the messages coming across are consistent and honest. We have
enough dishonesty from the present PM and Chancellor.
So far its been very much all Cameron. would like our most telegenic front bench
members to make more of an appearance - but well prepared, having thought
through the responses to the typical questions (ie. so you will cut X? So what would
you do differently? )
The modernisation question is, in particular, disingenuous. That means and
methods be modernised is one thing and is good and helpful. However
modernisation, to the extent that it is a euphemism for co-opting the left's agenda,
outlook and deeply dishonest post-modern narrative, is positively destructive to our
party and to our country.
Cameron is doing far too much to fit in with the Guardian/BBC Political
Correctness consensus, which is the principal legacy of the Blair years. He should
not be fitting in with this consensus. He should be attacking it. Not taking the
mythical centre ground, but moving it.
I have been considering joining the Conservative Party for a few years. Cameron's
style has finally provided me with the incentive to join at last. He is finally adding
key issues such as the environment to the agenda and providing an intelligent form
of opposition that has clearly rattled Labour.
The recent proposal for police accountability should be extended to include senior
officers of local government
Very Happy so far
I strongly support David Cameron's approach even in areas where I do not feel we
yet have a thought through policy. Essentially, we have to be willing to move on
from the policies that right for the 1980's. We must stop trying to tell the public that
we are right and they are wrong. Our beliefs are unchanged, but our policies have
to be relevant to people today and tomorrow.
Cameron's policy ideas are electrifying - it should be stressed that they are part of
the process of evolution of Policy Commitments leading to a National Debate in 18
months time. I hope that both the Conservative local Councillors and the Party
activists can reflect the excitment which all these ideas generate in the press.
The candidates committee is dominated by supporters of positive discrimination -
Theresa May, Shireen Ritchie, Fiona Hodgeson and Bernard Jenkin (whose wife
founded Women2Win). They are effectively a faction and are not accountable to
MPs or the membership. The Chairman of the Candidates Committee should be
elected by the National Convention. All nominated memembers of the Candidates
Committee should be approved by the 1922 Committee.
WHAT ABOUT KEN CLARKE?
As has been stated by others I am starting to become a little worried about the
invisibility of most members of the Shadow Cabinet with David Cameron leading
EVERY policy initative. We have good people we should use them and not try to
imitate Blairs presidential style of government.



David Cameron talks about moving to capture the centre ground of politics but
knows little about the middle ground of working class people who suffer in areas of
high immigration. It looks as though they can't look to him for support, whilst he is
so obsessed with chasing the 'ethnic' and other minority votes. He will lose the
support of the working class Tory voters upon whom he so depends.
A good headline slogan would be The State Is Not Your Friend (stolen from
samizdata.net/blog). For the last 50 years there has been a ratchet effect where
Labour has made lots of radical changes and the Tories have merely tidied them up
ready for the next Labour government to continue the process. David Cameron
needs to be ready to actively roll back these changes where they are shown to be
harmful. We need a moderated version of this:
http://www.seangabb.co.uk/flcomm/flc047.htm
david must seek to modernise and reach new voters, at the same time as re-assuring
existing ones of his strategy.
If getting elected is the Party's only aim, then I suppose the new leader may have a
point. However, in moving ever closer to the centre ground there comes a point
when one asks why bother to vote for any party, as there is no real difference
between them!
I do not like the idea of an A & B list of candidates.All those on the B list will be
treated as second class & not eligible to stand for the target seats.Surely if one is on
the candidate's it should be a level playing field.A better idea would be to have one
woman on each constituency's shortlist as it would give all candidates a possibility
of being selected & give the association the opportunity to select a good local
candidate who might only be on the B list.The best idea would be to encourage more
women to consider standing as a candidate.
Health: prevention is cheaper than the cure. We should be made to have regular
check ups , suited to our age and sex before we are entitled to NHS service. Regular
MOT for health.
Policing / Anti Social Behaviour needs more attention
It is time to find some way to allow able pupils to put forward their best work
without derision or ani pressure from the disruptive children. Peer pressure often
results in able pupils deliberately holding back to avoid 'swat' jeers.
Cameron has been slaughtering our perceived sacred cows in an attempt to distance
the party from its history. I am proud of what we accomplished, but Labour has
done a very good job of distorting our achievements and tarnishing our brand. In
distancing the party from its past he has created a clean sheet and given voters an
excuse to listen to us again. Once we have grabbed their attention it is essential that
we have clear, well thought through, compassionate, Conservative policies to
present to them.
Too fast,extemporaneous.Has DC adopted(yes adopted)apposite policies etc.JUST 7
WEEKS ON!? Must be dynamic/energetic and certainly modern but in so doing,
still carefully think and then campaign on values astutely
advocated,strategically/inclusively. Maude,May,Spelman-who are they? Oh, and 4
years to go.Time to be excellent,and win. Also, with the 'wimper' of opposition, the
Government must think it's a lucky fish?



I think it is too early to say that we will form the next government. The UK
economy will be a key determinant factor, as last time , people always vote with
their wallets.A good start by David,that is what has happened.it's the start of the
begining etc.
The party needs a more detailed emphasis on the economy, not just the usual
cliches.
Having set up policy review groups I believe it has been an error to seem to have
closed off certain lines of thought (grammar schools, NHS in particular) Are we
sure that the NHS, as it now is, cwill be affordable in 10 years time? I see the
dangers of there appearing to be a policy vacuum now, but it would be foolish to
paint ourselves into a corner unnecessarily. I only offer this thought as I very much
want us to win next time (sooner perhaps rather than later!) and I foresee
difficulties if too much has to be changed in the light of reality when we are
returned to office.
We should retain the conceot of gramer schools but with a modern approach re
learning style. We need schools that will educate and taring practical individual,
whose learning style is practical. We needs schools who are more acedemic who
teach in that way. (note I failed my 11+, yet later achieved a 1st in Engineering)
Mark Oaten said David Cameron is a Liberal and as each week goes by I am
inclined to agree with him. I was hoping we'd get a good Conservative leader with
good Conservative policies, principles and values instead we seem to be getting a
wishy washy socialist leader. I want Punch & Judy politics - insist Prescott and
Blunkett answer to their Council Tax fiasco.
In order to judge their abilities, other members of the shadow team need to make
more of a public impact. However it may be too early for this to have happened yet.
Generally happy with David Cameron - though he needs to realise that he has to
keep his own party on board when it comes to creating more radical centrist/leftist
policies. Not pleased with the grammar school policy, I think there should be more
of them as part of a greater shake-up of the education system. I'm optimistic though
for the party and believe that we will win the next general election.
My main concern at the moment is that we are not seeing enough of the Shadow
Cabinet. I think Cameron is doing very well and we are now leading the political
debate again, but we need a strong team beside him and there's no evidence of that
at the moment.
DC appears to be judging the rate of change just right - the electorate will have
enough time to get used to the new Party before the next election
Perhaps the slogan should be fight crime and antisocial behaviour, fight crime and
antisocial behaviour, fight crime and antisocial behaviour. This should underpin
every policy because every policy will be undermined by waste generated by
criminal activity. Fear of crime is the main factor that effects quality of life -
particularly so for the poor who have to live in deprived areas.
The Conservative Party is in roughly the same position politically as it was when
Margaret Thatcher took over in 1976. I believe with relevant policies for the
twentyfirst century we can win the next General Election.
I do not want this party to become 'new new labour' remember our own principles
and dont loose them.



and dont loose them.
David Cameron is making big leaps in the right direction. He needs to be careful
not to toss aside many good values we had held for a long time because they are
deemed to be slightly unpopular. Politicians need to make unpopular decisions
sometimes. Am confident we can win the next election!
Whilst Cameron appears to be going after Lib-Dem and Labour voters, he is doing
nothing at all to attract the 4million or so conservatives who have just stayed at
home or drifted off to smaller parties.
I am all in favour of Cameron regianging the centre ground. But, it seems to me
that he may have over shot slightly and landed us to the left of New Labour. The
Grammar schools debacle is what really annoyed me.I am a One Nation Tory and
therefore failry liberal but this policy has been one of the perennial favourites of the
grassroots and the electorate. It is, I belive, also, fairly centrist. We shouldn't
abandon all our principles to take the centre-ground as most of them are centrist
already.
Grammar Schools have always created the best opportunity for bright children of
poor parents. If he is to help with the appaling education offered today then he must
keep these schools in place as this is the only way to help the poor in this country.
As an employer, lack of education is the road-block to employment as most
candidates cannot fill in an application!
An excellent start to revitalising the Conservative Party. Very important that all
MP's sxtick with the new party stance and if they have any doubts they express
them only internally
I am in favour of more women in Parliament, but only if they are there on merit. I
disagree with so many Scots voting on purely English issues when English MPs have
no say in Scottish affairs.
Not raised above but the one area where DC seems to have made an error is in
coming to early to bold policy statements on the NHS. I don't think its true that
everyone loves the NHS. Nor is it true that we can radically reform the NHS while
continuing with an entirely state-directed, tax-funded approach.
I am very pleased to see the conservative party at last being noticed and getting air
time with the policies it is now proposing. The most important issue on all areas
raised is that the general public are aware that these matters are being discussed.
Wilson, HEATH and Callaghan dug the pit from which Margaret Thatcher
extracted us. I fear we are on the verge of letting Brown, CAMERON and AN
Other dig another pit. I fear I might not see the day when another leader emerges to
help us out of that one.
David has started an in-depth review in the Party of real root causes of issues in this
country. We should give him our unstinting support even if we don't instinctively
agree with his position on every issue. One of the perceived problems with the
Conservative Party in recent years is superficiality. We talk about not wanting to be
ruled by Brussells loving our country (as if everyone else doesnt) being overrun
with immigrants and going back to Matrons and Bobbies on the beat These are
soundbites which don't address the fact that we are where we are and we have to
move forward in the context of a more complex social and global environment in
the 21st Century.



the 21st Century.

Grammar schools are a superb social mobility tool. Our new policy on grammar
schools is wrong. Please rethink.
Please concentrate on getting taxes down, get the state small. Also, when poeple like
Jon Snow or Humpries say stuff to do with cutting spending compared to Labour
when the economy grows, make the point that the economy will cease to grow under
Labour with their level of spending. They wont have any grown to spend!
I feel the Conservative are listening and taking notice of grass root conservatives
The councillors are the people on the ground that get the flack when you do
something wrong.
If we ever want to enter government again ALL Conservatives have an overriding
duty to support our new Leader. No ifs, no buts - he's the leader; we must give him
the overwhelming support we showed him in the leadership contest. He has set up a
number of policy stratgey groups, those are the forum for informed and
constructive debate.
I believe that we should substitute the word inequality with the word incentive, re-
read any speeches and then examine if we are really stating what we intend to do.
I have alsways felt I was a natural supporter of the Conservative Party, but have
despaired over the choices in leader, and lurches to the right, since '97. Now with
David Cameron, and the changes in policy and feeling to the party that he has
brought, I have confidence in the conservatives again.
When his pact with Stalin and Soviet Russia was questioned Churchill is believed to
have said I would form a pact with the Devil if it would help me defeat Hitler
Following the same logic, but obviously not on the same scale, we probably have to
support David Cameron even if we do not agree with a lot of what he says.
The key for the Conservatives is to be the true liberal party: socially and
economically. The Liberal Democrats do not understand economic liberalism and
do not believe in it. Almost all tories are economic liberals, if the 50% who aren't
social liberals have to swallow some social liberalism to get rid of Blair/Brown, so be
it, a price worth paying.
David Cameron is doing very well. He has Blair on the defensive at PMQs and it's
his impact that has toppled Charles Kennedy. On the other hand, is he going too far
to the left. Stand up to big business meaning don't let the CBI run the country is
fine but it's been interpreted as I'm anti big business. If part of it is I won't be
Murdoch's poodle then excellent.
I support David Cameron. But he is very inexperienced and has a lot to learn. He
needs a tough and experienced Party Chairman - which he has not got.
These are my own views. I do not know how our candidate would reply. I am
particularly concerned at the prospect of quitting the EPP - it is Cameron's only
opportunity to influence other sensible right thinking European leaders and achieve
what this country wants.



what this country wants.

I am concerned that David Cameron may be throwing out too many traditional
conservative policies and going too far to woo the so-called centre of politics.
David C is making a mistake if he thinks we will succeed by emulating Tony Blair's
strategy of stealing the others' clothes. Grasp the issues and speak them plainly!
They are almost the same as they were when Margaret Thatcher came to power,
and it was addressing them that brought her into No. 10. 1) There is too much
government, everywhere, in everything. We need to put power back where it
belongs - at local level. 2) Government is going with the agenda of those at the
bottom of society, instead of lifting them up out of it. 3) Cameron is an utter idiot if
he truly believes that abolishing Grammar schools will win him votes. 4) The NHS
needs to be decentralised and we need someone with the guts to do it. There's more.
But although he's a clever bloke and good in debate, DC's going down the wrong
road in policy terms. L. Morse
I think David Cameron is doing well. However, I am concerned about his
equivocation on drugs policy and we need tax incentives to support the family.
The Conservatives should be preparing the strategy for extricating our country
from the EU, which in any case, as a political construct has no basis or mandate for
federal unity, and will eventually implode.
I am fairly pleased with Cameron's leadership so far. However, I consider myself to
be on the right of the Conservative Party (i.e. actually a Conservative) and I need
more red meat! Conservative members, around three-quaters of which are
Eurosceptic, were promised a withdrawal from the EPP. Cameron seems to be
rolling back on this, presumably as the likes of Bowis, Tannock and, Mr EU
himself, Kirkhope lean on him. If he wimps out of this I will never vote
Conservative again. Paul Kingston
I will support Mr cammeron simply because I detest labour so much. The question I
would ask all Conservatives Are you a member because you want to win an election
or Because you believe in the Conservative Philosopy? Martin Clarke
I am in favour of more women in Parliament, but only if they are there on merit. I
disagree with so many Scots voting on purely English issues when English MPs have
no say in Scottish affairs.
GB must leave EU and join EEC asap.
'Modernisation'is all very well and needed in some areas but the basic Tory beliefs
still hold good with many people what has been lacking is the ability of a leadership
to put them across with real passion and conviction.
Cameron is a good leader but he really needs to sort out his stance on certain
policies. He really doesn't know where he stands on important issues.
David is transforming the political landscape for the better!Please pass on my best
wishes for his continuing success Neville Cheek



Modernisation was long overdue, poor William Hague tried but had some awful
right wingers to contend with. Need to bring on radical reforms regarding
selerction of Parliamentary candidates if we truly want to serve BRitain as it is
today, diverse.Hopefully Europe won't bog us down, David Cameron is 110%
correct to focus on social issue type of policies BUT it will take time for the 'real
world' to believe we mean what we say!!! No quick fix
Mr Cameron comes across as someone lacking conviction and seen to be aping Blair
and cronies. The conservative party is a broad church, a party of simple, workable
and pragmatic policies which is what he should sell instead of trying to just connect
with the young like Mr Galloway for the sake of the media. More grown up politics,
although he has made a very good start. The shadow team and our MP's need to
sing from the hymn sheet and work as a team. They need to be media savvy but not
live for the media -but live and work for all the people of this great nation of ours.
The party should only promote candidates who have good motives, have a history
within the party, those who have shown dedication to the cause, not because they
are Asian, women or some other minorities. Thatâ€™s silly politics.
David Cameron is definitely on the right track and I do not think he could have
done it any other way but being socially concious - the first sign of madness is doing
the same thing over and over again and expecting different results. He has had no
option but to say many of the things he has said, even if this upsets the right wing of
the party(I consider myself to be on the right within the party)
As a member of Conservative Future and, thus, a relative new addition to the
Conservative Party it seems obvious to me that the 'modernisation' process has a
long way to go yet. There are still far too many people at the constituency level that
act as though we are a luncheon club for rich old people! They need to realise that
this party MUST represent Britain - not just the readership of Country Landowner
(fine publication that it is)... I would encourage DC to be brave - although I'm sure
he doesn't need my encouragement!
Cameron is right to believe that the Conservative brand is tarnished. But he wrong
about the reasons. The policies in which we fought the last two elections are
popular. So there is nothing to be gained by junking them. Our recent history - the
recession of the early 90s, sleaze, lack of charismatic leadership infighting, and the
Blair phenomenon - explains our failure. Cameron has the personality to be the
change. But he will get nowhere unless he fights for Conservative beliefs.
David Cameron is on the right track and we must all help keep up the momentum,
his practically daily announcements on policy stance is really grabbing people's
attention. As a member of local government I would like to hear more views on this
topic from David reflecting the services provided.
We'll see the real Cameron once Blair is out of the picture and the centre ground
becomes less crowded
Hopefully the Party will realise that to win they need to capture the disenfranchised
who do not think Europe,Immigration and Hunting are the key areas to bang on
about and only reinforces the stereotypical image. If only at grass roots level they
concentrated on corporate support rather than endless coffee mornings it would
give the financial base to fight the next election!( apsolutely nothing to do with the
issues above, but enjoyed getting it out of my system)



For the first time since 1992, we're looking like a credible party of government
again.
I feel the party should push forward united to ensure a Conservative Government
with a working majority is returned at the next election
Conservative MEPs should remain members of the EPP / ED group in the
European Parliament, it is in both our Party's and the national interest to work
with, not in isolation from, the main centre right parties in Europe. Credible
alternative options do not exist. Why on earth did David re-open this issue, it will be
divisive and will undermine his attempts to reposition the Party in the eyes of the
public.
The modernisation process is necessary for a Conservative revival; policy initiatives
such as on the environment and social justice are long over due. However, we must
not in the process lose our convictions. The surrender to Labour health service
direction and Labour's increasing dominance in the field of law and order will in
time serve to disenfranchise as many of our supporters as we gain through
'modernisation'.
Policy-making is a shambles. Cameron put the manifesto together before the last
election and then tears up virtually everything in it - which means nobody can trust
him to keep to anything he writes ir says. Setting up policy groups was a good idea -
but then Cameron makes a lot of speeches which pre-empt their work. So no one
can take the groups - or, when they emerge, their proposals, seriously. A Party
whose policies are based on spin and PR may gain in the short term but not long
term.
While I agree that it's good Cameron is moving us to the centre it is also healthy for
there to be opposition, occasionally successful, from the right. We don't want to be
ignored as Blair has ignored the Labour Party for 10 years.
Your questions are-necessarily I suppose-too limiting. Is it right to stand up to Big
Business? The only answe is -when necessary. EG the march of Tesco
Conservative policies should be about helping everyone. I am particularly
concerned about the elderly and think that Labour has let them down badly. I
would like to see Dave's Conservatives not just want to help poor people get richer,
but also be committed to those who circumstances might not alter that much - like
the elderly and mentally ill- but who we could really do good by.
My only worry would be if in order to get more women MPs they were given
preferential treatment I believe they should only get the job if they are the best
person for the job. I wouldn't ever have wanted to get a job just because I was a
woman and it filled a quota.
I'm not happy with Cameron's U turns on grammar schools, the NHS and women
candidate's on the Tory election list.
Education policy should not be driven by a choce between system A and system B.
A genuinely liberal/conservative policy should allow any type of school to be set up
and succeed of fail depending on parents' decisions to send their children there or
not.
I hope Cameron's tactics are just tactics!



It is so refreshing to hear DC ask sensible questions on PMQs and not just score
points.It means Tony Blair hasto give answers not just clever retorts.Long may it
continue!
It is importnat to build up a good momentum and profile right from the start, to
build up a reserve of goodwill if you like and put the others on the back foot. Get
this right and it puts us in a good position when things start to get a bit tougher as
we head towards an election. I will not agree with everything DC says or proposes -
I already have a problem with the grammar school stance for instance - but we
must all remember we are a team with collective responsibility to promote the
complete package. I am genuinely excited again.
I think David Cameron is turning out to be an excellent leader and what this party
needs. I look forward to the next General Election and him becoming Prime
Minister.
When stating that we would not return to grammar schools we should have made
more of the success of streaming and grant maintained status schools. All the media
concentrated on was ''the Tories are doing away with G'schools!
Theresa May is No assest to David Cameron and No assest to the Conservative
Party. Every time she appears on radio or television the urge to switch her off is
overwhelming.
Decision to leave the EPP/ED very bad, naive and illinformed decision. Shows a
fundamental misunderstanding of politics in the EU. No need to take this stance,
DC could easily have reviewed rather than take such a rigid & inflexible stance -
totally and completely at odds with other policy development working with others. I
do not want to be associated with European Fascists. Has handed Blair a great
weapon. Why do that?
David Cameron's emphasis on the end of knock-about politics is spot on and could
be one of our biggest vote-winners. I don't feel comfortable with all of his
announcements and policies but for me the ultimate yardstick is that if they do not
fly in the face of sound economic management I'll continue my support for him
I have friends that are both doctors who have always been very sceptical about
conservative policies. They made a point recently of congratulating the proposals
made within the new shadow cabinet for change within the NHS. I have also been
inundated with friends who are non-members giving praise to David Cameron's
campaign to modernise the party. Well done. Keep it up.
Cameron seems muddled in his actions, stating there will be no policy statements
and then making them, such as with grammer schools policy, we should champion
selection
CAmeron must resign,is only a source of shame.
The change of direction and tone are right and will capture the public mood. Care
needs to be taken in going to extreems 50% male/female candidates. What we need
is good candidates, people who do rather than who are. Forceing second rate female
candidates on to local parties will produce the same backlash as forceing second
rate male candidates. It may also brass off male voters who may see it as yet
another wave of discrimination. Mrs T got their on her own and Mrs Clinton may
do the same.



The results from areas that have grammar schools (unfortunately not my own area)
speak for themselves - overall better. However grammar schools could be renamed
as it is such an immotive word. I think for more than the old 25% too, maybe 40%
should go there.
The leadership has changed and the public have changed but the conduits (regional
and constituency associations) have not. They are stuffed with freemasons, old
people and self agrandisers who tread a fine line between fund raising and blatent
corruption. They are the worst models of bureacratic 'freedom' I have ever
witnessed. Mine is a lost cause.
Mr Cameron is relying on the 33% of the electorate, who always vote Conservative,
to blindly vote for him again, whilst he pursues the middle ground. He should play a
tune more fitting for their ears on occasion.
I'm very worried about the anti-European tone of Cameron & Co.'s recent
pronouncements. It seems that he is being prompted by Daniel Hannan MEP, with
whom he worked at Michael Howard's office when the latter was Home Secretary
Cameron has grasped the fact that spending years in ideologically pristine
opposition serves no purpose. The Conservative party must never lose it's appetite
for power. Half a loaf is better than no bread.
DC needsd to be careful to consider more of the implications of some of the ideas
which are coming out very rapidly. ie the proposed A list of canidates could be open
to legal challenges.
David the Conservative Terrier - snapping at Labours heels at every opportunity.
Stay off the Yah-boo and stick to facts and substantiate them. Labour are so
divorced from reality they they cannot see that the public know they are being
hoodwinked and bitterly resent it. Cash in on that. Do not regard that as a
Honeymoon period. You are a Government-in-waiting.
Some of the MPs mentioned seem ineffective. List of candidates should be on merit
not gender.
I very much enjoyed listening to David Cameron on Radio One, being interviewed
by Colin and Edith. He came across as being in touch with young people without
trying too hard to appear 'with it.'It was a far better choice than going on Big
Brother! Lots of younger voters think 'Conservative Pary' is synonomous with
'uncool,' which is tough to change. David is doing a great job but the whole party
needs to come with him!
So far so good on Cameron's campaign to rehabilitate the Tory Party. However,
becoming a little worried as to where some of his policies are taking us. Education
and the question of selection by whatever measure is one I am watching carefully. I
do not like New Labour's one size fits all ideology and am concerned that this will
become a no go area for Cameron. Asylum - he must put forward strong proposals
on its control and the safety of UK's borders. The West Lothian question
preoccupies me more than most issues in light of the education bill which will not
affect schools in Scotland. Yet, once again, Scottish MPs with Scottish constituencies
will be called upon to decide the fate of this bill although it only affects England,
Wales and NI.
Surprised there isn't mention of environmental issues as that seems to be an
important new focus.



important new focus.
I have resigned from membership of the Party because of frustration with the local
Association attitudes and apathy. I also recently e-mailed David Cameron without
achnowledgemt.
I think Cameron is doing an excellent job as leader its great to have William Hague
in the cabinet In my local association membership is growing fast since his
leadership -the first time since William Hague was leader
To belong to the European Union has not held any problems for me, but to delegate
more powers to Brussels would not be desired or changing our currency. We
appear to be putting more effort and money in for very little return.
We appear to be leaning to the left.
Somehow we must not lose sight of our traditional values. EU membership,
immigration, law and order and effective and efficient use of taxpayers money.
I believe absolutley in the direction that DC is taking the party. The short term
strategy has to be about mending the poisoned Conservative brand. The trick will
be finding a long term strategy that appeals to social liberals but has a small state
flavour. A tough trick to pull but I believe he can do it.
I am increasingly unclear what David Cameron believes on anything. His u-turn on
selection in education is one example. It smacks of We will keep good independent
schools for those of us who are better off and can afford them, and sacrifice the rest
of you to what I think is politically expedient. I hope I am wrong
As a former senior police officer I am concerned about an issue NOT on your
survey - Mr. Cameron's recent statemnets on Conservative views for the future of
policing. I believe his pronouncements were not well thought out, rushed, populist
and not practical.
Radical rethinking is needed re choice on health and education.I commend
Reform's papers on infrastructure and local government.Policy statements on I.D
cards and the police have been great.
Although I did not vote for David Cameron I believe that he has made a good start.
The Conservative Party needs to be fully together and support him.
Are these surveys designed to provoke stories of unrest amongst the membership?
I think that the most important tning is for allMPs to work as a tem. internal
bickering will undo all the improvements that have been made recently.
I think DC has shown a complete disregard for the police force in his recent
comments and this saddens me greatly.
We've never had a better chance to kick out the Labour government. We need to
keep modernising - and preferably get rid of the racist/sexist old timers who are out
of touch with the country, there are too many in the party. David Cameron is a
winner - he just needs to avoid the Blair mistake of being all things to all people.
The country will see through that. Roll on the next election!
Odd to rule out at the start of the education policy review the introduction of more
grammar schools. Not clear why other parts of the country cannot have a mix of
generally good grammar and other schools as in eg the London Borough of Sutton.
The Party needs to appeal to a younger generation; they need to have policies that
are relevant and of importance to them so gaining their interest and support.



By poor in earlier question I refer only to the working poor who are taxed into a
state of dependence by Gordon Brown - I could never support an increase in
benefits and the dependency culture that goes with it. Also, I concede that politically
correct candidate selection may be good politics in the short term, but in the long
term will only add to the sense of disillusionment the electorate have with politicians
in general; for that reason it is bad politics. If the Conservative Party isn't prepared
to pick the best candidate regardless of their sex (or indeed regardless of any
quality other that their ability or perceived ability), then who is? Or, to put it
anither way, I am more interested in what I believe is good for the country than
whether David Cameron achieves his ambition to become prime-minister - would
that he was too.
No comments
I hope David Cameron is in PR mode with many of his declared policies. I will
reserve judgement on him as leader until I see what actions follow.
We are essentially asking: Does the Conservative Party know where it's coming
from anymore, and where it is going to? If not, then it needs to make up its mind
what its raison dâ€™etre is - and if it's not Conservativism, then get out of the way
and let someone or something else take up the banner.
At last! We are in the 21st century. But we will need to show there is some meat in
the sandwich.
The leader is the leader but the other members of the front bench should be more
visible than at present
Has William Hague disappeared?
We have make sure that we garner the support of women and the business people
It's one thing to 'have no policies' while a review is in progress ... quite another to be
ruling out options on the way.
A quota for female candidates is exactly the sort of PC nonsense Conservatives
traditionally abor. Cameron is running the party well, but in a Tony Blair 'it's all
about me' style, we've seen nothing of the other shadow cabinet, and all his quotes
are along the lines of I believe, not we.
Local Goernment finance needs a thorough overhaul.
Under no circumstances should we abandon most of our previous policies, just to
meet the aspirations of our new leader,without reference to our membership. In
doing so there is a great risk that a very large number of our membership will
quickly become disallusioned, in that many of our policies which we all previously
supported (Europe & Immigration for example)are now suddenly abandoned out of
hand just for political convenience.
I am extremely concerned that having said he will set up a number of review groups
to review all the policy options, he seems to be closing off options before these
groups have have had a chance even to begin work. Furthermore the options he is
closing off, are those which would bring great benefits to the British people if
implemented.

DC's commitment to supporting Blair's school reform legislation is worrying. that
TB is likely to throw a bone to his backbenchers in the form of a more prescriptive
Code of Practice on Admissions, possibly with the force of law. I don't think DC has
shown any awareness of the disastrous impact of this on voluntary aided schools,
particularly faith schools, nor can I see any evidence that he would care very much.



shown any awareness of the disastrous impact of this on voluntary aided schools,
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I don't think we should close the door on the 'grammar school' issue. They are a
good way for poor but academically gifted chrn to get up the ladder. I don't want us
to close any grammar schools, but hold on to those we already have.
DC has to understand that the reforming the EU is simply not possible; there is no
institutional mechanism to do so when many countries remain fundamentally and
enduingly opposed to Britain's vision. He must give the country the chance to vote
on a proposal for a new relationship with the EU which involves free trade,
fullnational democracy and friendly co-operation with European countries, but in
which we are outside the EU itself.
I am worried that Mr Cameron is turning away from Conservative policies,
particularly on immigration. I'm sure that when our MP, David Burrowes, was
elected, immigration was important. Someone should stand up for the hard-
working, law-abiding members of society. I thought that was what the
Conservatives did.
Not really hearing enough from other members of the shadow cabinet, except for
David Cameron.
I think David is doing well but am worried that he will run out of proposals.
I don't think this is particularly helpful to anyone! I did not vote for Mr Cameron
(my first choice was Liam Fox.) I admire his handling of himself at PMQT, but I am
worried that he is too much like Tony Blair and less like a Conservative. There is a
serious risk of civil unrest through Islamic terrorism, lawlessness on the streets,
increase of violent crime. The covering over of Southern England with housing
estates, Council Tax money being shifted from South to North, the politicisation of
the Police Force, the surrender of independence to the EU and so on and so on. I am
prepared to accept that Mr Cameron may be playing a very clever game, but if the
price of geting the Conservatives reelected is to throw out all our distinctive values;
what is the point? Might as well vote for Tony or Ming-because at the moment Mr
Cameron could be mistaken for either of them!! John Winlow Town Councillor
I'm very pleased with how David Cameron is doing. But I think his advisors on
policy need to be sure of what they are saying and what he is saying. Especially for
Prime Ministers Questions. Since this week Blair seemed to wrongfoot Cameron on
policy issues. So I think that more homework needs to be done before Questions
because Blair will try to mislead, and point score.
Time alone will tell whether the initial momentum established by David Cameron
will be maintained. I fear him moving too far to the centre and becoming a
politically correct Blair clone. He should continue his forensic examination of, and
attack on Chancellor Brown, but also watch his back for disloyal conservative back
benchers who are quite comfortable with sitting on the opposition benches.
Mr Cameron must not abandon our core vote.UKIP could pick votes up from us.
We should be committed to abolishing the Welsh assembly



I do not like us to be too copying the New Labour. We are better than they are.
Even the NHS was first conceived by Winston Churchill! We have to prove we can
and will do it all better, with STRICT FINANCIAL CONTROLS/REDUCTION on
civil service costs.expansion, and
David has given clear leadership and direction to the Party. We needed to move
away from what were perceived as elitish policies on Grammer Schools, Private
Health Care issues. However there needs to be more consultatioin with local
government groups for their views on policy developemnt.
Make a commitment to take away the managerspeak culture that is infecting our
hospitals & other services like a disease. Spend these waste of time management
consultant salaries on more nurses, doctors, teachers, police, instead.
I have on a number of occasions brought to your attention the word disabled but do
not see it mentioned here. As I am semi disabled it does matter to me.
We should stand up for what is right in education. Grammars provide an
irreplaceable ladder for talented disadvantaged children to climb, and needn't be
discriminatory if we have a flexible, choice-filled school system with specialist
schools, vocational schools, academies providing individualised education. This
requires schools controlling their own admissions.
THERE IS NO SURER WAY TO RAISE UP THE GIFTED CHILDREN OF THE
POOR THAN TO EXPAND GRAMMAR SCHOOLS. AS ONE WHO WENT TO
A GRAMMAR SCHOOL BUT WOULD NOW BE AT A 'BOG STANDARD'
COMPREHENSIVE , I AM VERY ANGRY THAT MR. CAMERON CAN'T SEE
THIS - OR ,WORSE, CAN SEE IT BUT IS TOO FRIGHTENED TO SAY SO.
We still have miles to go before we regain the 30 - 45 age group. David has made a
great start, but after 20 years of sledging from the left on the line of Tories don't
care, it's going to take time.
As to whether they are on the right course, it depends on their intended destination.
If they want to win the next election, they are on the right track. If they want
ideologically sound politics, then they are not.
My one regret was DC's pre-Election commitment to force his MEPs to leave the
EPP. I think this was an ill thought out sop to the mindless anti European element
at large. I have been assured by my local MP, Anne Milton, that DC's declaration of
affection to the NHS et al will not mean a return to the quizzling one nation
socialism of the pre 1981 Tory party. I hope that this is so! Otherwise a more than
promising start. Roll on 2009!!
When asking about performance of, say, the Shadow Cabinet please try to be more
speific in your questions. It will not be the opinion of Party members which will
make the difference at the next Gen. Election but the reaction of the general public.
I answered the question based on my level of awareness of the job-holder, other
respondents will have taken a different tack.
What is wrong with sticking to at least some of our principles? We cannot be all
things to all men. I do not agree with Conservative MPs saving Blair's Education
White Paper - it is a mess & we should produce our own school policy. Europe is
still deeply unpopular, please reflect this when developing policies/speeches.



One of David Cameron's first concrete announcements was that Conservative
MEPs would leave the EPP. It is disappointing that this has not yet happened and
makes one wonder if and when it will happen.
The 50% man and women ratio is ridiculous! Everyone should be taken on their
individual merits not their sex, gender, religion or race. I am extremely unhappy as
to his policy on grammar schools, they are not for the elite as new labour would
have us believe it has definitely made me question my allegiance to the party.
I think that David Cameron is showing true mettle and changing the party for the
good. I wish him well in his task of changing the old party dinasaurs and look
forward to him becoming Prime Minister
I personally believe that by the current trend of Cameron's 'modernisation' we are
losing the fundamental core of what it is to be the Conservative Party. He may be
bringing us closer to a general election victory, but I'd rather not be in power at all
than be in power and not ourselves anymore.
I believe all women should go on the Candidates list on merit. Encourage them to
come forward but not do a 50/50 list. This is just as bad as Labour not allowing men
to stand in certain Constituencies. It is an insult to women to think they have to
have preferential treatment like this. If we are good enough, constituencies will
choose us.
I know of bright children who have been betrayed by the lack of proper, selective
grammar schools in their area, and feel very strongly that dumbing down to
Labour's policy of an equal lack of opportunity for all is not only wrong, it is
immoral.
I am delighted that David Cameron has decided to highlight issues such as global
poverty and the environment, but he needs to deepen his own knowledge in these
areas to carry conviction. I am disappointed that he has ruled out debate on areas
such as academic selection, health service funding and patients passports and I
think that he is unwise to attack big business - there are quite enough people
already doing that and he will need their support if he wants to succeed.
I agree with David Cameron's comment about judging Conservative Policies by
their effect on the poor in so far as I think that this is one important criterion, I
don't think it's the only important criterion. It was a relatively good sound bite,
though. I was very unhappy about Oliver Letwin's comments about the
redistribution of wealth.
I read the Telegraph and watch the news but the only time I have been conscious of
David Cameron is at PM's Question
I live in Jersey which is not part of the UK but until the next elections in London
remain a Conservative Councillor. I was first elected in 1966.
Mr Cameron is easing himself in and taking his time to adjust. He is fortunate that
the socialists are scoring a series of own goals, but must look towards taking the
duties of the Opposition back from the media.
Not convinced that it is essential to have a 50 /50 split in parliamentary (men
/women) candidates A list. i think its more important to select the best candidates
available whichever sex.



We need to say something about the unfairness of Council Tax. Gordon Brown is
using it to put taxes up while allowing Blair to say that he has kept his promise of no
increase in tax. There is silence on the matter of the government's stealth cuts to
local authorities social service budgets.
There was nothing wrong with grammar schools. They gave an outstanding
education to poorer children.
David Cameron must keep the momentum going and be forceful when dealing with
Tony Blair on all issues. The country needs good principles and determination and
the Conservatives must put this into practise. We need the old Churchillian way, to
be a united coutry again.
I am trusting David Cameron and his team to create up to date policies, which will
achieve the positive results of previous sound Conservative Government policies. eg
Grammar Schools, smaller government, less taxation and a more efficient health
service.
The suggestion that 50% of candidates should be women is not treating candidates
on merit and that has always been Conservative policy after all we had a woman
Prime Minister and she won on merit. I do not see Francis Maude or any other men
on the Sahdow cabinet giving up their seat to allow a woman to take their place. I
reamin firmly of the belief that people should be chosen simply on merit and not for
any other reason.
I particularly dislike David Cameron's policies on the environment. I think it is an
error to follow advice from the environmentalists in this area.
David Cameron is throwing the baby out with the bath water and trying to be all
things to all men, this is wrong. We do not wan't (or need) another Tony Blair but
we should remain true to our principles. We must remember that we won more
votes overall in the last general election but Labour have Scotland and Wales plus
skewed electoral boundaries in their favour. That's where the change is needed!
Private Eye points out that DC's speech to the CPS on 8/11/05 said in short we need
to campaign for capitalism. On 1/1/06 in the MoS he said I don't believe in 'isms'.
Words like communism, socialism, capitalism and republicanism all conjure up one
image in my mind: extremism. Let's be kind and say a little consistency would be
nice. Does he still subscribe to the CWF values he signed up to when seeking our
votes?
Under David there is genuine hope of extending the support for the party, not just
bolstering up the support of that core 30% In the 1997 election Labour had the
slogan of 'opportunity for the many not privilege for the few'. Until we persuade
people that we are not just out for privilege for the few we will not win.
I very much approve David Cameron's move away from yahoo politics.
As a director of a primary care trust I can tell you that the NHS is in serious
financial trouble and the situation can only get worse. In the circumstances I think
it was extremely unwise of D.C. to rule out any funding of the NHS in the long term
from sources other than general taxation.

David Cameron is not the right person to lead the party at any time, He will not be
the next prime minister. I strongly object to his comments about multui culturism. I
cannot think of one thing which has been improved by immigration. Michael
Howard was right on immigration ( and many other issues such as Grammar
Schools ) David Cameron is SO wrong. Im seriously thinking of leaving the party



Howard was right on immigration ( and many other issues such as Grammar
Schools ) David Cameron is SO wrong. Im seriously thinking of leaving the party

David Cameron is playing the game and has just created a cheap replica of new
labour. He has simply dropped longstanding conservative commitments
Do not forget the pensioners!
I no longer agree with party policy. This is a good sign as it shows the party at last
has a chance of being elected.
I think education should be for everyone whatever your background. David brings
a fresh outlook on a number of issues. There are exciting times ahead so Mr Blair
and Mr Brown are in for tough time
We have to be careful in moving to the centre ground. I know of several people now
who are saying that the Conservative party is NO LONGER their party and as a
result have resigned their membership or have refused to continue being one of our
workhorses(Ie A leaflet deliverer) You must bring in some policies on immigration
and Tax( Such as abolishing CGT ot raising the threshold of Inheritance tax to Â£1
Million) to appeal to the old right of centre brigade.We cannot afford to lose their
support and votes.
In my view Cameron would have done well to try to destroy the consensus that
education is a social issue, best discussed in terms of impact on class, economic
mobility etc. At the same time he could have squashed suggestions that education is
about preparing people for employment. That would then give him a platform for
saying that current academic education is the modern equivalent of woodwork.
While recognising that we need to attract younger people to support us it must be
recognised that the current volunteer force is largely over 60. Too many of the
statements being made are denigrating the past, especially Thatcher, and risk
alienating this very important group of workers. Without the current volunteers we
won't have the messengers to deliver the local messages and bring in new people.
Think a good start is being made but it is clear that DC and team will need to be
much more specific about their vision and policies in the near future - not
something that can wait 18 months. Politics remains unengaging for many people
who only seem energised by elections/ disputes/arguments.
The Conservative party is largely irrelevant in Scotland because of its anglocentric
stance on matters concerning Scotland like Fishing. Why was there little or no
support for pulling out of the CFP?
Just at the very moment when even Blair (plus a few others in the Labour party)
seems to be moving at least in the general direction of common sense on education
and health (voucher-system-by-any-other-name; autonomy for hospitals, with
bigger role for private sector), Cameron chooses to sell the pass in order to get the
technocrats and press luvvies who control our national institutions onside! This is
VERY disappointing....
Cameron is a Liberal Socialist not a Tory.
The Conservatives have far to go to be credible
im proud of david cameron saying he wants the conservatives in europe to leave the
epp as the are led by overpowering germans only interested in lineing their pockets.



It was sharp practice for David Cameron to dodge all questions about his policies
during the hustings and then to come out with a steady stream of policy
announcements once elected. One suspects that he knew that his policies would not
win him support from the members at large. A number of our local members have
threatened to switch their allegiance to a more right wing party - the Liberals!
Some extremely difficult decisions need to be taken internally within our great
party, and DC has only just begin. We certainly must unite behind him, but also
unite behind each other. Since 1997 we have been at each others throats: we need to
set out a clear, thought-provoking agenda which enthuses the nation. Finally we
have the potential for victory and not before time!
David Cameron has made a very good start but we need to see more input from the
rest of the Shadow Cabinate.
Candidates lists should be decided on merit not on sex, colour or any other issue in
order to change the demongraphics. The party should embrace a culture that is a
true meritocracy. If there is seen to be a bias in any direction, those individual
decisions should be challenged rather than a forced balance imposed. God forbid
that we should create Cameron's chicks (a la Blair's babes). We need the best
people and we mustn't risk anything less than that just to be PC.
I was a disatisfied that during David Cameron's campaign he was not more honest
and up front about his past experiences. I also believe he needs to work hard to be a
good leader with so little political experience.
I just hope that david cameron does not surround himself with only young
advisors,he also needs some older more experienced people around him. its no good
claiming the centre ground voters only to lose all those who voted conservative in
the past
Big Business. Some care is needed with sweeping statements such as 'standing up to
Big Business'. There are some big businesses which care only about profits but not
all big businesses deserve to be tarred with the the same brush. Some contribute to
the community and deserve praise. Lets hear it for the good guys.
As a eurorealist, I agree with the policies on the Euro and the Constitution and no
other party that is likely to gain power at Westminster, will bring about these
issues. I believe voters are aware of the Regulations and Decisions that eminate
from Brussels and are enacted into our law without any imput form Westminster. I
would therefore like to see the Party campaigning for an amendment to S.2 of the
EECAct1972 that would stop Regs. and Decisions passing into UK law UNLESS
approved by debate and vote in Westminster as being good for the UK.
Our new leader has given our party a new breath of fresh air which it needed. We
need to look forward not back.
The Conservative party will remain largely unelectable until it looses the blue rinse
brigade image the public has of its supporters. We must get more supporters and
candidates we are not of central office mode. But all candidates should be selected
by their constituences and not forced on or by off icers of the associations and
should be chosen strictly on merit. Otherwise we will end up with the dimwits Tony
Blair has to put up with and the country will suffer.
I would like to see more women in parliament but do not agree with positive
discrimination.



discrimination.
It is foolish for the Conservative Party to seek to appear a pale imitiation of Labour.
Where is the clear blue water that will encourage the electorate to desert the
meretricious New Labour ?
I think that to rule out the creation of any more grammar schools sends a signal
that the Conservative party is echoing the Govt's policy of ruling out any selection
in education. Not only does this deny parents a choice but denies voters the choice of
an alternative to the present disaster in education.
I went to a large Public School in 1931/35 and it had five streams in the fourth and
Remove forms in all major subjects..I was in the topstream in most, but when
dropped down (as happened) even now I remember the urge to work to go up !
The Conservative Party is on the wrong track and is now collaborating with many
of the policies that are destroying freedom and the very soul of Britain.
Cameron's focus on helping the poor is a must. This has to become the litmus test
for all new Conservative proposals. The Tories will always be on the right, but
Cameron knows that in order to become popular they have to appeal to people in
the 'centre'. This is essential if we are going to win back my generation which was
brought up to believe that the Tories were evil.
There is still a LONG way to go, but at last there is SOMEONE leading the
Conservative Party who makes me inclined to get involved in politics again. I
haven't felt like doing ANYTHING to help the Conservatives since leaving
university in 1997 but want to do all I can to make sure David Cameron is living at
No 10 Downing Steet and NOT Gordon Brown after the next election.
Cameron was a good choice for us; I preferred Davis' policies, but I do believe
Cameron will get us into power in 2009. Regards, Alex Hudson
(kent.boy@gmail.com)
Looks Cameron is looking to dismantle almost everything Maggie has done to put
the UK on the right track.
I think that David Cameron must reverse his stated policy on MEPs leaving the
EPP/ED Group in the European Parliament, as that would be disastrous for our
MEPs
Yes we do need to modernise the party but we do not need to mimick new labour.
Future candidates for selection to represent the party should be selected on their
merits and not to fulfil a perceived quota in competition to the other parties. U turn
on policy if we must but only on sound principles and reasoning.
lesson to the voters & what they won,t the party to do when in power / no. 10. As no
X on voting paper for the conservtive MPS MEANS NO POWER
David Cameron was elected to lead the Conservative Party, but now he seems to be
running for the Liberal Democrat leadership. If he wins that election, will he resign
as leader of the Conservative Party, or does he intend to merge the two posts?
On Aid to the Third World beware of the errors of Bob Geldorf and his ilke for the
policy review



It is very important that the Conservative Party always considers the impact of
policies on the poor, but that should not necessarily always be the main
consideration. Candidates should be selected solely on the basis of merit - not
gender, ethnicity or any human characteristic over which the individual has no
control. So-called positive discrimination is morally indefensible and will ultimately
be seen as such; leave that to parties who do not respect the individual.
This blog is great for its independent thought and analysis, and I'd hate to see it
degenerate into a puppet-like voice for the party, no matter its leader
We must not lose sight of our roots in a race to modernise for modernisation's sake.
I read of the possibility of bringing back conscription to the armed forces for young
offenders. A very good idea that is long overdue. Why was it not in the survey?
After all it is David Cameron`s idea. A good on too.
The Conservative party has to be more clear as to why the working class should
vote for them. Alot of people still see politics as left and right and poor versus rich.
It is absolutely vital that the MEPs remain within the EPP-ED Group, otherwise
they will forfeit not only their influence (chairmanships etc)and funding, but also
their relatively high standing in the Parliament, especially if they are drawn into
any form of alliance with the extreme Right members in any way. This will at a
stroke lose them respect, power to change policies, and international goodwill, all of
which are necessary if the UK is to exert any influence on decision-making in the
EU.
David Cameron has the right instincts, but he needs to realise being more focused
on issues like public sector reform, helping those on low incomes, and the
environment require a distinctive Conservative approach rather than always
adopting New Labour's reasoning. That said, it is better to be politically too close to
the centre and win with some useless mushy policies in the manifesto, (such as being
flaky on school choice), than be politically too far out to the right and lose on the
basis of right wing policies which aren too extreme and are poorly thought out in
any case (i.e. the patient's passport).
The list of 50% men and women it depends who is the best candidate in each
constituency and its not always possible to divide that equally. So a good man or
good woman could be turned away becuase you had already filled the quota for that
gender
Secondary Schools should be free of LA control and free to set their own admissions
policy.
Grammar schools produce the best results and therefore we should have more. He
is wrong on ID cards and needs to be tough on immigration (there are over 1m
illegals here who should be removed) immigrants should sign a contract with
Britain and if they commit crime must be removed. Our island must not be a haven
for criminals, we need laws like USA who will not allow criminals to enter e.g Mark
Thatcher!!!
I think David Cameron made a huge mistake in saying that he would draw up short
lists favouring women. We want to get jobs, etc, not because we are women but
because we have the ability to do the job properly. I think he says what he thinks
people want to hear!



Times change. He is being too emphatic.
David cameron is I believe the best thing to happen to the party since 1975. He is
fresh, energetic, enthusiastic, can more than hold his own in the despatch box and
can certainly drag the party into the 21st century without sacrificing core ideals
which make the party what it is. I would like him to go much further tackling the
mire of PC we find the UK to be in.
I regret David Cameron's rejection of Thatcherism esp. after subscribing to its
principles via Conservative Way Forward during the leadership election. He lacks
passion at PMQs and although rejecting Punch & Judy should remember there is
no show without Punch (or punch. There is more to winning an election than taking
his tie off.
I believe The U.K. smells a change. No More words, no more lies. Ladies and
Gentlemen. The Conservatives - have arrived. Let us rebuild our United Nation.
David Cameron is on the right track. Labour stole our ground in 1997, we take it
back as well as being prepared to look after the needs of those less
fortunate.Conservatives must be synonymous with being compassionate!
Good progress but the right wing should not be forgotten
Selection of candidates by gender/race is discriminatory in any form .Select by
ability;or we may end up like my constituancy(held by Labour)with a lame duck M
P WHO IN THE LAST 8 YEARS HAS ASKED ONE QUESTION.Forcing
candidates on constituancy associations will cause the death of the same .
Considering recent policy statements are we in danger of veering too much to the
centre?
The questions are a little tightly drawn. For example, I was unable to say on the
Candidates List issue that I think we need a special list but I do not think the
proportions are right and I think we need a list that takes into account social
backgrounds. Therefore, my answer to that question is not the full picture.
Could have asked about Camerons shadow cabinted appointments as well.
I strongly disagree with pushing for more women MP's just for the sake of it. It
must be the best person for the job. I was recently on the selection panel for our
new MP where a woman was eventually selected. Despite her promises otherwise,
she is unreliable and does not live or spend enough time in the constituency due to
family committments. This would not have happened with a man.
It is vogue to be Tory again. People are secretly conservative, but they are just
simply afraid to admit it. Now we have a team and leader to make the public openly
admit it. Good Luck, not that you will need it.
I feel it is somewhat too early to pass an opinion on Shadow Cabinet members
I am very impressed with DC and am very excited about our prospects of getting
into power
Since the tory party is now in favour of positive discrimination, perhaps it should
consider drawing up a list of white working class candidates for the next election.
As David Cameron himself said Most people in the conservative party are white
middle class men. Then he said we need more black and women candidates(fair
enough), but surprise surprise no working class ones. It's enough to give you a
complex guvnor!



In the last 2 months, Tony Blair has virtually guaranteed to lose the next election.
Why ? Reorganisations threaten peoples' jobs - who won't then vote for you.
Education, the NHS, Police, Local Government employing millions of people are to
be reorganised. The job blight in Local Government is literally tangible - I know - I
am a senior Conservative Councillor.
Grammar schools gave a different type of education suitable to different abilities. I
do not think that we should go back but should establish something similar to the
old bi-lateral schools. All pupils went to the same school but had a curriculum
suited to their ability and needs.
Think you need to think very seriously about your education policy. As portfolio
holder for childrens services I am very worried that the LA is very likely to lose
what little control it has now with schools and standards in schools would fall
dramatically. The L.A. is there for schools at the moment when they get a bad
ofsted report and to support schools in providing improvements in curriculum
standards. At the moment your policy does not support the Local Authority but this
could be very detrimental in letting a few good schools thrive but many schools
continue to fail pupils.
Absolutely essential to get out of the EU but in the meantime let's get out of EPP AT
ONCE.
it was fine.
I feel advertising an A list might be devisive in that candidates who have already
fought a seat unsuccessfully might decide not to fight another seat if they cannot get
onto the A list.
A splendid start - quite right to stress the need to help the poor. Like Disraeli. I
disagree about ID cards. My French friends who have them wonder what the fuss is
about. Are their liberties infringed or ours by holding driving licences. It would
help to stop the 100,000 foreign health tourists. I don't want him to go soft on
immigration - we don't have the space. Also he should attack the PC culture.
Grammar schools produce some of the best results in the country both for grammar
and high schools it was an opportunity missed to go back on his support for them
He needs to look again at the organisation of the party, ie the grass roots bit, which
began before his election.
I agree that leader should consult to grass root members before any announcement.
I am dissapointed with where politics is currently heading. This shift to the centre
by all parties is unhealthy. We should not be ashamed of, or deny the party's
traditional roots and beliefs. We may be closer to a conservative victory now but it
is not a conservative party I would be proud to be a member of.
Mr Cameron must be careful not to disown all the Conservative Party philosophy
and not to copy much of the disastrous and corrupt behaviour of the present
government.
Glad to see David Cameron leaving behind the hand 'em and flog 'em rhetoric and
returning to the commitment to social justice championed by Iain Duncan Smith.
Hope he doesn't follow the last 3 leaders in returning to strengthening the core vote.
I have resigned from the party...operative from February 1st 2006. Apart from a
short lapse when we had a disloyal local representative,I have been a member since
the 1950's!



the 1950's!

I am much opposed to any weakening of the rights and powers of constituency
associations caused by positive strengthening of the Party Centre. The failed
attempt to strip Party members of their voting rights in the election of Party leader
was,in my view, very misguided.All attempts to strengthen the Centre at the
expense of weakening local associations should be fiercely resisted. Peter Baker
I have NEVER witnessed such a well orgaised shadow cabinet. They are on the
radio all the time TALKING SENSE...Forcibly! I am 64 B U T people of like age
should adopt MY forward thinking positive support for DAVID ~ Who has got IT!
They must change their thinking, their image~ GET REAL! Let DAVID loose on
them. We need THEIR vote in all weathers!!
There is only so much mileage in the Conservative Party sucking up to 'Guardian'
readers. Present a fresh image by all means. However, jettisoning the timeless
truths about small government and low taxes is a sure way of confusing voters and
saddling ourselves with 'Heathite' policies that will only confuse voters and do as
much damage now as they did in the 1970s.
Apparently ruling out reform on education and health and supporting the failing
status quo is disappointing. Radical reform is needed in these areas.
I think that David Cameron is just what we need as a leader. We need to get away
from the idea that you have to be old and wrinkly to be a Conservative. I am 56 and
probably one of the youngest people in our associatin. I hope to improve on that as
the Chairman.
1. I believe that cameron should support Nuclear Power 2. I am a big fan of
Cameron's support of a small buisness - competitive economy 3. I am in favour of
selection is schools, but to be honest the grammar school argument is redundant.
Streaming and setting is just as good.
Until the issue of leaving the EU and imigration is addressed I will not vote for the
Concervative Party. I was a life long supporter. Brin Jenkins
another biased survey
How many political parties can fit on to a pin-head? Where is the 'clear blue water'.
Keep heads down and work out policies. Hide your clothes until general election
time then produce the WOW factor which should contain A commitment to flat tax
/ Council tax not based on property values / Abolish income tax for those on State
Pension.
At present David Cameron has the ear of the public media which are attentive to
what he says. It is rash to make quick policy pronouncements before the intended
Conservative policy commisions have studied the problems in depth. These
statements will be remembered and may restrict his freedom of action when
eventually the commision reports are submitted.
Hoping for 50/50 men & womwen is a pipe dream and if it is enforced will be
counterproductive
william haigh should be talking of all the waste in europe, david willets should be
reminding prescott that times have changed since he took the 11 plus, that if pupils
fail one exam it is not the end of everything there is further education, open
university etc



university etc

I think it's a dreadful shame that Conservative principles are being replaced by
spin and piffle. The problem is not with traditional Conservative principles, it's
with how they've been presented. Sadly, under Cameron, both the principles and
the presentation are being compromised. Change how it's said, but don't change the
message.
I am glad that David Cameron has started off running. I think it important to make
any big changes in policy now so that the electorate can get used to the new ideas
well ahead of the next General Election.
listen to the people, they have been saying for years that the uk should leave the EU
the two parties that have been in power have nearly broke the country. If you were
in power you would be no more than clerks passing on the message from Brussels.
I don't know anymore if the Conservative party is my natural home - I've voted for
them since 1983 (when 18). I am a social conservative.
I am worried that Mr. Cameron is a little too far to the left and abandoning some
good right wing policies.
It is early days to comment on most of the shadow cabinet in their current roles.
Most of those I have said dont know have not featured significantly in any news
stories since Cameron's victory.
David Cameron is setting an agenda for the Conservatives to govern the future
from the here and now and not from the past. We are in the 21st century and have
to look and think like a party fit for the 21st century. The fundamental principles
are not being changed or eroded. Conservatives look towards personal autonomy,
where this does not interfere with other individuals rights to self direct, next best is
local autonomy with the decisions over how we live our lives, taken as close to the
people that they directly affect as possible. Central control should seek to hold on to
the minimum, being present only where national co-ordination truly is a must.This
is a fundamental principle, trusting and respecting individuals and communities to
self-direct, while providing a safety net for the vulnerable. Dr Bruce Pollington
Although I sympathise with the necessity to recruit more women candidates, I don't
think it can be as arbitrary to have 50%men/50% women - the most important
factor is the individual's ability to be a good MP.
Re candidates I think the best should be chosen regardless of gender. I am not keen
on being too green - it's usually over-expensive and may not be based on a really
informed point of view, namely nuclear power is the way to go and windfarms are a
blot on many landscapes. Too many would be needed to make a real difference
anyway.
We have anotherleader who forgets that all the best ideas come from the
membership and the biggest mistakes from the center being out of touch.
I have two problems with David Camerons approach. First he is trying to fight the
next war like the last one ie froth and spin. Secondly he is prepared to say anything
or adopt any policythat he feels will appeal to the floating voter with scant regard
for the core conservative vote which he will take for granted.We need some
powerful people to manage this man or I fear we will soon not recognise our party.



Re selection 0f Candidates, The best should be chosen irrespective of sex.
I think it is vitally important that the Conservatives do NOT publicize any new
policies that are practical and innovative, because if they do the policy/idea will
instantly be pinched by the present party in power! Waffle, and unspecific ideas are
fine if not very satisfying, because there is nothing that T Tony can pinch.
Sometimes I think that Mr. Cameron is aware of this problem, hence his slightly
bland, ameliorating ideas, which are probably designed to trawl the broadest
groups of voters. Even though this is undoubtedly very necessary, he mustn't forget
his core voters. I am glad I don't have his task!
Our policies and presentation of them must appeal to ordinary people.We must lose
the snobby attitude that prevails in some associations, often these same individuals
are doing damage to our public image by constantly acting publicly in this
manner.Lose this image and we will prevail.
I think David Cameron is leading by example when he says his child might go to a
state school. Segregation at an early age is one of the curses of the British education
system. Until the cabinet (at least) use state schools they will always be making it
good enough for them but that's all. Similarly, if we have an NHS at all, it should be
good enough for everybody and allowing health insurance as tax deductible must
ultimately be pulling resources away from the NHS.
I thing we should test our policies against how they will affect residents of the UK. I
think there should be as wide a choice of education provision as it is possible to
provide.
I believe that by the time of the next election, when/if the full enormity of the cost to
us has become apparent, we could win by proposing actual withdrawal from
Europe altogether.
David Cameron has started very well but it will take time and consistency to win
voters.
Whilst I agree that a move to the centre ground of British politics is the way the
party should be going, I would hate to see a total abandonment of core Conservative
values. The centre ground is certainly where elections are won, but the danger of
appearing too Liberal will not, in my opinion, win support amongst grassroots Tory
party members such as myself. I have been a supporter of the party for nearly 20
years now, and will remain Conservative through and through, but I am slightly
concerned as to the language the party is currently talking and hope that we do not
stray too far from where we have come from. The direction is correct, it is the
distance of travel that we should be cautious about.
Politics is partly about winning ideas with good argument, even if they are initially
unpopular. I get the impression Dave C isn't brave enough to do what he thinks is
the right decision for the country and perhaps not the party.
David Cameron is doing a fantastic job tactically, but I am increasingly concerned
by his right-on, unConservative sound bites.
We are at last seeing the Conservative party making the government be accountable
and making news headlines in the papers. Keep on going - a lot of hard work to do
but with the right people in the key positions we can win



Infrastructure wise, we need to talk about getting hubs (I.E. A Headquarters) for
every town and cities were supporters/activists can meet and help organise
deliveries of 'In Touches' ETC. and coordinate with agents. This certainly needs to
be done in Brighton for the 3 constituencies - I Know this from personal experience
from the last general election because the conservatives sold their HQ for approx
Â£150,000 to help pay for the campaign. Very unfortunately Nick Boles the PPC for
Hove lost by about 400 votes. This is what I mean by structural problems - what are
they going to do next time around? Also If Mr Cameron is going to win in the next
general election, we need to WIN and HOLD council seats especially in towns like
Manchester, Liverpool and the midlands areas to help spread our 'Compassionate
Conservatism'
Cameron seems willing to betray any conservative principle in order to win a
general election. It may work but the victory will be pointless.
How can you answer questions such as: What best describes your response to David
Cameronâ€™s suggestion that the Conservative Party should stand up to big
businessâ€_? with the multiple choice given? Big Business is generally a result of
statist monopoly. Is Cameron going to fight Big Government with even bigger
Government? I suspect so..... God help us all.
I think David Cameron is doing an excellent job, and I am really seeing a difference
in my friends' perception of the party as a result. I know a number of traditional
left wingers who have voted Labour for the last 3/4 elections who have volunteered
that they will vote conservative next time. This is a huge achievement and shows
what a breath of fresh air Cameron's approach has been.
It would be a good idea to have some of the shadow cabinet making the policy
pronouncements not solely David Cameron. We do not know if what he is saying
has the full support of his colleagues.
The creation of a selection process for candidates that does not positively select the
best candidate regardless of sex, race, education at Oxford or Cambridge, wealth,
fame and other made up criteria is desperately depressing for those who have voted
Conservative because they believed them to be the party of opportunity for all.
David Cameron has not thought about keeping his tried and faithful in his quest for
new voters.
David Cameron is doing exactly what he said he would do in his leadership
camapign. Nobody should be surprised. He is controlling the news agenda now is a
way not seen for many years. The shadow ministers actually seem to be speaking
with passion and actually believe in the new direction
An energetic charismatic but serious minded leader at last! He now needs to use his
team as a team to the full, to LEAD and get amongst all his activists and strike
terror into the hearts of the government.
The 'A' list of Candidates for selection should be made on ability, regardless of sex,
ethnic origin, age etc. The young who apply should be given reasons for refusal and
encouragement to try again.
Go Cameron.

Basically, I think David Cameron and team have made a good start towards
showing the way towards better government for all in our country through
Conservative ideals of empowering people over central bureaucracy.



Conservative ideals of empowering people over central bureaucracy.

We MUST have more young people involved actively at grassroots.
Modernising does not mean pandering to wishy washy politically correct ideology.
There are certain truths which remain truth whatever time we are in and although
it may get votes and be trendy to follow them we must be careful to stick to
principles that have a very long term outlook. One issue, the list of 50% male and
female candidates for me is a very negative way to modernise. In much the same
way we have seen the government try to artificially bring about social reform.
However, surely any form of positive discrimination holds back the true progress of
genuine social development of our society. I think that we have seen that forced
change brings about resentment and disorder. However, I do feel that David
Cameron is selling the idea of a modern thinking and acceptible Conservative Party
in a way which no other leader has managed to do before. Please do remember
though that while we need to get more votes in order to win we must not alienate
our present suporters, many of whom are too old (with respect) to be able to take on
board some modern ideas very easily.
Education is very sensative. We have 1 very good Grammar School in our area, the
other schools offer no real future for the children - not enough subjects and not
enough teachers so selection is necessary, the unlucky ones fail. We bus hordes of
kids around the county at great expense, if only theu could stay in their home towns
and the teachers and opportunities taken to the children!
One of the main things that I want to hear David Cameron commit to, is repeal of
the European Communities Act 1972 and return of this nation's sovereignty, so that
we may make our own rules and laws, and govern our own borders. Also I wish to
see a move away from 'Free Market Economic Policy', because it's aims are the
same as Marxist doctrine, and the ordinary people will suffer greatly from it. Get
rid of the 'Golden Straitjacket', stop sending Â£billions to the corrupt EU, and
restore our privatised utilities, railways, and Health Service. Take them away from
the greedy bureaucrats and private companies.
I think that my own experience of grammar school was a major factor in my social
mobility and the fact that such mobility has declined with their reduction in
number is a good example of how progressive ideas routinely make the liberal
wealthy feel good whilst actually having the effect of disadvantaging the less well
off. Conservatism and its values can be promoted in terms of positive and
pragmatic support for the less well off, and selective education falls in this categary
I BROADLY AGREE WITH DAVIS'S APPROACH. MY MAIN FEAR IS AFTER
18 MONTHS OF POLICY REVIEWS HE WILL MAKE THE MISTAKE OF
ONLY DOING POPULAR THINGS RATHER THAN PASSIONATELY
PERSUADE THE PEOPLE THAT HARD DECISIONS NEED MAKING.
Grammar schools: I am very pro-grammar but if the idea is to create a sort of
grammar school within the comprehensive via full streaming; promoting academic
competition but with proper vocational options for the less academic; allowing
flexibility in the middle for late developers; and avoiding the stigma of secondary
moderns - good!



We are doing well, but I think we must be wary of the LD's. We need to draw out of
their current thinking on a 'local tax' and a wealth tax. With Oaten withdrawing
from the 'race', we need to watch Hughes especially. As one heavily involved in
Health Scrutiny, we need to pound Hewitt and Blair as much as we can.
A decision to leave the EPP-ED would be most unwise. ALthough we disagree with
the EPP on Constitutional affairs the vast majority of the Parliament's work deals
with economic matters where we have a great deal in common. The EPP voting
advice is not a binding whip and can be ignored on major points of difference. We
are better influencing the EPP from within than joining a band of misfits on the
margins.
I do NOT believe in all this modernisation business.We are losing our principles, of
the long standing Conservatism.Most of what is happening is Labour Party
principles.
Any policies must be for the right reasons and not because they sound good. The
public is fed up with sound bites and spin and want honesty from their political
leaders, even if it is something they dont like.
I would scrap the NHS in favour of a continental-style insurance-based system and
introduce a voucher system for education, but doubt whether the electorate are
ready to listen at present.
David Cameron must not forget that Mrs T saved this Country from the horrors of
Socialism/Communism, which has now emerged again in a more insidious Big
Brother form under the Prescott/Blair governance. Of course he knows this; to
reverse the trend seems almost impossible but do not compromise what Mrs T
achieved.
To return to goverment the Conservative party must convince a large part of the
media and the electorate that it has rejoined the human race. Mr Cameron's
statements are a necessary part of that process. If he does win power he will have to
govern as he has preached or he will lose the trust of the voters. My biggest concern
is he does not box himself in on policy. He still has to make a positive difference.
I believe that David Cameron is doing an excellent job so far. In particular he has
chosen an excellent team with William Hague, George Osborne, Theresa May and
Liam Fox. I also agree that the party needs to improve its image and move to the
left, but i do worry that we may lose too many of our core principles.
Having set up groups to come up with policy, David Cameron should give them
time to complete their work before announcing policy ahead of the tasks he set.
Though it would not seem of importance to non-members, withdrawing our MEPs
from the EPP had an enormous influence on why I and many others voted for
David Cameron. (It was the only issue in the election on which I sought clarification
from my MP.) It is therefore essential that this commitment is upheld.
I am concerned that David Cameron - both personally and in policy terms - while
seemingly attractive to the party, will not play well to the wider population.
Not too happy about the options in the final set of questions
I think that it is much too early to be commenting on individuals who have only just
taken up appointments.



I believe that David Cameron had a great opportunity on becoming leader, with a
large mandate, to put in place excellent centre-right policies which would hav made
the next Conservative government a thing worth having. Instead his 'policy-light'
campaign was a mask for the repudiation of Thatcherism, something that is
regrettable to say the least. He could have changed the style, the way we come
across, and yes some of the policies, however a complete reversal of some of the
most important reforms that this country needs is a desperate shame and a serious
disincentive to work hard for the party.
I just wonder whether enough thought, discussion with M.Ps and research has been
given to these new policies. Is it a personal or collective view?
I think that David Cameron is moving the party forward on social justice and the
rich business elite image of the party, which is what made them so unpopular for a
while. He also adds a good youthful and competent image to the party. I would
caution however that the conservatives have always been strong on family issues
and personal morality and do not need to change on this front. If they seek to
provide a genuine alternative in this area aswell then the embracing of traditional
christian morality should not be shied away from.
I am amazed, and delighted, as each new policy is announced how close they are to
my own thinking. I am amazed, and delighted, as each new policy is announced,
how close they are to my own thinking. The exception is the policy on Grammar
Schools. Living in a county which has retained many of its Grammar Schools, and
being part of a large family most of whom were educated in Grammar Schools may
well have coloured my opinion.
DC needs to be consistent. During his campaign he backed away from stating
specific policies, as the next election was too far away to be specific,and he referred
to the policy reviews he would instigate. Now we seem to hear a new policy almost
daily.
David Cameron presented one face when before the electorate of Conservative
Party members. He has conspicuously changed his position and policies since. Wise
observers outside the party (including the media) will expect that he will not lead
the country if elected, merely continue with the same downward spiral of political
correctness and pandering to the chatterati. They will draw attention to his volte
face just before the next election.
I believe it is a lost opportunity for those members that pay for private medical
cover do not receive tax relief and would like the Conservative Party to re-instate
this benefit, particularly for those that are elderly that choose to pay for this
service.
'Modernisation' of the Conservative Party is, in my view, rubbish. If you think
back, the Party mirrors that old adage about Riley cars (of blessed memory) - 'As
old as the industry, as modern as the hour'.
A great team who should stand strong and deliver the conservative message
through commom sense policies. David Cameron is a breath of fresh air.
David Cameron and his team are the only hope for the Conservative Party to return
to Government. The Mainstream is the way to electoral victory!



There will always be a tension between the time-scale of a policy review process and
the calls on political leaders to come up with 'eye-catching initiatives'. The only way
round this is for those involved in the policy reviews to welcome David Cameron's
comments as significant contributions to the review process......
I agree with David Cameron on most issues and I am very happy with the way that
the party is going. Allthough I feel there is a lot more to do, we are now on our way
to winning the next election. I am not too concerned about the issues on which I do
not agree as it would be unhealthy to agree with anyone on all issues all the time.
With regards to the issue of 50/50 men and women, as a woman Councillor and
Cabinet member, I do not agree in positive discrimination. I have got where I am
through hard work and determination and would not like to think I got my position
just because I am a woman.
Make sure we get the best candidate for each Constituency regardless of whether it
is men or women even though we still need more women condidates.
Good positive ideas from David Cameron. They don't suit all Conservatives but we
do have to attract people in the centre of the spectrum who have not been voting
Conservative for some time.
Cameron's politics is strange. I'm unable to decide if he's leading in the wrong
direction, or some interesting and totally unexplored direction 90 degrees to any
regular politics. I'm willing to wait and watch.
A very lame survey as no room to put real thoughts. I am not into people and
names, I do have ideas on how to govern. Leaving Europe would mean we have no
influence, being part of a federal Europe would be suicide and disaster. It is already
breaking up, see French/German reactions, as I predicted in 1999. Ditto simple
Education / Health policies - too trite.
I have not heard or read enough in the media about some Shadow Cabinet
Members to judge their performance! 'Modernisation' still has a little way to go
because the huge impact transport has on the environment is yet to be addressed.
Cars have a role, but it must be sound environmental policy to expand and electrify
the railway system - when will Mr Cameron commit to this?
David Cameron and his team are doing an outstanding job in Westminster. To win
we must back him up with local campaigns on the ground. Local party members
roll up your sleeves and start working on your issues. CCHQ give us the support we
need locally. DC keep us invigorated and inspired. Then we can deliver the vision!
This is a new email to me, but I did an identical one yesterday if that is important.I
continue to think he is doing OK. You cannot make an omlette without breaking a
few eggs. Re Grammar schools, IF we can use setting so all kids get an education
they can actually use, from embryo plumbers and electricians and brickies to yer
actual brain surgeons and rocket scientists, then it can work. We MUST stop
educating kids to the level of a mickey mouse degree, or degree-ising subjects that
are better off without it, like nursing, too posh to wash?? I spent 45 years in the
NHS and I do know of what I speak.

The abandoning of Grammar Schools is good politics, especially as lots of people
recent them. But, personally they provide academic selection regardless of
background, currently its on how much you are willing to pay. Abandoning the
policy I believe sends the wrong message, especially to Grassroots supporters



policy I believe sends the wrong message, especially to Grassroots supporters

DC SEEMS TO BE IN A RUSH TO REJECT THE POLICIES THAT THE
PARTY TOOK TO THE COUNTRY ONLY A SHORT WHILE AGO BUT HE
PLAYED A HUGE PART IN THE DRAFTING OF THOSE POLICIES. BLAIR IS
OFTEN CALLED A LEFT-WING CONSERVATIVE BUT IN THE LABOUR
PARTY--IS DC A RIGHT-WING SOCIALIST BUT IN THE CONSERVATIVE
PARTY?
Please do not leave 'traditional'/fundamental Conservative ideology entirely out in
the cold for the sake of snuggling too close to the central/mediocre ground. You will
lose/antagonise your standard (often elderly!) voter - the younger/modern view is
OK but it is not always the best option in the best interests of a Great Britain
wishing to be great again!
I was unable to answer the question about modernisation, I think it was badly
phrased. It's not so much a question of how much or how little modernisation is
needed, rather what kind of policies are adopted.
To put forward a policy of 50% female candidates is positive sex discrimnation, it
should always be the best person for the job, which may well be a female, to make a
choice just because it is a female is wrong and bad policy.
I worry every time I pick up my newspaper in case there is another Conservative
policy that David Cameron has ditched. His leadership so far is summed up by the
Matt cartoon in the Daily Telegraph which showed the 2005 manifesto being set
alight by the Conservative torch.
It is hiighly probable that David Cameron will win the next election. But will the
Conservative Party?
Cameron's doing a great job. He has a great team and we are pulling together well
as a party. It's been a long time coming, but now we're on our way to power again.
Is that too long a comment for you?!
David Cameron et al are wrong to commit themselves to the NHS. It is a failed
model of healthcare provision just like most of the post-war socialist policy. He risks
comitting himslef to the new labour ideals just when new labour is showing itself to
be a fatally flawed political ethos.
True Conservatism is about the poor and giving them the opportunity. It is about
equality of opportunity for all. Cameron is starting the process but there is too far
to go in one jump. Camerons impact on the other parties has been immense and he
has done well. Some of his team have been very good in tackling the govt - Grieve,
Hammond etc but some have been anonymous.
At long last we are starting to see the blossoming of fresh ideas and attitude to what
needs to happen to help bring the 'great' back into Great Britain. We need to
remember these words: Be humble and gentle. Be patient with each other, making
allowance for each other's faults because of your love. Eph 4:2 (NLT)
.



It was hard to answer the shadow cabinet questions. I think they all all exactly the
right people in the right jobs, but I haven't heard much from them so had to answer
'Don't Know' about their performance. Also - Some of Cameron's policies may not
be wholly traditional as conservative policies (ie grammar schools) but so far I have
agreed with all his policies (ie I think there are some fantastic comprehensives and
there is no reason they shouldn't all be good). What I think Cameron shows in all
his policies is LEADERSHIP - and that quality is rare. It is also fantastic that our
party leader has it!
David Cameron either does not understand politics and the purpose of the
Conservative Party or is one of the Left-Wing politicians whose purpose is to
neutralise any attempt by the Party to check the steady drift towards world
Socialism. This is not Reds under the beds hysteria; look at what is happening in
most of the Western world.
It is still too early to make an accurate judgement on his leadership. However, it is
clear that Cameron is rightly addressing the top priority first - the perception of the
Conservative Party.
People want to earn a living, have a secure family life and feel safe. Personal
security in large cities needs to be improved. Pupils must have the skills to earn a
living. Refugees to be returned to their own countries when war ends. Benefit fraud
to be reduced and criteria tightened. Skill shortage registers reviewed
(www.pcg.org.uk) and the employment of home grown talent encouraged.
I think it's a pity that we've abandoned the idea of more grammar schools because I
don't see why parents should not have the choice of a new one if they want it. But I
agree that the priority is to improve the appalling standards in many mainstream
state schools, and like the proposal of setting.
I am all for a sensible grown-up debate and indeed cautious co-operation with other
parties where we are in agreement with a particular policy. However, Mr Cameron
must not appear to be emulating Mr Blair. We must have genuine Tory core values.
The electorate are becoming truly sick of New Labour's phoney, shallow image and
will want a real change in 2009 to a party they can trust. Let us be that party.
There needs to be a concerted effort to abolish Regionalisation and return planning
democracy to local parish councils. There must be wide efforts to withdraw the UK
from the failing burden of the Soviet European Union and replace it with free trade
as we originally voted and NO MORE. There should be a clear referendum on the
matter immediately and the Government of the day should honour the outcome
steadfastly.
David Cameron has freed his own mind from the paradigms that have driven
Conservative policy making in recent decades. He is approaching policy making in
an open minded and fair minded way. He has brought a breath of freshh air into
the Conservative Party. Frank Tomlin.
You ask black & white questions which cannot be answered by one word answers.
Re lady MPS we want the best whether or not they are male or female. You ask for
comments about the Shadow Cabinet. I personally would like their comments to be
expressed in the papers backing up what David says so that we know the policies
have been fully discussed and are agreed by the Shadow cabinet.



Get ALL to look at the Patriotic POll on www.patrioticpoll.co.uk This will tell you
what the Brits want AND are still able to put together!! NO MORE EU - in it's
present format - reshape to suit (trade, environment, cultural exchange)and SCRAP
THE REST!!This is the title of the entire 'book'. Forget windfarms, gold-plated
tree-huggers et al!
The three major problems in the UK are mass immigration the EU and people
think and feel that we are now into a police state. What ever happend to the
England my farther gave to me? With this new leader of the Conservative Party I
was hopeful of direct action and that we could see that if elected England could be
returned to us. But should I hold my breath? I do not know.
Until Britain leaves the EU I don't believe this country can progress much further.
Lets have a little less flowery,philosophical language and a bit more plain
speaking.Give it to people straight.Let's keep away from the Blair style,because we
cannot win aping him.Keep up the good work.Like the education policy tactics of
backing the govt in some areas:his left wing won't like that.
Brown's economy will be so bad that Mickey Mouse could win next time. Hope DC
et al will ensure a 'liberal' quantity of warfarin is to hand.
Difficult to comment on performance of some Shadow Cabinet members if they
have not had an opportunity to shine because the Party has been focussing on policy
announcements in other portfolios, and thay have been working in the background.
Defence is a case in point. Am dissatisfied with Hague because he has done nothing
to take a lead on the EPP issue.
I am amazed, and delighted, as each new policy is announced, how close they are to
my own thinking. The exception is the policy on Grammar Schools. I am part of a
large family, most of whom benefitted from a Grammar School education, and I
now live in a county which has retained many of its Grammar Schools - both of
which will have coloured my opinion.
Cameron is going too far to the left. He is abandoning Conservative values. We have
been sold a pup.
If we are to now be against any 11+ selection for grammar schools , where does that
leave Cllrs in Trafford (who may have voted for Cameron and where Grammar
Schools are popular) and Governors of independent Grammar School ? Do not
blame me - I voted Davis and most of what has happened since has justified my
decision
All the members of the conservative party should be behind David Cameron for the
next four years to make sure we have the best chance winning the next election. The
leader should introduce his shaddow cabinate into the policy statements more, at
the moment he is doing everything himself.
Letwin completely failed to tackle Brown & is too insulated from reality to
understand the effect of his theoretical mind dumps on party members & general
public. Selwyn Gummer must never be allowed a role in party agricultural or
environmental policy - responsible for major previous failures. He alienates rural
votors.
David Cameron has not addressed key issues such as lawlessness and poor
discipline in schools.



The gerrymandering of the candidates list might produce candidates who DC can
boast about on TV but it will be pretty disasterous when the chosen ones actually
face an election. Compared to all Conservative candidates in the past gay men are
much more likely to depress rather than enhance the Conservative vote. Likewise
women candidates who have never won a council election. However, it is good news
that Mark Oaten is out of the LD leadership race.
Education system must include selection so pupil's talents can be developed -
academic or artisan - we need both encouraged. Too many trendy university
courses! More support for our farmers and fishermen; reclaim our fishing grounds
for our fishermen ONLY. Retrieve control from Europe to ourselves. Why has John
Redwood not been given a job?
Cameron is making a huge mistake to emulate Blair, just as Blairism is going out of
fashion in the country at large.
No attempt has been made by the party to find out members views on the subjects
above?
I'd like to see some more 'hard' policy being formed! In otherwords the broad
outline of policy that would frame the legislative agenda of a Conservative
government under David Cameron.
I do think that the leader should slow down the talking about changes to policy. It
looks as if he is shooting from the hip. I am getting comments along the line of well
he is grasping at straws I think he should not confuse changing the Image in the
press with our Policy. I am in need of policy details to talk about when asked, now I
have no idea what to tell people. We members need info quickly!!
i think mr cameron should make more of the case that mr blair has lied
continuouley to mr brown and the labour party about when he is going the vast
majority of british people do not like somebody doing the dirty on thier (friend
/colleague) or even telling lies .
Having gone through the 'honeymoon' period the trick will be to maintain the
momentum & continue building the case for change of government through the
next four years
I support the move to 'centre ground' as an essential part of the re-validation and
subsequent re-election of the party. There are several issues on which a brave
compromise with 'right-wingers' such as myself, must be reached.
I believe David Cameron should be wary of ruling out options at this early stage
pending the reports from his study groups. The best example of thos is his ruling
out any form of selection for secondary schools.
DC is far too Liberal to be a Tory leader. I don't see why it should be thought that
we need to lean to the liberal left to be thought of as modernising. I am sick of being
lectured on how we need to change. The Tories won a huge amount of votes in the
last election under right wing policies & they were the most popular.This will no
longer be the Conservative Party under DC.New Tories would be more
appropriate.
To engineer lists and shoehorn 'A List' candidates into contituencies such as North
Norfolk would be as futile for the next election as it was for the last.
Please keep up the good work the future of the country depends on it



I think David is good for the party he is young and ready to fight Labour, you have
to be that much ahead of labour, they have away of useing your idea's and coming
up with saying it was them that thought of it first. you have to be able to talk down
to blair, make him look like he is a con.
As a conservatively minded person, i think the tory party is finished and we need
someone new. David Cameron is no conservative, and francis maude obviously
hates the membership. So i have moved to a new party now and urge all proper
tories to do the same.
Very worried that the Blairclone tag is coming true. Will have to keep Party
membership under review. Must NOT shed legacy of Maragaret Thatcher. Must
NOT be a nanny Party. Individual choice whether to buy chocolate!
Cameron was Hobson's choice and a very poor one. He is not a Tory, can we have a
new Margaret Thatcher or churchill, not a Heath/Eden cross. Cameron has
excellent followship skills but no leadership. Recent Tory Leadership history, In
Notting Hill speeak is four flops and a Judas.
Having just returned from South Africa I am concerned with the apparent belief
that Bob Geldorf has anything to offer in terms of his largely wasted but self
gloryfying solution to the problems of really dealing with the long term problems of
Sudan etc. I would rather see real capable people on Think Tanks than so-called
celebraties!
I am concerned where, redundant farm buildings are rightly put to another use to
diversify a farm, then the farmland is sold off to another person or business, who
then applies for planning permission to put up another range of farm buildings for
the housing of livestock and equipment, often using the 28 day rule planning rule of
prior approval. Cllr Matthew Riddle
The Passport for patients was a real hope that decisions about treatment could once
again be made between patients and their physician rather than some rationing
process behind the closed door of a comissioner or procurement officer. The
patients want more personal say in such decisions. I regret the abandonment of
passports
I think the modernising of the party is going very well, but naturally there is a long
way to go. I was sorry to see David Davis get such a senior position, but I can
understand why he did. Cameron has gone for a good range of shadow ministers,
and hopefully he will get over the problem of the EPP.
i hope david realises that i am a member of the conservative party and not the
liberal democrats
Re previous question of 50-50% ratio male/female candidates:- Prefer Candidates
be chosen on merit rather than gender, race, or creed.
I think we need to add a strong initiative to remind people that we are the party of
ambition and that this is totally inclusive. We don't need a policy just a reminder
that everybody has the opportunity to succeed. All that is required is hard work
and commitment.

If the grammar school system works then keep it.Europe needs sorting,our greatest
weapon is A817to threaten to leave. Selection of candidates should be on
merit.Conservative policy should be for the good of the country not for one section
of it. The priority should be to make the C party modern and eficient and ready to
run the country



of it. The priority should be to make the C party modern and eficient and ready to
run the country

I do not agree with pushing percentages of anyone .Anyone who any good at
anything should get there on their own merrit
we have a new leader now lets support him and stop internal arguing.this is our
chance to be rid of these parasite blairites.good luck David.
As is not unusual in surveys, The choices of answer for several questions did not
give what I would wish to say, but don`t know as the other option is totally
incorrect.
I was happy to get the chance to have my say. We are in danger of throwing away
our chance of winning if we continue to sound more left wing than the left wingers.
People need a choice and I am a conservative because of values we have always
held. We must remember that 30k more voited for us in England than the Labour
party. We had the right message but voiced it wrongly. We do not need to change
ALL of it. Just some of it. I am seriously concerned.
Cameron is doing a great job and will be an outstanding Leader and PM. I don't
think leaving the EPP will play well with non Conservative voters and will confirm
the impression that we are obsessed by our Euro-scepticism
Whilst I can understand what David Cameron is trying to do he should be careful
not to alienate traditional Conservatives - they can always vote UKIP or abstain!
Cameron must be bold, if he is criticised by Tebbit he must be doing something
right. Kennedy has gone Blair is very vunerable and Brown is very worried
david cameron has done a fantastic job in raising the morale of the party, giving us
direction and leadership. we now believe that we can win. Mel Stride, Twickenham
Constituency
Good start. essential Keep going and don't lose nerve
D Cameron is making too many promises too soon, looking too much like T Blair
was. Promising to cure everything which is virtually what he appears to be doing
will lead to disaster
D C has made a good start but must be careful to think through the entire impact of
policies on all supporter groups.Must also keep up pressure on Lib
Dems.Conservative MP's must start championing local causes - they are too remote
rectify low morale in the NHS
We should not in any way be in the pocket of big business. I do not understand an
aversion to Grammar Shools which, in the past, have been excellent in educational
terms. The EPP is no place for us.
It is great that the Conservatives finally have a member of the New Establishment
at their head: that is the only route back to power. But the New Establishment is
hugely self-involved and socially libertarian. I worry that DC will end up the
servant of license for the well-to-do at the expense of the One Nation policies Britain
needs.

Modernisation is one thing but removal of the esssence of Conservatism is quite
another. I am worrying that in chasing the panacea of middle ground we lose sight
of where we started. No grammar schools for example. They were the best part of
our education system once - for good reason.
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our education system once - for good reason.

I have a lot of respect for Cameron and the work that he's doing in modernising the
party, especially in the way it appears to the public which has been negative for so
long. However, he seems very left wing of traditional conservatism and, whilst that
is good for modernisation, I can't help feeling that he is ending up making a clone
party of the one we already have in Government, and what use is that? There is no
choice anymore.
On the issue of the EU, Cameron should take up the Davis stance and offer
referenda on the issue, for too long we have allowed ourselves to be controlled from
and by the EU, the time has come to change this.
Cameron will lose core Conservative vote by becoming a Blairite. Not heard him
mention Pensioners, (many Conservatives)- they too will be lost. Time for a
Conservative PM but Cameron should remember Blair will be defeated because the
electorate dislike him and his policies - they won't want a carbon copy.
a splended frontbench team - wont be long before it they form the next government
David Cameron has made a excellent start as party leader. I understand the
concerns of those in the party who believe he is deviating from core values.
However, there is no point in him preaching to the converted; new policies on the
environment and global poverty will help us to appeal to those who have never
voted conservative before. Inspiring a new generation is the only way to win the
next election!
I am very angry that David Cameron has taken it upon himself to distance the
Conservative party from the proven policies of past administrations. He must
remember that more people in England voted for the Conservatives than Labour,
and he would be better putting his efforts into changing the electoral system so that
Government represents the wishes of the people. After all if we wanted Tony Blair's
policies, we would vote for Tony Blair.
I don't think there is any rush to declare views until they have been thought
through. There is not going to an election for a few years yet.
At last true conservatives have rgained the Party. We are sheding the policies which
made us appear out of touch and unatractive. For evrey out of touch bigot we lose
we will gain 10 reasonable people.
It is important that David Cameron utilises David Davis's great skills and coimmon-
sense.
I think it would now be good tactics to ease up on generalised polivy statements and
begin focusing on obtaining views on the detailed changes recommended by
membership and targeted non membership groups
Cameron is pathetic.He stands for nothing of importance beyond vote winning.
John Major gained our votes then squandered our confidence in himself, his party,
and the country's standing. I will not vote for such meretricious claptrap again.



Why do the police not check all licenced premises and why are not the licences
taken away from licencees who allow drunkeness and selling to under age on their
premises? When I was in the police force in 1948 and beyond this was a required
and regular procedure. If one licencee in each of the major cities lost their licence
the binge drinking would largely cease to be the problem it now is within a short
period of time. Answer please?
We have heard little and seen virtually nothing of the shadow cabinet since
Cameron has become leader.Whilst appreciating that his field of expertise is in
Public Relations!! 'call me dave' is not a one man band, we already have one of
those in number 10.Nothing wrong in spin as long as its 'spin with substance'.Its
early days,we 'watch this space' with interest
I am very satisfied with David Cameron, but leadership isn't and shouln't be about
any one person. Why did he not offer the Shadow Chancellorship to Kenneth
Clarke, who has more experience than George Osborne?
We need a Conservative English parliament.
I think its about time England had equality with Scotland - there should be an
English Parliament-the Barnett Formula should be scrapped-the English taxpayer
should not have to subsidise the Scots at the expense of their own public services.
Polling shows that on the key issues that matter voters still don't trust the
Conservative Party. On health, education and economic trust, the party is miles
behind Labour. Above all the Party is not liked or respected and as such people fear
our motives and don't give us the benefit of the doubt when we set out policy. We
should not stop changing until we've changed these negative indicators.
I am disgusted that the Conservatives think that people in England should pay 3%
MORE tax than people in Scotland. It is the absolute duty of the oppositon to point
out the moral bankruptcy of the government for using Scottish and Welsh MPs to
vote on ANY English matters. David Cameron is starting to look weak and watery.
Perhaps he should not have been elected until his spine had had some time to
develop? Disappointed with the Conservatives for allowing England to be governed
this way, without so much as a single comment in PMQ's and will not vote again for
the not-the-Conservative Party. The Conservatives, like Labour, are now irrelevant,
post devolution. It will be a huge issue in the next GE.
Modernisation is all very well , but it is not clear what we trying to achieve with it.
The government should be opposed on virtually everything, make them justify what
they are doing in public, most of the time they can't. Especially on id cards and
restrictions on freedom. Our policies must mee the hopes and aspirations of all,
most of us want the same things.
I'm finding it harder to support you as each day goes by. You are moving closer and
closer to the Labour party and seem to be trying to appease everyone to get votes.
85% of the UK's citizens live in England. It is high time that they had a national
Parliament in England. Merely having 'English votes on English matters' is not
sufficient. A separate English Parliament will enable English bills to be drafted
separately, as they are in Scotland & Wales.

David C is doing a good job. It is important that we have something to say and
something to contribute on environmental issues and global poverty. Many people
on dorrstep at last election expected something from us on these topics but
previously we appeared to be silent on these issues.
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Minorities have too much sway. WHat about policies for the majority for a change.
We are importing poverty, hundreds of thousands of poverty striken people have
been imported to this country - should we always take 2nd place to them? Cameron
is foresaking self reliance for the welfare state - a big mistake, we are already in
financial trouble. Immigration is a big issue and the Conservatives should have the
courage to address it.
Good luck - keep doing what you're doing - you've pleasantly surprised friend and
foe!
All candidates should be selected purely on merit, and sex is not relevant. Good
female candidates will get through anyway. Why not an AB list with 50% white,
20% black, 15% mixed, 15% Asian or whatever? The new policy is one to make me
abandon the party. There is too little democracy in the party. The Leader may steer
policy, but should not just announce it. It is wrong to just discard numerous policies
a few months after an election. Where are the new policies, different from
Labour's?
I voted Conservative in the 2005 general election, but the party is utterly neglecting
its core supporters in England. For the sake of the Union it chooses to neglect
England preferring to concentrate on Scotland (as if the Scots do not already have
an overbearing influence on England). I want equality with the Scots in the form of
an English Parliament. The Conservatives will not even put this option before the
English electorate in a referendum (which is all we ask). It has distanced itself from
the English people. When David Cameron chose to take on detested New Labour's
policies I joined the English Democrats in December 2005. I care about my country
even if you Conservatives don't.
I believe that the Party is talking too much at the present time with headings for
policies and without having the substance to back them up
I don't agree with most of what he is saying, in my own view he is moving too far to
the left centre. Having said that, if that gets the Tories back in, so be it. A left wing
Tory PM is better than a right wing Tory opposition. If it were me I would
mimmick as far as possible the economic/spending/tax policies of the current govt
but would have strong right of centre policies on immigrations, crime, Europe,
Education, all of which are popular with most people. Also I would promote the
new stance on English voted for English MPs. There is a growing English
resentment to subsidising Scotland and Wales and the unfairness of the half baked
one sided devolution. This would also highlight Browns Scottishness and highlight
the craziness of him being the PM. He currently can vote on things that has no
impact whatsoever on his own constituents. Crazy Hope this helps and good luck
I understand what Cameron is trying to do but he should remember the middle
classes who pay for it all
I am age 20 and know many others my age who have voted Conservative in past
elections but won't be doing so again until the Party regains some common sense. I
feel the same. In Cameron's Tories there is no conviction, only shameless leaning to
the left. When my membership runs out I will not be renewing and won't vote
Conservative until the Party gets a grip.



Conservative until the Party gets a grip.

There has been much said about modernising the Party, yet the local party of which
I am a member does not need modernisation because we have always done the very
things DC talks about. It is not the Party on the ground that needs modernising but
the leadership and CCO. There is a perception on the ground that the party is being
run by a Notting Hill Mafia who are privileged and sheltered and who know
nothing of everyday life. IN terms of candidates it would be better to seek a wider
range of demographics rather than a sexual balance
Keep up the good work. It's so refreshing to hear truth for once!
I believe in an English Parliament and the abolision of the Barnett Formuler, the
Conservative party used to kown as the English party i'd like you to proove it.
The constitutional position of England is a very important issue. While the
Conservative Party uses its MP's from non English constituencies to vote on English
only Laws during this Parliament, it will be difficult for the public to trust
Conservative Party Policies on this matter.
The stalinist purge of the Candidates' List has effectively told many hardworking
and ambitious Conservatives that they are no longer wanted by the Party. Many
have resigned. Others have just given up and are waiting to see how it turns out.
How can the Party continue as a viable grassroots force if it discards a large chunk
of its workers?
Disapointed that no policy on health and education only mirror New Labour!
Still can't get over Bob Geldof! Good move!!
David Cameron is a breath of fresh air to a Party that has drifted further and
further away from the British people. The lack of direction and appeal has enabled
Blair to press ahead and sneak in his nanny state policies. At last we have a chance
for good sensible government of this country once again. Let's help it work!
I think Cameron is making all the right moves but I do feel very disappointed by
the Education policy - we can and should embrace selection, choice and diversity.
Instead, we seem to have accepted mediocrity and a return to Comprehensives. I
live in Kent with 33 Grammar schools and I can tell you they are the most popular
schools with Parents. We need more not less Grammar schools.
Generally, I'm quite happy with David Cameron's performance as our new leader.
However, he should be cautious not to irritate loyal party members. It may be easy
to come up with with headline grabbing ideas but they must be backed up with
reassurances not to abandon fundamental party ideals. Promising to leave the EPP
will only placate people for a short time!
The need for disabled candidates should not be forgotten.
I believe the party should abandon it's 'Unionist' position and concentrate upon
England, the UK being a dying animal. It should support an English Parliament,
and forget the EVOEL fudge. It should also rapidly reintroduce a tough
immigration policy, it lost much credence by abandoning that.



I think Conservative support for B. Liars education proposals is appalling. You are
there to oppose Labour not prop them up. I will leave the party if the bill goes
through with Conservative support. The Conservative administration I support
holds the council by one vote - mine in this case.
I do not think the comments on Grammar Schools was the right thing to say nor the
right time to say it now.
If we are to have real political influence in Europe this can only be done with the
EPPED group.
We are on a long path back to victory. It will be tough and demanding. But as a
united front we shall prevail.
I was very disapointed in his health care proposal to discourage the use of private
health care. In my opinion this takes pressure of the N.H.S as people have already
paid for it with general tax They have the freedom of choice to use private health
care and a tax efficient incentive is only good. What has happened to the Flat Tax
idea it should be evaluated at least.!!! Youes Peter.R.Snadden
The more this goverment is discreted the more I believe the Tory party do not need
to take on left wing policies,The Tory party can not tear up all that they believe
in,some of David Cameron's points are good but you or rather he can go to far.
I disapprove of anything which hints that the Conservative Party now thinks that
political correctness is now OK. I also deplore the shadow education spokesman's
jumping on the bandwagon of the recent media hysteria re List 99.We need to be
very careful to balance fairness, protection and calm deliberation on difficult
matters and not just do as the tabloids want in order to get popularity.
David is turning out to be a breath of fresh air. But he should be tough on crime.
This is a major issue with many I speak to it is suprising how many would like that
the death penalty be reintroduced to scare some of the worst elements of our
society. It need not be mandatory but available. Beware over modernisation. The
iron fist in the velvet glove can be very effective.
Trying to outblair blair is ok to cause dissent within the labour party but the tories
need a separate & positive message if they are going to look like winners let alone
win an election.
I believe that business has a large part to play in the life of this country, but it must
not be able to dictate to the government or any political party. As conservatives our
first priority must be the welfare of the people of this country and the environment
we ALL live in. We should continue to apply our Conservative principles of small
state, individual liberty and enterprise, to sorting our the mess made by Blair's
dithering.
I think David Cameron's u-turn on university fees is an absolute disgrace and
makes a mockery of his rule of only having policies that will not adversely effect the
poor.
Very little seen/heard to date of David cameron's 'team' - Letwin,Davis, Fox,
Spelman etc



Above all Mr. Cameron must reconnect with and regain the votes of the 5,000,000
Conservatives lost since the Maastricht Treaty was forced through on a spurious
vote of no confidence, against all these voters' wishes. What has happened to the
promise to renegotiate the return of our competence over fisheries, overseas aid and
the rest? Of course for our renegotiation to have any force we must make it clear
that we are prepared to repeal ECA72. This would be a start.
Whilst I am fortunate enough to have had a good steady middle-class upbringing
and employment, so allowing me to benefit in this democratic society; I am aware
that those at the bottom end of the scale who may have not been able to attain good
academic qualifications but who are good members of society are finding it
increasingly difficult to find good jobs; earn less than Â£10,00 a year and are still
hit with tax.
Dont know reply in the survey covers a lack of real information on the question.
I consider that a stonger attack should have made about Blair's surrender on EU
rebate.
I would vote Conservative IF YOU RECOGNISED THE ENGLISH FACTOR.
I suppose I will get used to David Cameron but I wish he would stop coming out
with non Conservative twaddle
I would like to see a place for Alan Duncan MP on the front bench.
I think we must be very careful about how eagerly we endourse TB's policies. We
must be distinctive at a time when people are saying that all the parties are the same
and as corrupt and sleasy as each other.
At present the Conservative party appears to be an exercise in marketing ie we
promise you everything and will give you nothing .Like the Labour party you will
be found wanting.
David Carmeron is on the right lines, however he should be stronger in resisting EU
legislation that puts UK at a disadvantage.Get out of CAP. From an organic dairy
farmer.
the leader of the conservative party must keep on with the reforms of the party
I am particularly disappointed at Cameron's policy on Grammar
Schools.Comprehensive Schools have been (as many of us predicted) a disaster for
this country.I want a leader of the Conservative Party who will argue again and
again for selection in education and make the case for Grammar Schools,not
abandon them. I didn't want Cameron and so far most of his comments have
reinforced my negative opinion of him.
With regards to the performance of David and his team, it is generally too early to
comment, however, we do need to attack the Government more on key issues. Their
plundering of the Lottery for instance. Also the Chancellors indecision on the
changes in rules to SIP pension funds. Pensions are effecting many peoples lives and
how can we plan for the future if the chancellor will not confirm the ground rules.
There have been too many fundamental changes from DC's original leadership
manifesto to engender confidence in his future direction, IMHO. He should make
firm decisions based on true Conservative values and stay with them. Some of his
choices for cabinet ministers are also suspect v-a-v Dr. Liam Fox in particular.



I think David Cameron is the best thing thats happened to this party in the last
decade! He's in touch with modern Britain and is willing to change the
Conservative Party to suit accordingly! Those from his own party who constantly
critisise him, should put up or shut up! It's because of these people the
Conservatives have struggled to win government!
some of the statements should have more background research as to long term
effects, presently they can sound like sound bites for effect waiting for a reaction, or
because they are opposite to what had been policy. I do not think that is the case but
it could be appearing that way.
am concerned at the constant referral to young people when we have an aging
population who DO vote. Of course we must woo the young but not at the expense
of the older generation. It is the older generation who have put him in his present
position.
If David carries on in the way he is going, what is the difference between him and
Tony Blair, none and I don't trust Tony how am I supposed to trust David, I am
considering Leaving
There is no chance of gaining a foothold in Scotland or Wales. Each time a policy
comes up that effects only England this should be pointed out. As it effectively pulls
the rug from under the Scottish and Welsh labour MP's. EVOEM will not
work!!.Promote an English parliament.It's the English that will win power for the
Conservatives
We need to have clear blue water between us and our opposition. People already
think all politicans are the same and DC is proving them right. DC doesnt live in the
real world and his stage managed visits to deprived areas arent going to fool
anyone. Stick to true Conservative values or risk isolating many of our traditional
supporters. You need to realise some people will never vote for us whatever we do!!
I believe that David Cameron's policies are too left wing, but I accept (barely) that
they are the right things to say. If he carries them out I will leave the party.
David Cameron's 'modernising' policies probably are good politics in the sense that
they accept and celebrate the Blairite consensus, but they are also extremely bad
policy. We're just aping Labour now, and not introducing any really reforming
radical policies. The voters have no real choice - just left, or softer left - and because
of that, politics is likely to become very boring for the next decade or so.
I believe that not returning to a figure of 20% or so grammar schools would mean a
considerable risk that intelligent pupils that were retiring,not forceful personalities
would run the risk of bullying by those less intelligent. That could well mean that
they might not reach their potential in schools that were not well-disciplined.
We should ensure that the current schooling system stretches the individual abilities
of ALL children and should strive to get all schools performing at the levels of the
better schools. This means dealing with parents who allow pupils to disrupt classes
or play truant on a regular basis.

I do think it was wrong not to increase grammar schools.We should not be afraid to
selection of abilities, is the right way forward, for children of poor families like
myself to excel themselves,and achieve the leaders of today instead of giving up
hope believe choice is the best way forward,andthepast has proved. To abandon
patient passports is wrongalsoFinally I think central office should look at the agents
who have failed to general election to be replaced for example North Norfolk.. to be
liberal is a disgace
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As of now Cameron has not taken us out of the EPP. I want to live in an
independent, self governing, democratic nation. I believe most British people want
the same. In May 2004 nearly 3 million voted for parties seeking to leave the EU.
The Conservative Party will not get back into government until they pick up those
votes.
I'm pleased that DC is doing well in the poles. I have a reservation about trying to
out-Blair Blair, just when the electrate is tiring of him. The situation was well
summed up in the line that said The country doesn't need a shadow, it needs a
choice I feel we should tell the truth about our policies and not play games, if that is
what we are doing.
Concerned that party is not aggessively opposing the government's divsive
education policy. Tony Blair is counting on Tory support to defeat his own rebels -
we wil lose credibility if we help him save face.
Too many changes too quickly. Better to take a little more time and get it right
DC's doing very well Education policy's still a mishmash!! On the NHS the policy
too vague!! Still early days yet.
It's difficult to see much difference between Labour and Conservative. Moving to
the left is stupid. We need tough decisions on law and order and the HR Act. We
are just going to end up with another soft government if DC is elected.
It should have been explained clearly that there would be no expansion of the
grammar school but those in existence would remain. The issue of 50%men and
50%women list should make it clear that this is on ability. I personally have been
disappointed with the calibre of those applying to my constituency association for
selection in the past.
I thought that this survey was rather more helpful than the last few (if I might be so
bold as to say so). Thank you to all who made it.
Simon Heffer described David Cameron as the social democrat who now leads the
Conservatives. Where does David Cameron suggest that true Conservatives caste
their vote at the next election? Will there be anyone to represent those of us who
still have faith in the old values so successfully followed by Lady Thatcher the only
truly great post war Prime Minister
Donâ€™t be deceived by Cameronâ€™s lead over labour in the polls. Labour are
such a discredited political party right now, that a even a party led by a Duncan
Smith would inevitably start make inroads into their prolonged popularity.
Cameronâ€™s early policy statements and priorities: continuation of excessive and
wasteful public expenditure (no prospect of tax cuts) - surrender to the loony
environmental lobby - world poverty! - an apparently anti business and anti
grammar school mentality - embracing unrepresentative minorities and ignoring
the conservative (with a small c ) majority in our country - one wonders by what
right he imagines, that by winning a few votes in an election contest - he can turn
tradition conservative polices on their head.



Several members of the shadow cabinet do not appear to have made an impact on
the public's consciousness. I would hope that they try to be more visible and pro
active in the next few months. We do not want to be seen as a party with only one
spokesman !
I strongly support David Cameron's policy on the importance of setting and
streaming in schools. As a former language teacher I believe that mixed ability
teaching does not help any child. I think there is room for some selection by ability
or aptitude which comes to the same thing.
David Cameron has had a reasonably good start to his leadership but he needs to
formulate a strategy to capture and maintain the imagination of the electorate.
Nobody will be interested in the Conservative's air-time if they are always talking
about mights and may-do's as this will only confuse or even alienate the undecideds
come election time. David needs to be clear, concise and visionary - after all people
never get on to a ship without first knowing its route, final destination and time-
taken to get there. He needs to maintain the image of energy and enthusiasm as this
did Tony Blair no harm at all in his early years - especially if as expected Cameron
will be fighting Brown at the next general election. David Cameron must be always
ready to think the unthinkable that Tony Blair could surprise us all and stand for a
fourth election!
We should not be talking about tuition fees. It does not affect me, but I know a lot of
parents who will vote Lib Dem if we publicise that we are keeping tuition fees. They
say - education was free for them (MPs) so it should be for us. It particularly affects
students on longer courses, i.e. teachers - 4 years, doctors - 5 years, vets - 5 years (6
at Cambridge), dentists and other professionals we need.
I'm still identifying myself as 'supporter of some other party' (Greens and Labour)
but I'm very very impressed with David Cameron and am slowly coming round to
the Tories....
I understand DC's attempts to produce politically attractive policies but the
membership need to be reassured on basics like controlled immigration and
liberating GB from the EU.
I hope Cameron is concentrating on image for initial impact only. Policies are not
just important but essential. Re. education and grammar schools: this country
NEEDS elite schools if we are to realise the talent of our young people. That is NOT
to say we can or should neglect the less bright ones. For them we must provide with
the best opportun- ities to achieve the best of which they're capable. Europe? Do a
Norway!
Very pleased about the direction that the Conservative Party is now taking
The last thing that David Cameron should do is abandon Thatcherism. She rescued
the country from rampant and extreme Socialism but was let down by supposed
supporters with their own agendas.
David Cameron's reforms are necessary for the party to move foward and win in
the future, but we must avoid going too far into the nondescript 'centre' lest we
become another follower of Blair's foggy 'third way'.
We, as a party, need to work harder to dispel the ugly misconceptions of us and our
policies within the general media.



[Admin note - please add a 'all responses to these surveys are treated with total
confidence' etc rider] Its easy for we who are committed Conservatives to miss just
how disliked our party still is, and so how clearly we have to communicate the
message 'WE HAVE CHANGED' if we're serious about returning to power. DC
lead off by being the big CHANGE candidate and has both the mandate and vision
to deliver.
Having got more votes in England than Labour in the last election, promoting most
of the traditional Tory policies though not enough 'lower taxes and less
government', I think Blair speak Cameron and his New Labour policies is a
distaster for the country. He might be trying to out New Labour New Labour but
that is not what the country needs.
The impact on the poor should be A test of conservative policies, not THE test.
By setting up the policy groups, David Cameron bought himself perhaps 18 months
freedom from having to make a firm commitment on many issues.
Cameron and co. may be unsettling some traditional Tory supporters, but, as a 23-
year-old, I can vouch for just how much needed/needs to be done to shed the party's
negative image.
The refusal to contemplate going back to Grammar Schools, as well as talk about
relaxation on immigration means that my subscription due this month has gone in
the bin!Call me Dave needn't bother calling me!
David Cameron is doing a good job. However, he must not limit his options by using
language such as 'never', but instead, 'I doubt'. This way he communicates the same
thing but does not rule out options. What was the point of setting up those policy
groups if he rules out options now?!
David Cameron is simply copying New Labour in much of his policy development.
There is little point in the Conservative Party entering Government if it does not
introduce positive change to the New Labour era. Mr. Cameron does not seem set to
do so.
When is David Cameron going to call for abolition of all Common Agricultural
Policy subsidies and tariff walls that hurt the poor in this country, the developing
world, and transfers huge amounts of money to corporate farming interests (0.5%
of recipients in UK get 79% of the total UK subsidies)? Or do we continue to kow-
tow to the farming lobby whose support for CAP is continuing to hurt the poor,
taxpayers and the UK at large?


